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ACTOR [BACKGROUND]
You are a trained actor.

This chapter details character backgrounds and the feats
associated with them. There are two kinds of background
feats - backgroundsandbloodgifts. Backgroundsrepresent things you've learned, abilities that stem from your
culture, upbringing, and interests. These can normally
only be taken at 1st level, but you may take asmany asyou
like. There is no limit.
Bloodgifts represent ancestral or racial ties to something greater than you. characters may begin play with
only one 1st level bloodgift, but may gain others later on,
so long as the prerequisites are met. Since backgrounds
are mostly designed for flavor, it is up to DM whether or
not PCs begin with one free background feat or not.
However, bloodgifts are rare and powerful and should be
doled out with care.

Benefit: Yougaina+2bonuson Bluff checks.In addition,
Bluff, Disguise, Innuendo, and Perform areconsidered class
skills. Bard is an additional favored class.
Special: This featcanonly be chosenat 1stlevel.
ANCIENT LINEAGE [BLOODGIFT]
Yours is the blood of heroes, born from a line of renowned
warriors.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus on all Willpower saving
throws and a +2 bonus to all Bluff checks and Intimidate
checks.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

ACADEMY

[BACKGROUND]
You are a future leader of the world, formally training
with the sword aswell asbattle tactics and leadership.
Prerequisites: Int 13+ or Wis 13+, Cha 15+.
Benefit: You gain proficiency with a longsword.
In addition, Diplomacy, Innuendo, Knowledge (history),
and Sense Motive are considered class skills.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
With the DM's approval you may choose proficiency
with a glaive, guisarme, halberd, lance, longspear, ranseur,
rapier, or short sword in place of a longsword.

ARMORED MAGE [BACKGROUND]
The affinity dwarvesfeel for metal allowsyou to reduce
the chance of spell failure when casting arcanespells
while wearingarmor.
Prerequisites:
Dwarf,any metamagicfeat.
Benefit:
While wearing armor, you may opt to casta
spell as a full-round action rather than a standard one,
reducing the arcane spell failure of any armor you wear by
10%,to a minimum of 5%.
Special: Spellthat requiremorethan 1actionto castdo
not benefit from this feat.
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ASPECT OF COMMAND
[BLOODGIFT]
Your family's ancient bond with dragons makes you
commanding and insures others follow your lead.
Prerequisites: Cha 13+, Drakeblood.
Benefit: Increase the DC of all Enchantment spells you
cast by 2. This bonus stacks with that granted by Spell
Focus (enchantment). You also gain a +2 competence
bonus to your Leadership score (if any).
Special: If your Charisma is ever reduced below 13 you
may not use this feat until your Charisma score returns to
13 or above.
ASPECT OF FEAR [BLOODGIFT]
You can draw upon your draconic heritage, unsettling
others with your presence.
Prerequisites:
Cha 15+, Aspect of Command,
Drakeblood.
Benefit: You gain the ability to emit a sudden burst of
supernatural fear in a is-ft. radius. Creatures in the area
must succeed at a will saving throw (DC equal to your
character level + Charisma bonus) or be shaken' for 2d6
rounds. Creatures with more Hit Dice than you are not
affected by this ability. You can use this ability a number
of times per day equal to your Charisma bonus.
Activating this ability is a standard action.
Special: If your Charisma is ever reduced below 15 you
may not use this feat until your Charisma score returns to
15 or above.

FEATS

BLOOD OF KINGS [BLOODGIFT]
You are a legitimate descendentof the great dwarven
kings of old.
Prerequisite: Dwarf.
Benefit: When dealing directly with other dwarves,
you gain a +2 bonus to all Bluff, Diplomacy, Gather
Information, Intimidate, and SenseMotive checks.
Special:

This feat can only be chosenat 1st level.

A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift. However,with your DM's permission,you may
be allowed you to take it for an establishedcharacter,
should roleplaying or campaign development prove it
logical.
BLOOD OF MAGIC [BLOODGIFT,
METAMAGIC]
Your draconic heritage allows you to apply metamagic
feats to your spells quickly and instinctively.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, Drakeblood, any tWo metamagic feats, arcane spellcaster level1st+.
Benefit: You can cast a spell enhanced by your own
metamagic feats as a standard action. Metamagic feats
used in conjunction with this feat affect the level of the
spell normally. You can use this ability a number of times
per day equal to your Charisma bonus.This lets you shorten
the casting time for only the first metamagic feat applied
to a spell; additional metamagic feats lengthen the casting
time asnormal.
Normal: A bard or sorcerer using a metamagic feat
must cast the enhanced spell as a full-round action.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

BONDING [BLOODGIFT]
You can create a special bond with any other creature.
Prerequisite:
Elf.
Benefit: Sacrifice 250 XP to forge a weak empathic link
with another creature. Once per day,per bonded creature,
you can make a Sense Motive check (DC 10) to know
what that creature is feeling at any moment, no matter the
distance.
In addition, so long as you are within 1 mile of the
bonded creature, you can, at will, see what it sees
and hear what it hears per the spell clairaudience/
clairvoyance.

BORN TO THE SADDLE [BLOODGIFT]
Prerequisite:
Rideskill.
Benefit: Yougain a+2competencebonuswith all Ride
checks and gain the benefits of the Endurance feat for any
Ride checks extended over a period of time.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level bloodgift.
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CHILD

OF THE

SEA

DEEPSIGHT

[BLOODGIFT]

Your

hours equal to 1 + your Constitution bonus.
Special: This feat may only be taken at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

DIVINE FLAME [BLOODGIFT]
Your ancestral
tie with elemental fire allows you to

CHURCH EDUCATION [BACKGROUND]
The clergy of your nation has educated you from a young
age.
Prerequisite: Wis 13+.
Benefit: Diplomacy, Knowledge (arcana),and Knowledge
(religion) are considered class skills and cleric is an
additional favored class of your race.
Special: This feat may only be taken at 1st level.

channel positive or negative energy through your
weapon, causing extra fire damage.
Prerequisites:
Dwarf, Dex 11+,Cha 13+,Forgeblood,
ability to turn or rebuke undead.
Benefit: You gain the ability to expend one of your turn
or rebukeundeadattempts to give a melee weapon
that

This feat may only be taken at 1st level. DMs
DIVINE PERCEPTION [GENERAL]

are encouraged to tailor the weapon combinations listed
above to match specific cultures in their gameworlds.

You can sense

asif you hadcastdetect evil.Youcannotdeterminethe
exact nature of the presence, but you are not surprised.
An invisible attacker gets no bonus to hit you within
60 ft. once you have determined its presence.
Special: You need not be a cleric to take this feat,
but you must worship a deity. Your devotion to your god
cannot be questioned and should your alignment ever
change from your god's, you lose accessto this feat until
such time asyour alignment shifts back to normal.

[BLOODGIFT]

Your family has an ancient bond with the earth.
Prerequisites:
Dwarf, Wis 13+.
You gain a +4 racial bonus

on Search

the workings of the gods in the mortal

world.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+,must havethe samealignment
asyour deity.
Benefit: The gods are foreverat work aroundus,
but few can sense their presence. For whatever reason,
you are touched with the gift to sense them. With a
successful Concentration check (DC determined by the
DM, minimum 20), you can sense the presence of
outsiders, incorporeal, or ethereal creatures within 60 ft.

DEATHWALKER [BACKGROUND]
You are among the most feared of any barbarian tribe
member, capable of unnerving even your chieftain.
Prerequisites:
Baseattack bonus +1 or higher, ability
to rage at least once per day.
Benefit: Deathwalkers are killing machines. You gain
a +4 bonus to any saving throws involving magical fear
and an +4 bonus to all Intimidate and Sense Motive skill
checks.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
However, with your DM's permission, you may be
allowed you to take it for an established character, should
roleplaying or campaign development prove it logical.

Benefit:

you wield the flaming ability.This ability lastsfor a

number of rounds equal to your Charisma bonus. If you
let go of the weapon for any reason while the bonus is
active, it immediately ends. Using this ability is a standard
action.
You cannot have more than one weapon at a time
benefiting from Divine Flame.
Special: If you use this ability on a weapon that already
has the flaming ability, it becomes flaming burst.

CONSCRIPTION [BACKGROUND]
You have served in a militia or other conscripted unit.
Benefit: You gain proficiency with the halberd and
heavy crossbow. In addition, you begin play with a suit
of studded leather armor and one weapon of your choice
(up to 50 gp in value).

DEEPBLOOD

[BLOODGIFT]

family's ancient bond enhances
your darkvision.
Prerequisites: Dwarf, Wis 11+, Deepblood.
Benefit: The range of your darkvision increases by 10
feet.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Each
time you gain this feat, the effects stack.

Theblood of an aquatic creature flows through your veins.
Prerequisite:
Con 13+.
Benefit:
You may hold your breath for a number of

Special:

FEATS

and Spot
DIVINE THUNDER [BLOODGIFT]
Your ancestral
ties to the storm allow you to channel
powerful thunder through your weapon, causing extra

checks when using darkvision. If normal light conditions
exist, you do not gain this bonus.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

sonic damage.
Prerequisites:

Dwarf, Dex 13+, Cha 13+, Forgeblood,

ability to turn or rebuke undead.
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Benefit: You gain the ability to expend one of your turn
or rebuke undead attempts to give a melee weapon that
you wield the thundering ability. This ability lasts for a
number of rounds equal to your Charisma bonus. If you
let go of the weapon for any reason while the bonus is
active, it immediately
ends. Using this ability is a standard
action.
You cannot have more than
benefiting
from Divine Thunder.
DOGS

OF WAR

You have

an animal

PHB,

a strong

adding

Choose

It is trusted

13+, Wis

13+, Cha

an animal

bond.

that

your

at a time

at 5th

level
from

you

the

in the

Scent

trait.

+2 bonus

Wolf

to Dexterity

in M M)

to Move Silently checks
(Medium-size)
Master
bonus to Strength
Master gains +2 bonus

constrictor

gains

+2

to Spot

the

elite

the unit

Prerequisites:
least

once

Benefit:
the

of the

sent

Base

into

attack

Benefit:
your

in addition
Special:
However,
allowed
roleplaying

one

1st 'level

As a

Dwarf, Cha 13+.

DREAMCHILD
You further
woodlands,

can

never

have

more

than

one

1st level

[BLOODGIFT]
bind your being to the magical essence
gaining more aspects of fey creatures.

You are immune

You are a drifter,
Benefit:
10% further
from

tribal

khan's

villages
bonus

shock

never

While

on

each

this

bonus

Special:

This

EARTHEN

troops.

to flex his might.

to magical

resting
foot

in one

or horse

day. Those

of the

compulsions.

place
back

traveling

for long.
you

with

can
you

travel
benefit

as well.
feat can only

time.

The

inspire

be chosen

at 1st level.

sight

and

of a doombringer

When
(new)

determining

the duration

Strength

to your

bonus

Constitution

This

feat

with

your

you to take

can

only

DM's

(if

confidence

at

Prerequisites:
Dwarven
music ability (or equivalent),

unit

to

to rage

is not

of your

rage,

to

the

total,

be

chosen

permission,

at

1st

level.

development

you
character,
prove

may

subtype

find your bardic

music

stonecunning
ability, bardic
5+ ranks in Perform skill.

Benefit:
The DC to resist your bardic
music
is
increased
by 2 whenever
the ability is used against a
creature with the Earth subtype. In addition, your bardic
music can affect creatures with the Earth subtype even if
they are normally immune to mind-influencing
effects.

modifier.

it for an established

or campaign

any)

[GENERAL]

at

+1, ability

fear

HARMONICS

Creatures with the Earth
difficult to resist.

underrated.-

add

than

DRIFTER [BACKGROUND]

per day.
Doombringers

same

more

[BLOODGIFT]

You are among
You are from

A character
bloodgift.

Benefit:

the
the

animal.
Special:
This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character
can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
BRINGER

have

Prerequisites:
Elf, 10+ ranks in Wilderness
Lore skill,
Bonding, Path of Dreams, any metamagic
feat.

checks

should you ever lose the companion
you suffer
effect listed in the PHB and you may never replace

DOOM

never

Benefit:
You gain a +3 racial bonus on Intimidate
checks.
In addition,
sorcerer
is always considered
a
favored class for you.
Special:
This feat can only be chosen
at 1st level.

Master gains +4 bonus to Wilderness
Lore checks, dog's speed increased
+ lOft.
Master gains +8 bonus to Spot
checks in daylight.
(see leopard in MM) Master gains +2

Snake,

can

Prerequisites:

the list below.

Dog

lion

Benefit: Choose one energy type (acid, cold, electricity,
or fire). You receive a +2 bonus on all saves against attacks
of this type. In addition, sorcerer is always a favored class

[BLOODGIFT]
Your family has an ancient bond with a dragon.
result, draconic blood flows through your veins.

which

Special
Master gains
(see leopard

Mountain

comes

DRAKEBLOOD
with

for familiars
gain

you show

sorcery

and loyal.

Companion
Badger
Bobcat

Eagle

no outward
signs of draconic
heritage,
more easily to you than most others.

for you, in addition to the class granted by your race.
Special:
This feat can only be chosen
at 1st level.

17+.

companion,

Use the rules

companion

DRACONIC BLOODLINE
[BLOODGIFT]
You are the descendent
of a dragon. Although

A character
bloodgift.

companion.
Con

You gain

you share

weapon

[BLOODGIFT]

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

one

FEATS

be

ELDER WISDOM
[GENERAL]
Your long life and old age give you great wisdom.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, 200+ years old.

should

it logical.

Benefit:
Knowledge
Knowledge

II

You gain a +2 competence
bonus on all
skill checks. In addition,
choose any two
skills which become class skills.

'BACKGROUND

ELVEN BLOOD, FEIGN ELF [BLOODGIFT]

ELVEN BLOOD, BANE ELF [BLOODGIFT]

Your bloodline is far removed from the true line of elves
providing you a strength that most elves lack.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, elf.

Your elven blood is a scourge to the elven kingdoms and
a foul secret to be kept guarded.
Prerequisites:
Cha13+,elf.
Benefit: You gain a +1 racial bonuson all meleeand
ranged attack rolls and damage rolls within 30 ft. against
other elves.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

Benefit:

ELVEN BLOOD, FIRE ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your

Benefit:
Special:

can never have more than one 1st level

ELVEN BLOOD, DEATH ELF [BLOODGIFT]

Benefit:
You

Your

Con 15+, elf.

Benefit:

age is a minimum of 500 years +

Special:

This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
can never

have more

than

one 1st level

bloodgift.

A character

Your elven blood carries an ancient legacy that can be
traced to the dawn of time.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, elf.
Benefit: +1 hp per character
level.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

Benefit:

This

never

have more than one 1st level

Choose

Int 13+, elf.
three

skills. Theseskills are consid-

ELVEN BLOOD, HIGH ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven

bonus to all Charisma
basedskill checks(except Disguise)with raceson good
terms with elves.Orcs, for instance,do not carewhich
bloodline of elvesthey arekilling.
Special:

bonus to Intimidate

ered class skills.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

blood is pure, pious, and of high station. Other

You gain

can

Prerequisites:

elves revere you as one of their own.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Cha 13+, elf.
Benefit:

a +4 racial

ELVEN BLOOD, GRAY ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your blood line considersknowledgethe most important
gift of the elves.

ELVEN BLOOD, FAITH ELF [BLOODGIFT]
elven

You gain

despised by others.

bloodgift.

ELVEN BLOOD, EARTH ELF [BLOODGIFT]

Your

ELF [BLOODGIFT]

blood is not from the true line. You are looked

checks. This bonus increases to a +6 with regard to other
elf races.However,you suffer a -4 racial penalty to Bluff
checks and Diplomacy checks involving other elves.
Special:
This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

4d%.
A character

elven

down upon by most elves and outright
Prerequisite:
Elf.

You do not die until your hit point total reach
maximum

Str 13+, Dex 17+, elf.

Your base attack bonus is increased by +1.
This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

ELVEN BLOOD, FORSAKEN

is difficult to extinguish.

-15. The rules for dying apply to hit point totals from -1
to -14.

blood is asold asfire.

A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

bloodgift.

Prerequisites:

elven

Prerequisites:

cast with the [Evil] descriptor are cast at +1 caster level.
Special:
This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

bloodline

normally target elves, do not

that

A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

Your elven blood is tainted and foul, mired with sorcery
and dark arts.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, elf, must be a bard or sorcerer.
Benefit: Your Charisma is considered20 for the purposesof determining bonus spells and spell DC. All spells

Your

Effects

target you. For instance,elfbane weaponshave no additional
bonus against you, but you are still immune to magical
sleep. Feign elves, however, are not respected among
elf communities and suffer a -2 racial penalty to
Bluff checks, Diplomacy checks,and Intimidate checks
involving other elves.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

ELVEN BLOOD, BLOOD ELF [BLOODGIFT]

A character

FEATS

a +2 racial

blood is noble and

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

beyond

reproach.

Int 13+, Wis 13+, elf.

Everytimeyou fail aCharismacheck,you can

reroll your check, but only once. You must acceptthe
secondcheck, no matter the outcome.

feat can only be chosenat 1st level.

Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
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ELVEN BLOOD, LIFEGIVER ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven blood is pure and untarnished.
Prerequisites: Con 13+,Wis 13+,elf
Benefit: Whenever your hit points fall below 0,
but above-10, you automatically stabilize. In addition you
receive a +2 racial bonus to Fortitude saving throws
against mundane diseases.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

FEATS

Benefit: Choose a spell descriptor (acid, chaotic,
cold, darkness, death, electricity, evil, fear, fire, force,
good, language-dependent, lawful, light, mind-affecting,
sonic, and teleportation). You cast spells of this type at +2
caster level.
Special: This feat can only be chosenat 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

ELVEN BLOOD, RED ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your blood is strong but among the rarest of elven lines.

ELVEN BLOOD, MERCY ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven blood is part of the protectorate that keeps the
elven line alive.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+,elf
Benefit: You may join any prestige class,despite racial
limitations, so long as all other prerequisites are met.
In addition, you gain a +1 resistance bonus to all saving
throws.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
ELVEN BLOOD, MOON ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven blood carries an ancient legacy that can be
traced back to the dawn of time
Prerequisites:
Cha15+,elf
Benefit: Select one 2nd-level arcane spell. The spell is
chosen when this feat is taken (subject to the DM's
approval) and cannot be changed. You may cast this spell
once per day, as a sorcerer equal to your character level.
You do not spend time preparing these spells. This is a
spell-like ability.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

Prerequisites:

A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
ELVEN BLOOD, STAR ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven blood carries an ancient legacy that can be
traced to the dawn of time
Prerequisites: Str 13+, elf
Benefit: Your elven meditation takes only 1 hour each
night, providing you with the human equivalent of 8
hours of sleep.
Normal: Elves mediate for 4 hours a day to gain the
same benefits of 8 hours of sleep.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

ELVEN BLOOD, TRUE ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven blood is unmarred by time and can be traced
backto the first elf
Prerequisites:

ELVEN BLOOD, PAIN ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven blood carries an ancient legacy that can be
traced to the dawn of time
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,Con 13+,elf
Benefit: By inflicting 1d6 points of damage to yourself,
you may make any melee weapon you wield wounding for
a number of rounds equal to 1 plus your Constitution
bonus.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
ELVEN BLOOD, PALE ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your bloodline is among the most esoteric and difficult to
define of all elves. Many human communities do not
know you even exist.
Prerequisites:
Wis15+,elf
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Con 17+,elf

Benefit: You gain +2 hp at first level. In addition you
receive a +2 racial bonus to Fortitude saving throws
against mundane diseases,and you heal naturally asif one
level higher.
Special: This feat can only be chosenat 1st level.

Con 13+,Wis 13+, cha 13+, elf

Benefit: Yougain a+3racialbonuson all Bluff checks,
Diplomacy checks,Intimidate checks,and SenseMotive
checksinvolving other elves.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
ELVEN BLOOD, WATER ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven blood stemsfrom the seas,bubbling like the
constantfroth of the ocean.
Prerequisites: Con 13+,elf
Benefit: You can breathe water per the spell water
breathing for a number of hours equal to 1, plus your
Constitution

bonus per day. However, you suffer a

-2

racialpenalty to all savingthrows againstfire basedspells
andspell effects.
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Special:
A character
bloodgift.

This

feat

can

can

never

only
have

be chosen
more

FEATS

at 1st level.

than

one

1st level

ElVEN

BLOOD, WIND ELF [BLOODGIFT]
Your elven blood can be traced to the birth of the wind.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, elf.
Benefit:
Special:
A character
bloodgift.

Your base movement
This feat can only
can

never

have

ELVEN BLOOD, WINDRIDER

is increased
be chosen
more

than

by 10 ft.
at 1st level.
one

1st level

ELF [BLOODGIFT]

Your elven blood can be traced to the birth of the wind.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, elf.
Benefit: Your base movement
is increased by 5 ft. and
you do not lose your Dexterity
bonus to AC while
running.
Special: This feat can only be chosen
at 1st level.
A character
bloodgift.

can

never

have

more

than

one

1st level

FEY BLOOD [BLOODGIFT]
You have fey blood running in your veins.
Prerequisites:
Cha 17+, spellcaster level1st+.
Benefit:

When

determining

bonus

spells

by spell

level and maximum
spell level known, you may use your
highest
ability score in place of the appropriate
one.
In addition,
the saving throw DC for all your spells is
increased by 1.
Special:
This feat can only be chosen
at 1st level.
A character
bloodgift.

can

never

have

more

than

one

1st level

FEY MAGIC [BLOODGIFT]
Your magic is rooted in illusion, but still potent to those
without fey blood.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, Fey Blood, spellcaster
level
1st+.
Benefit:
Your magic
Fey magic,
although
is powerful
considered

draws upon the power
rooted
in illusionary

of the fey.
glamer,

and difficult to resist. All spells you cast are
Illusion
(Glamer) spells in addition
to any

FIEND MARK [BLOODGIFT]
Your

other spell type. Non-fey creatures targeted by your spells
make saving throws (if any) as willpower
saves. Due to
the strength of your Fey Blood, the saving throw DC of
your spells is increase by 4. On a successful save, however,

ancestry

powerful

an obvious

Int
You

as a +3 natural
target

by 2.

penalty

link

gain
armor

to the

evil outsiders.
to all Charisma

the penalty

II

up with

are marked

you. Although

by your

heritage

in

manner.

Benefit:

obvious

has caught

for it, you

Prerequisites:

the effect is negated, no matter the terms of the spell.
This bonus stacks with other DC spell increases.
Special:
You can gain this feat multiple
times. Each
time you gain this feat, your spell DC increases

demonic

more

for Fiend

13+, Cha
cold

17+, Fiend

and

bonus.
abyss,

fire

However,

you

Lastly,

Touched.

resistance

Touched.

10 as well
of your

are subject

you

based

because

skill

suffer
rolls,

to effects
that
a -2 circumstance
which

stacks

with

FIEND TOUCHED
[BLOODGIFT]
Your past is mired with the blood and ancestry
or devil

FORGEBLOOD
of a demon

you

Prerequisites:
Int 13+, Cha 17+.
Benefit:
Select one 1st-level and two a-level arcane
spells. The spells are chosen when this feat is taken
(subject to the DM's approval) and cannot be changed.
You may cast
as a sorcerer
level. You do
these spells.

Your

[BLOODGIFT]

family

has an ancient

can survive

exposure

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

Dwarf,
The

each

round

gain

a +5 racial

these spells once per day,
equal to your character
not spend time preparing
This is a spell-like

first

with
more

Dex

from

cold

and

can

never

feat

have

1st level

you

to avoid

can

only

be

A character

more

than

one

bloodgift.

FREE [BACKGROUND]
You were
oppressive

born
in an
or imperialist

society.
You were born
among the oppressed
lower
class, but gained your freedom

A character
can never have
more than one 1st level bloodgift.

through

legitimate

means.

In most cases you wear a
brand
on your skin,
showing your station.
Benefit:
You may choose any
four skills as class skills. Note,
many people may look down on
you for once being a slave. In such
instances,
you suffer a -2 circumstance

THE FIRE WITHIN
[BLOODGIFT]
You are born from the flame,
forged in the blood of the first
dwarves.
Dwarf,

penalty
fire

to social related

Special:

skill checks.

This feat can only be chosen

at

1st level.

FLAMEBORN

GENTRY [BACKGROUND]

SORCERY
[BLOODGIFT]

You were born
upper class.

The birth of your sorcery
can be traced back to the
plane of elemental fire.

GRACE OF THE FEY [BLOODGIFT]

throws

Special: Special: This feat can only be chosen at
1st level. A character can never have more than
one 1st level bloodgift.
In addition, you can never learn spells from the school
of transmutation.

Diplomacy
considered

class skills and your starting
wealth is 250 gp in addition
to the starting
wealth for
your class. You begin play
knowing
one additional
language
of your choice.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

that use an ability score modifier. This includes determining bonus spells per day, saving throw DC, and
the maximum level of spells that you can learn.
to saving

to a wealthier

Benefit:
Ride are

and

Prerequisites:
Dwarf,
Dex 13+, bard or sorcerer
level1st+.
Benefit:
Use your Dexterity
modifier
instead of
your Charisma modifier for all spell-oriented
effects

You suffer a -2 racial penalty
against cold based spell effects.

take

exposure.

at 1st level.

Charisma

Benefit:
You gain
resistance 5.

you

throws

This

chosen

Special:
This feat can
only be chosen at 1st level.

Prerequisites:
Forgeblood.

and

others.

In addition,

saving

Special:

ability.
However,
some
physical
deformity
(you choose)
causes
you to suffer -4 circumstance
penalty
to all
based skill rolls.

fire,
than

damage

damage.

on FortitUde

damage

easily

of cold

as subdual

bonus

elemental

13+.

5 points

is treated

subdual

bond
to cold

Fey blood
you

makes

Prerequisites:
Benefit:
rapier

as well

bow, and long
with

these

with

them.

you swift

an unnatural

combat
Dex

15+, Cha

You are proficient
as the

short

composite

weapons

you

and graceful,
sense

bow,

with

providing

fey weapons.

15+.
with

the longsword

or

short

composite

bow. If you are already

proficient

gain

longbow,

a +1 bonus

to attack

rolls

Special:

This

feat

can only be chosen at 1st level.

A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

HOUNDS OF HELL [BLOODGIFT]
You are among the bravest of the khan's men, fighting
with such ferocity that even the tribal leaders fear you.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+, Cha 13+, ability to rage
once/day.
Benefit: A constant radius of fear surrounds you.
Anyone within 30 ft. who targets you with a melee attack,
ranged attack, or spell effect, must succeed at a Will save
(DC 10 + your character level + Charisma bonus) or
becomeshaken,suffering a -2 morale penalty to attack
rolls, weapon damage rolls, ability checks, skill checks,
and saving throws. This save can be attempted each
round, but once succeeded need not be attempted again
that day.
Once outside the 30 ft., characters receive a +4 circumstance bonus to their Will saveto recover from its effects.
Special:

This

CALM [BLOODGIFT]

You are difficult to frighten or unnerve.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+.
Benefit:

While for gamepurposesyou areamember of anon-human
species,some distant ancestry or crossbreeding allows you
to passasslightly human. Your earsareonly slightly pointed,
your skin has the same tone or feel as a common human
type, or your eyeshave a human shapeor color.

Any

Prerequisites:

You receive a +4 racial bonus on all saving

throws against fear effects. In addition, when you are
shaken,you sufferonly a -1 morale penalty to your attack
rolls, saves or checks, rather than the usual -2. Lastly,
attempts to intimidate you are met with resistance.
Increase the DC of any Intimidate check made against
you by your Wisdom bonus, plus 4.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

[BLOODGIFT]

You can call upon the power of your elven blood to
impress lesser races.
Prerequisites:

Elf, Cha 15+,any Elven Bloodfeat.

Benefit: You gain a +2 morale bonus to all Charisma
checks and Charisma based skill checks against non-elves.

MARK OF THE FEY [BLOODGIFT]
You have been marked by the fey, although such a blessing is not without its price.
Prerequisites:
Elf,Cha13+.
Benefit:

You may add your Charisma bonus to all

saving throws against spells or spell-like effects. However,
you do not gain this bonus against fey opponents.
Special:

goblinoid

or

Benefit:

When using the Disguise skill to pass as

human, you gain a +4 competence bonus. Even when you
don't make an effort to conceal your true heritage,
you may still make a Disguise check (without the bonus
granted by this feat) opposed by a viewer's Spot check to
passyourself off asan odd-looking or ugly human.
Special: For the purposes of all game mechanics, you
count as a full-blooded member of your species.You may
look human, and perhaps your great-grandfather was
human, but you count as a member of your chosen

characterrace.
This featcanonly be chosenat
NATURAL

1st level.

BIRTH-GIFT

This feat

can only be chosen at 1st level. A

character can never have more than one 1st level bloodgift.

[BLOODGIFT]

You were born gifted with a special power from your
ancient tie between elves and fey.
Wis 13+, must beborn anelf or half-elf.
Choose one 1st-level or two 0-level druid

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

spells. The spell is chosen when this feat is taken and
cannot be changed. You may cast each spell once per day,
asa druid equal to your character level. You do not spend
time preparing these spells. This is a spell-like ability.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level blood-

gift. With the DMs permission,this feat

could be a latent

power, enabling you to acquire the feat at a later date.
Alternately, a human or dwarf with enough justification
could takethis feat at 1stlevel.

NAVAL HERITAGE
MANIFESTATION

non-human

humanoidrace, cha 13+

feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
ICY

MONGREL [BACKGROUND]

[BACKGROUND]

Your family has a proud tradition of navalservice.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 circumstance
bonus
on
Charisma based checks and when dealing with others
who possess this feat or at least 4 ranks in Profession
(sailor). You gain an additional +2 competence bonus on

all skill checks involved with operating
a ship.
Special:
This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

NOBLEMAN [BACKGROUND]
You were born to the noble elite.
Prerequisite:
Cha 15+.
Benefit:

individually),

Diplomacy, Knowledge (all skills, taken
and Ride are considered class skills and

your starting wealth is

350 gp in addition

to the starting

wealth for your class.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

PATH OF DREAMS [BLOODGIFT]
You slip further from the path of elves to the path of fey.
Prerequisites: Elf, 10+ ranks in Wilderness Lore skill,
Bonding, any metamagic feat.
Benefit: Your creature type changes to fey, so spells

that affect humanoids like

charm

personand dominate

person no longer affect you. Additionally, you gain the
trackless step ability asa druid.

PLEDGE OF FLAME [BLOODGIFT]
Youbind yourself to fire, becomingonewith flame.
Prerequisites: Elf, Bonding, Great Fortitude or
Lightning Reflexes.
Benefit: Yougain the Fire subtype.
PLEDGE OF FROST [BLOODGIFT]
You bind yourself to ice and cold, becoming one with frost.
Prerequisites: Con 15+, elf, Bonding.
Benefit: You gain the Cold subtype.
Special: A character with the Forgeblood feat cannot
take the Pledge of Frost feat.

PLEDGE OF SHADOW [BLOODGIFT]
You have become one with the shadow,
Prerequisites: Elf, 10+ranks in Hide skill, Blind-Fight,
Bonding, Deepblood, Shadowblend.
Benefit: Whenever you have concealment due to
shadow, darkness, or poor lighting conditions, the targets
of your melee attacks gain no Dexterity bonus to AC.
Creatures that do not rely on sight are not affected by this
feat, nor are creatures that cannot be caught flat-footed.
If you lose the miss chance from concealment for any
reason (for example, if another creature brings a light into
the area) you do not gain the benefit of this feat.

SAND BORN [BACKGROUND]
Born in the desert, you know how to survive the rigors.
Prerequisite: Con 13+.
Benefit: You can survive up to two extra days in
the desert without food or water. You also gain a +4
competence bonus to Knowledge (nature) checks and
Wilderness Lore checks while in the desert.
Special: This feat canonly be chosenat 1stlevel.

SEABORN SORCERY [BLOODGIFT]
Yoursorcerycomesfrom your descendentswith elemental watersandnot dragons.'
Prerequisites: Dwarf,Str 13+,sorcereror bard.
Benefit: You use your Strength modifier instead of
your Charismamodifier when determining bonus spells
per day,saving throw DCs, and the maximum level of
spellsthat you canlearn.This affectsonly spellsthat you
castasabardor sorcerer.
Youmayneverlearn spellsfrom the Illusion school.

Special:

This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
SEAFARER [BACKGROUND]
You come from a coastal society where nearly everyone
owns a ship.
Benefit: You gain a +3 on Balance checks and
Swimming checks.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

SHADOWBLEND [BLOODGIFT]
Your ancient bond with the earth, reaches into deep
places, granting you power over the darkness.
Prerequisites:
Dwarf, Wis 13+5+ ranks in Hide skill,
Deepblood.
Benefit: Whenever you have concealment because
of shadows, darkness, or poor lighting conditions, your
concealment is treated asone "step"better than it normally
would be. For example, moderate darkness normally
provides one-quarter concealment, imposing a 10%,miss
chance on attacks. However, if you have the Shadowblend
feat, you instead treat moderate darkness asgranting one
half concealment, imposing a 20% miss chance. This feat
provides no benefit if you have total concealment, and it
can never increase the miss chance above 50%.

SHOREWALKER [BACKGROUND]
You have spent a great deal of time on the surface world,
learning your way.
Prerequisites:

Wis 13+,member of a native aquatic

race.
Benefit: You do not suffer penalties to Listen checks,
Search checks, and Spot checks while on land. You do not
suffer the -1 circumstance penalties on attack rolls and
Armor Class while on land. You suffer only a -2 circumstance penalty on Jump checks and Tumble checks when
on land.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

SHORT [BACKGROUND]
You are short and slight for a dwarf
Prerequisites:
Str 13or less,dwarf
Benefit: Your size category is Small. You receive a +1
bonus to hit and a +1 bonus to AC due to size, and are
limited in weapon and armor selection.
Special: This feat may only be chosen at 1st level.

SKYBOND [GENERAL]
Youcanbind yourselfto the air,becomingonewith the
elements.
Prerequisites:

Elf, Bonding,Lightning Reflexes.

Benefit: You gain the Air subtype.

SKYBORN SORCERY [BLOODGIFT]
Your sorcerous powers are derived from a hereditary link
with elemental air rather than the blood of dragons.
Prerequisites:
Dwarf, Dex 13+,bard or sorcererlevel
1St+.
Benefit:

Use your Dexterity modifier insteadof your

Charisma modifier for all spell-oriented effects that use
an ability score modifier. This includes determining
bonus spells per day, saving throw DC, and the maximum
level of spells that you can learn.
You suffer a -2 racial penalty to saving throws
against fire based spell effects.
Special:

This feat can only be chosen at 1st

level. A character can never have more than one
1st level bloodgift.
You can never learn spells from the abjuration school.
SKYSTRIDE [BONDING]
Your connecting to the sky allows
you to walk on air.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+,elf, 10+
ranks in Jump skill, Bonding,
Skybond,.
Benefit: You gain the spell-like

ability to cast air

walk:

once per

day as a cleric of a level equal to
your character level.
SOLDIER

[BACKGROUND]

You are familiar with making camp, standing
guard and following orders. The structure of
the military has been ingrained in you to the
extent that you have a strong senseof structure
and routine in your daily life.
Prerequisites:

Profession (soldier) skill,

any lawful alignment.
Benefit:

You gain a +2 competence bonus

to Charisma checks involving other soldiers.
You also receive a +2 competence bonus to Search
or Spot checks while on guard duty or on
patrol. Lastly, you gain a +2 competence bonus to

wilderness Lore checksto make camp.
Special: This feat canonly be chosenat 1stlevel.
STONEBINDER [BLOODGIFT]
Your ancestral tie with the earth allows you to
summon more powerful earth creatures than
normal.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+, Cha 13+, Dwarf,
Stoneblood.
Benefit: Whenever you use a conjuration spell to
summon a creature with the Earth subtype, it gains +2 hit
points per HD and an additional +2 natural bonus to AC.

STONEBLOOD

[BLOODGIFT]

Your family has an ancient bond with an earth elemental,
enhancing your natural instincts.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+,Dwarf.

Benefit: All of the bonusesgranted by your stonecunning racialability increaseby +2.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.

STONEBORN

SORCERY [BLOODGIFT]
Your sorcerous blood stems from an ancient bond with an
earth elemental.
Prerequisites: Con 13+, Dwarf, bard or sorcerer level
1st+.
Benefit: You use your Constitution modifier instead of
your Charisma modifier for all spell-oriented effects that
use an ability score modifier. This includes determining
bonus spells per day saving throw DCs, and the maximum
level of spells that you can learn. This affects only spells
that you cast asa bard or sorcerer.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level bloodgift. You can never learn spells from the Enchantment
school.

STONELORD

Normal: An unprotected character in cold weather
(below 400 F) must make a Fortitude saving throw each
hour (DC 15, +1 per previous check) or sustain 1d6 points
of subdual damage.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
UNIVERSITY [BACKGROUND]
You have attended someof the finest schoolsin the land,
gaining knowledge and insight that few possess.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+.
Benefit: You gain +8 additional skill points at character
creation, and +2 skill points every level thereafter. These
points may only be put into class skills.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
You begin play with 100 gp less than normal asa result of
your schooling.

[BLOODGIFT]

Your family has an ancient bond with an earth elemental,
enhancing your natural instincts.
Your ancestral link to the earth allows you to compel
creatures of the earth more easily. Dwarves and earth
creatures find your words compelling, and asa result treat
you with respect and civility.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+,Cha 13+,Dwarf, Stoneblood.
Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus on Diplomacy skill
checks made to influence the reactions of dwarves and
creatures with the Earth subtype. In addition, increase the
saving throw DCs of all Enchantment spells you cast
against creatures with the Earth subtype by 4.
TROLLBLOOD [BLOODGIFT]
Troll blood flows in your veins, giving you the power to
heal much faster than normal.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+.
Benefit: You heal much faster than normal. For each
day of rest, you gain 2 hit points per character level.
For each day of complete bed rest, you gain 3 hit points
per character level.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
A character can never have more than one 1st level
bloodgift.
TUNDRA RUNNER [BACKGROUND]
You were born among northmen. Cold weather and
nomadic herding have forged you into the person you are.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+.
Benefit: You gain an +3 bonus on Fortitude and
Willpower saving throws involving cold-based attacks
and can endure temperatures as low as 00 before
succumbing to the effects of cold. In addition, Wilderness
Lore is considered a class skill for you.

WARRIOR BORN [BACKGROUND]
You were destined to be warrior from birth.
Prerequisites: Str 13+ or Dex 13+.
Benefit: You gain a +1 racial bonus to all weapon
damage rolls.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
WATERFRONT NATIVE [BACKGROUND]
You have grown up near the water, always feeling
comfortable in it.
Benefit: Swim is consideredclassskill, no matter your
class.In addition, choose any class skill. You do not suffer
a penalty while using this skill underwater.
Special:

This featcanonly be chosenat 1stlevel.

WEALTH [BACKGROUND]
You come from a wealthy background.
Benefit: You begin play with 750 gp in addition to the
starting gold for your character class.
Normal: A character without this feat begins play with
gp based on his class.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
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This is the largest chapter in this book, containing the
most commonly used feats. In an attempt to addressevery
type of feat published by other companies, we've included
many feats that look a lot like other ones, but functionally
are different enough to merit a different entry. The most
common duplication comes with feats that allow you to
breath underwater for an extended duration, a fact that
the designer of this book is still very confused about,
but nonetheless included for the sake of completion.
We encourage you to take a close look at some of the
feats here, because in all honesty, making this book was
daunting and we're just asfallible asthe original designers
of these feats. You should decide for youself if something
doesn't fit your campaign or smells like munchkin fodder.
Lastly, there's a tendency among some designers to
make feats that conflict with the rules for d20.™Some are
nothing more than rule conversions disguised as feats.
Others are clever attempts to make cleave or Sunder a
more powerful tool. Since this chapter contains over 600
feats, if you find 10 of them useless because they allow
you to do something that looks like a house rule, make it
a house rule and strike it from the book.
We did.
ACROBATIC
[GENERAL]
You are exceptionally agile and flexible.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+.

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on Balancechecksand
Tumble checks.

~
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ACROBATIC STRIKE [GENERAL]
You may use your acrobatic skill to put your enemy offhis
guard and strike at his vulnerable points, launching an
attack from an unexpected direction.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+,4+ranksin Tumbleskill.
Benefit: As a full-round action, you may make a
Tumble check (DC 20 + your opponent's base attack
bonus). If you succeed, you may make a single melee
attack at your highest base attack bonus against an
opponent who loses his Dexterity bonus to AC. If you
fail your Tumble check, you stumble to the ground, fall
prone, and may not attack.
Special: You remain in the same spot when using this
skill, whether you succeed at your skill check or fall
prone.
ADAPTIVE

FIGHTING

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You may fight with the blunt end of a polearm or large
weapon.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,PowerAttack.
Benefit: When using a weapon one size larger than
yourself, you may make a second attack with the butt of
the weapon as if it were a double weapon. The blunt end
deals 1d6 points of bludgeoning damage with a X2 critical
modifier.
The blunt end is considered a light weapon. It is in all
ways just like fighting with a double weapon.

AERIAL

MOUNTED

You are skilled
Prerequisites:
Benefit:
Ride

Special:
use

skill,

Mounted

round,

the

chapter).

acquiring

Mounted

Charge

and Trample

required

to perform

feats
the

Combat.

check

maneuver
feat,

the

on a flying

make

a

maneuvers
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the

check.
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more

may

evasive

Ride
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mount.
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COMBAT [GENERAL,

in fighting

character
Attack,

mount.

complicated

This

feat

AMPHIBIAN
is

combat

maneuvers.

AGONIZING

of anatomy

aids you in pinpointing

sensitive regions of the body.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Back Alley
Strike, base attack bonus +6 or higher,

Brawler, Painful
ability to sneak

attack.
Benefit: When making a sneak attack, you may choose
to stun your opponent
rather than inflict damage. If you
hit with
Fortitude
a number

your attack, your opponent
must make a
save (DC 10 + half your level) or be stunned for
of rounds equal to your Dexterity bonus.

A stunned character loses his Dexterity bonus to AC
and may take no actions. Anyone attacking
a stunned
character gains a +2 bonus to hit.

ALERTNESS
You have

[GENERAL]

acute

Benefit:
Spot

senses,

You gain

alerting

you

a +2 bonus

of danger.

feat whenever

master

of a familiar

the familiar

is within

checks

gains
arm's

the

Alertness

reach.

12+ ranks in Balance

skill.

Endurance.

air to breathing
water (and back from breathing
water to
breathing
air) is difficult and requires one full minute
during which no other actions can be taken. Note that the
water must hold oxygen

(as all normal

bodies of water do).

In substances other than water that present a danger of
drowning,
or in liquids that do not contain
dissolved
oxygen, normal drowning rules apply.
This is considered

AMPHIBIOUS

an extraordinary

ability.

ASSAULT [GENERAL]

You are well trained in amphibious
fighting,
the water, but on boats and ships as well.

not only in

Benefit:
When making
any attack while in water
deeper than your thighs, or when fighting aboard a boat
or other seagoing vessel, you ignore any circumstance
fof fighting

on uneven

terrain.

EN.EMY [GENERAL]

You are trained
goblinoids.

in

ancient

Prerequisites:
Goblin
bonus +6 or higher.

techniques

Slayer, Rat Hacker,

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus
against orcs or goblinoids.

for

battling

base attack

to attack and damage

rolls

ANIMAL AFFINITY [GENERAL]

Benefit: You may always take 20 on any Balance check,
even if stress and distractions
would normally
prevent
you from doing so. In addition, you may fall an additional
10 ft. before suffering

Con 19+, Deep Diving,

and

AMAZING AGILITY [GENERAL]
You have an innate sense of balance, always landing on
your feet. Others notice that you move with sylvan-like
grace.
Prerequisites:

water as if it were air.

Prerequisites:

ANCESTRAL
The

[GENERAL]

You can breathe

pen.alties

on all Listen

checks.

Special:

for fighting

Benefit: This feat allows you to survive underwater
as
an amphibious
creature. You can breathe water without
the need to surface. Making the transition from breathing

STRIKE [GENERAL]

Your understanding

-4 penalty to attack rolls with that weapon.
Special: This feat helps offset the penalty
with two weapons.

can
Spirited

aerial

Normal:
Without this feat, a character who uses his or
her off hand suffers a -4 penalty to attack rolls, ability
checks, and skill checks. For example,
a right-handed
character wielding a weapon with her left hand suffers a

damage.

You quickly form empathic
relationships
with unintelligent animals, relying on your natural talent and charisma
to form strong bonds. In particular,
you are extremely
adept at handling
and training newborn
creatures of all
types.

AMBIDEXTERITY
You are neither
hand

equally

left-handed

or right-handed,

using

either

well.

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

[GENERAL]

Dex

You ignore

You are neither

15+.
all penalties

left-handed

nor

for using
right-handed.

an off-hand.

Prerequisites:
Cha 15+.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 competence
Empathy
checks,
Handle
Animal
checks. In addition, Animal Empathy
skill for you, regardless of class.

bonus
checks,

to Animal
and Ride

is considered

a class

ANIMAL

FRIENDSHIP [GENERAL]
You easily befriend wild animals and make them your
companions.
Prerequisites:
Cha 15+,8+ ranks in Animal Empathy
skill, 8+ ranks in Handle Animal skill.
Benefit: You have the ability to befriend animals at will
asthe spell animal friendship,asa caster equal to your level.
You are still subject to the normal limitations of the spell.

ANTICIPATE

HARM [GENERAL]

AQUATIC ARMOR PROFICIENCY
[GENERAL]
You are proficient with all types of aquatic armor.
Benefit: When you wear a type of armor with which
you are proficient,
the armor check penalty applies to

only Balance, climb,
Silently,
aquatic

Escape

Artist,

Hide,

Jump,

Move

andTumble checks.In the caseof
armor,this appliesto any aquatic armorfor which
pick Pocket,

you possessa corresponding proficiency. In other words,
if you are proficient with light and medium armor, taking
this feat allows you to wear light aquatic and medium

You gain a +4 luck bonus to all saving throws

aquaticarmornormally.This featneedonly be taken once,
regardlessof how many types of armor the characteris
proficient with. This feat appliesonly to surface dwellers.
Normal: A characterwhowearsaquatic armorwithout
this proficiency suffersits armor checkpenalty on attack

againstspellscastfrom an evil sourceor spellsfrom the
schoolof necromancy.

rolls and all skill checks the involve moving. Surfacedwellers are not proficient in aquatic armor.

You have fought countless battles against evil, allowing
you to avoid the taint of their magic.
Prerequisites:
Great Fortitude, Iron will, Lightning

Reflexes.
Benefit:

APPLIED

KNOWLEDGE

ARCHERY

[GENERAL]

MASTER

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

Your knowledge is not merely idle curiosity, but some-

Your continued studies in the

thing you use even outside your field.
Prerequisites:
Wisdom 13+, 8+ ranks in Knowledge
(any) skill.

weapon extends to the use of other, similar weapons.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Martial Weapon Proficiency
(anybow), WeaponFocus(anybow), base attack bonus +6

Onceper gamesession,you maymakeacheck
with your knowledge skill to determine a solution to a
problem at hand (DC equal to the DC of the problem;
if the "problem" is a character or monster, the DC is
double the Challenge Rating), with an outcome based
on how applicable your knowledge is to the situation.
A successfulcheck merely revealsa solution, not necessarily the bestor most practicalone.
Additionally, if you have a knowledge skill directly
relatedto askill checkyou areperforming (Le.knowledge
(local city) when attempting to find a safe hideout

or higher.

Benefit:

(search),you gain a synergybonus equalto

1/4 your

knowledge skill (rounding down).
Finally, if you are making a check on a different
but related knowledge (Le. knowledge (history) when
making a knowledge (royalty) check), you may make one
re-test.
Special: You may take this feat multiple times. Each
time you take this feat, choose a different knowledge
associatedwith it.
APPLIED

SCHOLASTICS

[GENERAL]

Your scholarly knowledge is helpful in nearly every
situation.
Prerequisites:
Int 17+,at least 20 total ranks in 3 or
more Knowledge skills, character level 9th+.
Benefit: You may add your Intelligence bonus to any
skill check you have at least 2 ranks in. You may add half
your Intelligence bonus to any skill you have less than 2
ranks in and any ability related checks (breaking down a
door, remembering a fact, etc.).

Benefit:

mastery

of your chosen

By spendinga full round action to fire a bow

(shortbow, longbow, etc.), you may double your
bonus, so long asyou only fire one arrow.

Dexterity

AREA OF EXPERTISE [GENERAL]
You havedonetremendousamountsof researchinto a
single area.You are well connected to current rumors and
news concerning the topic.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+.
Benefit: Choose a Knowledge skill you have at least 1
rank in. You gain a +2 competence bonus to Knowledge
checks in your chosen field. In addition, when using
Gather Information to uncover rumors connected to your
area,you gain a +2 competence
bonus.
ARMOR FOCUS (HEAVY) [GENERAl, FIGHTER]
You have trained for hours in heavy armor, learning to
bend where it bends.
Prerequisites: Armor Proficiency (heavy).
Benefit: You gain a +1 competence bonus to AC
while wearing heavy armor. In addition, the armor check
penalty for heavy armor is reduced by 1, to no less than o.
ARMOR

FOCUS

(LIGHT)

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You have trained for hours in light armor, learning to
bend where it bends.
Prerequisites: Armor Proficiency (light).
Benefit: You gain a +1 competence bonus to AC while
wearing light armor. In addition, the armor check penalty

for light armor is re.ducedby 1,to no lessthan o.

ARMOR MASTERY (MEDIUM)
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You have trained for years in medium armor.

Armor

Prerequisites:

Proficiency

(medium),

Focus (medium),

Armor

Specialization

Armor

(medium).

Benefit: You gain a +3 competence bonus to AC while
wearing medium armor. In addition, the armor check
penalty for medium armor is reduced by 3, to no less than
0.These bonuses stack with Armor Focus (medium).
ARMOR

PENETRATION

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You are skilled at seeking out weak points in your
opponent's armor, allowing you to penetrate armor with
relative ease.
Prerequisites: Int 13+,Expertise, base attack bonus +6
or higher.

Benefit:

You add +1 to your

attackroll in meleecombat

if your opponent is wearing light armor, +2 if your opponent is wearing medium armor, and +3 if your opponent
is wearing heavy armor. Shields and natural armor are not
considered armor for the purposes of this feat.
ARMOR PROFICIENCY
(HEAVY)
[GENERAL]
Prerequisites:
Armor
Proficiency
(light),
Proficiency (medium).

ARMOR FOCUS (MEDIUM) [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have trainedfor hours in medium armor,learning to
bend where it bends.
Prerequisites: Armor Proficiency (medium).
Benefit: You gain a +1 competence bonus to AC while
wearing medium armor. In addition, the armor check
penalty for medium armor is reduced by 1, to no less than
0.

Benefit: When wearing heavy armor, the armor check
penalty applies only to Balance, Climb, Escape Artist,
Hide, Jump, Move Silently, pick Pocket, and Tumble
checks.
Normal: A characterwho is wearing armor with which

she is not proficient suffers its armor check penalty on
attack rolls and on all skill checksthat involve moving,
including Ride.
ARMOR PROFICIENCY (LIGHT)

ARMOR MASTERY (HEAVY) [GENERAL,
You have trained for years in heavy armor.

FIGHTER]

Prerequisites:
Armor
Focus (heavy), Armor
Proficiency (heavy), Armor Specialization (heavy).
Benefit: You gain a +3 competence bonus to AC while
wearing heavy armor. In addition, the armor check penalty for heavy armor is reduced by 3, to no lessthan 0.These
bonuses stack with Armor Focus (heavy) and Armor
Specialization (heavy).

Benefit:

When

wearing

Prerequisites:

Armor Focus(light), Armor Proficiency

(light), Armor Specialization (light).
Benefit: You gain a +3 competence bonus to AC while
wearing light armor. In addition, the armor check penalty
for light armor is reduced by 3, to no less than 0. These
bonuses stack with Armor Focus (light).

[GENERAL]

light armor, the armor check

penalty applies only to Balance, Climb, Escape Artist,
Hide, Jump, Move Silently, pick Pocket, and Tumble
checks.
Normal: A characterwho is wearing armor with which
she is not proficient suffers its armor check penalty on
attack rolls and on all skill checks that involve moving,
including Ride.
ARMOR PROFICIENCY (MEDIUM)

ARMOR MASTERY (LIGHT) [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have trained for years in light armor.

Armor

Prerequisites:

Armor

[GENERAL]

Proficiency(light).

Benefit: When wearing medium armor, the armor
check penalty applies only to Balance, Climb, Escape
Artist, Hide, Jump, Move Silently, pick Pocket, and
Tumble checks.
Normal: A characterwho is wearing armor with which
she is not proficient suffers its armor check penalty on

attack rolls and on all skill checksthat involve moving,
including Ride.

ARMOR SPECIALIZATION
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]

ASSASSIN

(HEAVY)

You have trained for months in heavy armor,
bend where it bends.
Prerequisites:
Armor Focus (heavy), Armor
(heavy).
Benefit:

You gain

a +2 competence

learning

to

Proficiency

bonus

to AC

while wearing heavy armor. In addition, the armor check
penalty for heavy armor is reduced by 2, to no less than 0.
This bonus

stacks with Armor

[GENERAL]

Your lethal cunning
makes you deadly with
weapon.
Prerequisites:
Dex 17+, Int 15+, Expertise,

ASSASSIN'S

STRIKE

ARMOR SPECIALIZATION
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]

(LIGHT)

Brawler,

You have trained for months in light armor,
bend where it bends.
Prerequisites:
Armor Focus (light), Armor

to

attack,

blow.

Painful

base

attack

you

damage

Strike,

Strike,

bonus

Back

Wicked

Alley
Strike,

+12 or higher,

ability

attack.

Benefit:

Proficiency

Strike,

Strike,

to sneak

a single

17+, Agonizing

When

he dies

an opponent

with

a sneak

saving

throws.

instantly.

.

(light).
Benefit:

learning

Dex

Crippling

Wounding

you are

[GENERAL]
with

Prerequisites:

any

Improved

Initiative, base attack bonus +12 or higher.
Benefit: The threat range of all melee weapons
proficient with is increased by +1.

You can kill a man

Focus (heavy).

nearly

You gain

a +2 competence

bonus

to AC

while wearing light armor. In addition, the armor check
penalty for light armor is reduced by 2, to no less than 0.
This bonuses

stacks with Armor

Your

You have trained
to bend where
Prerequisites:

for months

it bends.
Armor

You get a +2 bonus
with

belief.

Reflexes.
to all Reflex

Lightning

Reflexes.

(MEDIUM)
ASTROLOGER
in medium

armor,

learning

divine

Focus

(medium),

Armor

creature,

Focus (medium).

spellcaster

must have access to the War domain.
Benefit:
You gain 6 ranks in Profession
(military
commander)
skill. This skill is used to earn a living as a
professional
military officer. In addition your Leadership

different

Craft skills.

Benefit:
You gain a +2 competence
bonus on three
different Craft skills of your choice. You must have at least
1 rank in each of the skills to which
this bonus.

ATHLETIC

cards,

13+,

4+

ranks

in Knowledge

you choose

to apply

and otherwise
in

(the

may

asking
use this
Wisdom

spell

1 minute

You may

Knowledge
planes)

anyone
ability

reading

cast augury
one

skill,

a number

the

fortune

in regards

question

of

of times

to this

the

per

'fates.'

day equal

bonus.

[GENERAL]

You are healthy and determined,
showing resolve in all
things.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to all FortitUde and Reflex
saves.

APPEARANCE

[GENERAL]

You are physically
more appealing
person.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+.

ARTISAN [GENERAL]
for crafts.
1+ ranks in three

You

ATTRACTIVE

by 3.

4+ ranks

one creatUre.

to 1 + your

As a follower of the god of war, you are an excellent
commander
and a powerfulleader.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, divine spellcaster
level 9th+,

tarot

level1st+.

Benefit:
ofany

read

of others.
Wis

skill,

You may

THE ART OF WAR [GENERAL]

stars,

the fortunes

Prerequisites:

0. This bonus

stacks with Armor

[GENERAL]

You. can interpret the

(arcana)

You have a knack
Prerequisites:

beyond

Lightning

feat stacks

Proficiency
(medium).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence
bonus to AC while
wearing
medium
armor. In addition,
the armor check
penalty for medium armor is reduced by 2, to no less than

Score is increased

are almost

Prerequisites:

This

ARMOR SPECIALIZATION
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]

reflexes

Benefit:

Focus (light).

REFLEXES [GENERAL]

ASTONISHING

Benefit:
Diplomacy

that

the

average

You gain a +2 bonus to all Bluff checks,
checks, and Gather Information
checks.

AURA OF SERENITY [GENERAL]
You have an aura of peace about you.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, any good alignment.
Benefit: You always exude an aura of peacefulness
calm strength. You gain a +2 sacred
involving
the following
skills:

and

bonus to all checks
Animal
Empathy,

Diplomacy, Handle Animal, and Sense Motive. In addition, you gain a +2 insight bonus in all Diplomacy checks
to avoid combat

or otherwise

diffuse

hostile

situations.

[GENERAl.
FIGHTER]
You can move unmolested
through a crowd.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, 8+ ranks in Tumble
Dodge, Expertise, Evasion, Mobility, Spring Attack.

Restriction:
no armor.
AXE

MASTERY

You have

[GENERAl.

mastered

Prerequisites:

in light or

FIGHTER]

Weapon
(any

Benefit:

You receive

Focus

(any

axe),

Weapon

axe).
a +1 bonus

any axe you are proficient
bonus

for

the axe.

Specialization

This

skill,

of opportunity

This feat can only be executed

stacks

to all attack

rolls

with

with.

with

Weapon

You can dish it out and take it.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Toughness.
Benefit:
defending

AVOIDANCE

Benefit: You do not draw attacks
moving through threatened
squares.

BARROOM BRAWLER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

You gain +4 hit points for the purpose
of
against subdual
damage.
In addition,
your

unarmed
attacks do 1d4 points of subdual damage
your Strength modifier (1d3 for Small creatures).

plus

BATTLE AWARENESS [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You possess increased awareness of battle.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, Leadership,
divine spellcaster
level 12th+, access to the domain of Strength or War.
Benefit:
By spending
10 minutes preparing
for battle,
the goddess
of strength
and war inspires
you with
courage. During this preparation
time, you may give an
inspiring speech to your allies and those under your command. You and everyone listening to the speech gains a +2
divine bonus to hit, damage, and AC for the duration of
the upcoming
battle.

Focus.

BATTLE BROTH.ER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
BACK

ALLEY

In combat
your

BRAWLER

you

are a wildcat,

enemies

without

Prerequisites:
base attack
(rather

Your

than

with

your

weapon

you

can

also,

by your
you may

him

using

normal
nent's

unarmed

your

then

Special:

Strike,

you

kick

make
make

Sense

Motive

attack

bonus

or pull

you

can

feint

to a sensitive
attacks

a Bluff
skill.

unarmed

grappling,

damage

no other

action,

a single

base

normal

a quick

If you

opponent's

When

grappling

Unarmed

In addition,

attack

deliver

Benefit:

that
tear

his hair,

the

same

turn

deals

double

at your

gain

attack

You are skilled

hit, the damage

is tripled.

Prerequisites:

Base attack

Benefit:

you are adjacent

the

When

Back-to-Back

gain

a +2 bonus

who

has this feat.

feat,
on

you

bonus

Benefit:

cannot

aid another

a trusted

ally.

+1 or higher.
to an ally who
be flanked.
actions

that

opponent

also

anyone

your

BARGAIN [GENERAL]

Benefit:
Profession
goods.

You gain
(merchant)

attack

only

one

the

total

for

initiative

the

same
Your

bonus

attack

to

his
that

score

is

opponent,

of aid another.

ally either
or

target.

a +2

You in

action

requiring

an

does

result

attack.

This

opponent.

against

FIGHTER]

make
not

foes
an

with

draw

not

affect

gain

successive
them

there

will

in a single

save

If the

save

fails,

your

next

directed

at your

is no effect.

+2 circumstance
each

Your

a DC equal

against

attacks

a cumulative

melee

of opportunity.

check.

If the save succeeds,

in

as a standard

save with

flat-footed
other

are

check

a will

Intimidate

is considered

shout.

you

an attack

makes

of your

does

a fierce

opponent

an Intimidate

immediately

opponent

on each

always striving

as your

is a standard

your

and

Opponents

You are a skilled negotiator,
deal in any transaction.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+.

feat,

AC 10.

Designate
with

to the
also has
You

to help

this

benefit.

another

BATTLE CRY [GENERAL,

action

with

Improved

oppodouble

FIGHTER]

back-to-back

act together.

counting

to his AC against

You can intimidate

[GENERAL,
at fighting

Aid

roll against

combat

BACK-TO-BACK

the benefits

the same

Normal:

so long

of you

bonus

have

check,

circumstance

you

+3.

an ally both

both

gain

a +2

when

Back-to-Back,

bonus

In addition,

and

you both

other
13+,

an initiative

of you.

gains

attack

If you and

If you
against

dealing

both

Dex

makes

circumstance

attack

aid each

base

check

damage.

On a critical

a friend

Prerequisites:

of you

deliver

ears, bite his fingers,

normal

kicking

Initiative,

attacks"deal

shot.

best

damage.

Improved

damage).

as a full

succeed

and

to fair play.

13+,

dirty

opposed

clawing

+2 or higher.

subdual

area or a similar

You and

biting,

regard

Dex

bonus

Benefit:

[GENERAL]

time

Battle

bonus
Cry

is used

combat.

for the best

a +4 competence
bonus
to all
checks when buying or selling

BATTLE HARDENED

[GENERAL]

The horrors of war have hardened
fighting machine.
Prerequisites:
+6 or higher.

you into

a grizzled

Con 15+, Iron Will, base attack

bonus

Benefit: Battle hardened characters receive a number
of bonuses. First, you receive a +3 morale bonus to any
saving throw or check as a result of a fear effect or any
effect that would cause
you gain an +1 hit point
taking

a break in morale.
Second,
each level you advance after

this feat. Lastly, when you suffer enough

damage

to

be incapacitated
or killed (even from massive damage),
you may take one last partial action on your turn.
Battle hardened

veterans

tend towards

callousness

and

are bit cold toward you, however, reducing your effective
Charisma bonus by 1 for all ability and skill checks except
Intimidate
BATTLE

checks.

HOWL

You strike
your

[GENERAL,

terror

primal

into

enemies

with

the sheer

force

of

rage.

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

Base attack
When

charge

attack

+ your

Charisma

attack

rolls

only

FIGHTER]

your

taking

must

make

a will

modifier

and

once

+3 or higher.
action,

the target

save with

or suffer

damage

be affected

bonus

a charge

of the

a DC equal

a -2 morale

roll for 1d4 rounds.

to 10

penalty

A target

to
may

per battle.

BATTLE LEADER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are a strong

commander,

capable

of leading

hundreds

of men on the battlefield,
while giving clear and concise
orders.
Prerequisites:
Cha 15+, Battle Tactics, Leadership.
Benefit: Through
a system of flag, horns, and signals,
you can command
a number
of men equal to your
Charisma

bonus

times

50. The

precise and understandable.
as the spell greater command.

commands

Battle

Tactics

allows

battlefield,

taking

into

account

terrain,

It

position

bonus
range

some
against

on

advantage,

so.

Leadership

or

6+ ranks

the lay of the land

to deploy

your

army.

in

and knowing

This

grants

a +1

beyond

the

all ranged

attacks

made

increment

to your

troops,

provided

in the

grants

terrain

a +1 bonus

which
to

would

all

Reflex

there

provide

shelter.

saving

throws

assess

Battle

is

Tactics

the battlefield

requires
from

you to be able to observe
a vantage

point.

Whenever

you personally

reduce

a creature

to -10 hit points or below, you leave a distinguishable
mark. Spellcasters
attempting
to return
one of your
victims from the dead, using a feat, special ability, spell,
or spell-like ability, must succeed at a will save (DC 15 +
your Wisdom modifier + your character level) or lose the
spell. A will save is required
each time an attempt is
made. Successive
attempts to revive the same body are
met with a cumulative
+1 modifier to the DC.
BLIGHTED TOUGHNESS
[GENERAL]
Your skin is tough and worn, tWisted
blood pulsing through your veins.
Prerequisites:
Blighted
Scourge,
Corruption,

spells.

Special:
and

and

decisions
best

against

feature

also

weather

15+,

You can assess

best

first

correct
to the

(tactics).

Benefit:

armor

troops

Wis

Knowledge

FIGHTER]

to make

positioning

Prerequisites:

the

you

to be

Benefit:

BATTLE TACTICS [GENERAL,
the

need

In all ways, this feat operates

BLIGHTED SCOURGE [GENERAL]
Whatever contemptible
presence lingers within you, now
infests others. You are a scourge on the living and the
dead.
Prerequisites:
Consumption,
Corruption,
Great
Fortitude, Iron will, character level 12th+.

15th+.
Benefit:

Great

Fortitude,

You gain a +4 natural

Iron

by the scourged
Consumption,

Will,

bonus

character

level

to AC and damage

resistance 5/-. As a result of your blighted presence, you
suffer 2 points of permanent
Charisma
damage, which
cannot be cured by any means short of a miracle.

Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, Alertness
or Keen Senses,
Blind-Fight, Blindsight 5 ft., base attack bonus +8.
Benefit:
when
attacking
an opponent
within 15 ft.,
ignore
concealment
bonus
to your opponent's
AC.
In addition, the misschance is reduced by 20% and you do
not need to guess your target's location.
BLINDING
STRIKE [GENERAL]
Your mastery of underhanded
dishonorable
you to temporarily
blind your foe.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Back
attack bonus +3 or higher.

tactics allows

Alley

Brawler,

base

Benefit:
By taking a full attack action, you may make a
single attack that blinds your foe. Use your best base
attack bonus. If you hit, your opponent
must make a
Fortitude
save (DC 10 + half your rogue class level) or
be blinded for ld4 rounds. This attack only works once
per encounter
against a given foe. Only creatures that use
sensory organs to see are vulnerable
to this attack.
Blinded creatures suffer a 50% miss chance in combat,
move at half speed and suffer a -4 penalty to any Strength
and Dexterity based skills that rely on sight. In addition,
anyone attacking a blind creature gains a +2 bonus to their
attack rolls.

BLOOD
BLIND-FIGHT
You have

been

complete

darkness.

Benefit:

trained

how

to fight

every

time

reroll

the

miss

to see if you actually

hit.

In

concealment,
roll one

you

time

An invisible
That

melee,

is, you

attacker

attacker's

gets

doesn't
bonuses

while

you

no bonus

lose a Dexterity

don't

and the attacker
ible

can

miss

do still

apply

or in

because

chance

in melee.

to Armor

+2 bonus.
for

of

percentile

to hit you

bonus

get the usual

blinded

Class,

The

ranged

You suffer

only

to

see.

reduces

your

half the usual

Darkness

speed

and

penalty
poor

to three-quarters

to speed
visibility
of normal,

invincible in combat.
Prerequisites:
Dex
bonus +5 or higher.

Special:

This feat can work

BLOODLETTING

general

instead

of

Your

strikes

base

BLINDSIGHT
5-FT. [GENERAL]
You can sense nearby opponents,
even in total darkness.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, Alertness
or Keen Senses,
Blind-Fight, base attack bonus +3 or higher.
Benefit:
When
attacking
an opponent
with
an
concealment

BLINDSIGHT
1 5-FT. [GENERAL]
Your senses are so acute that you "feel" people
even when blinded or in total darkness.

Attack,

nearly

base

attack

in conjunction

with

the

for being
in

[GENERAl,

can cause

Prerequisites:

ignore

13+, Power

you

rogue's defensive
roll special ability. This feat will not
work against damaging spells or ranged attacks.

one-half.

unarmed
or melee attack,
your opponent's AC.

FIGHTER]
blood, making

Benefit:
You are allowed to make a Reflex save each
round against one melee attack (DC equal to the attack
roll). If successful, the damage you suffer is reduced by
your Dexterity bonus (minimum
1 point of damage).

invis-

attacks,

however.

unable

FRENZY [GENERAl,
rouses your warrior

Battle

[GENERAL]

bonus

to

you,

Str

bonus

to bleed

13+, Cleave,

+8 or higher,

to death.

Power

Attack,

or divine

Sunder,

spellcaster

level

12th+.
Benefit:
or

When

piercing

suffering
until

ld4

first

and

do not

and
must

5 points
heal

than

a new

check

5 points,

cure

The
(DC

of healing
the

spell

(for

with

a slashing

begins

bleeding,

of damage
wound

should
bleeding

at least

each

can be closed

15), or cure
are spent

character.
the

hit

opponent
points

is treated.

Heal

the

a critical

your

additional

the wound

less

dealing

weapon,

a successful

for

around

attack

FIGHTER]

someone

spell.

the

a cure

spell

5 points)

with

However,

closing

resumes

round

wound
be cast

next

round

or Heal

check

be made.

Once

the bleeding

stops,

healing

resumes normally.

BLOODLUST

[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are nearly impossible to stop in combat, fighting with
the fury of a hundred men.
Prerequisites: Con 15+, Great Fortitude, Iron will.
Benefit: You do not suffer damage for taking actions
while between 0 and -9 hit points. You may still take only
take partial actions and you still continue to lose 1 hit
point per round until you reach -10.
Special: In conjunction with the Fervent feat, -10 is
replaced by the negative of your Constitution score.

BO MASTER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have mastered the art of fighting with a quarterstaff,
learning to meld strength and speed together.
Prerequisites: Dex 15+, Weapon Focus (quarterstaff),
Weapon Specialization (quarterstaff) or monk leveI4th+.
Benefit: You may add your Dexterity bonus to your
attack and damage rolls with a quarterstaff. In addition, on
a successful critical hit, your critical hit multiplier is
increased by 1. Thus, a normal quarterstaff has a critical
hit multiplier of X2. With this feat, the multiplier
becomes a X3.

BOOTLICKER[GENERAL]
You have mastered the fine art of flattery. You can grovel,
beg, plead, and put up a pathetic facade with the best of
them.
Benefit: When making a Bluff or Diplomacy check,
you receive a +3 competence bonus if you choose to grovel, beg, and plead in front of whomever you are interacting with.
Special: If you hold a clear advantage over the person
you're speaking with, this bonus does not apply. In general, the DM has final authority to decide if this bonus
applies. For example, a greater demon could not use this
feat against a peasant, but a peasant could most certainly
use it on the demon.
BORN MARINE [GENERAL]
In water and onboardships,you are a skilled combatant
and sailor.
Benefit: You receive Martial Weapon Proficiency (cutlass) and gain a +2 competence bonus to Profession
(sailor) checks.
BORN

BOAR'S

CHARGE

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You can bypass foes more readily in combat.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+.
Benefit: You do not need to move before making an
overrun attempt against an opponent.
Normal: You must normally move at least 10 ft. before
attempting an overrun action.

BODY AND MIND [GENERAL]

TO RIDE

[GENERAL]

You are a natural rider.
Prerequisites:

Handle Animal skill, Ride skill.

Benefit: You ignore the penaltiesto your Ride checks
for riding a creature type different from the one on which
you are trained to ride.
Normal: A characterssuffers a -2 penalty to Ride
checks when riding a different creature and a -5 penalty
to Ride checks when riding a different creature from the
type for which he chose his ranks.

Your resolve allows you to resist toxins and fight disease.
Prerequisites:

Wis 15+,Iron will.

Benefit: You may add your Wisdom bonus to all
Fortitude saves to resist non-magical poisons and
mundane diseases.
BODY

AWARENESS

[GENERAL]

Your training and knowledge provides you with the ability
to discern how herbal, alchemical, and magical substances
interact with the bodies of animals and sentients.
Prerequisites:

5+ranksin Alchemy skill or 5+ranksin

Profession (herbalist) skill.
Benefit: You gain a +3 bonus to all Heal and Profession
(apothecary) checks.
BODYCONTROL[GENERAL]
You are adept at contorting yourself in order to escapethe
grasp of others.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+.
Benefit: You gain a +4 competence bonus to all Escape
Artist checks made to escapea grapple attack or to avoid
being swallowed whole by a large monster.

BOUNTY HUNTER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are trained to knock your opponents out rather than
kill them.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+,Expertise.
Benefit: You deal an additional 2 points of subdual
damage during a subdual attack.
BREEZE

DANCE

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

This fighting stancekeepsyou mobile and light on your
feet.
Prerequisites:
Dodge, Mobility.
Benefit: Using this feat requires you to take a standard
action to "find your stance." Once in the stance, you may
not move more than 10 ft. in a single round lest you lose
its benefit. It takes another standard action to enter into
the stance once again. Once in the stance, you gain a -1
competence bonus to AC vs. melee attacks and a +2
competence bonus to AC vs. ranged attacks.
Special: You may gain this feat multiple times.

BRIBERY

developed

or participating
their

sense

of personal

When

payment

The
wage
bribe
may

bribe

kind

increase

is worth,

that
this

will

You know
have

a keen

to convince
you

target

gain

a +3

a bribe

or

enough

to have

roughly

a week's

of a week's

to the bribe
of your

making

check.

wage

the

The

DM

Diplomacy

against

+3 or higher.
Benefit:
By sacrificing
your Strength
bonus to your
attack roll, you may double your Strength bonus on your
damage roll. This feat may only be used in conjunction
or unarmed

Prerequisites:
+6 or higher.

Int 13+, Expertise,

of

base attack bonus

of

Benefit:
Whenever
you roll a critical hit with any
weapon that you have proficiency
with, you do not deal
damage
as normal.
Instead,
your opponent
makes a
Fortitude
been

save (DC equal to the damage

dealt).

round,

that would

have

your opponent suffers one of
effects (your choice) - stunned
for 1

Failure

means

-5 ft. speed

for 2d6 rounds,

rolls for 2d6 rounds,
rounds,
-2 penalty
rounds.

-2 penalty

-2 penalty

to damage

to attack

rolls for 2d6

to Dexterity, or blinded

for 1d4

strikes.

CAPTAINING [GENERAL]
Youcan effectivelyleadyour crew in their day-to-day
activities.
Prerequisites:
8+ ranks in Profession(sailor).
Benefit: All crew under your command gain a +2
circumstance bonus to all skill checks needed to run the
ship.

CARDHAUS PLAYER [GENERAL]
You are skilled

at card,

Prerequisites:

BULLY [GENERAL]

dice,

and

other

games

of chance.

Dex 15+ or Cha 13+.

Benefit: Yougain a

Your size makes you an intimidating
Prerequisite:
Str 15+.
Benefit:
checks.

with the intention

a bribe.

BRUISER [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are stronger than most, having developed big muscles
and powerful arms.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Power Attack, base attackbonus

with melee attacks

FIGHTER]

You are skilled at delivering
strikes
crippling rather than slaying.

the following

to +5.
to equal

multiple

roll

save when

action,
your

bonus

For each

an opposed

skill

is valuable

add a +1 bonus

require

the target's

offer

to

not.

Diplomacy

be enough

for the target.

and

taking

counter

morality.

and who's

the

into

run

government,

If you

should

people

normally

in an illegal

bonus.

to him,

that

to bribes
using

of some

to talk

or professional

to participate

competence

worth

ability

of the local
open

of who's

Benefit:
someone

the

in actions

the ins and outs
sense

CALLED SHOT [GENERAL,

[GENERAL]

You have

Add

your

Strength

+3 competence
bonus to any skill
of chance.In addition, you havea
reputation asa gambler and gain a +1 circumstance bonus

figure.
bonus

check related
to Intimidate

to games

to any Gather Information
checks made with gamblers
and gambling houses (although the cost per night of use
of this skill is 1 gp minimum).

BUTTERFLY

FLANK [GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

Your skill with a blade distracts and intimidates
opponent, catching him off balance and unaware.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Combat Reflexes,
Reflexes, base attack bonus +6 or higher.

Lightning

Benefit:
So long as you and an ally threaten
same opponent, but are not adjacent to one another,
opponent is considered
flanked.
Nonnal:
A character
and an ally are directly
target.

your

the
your

can only flank an opponent
if he
opposite on another around the

THE CALL TO JUSTICE [GENERAL]
You are immune
Prerequisites:
13th+,

must

Benefit:

to attacks
Wis

have

from

13+,

access

to Justice

You are immune

In addition,

you no longer

incorporeal

creatures.

Cha

evil outsiders.
13+,

to attacks
need

divine

spellcaster

or Law domain.
from

a + 1 weapon

allowed to

evil

make

a Wisdom check (DC 20),to seeif you

have the item on hand. On a successful roll, you find the
item among your belongings. You must immediately pay
for the item, asif purchased from a shop.
The item in question cannot be more than 25 gp in
value, cannot be masterwork or greater, and cannot be so
specific to trick someone intimately familiar with the
item in question. For instance, an NPC has lost her
brooch, an item she has kept with her for many years.
The character

evil outsiders.
to affect

CAREFUL PLANNER
[GENERAL]
You always seem to have the right equipment on hand.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+.
Benefit: In any situation where a piece of mundane
equipment is required and the item in unavailable, you are

cannot

merely

make a Wisdom

check to see

if the brooch is among his things.
In the case of arrows,darts and the like, you may not
"find" more than 1d10 of these on you at anyone time.

Special: You may use this feat a number of times per
session equal to your Wisdom bonus. However, the DM
may determine on extensive excursions that it can only be
used a number of times equal to your Wisdom bonus per
adventure.
CASING

SENSE

[GENERAL]

Your eyes are automatically drawn to the most expensive
items in a room.
Prerequisites:
4+ ranks in Appraise, 4+ ranks in
Search, 4+ ranks in Spot skill.
Benefit: You can make an Appraisecheck (DC 15) as
a free action for up to three items. In addition, with a
successful check, notice the three most expensive items
in a room you've just entered. A second roll is required to
determine their exact value, but you do know within25%.
If you don't roll a high enough score to precisely identify
any rare or exotic items, the DM may rule that these items
merely "catch your eye," but that you don't know their
exact worth. Becausethis feat is used quickly and on the
move, special equipment such as magnifying glassesand
merchant scales confer no bonuses on the Appraise
check.
CAST IRON STOMACH [GENERAL]
You can consume the most unpleasant food and drink
without a second thought.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+.
Benefit: You derive nourishment from spoiled or
inedible food and can avoid dehydration by drinking
seawater with few ill effects. By subsisting on these
unusual provisions, you double the amount of time you
can go without fresh food and water.
Normal: A character without this feat can go without
food for three days, after which time he must make a
Constitution check (DC 10,+1 for each previous check) or
take 1d6 points of subdual damage. A character without
this feat can go without fresh water for one day plus a
number of hours equal to his Constitution score, after
which he must make Constitution checks as described
above, with similar effects for failed checks.
Special: You must have accessto formerly edible foods
and a supply of salt water. Otherwise, you are vulnerable
to starvation and dehydration like any other character.
CAUSTIC

WIT

[GENERAL]

Your tongue is nearly as dangerous asyour blade and you
always have an insult at the ready.
Benefit:

You receive a +2 competencebonus to any

Intimidation checks and Diplomacy checks where a
clever insult can help, such aswhen haggling for a better
price for your goods.

CHAOTIC

HEALING

[GENERAL]

The power of chaos cannot but trusted, nonetheless you
have made a pact with it andnow your healing patterns
are in constant flux.
Prerequisites: Corruption, Great Fortitude, Iron will.
Benefit: Instead of healing at the normal rates,
the powers of chaos restore 1d6-3 (minimum 0) hit points
per character level to you after each full day-of rest.
Normal: A character regains 1 hit point per character
level per day of rest.
CHEAT DEATH [GENERAL]

Your understandingof anatomy and healing is so great
that you candragliving soulsbackfrom beyondthe brink
of death.
Prerequisites:
6+ ranks in Heal skill, 4+ ranks in
Knowledge (anatomy) skill, divine spellcaster leveI5th+.
Benefit: You can restore a target creature to life that has
fallen to asfew as-30 hp. This requires a full round action
which provokes an attack of opportunity. During this
time you are considered flat footed. It also requires the
successful application of either a cure spell of at least 1st
level or the Heal skill. The attempt must be made within
one round per rank in Heal skill after the target has fallen
to -10 hp or below. The target must make a Fortitude
saving throw with. a DC equal to the number of hp the
target has fallen below 0 (so a character at -16 hp has DC
16). If successful, the target acquires a negative level but is
stabilized at -9 hp. If the saving throw fails, the target
cannot be revived without powerful magic (such as
resurrection

or raise dead).

CLASSICAllY TRAINED [GENERAL]
Prerequisite:
Cha 15+.
Benefit: You gain a +3 competence bonus to all
Perform skill checks while using an instrument or while
singing. It does not apply to poems or storytelling.
CLEAVE [GENERAl, FIGHTER]
You can cut through many opponents at once, pushing
through their ranks with your powerful attacks.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,PowerAttack.
Benefit:

If the character deals a creature enough

damage to make it drop (typically by dropping it to below
0 hit points, killing it, etc.), the character gets an immediate, extra melee attack against another creature in the
immediate vicinity. The character cannot take a 5-foot
step before making this extra attack. The extra attack is
with the sameweapon and at the samebonus asthe attack
that dropped the previous creature. The character can use
this ability once per round.

CLEAVE ASUNDER
You can cleave

[GENERAL,

through

Prerequisites:
If you

use

to destroy

immediate,

extra

or object

in the

5-foot

step

attack

is with

destroyed

FIGHTER]

as easily

Str 13+, Cleave,

Benefit:
damage

metal

Power

Sunder

feat

the target

weapon

or object,

against

another

immediate

before

making
same

the target

You can use this

this

weapon
ability

CLEVER DESIGNER

You

extra

weapon

and

Sunder.

to deal

enough

you get an

creature,

vicinity.

take

The

same

bonus

a

extra
that

or object.
once

Benefit:
he receives
checks.

traps

that

are hard

to

COMBAT CASTING
You are steady
concentration.

You

pay

+2 modifier

opponents

either

DC of a trap.

to

base

hafted

attack

As a free

weapon

an adjacent

(such

bonus

(hafted

reach

you

as a glaive

can

your

or longspear)

suffering

only

a -1

grip
and

on a
attack

penalty

Reach

weapons

cannot

attack

adjacent

opponents.

OF THE HAWK

STRIKE

Prerequisites:
base attack bonus

Dex 13+, Improved
+6 or higher.

opponent

while

Unarmed

10 + 1/2your

level + Wis modifier).

the save, you may keep the weapon in your hand. You may
attempt a clutches of the hawk strike once per day for
every four levels you have attained,
once per round.

and no more

learned
in the

near

Spot

skill,

On

a full

the

round

following

can hear

bonus

to their

actions

in the

best

base

action

of

to analyze

round

attack

of your

method

all friendly

and understand

persists
you

each

and

so long
so long

round

as your
as you

you, gain

rolls

and

allies

can

to instruct

spend

increase

hear

and

a move-equiva-

them.

Prerequisites:
Combat
Reflexes,
Proficiency
(renaissance),
Concentration

few
you.

the
midst

tricks

spellcasters

of battle.

spellcasters

With

are able

lightning

to successfully

Weapon

a successful
Concentration
check
provoking an attack of opportunity.

(DC

without
requires

20) to avoid

You

react

lashing

[GENERAL]

instinctively

in combat,

out at potential

Benefit:

around

you,

Dex 13+, Combat Reflexes.

Prerequisites:

opponent's

to those

foes.

If you

are

not

melee attack

flat-footed

roll misses

when

an adjacent

you by a margin

equal

base attack bonus + your Dexterity bonus, you
may immediately take an attack of opportunity
against
to your

that opponent.

than

FIGHTER]

use to cast
your

Exotic
skill.

You may fire your flintlock in melee
an attack of opportunity.
Reloading

COMBAT REFLEXES [GENERAL,

COMBAT CASTER DEFENSE [GENERAL,

spells

of battle,
otherwise

by 5 ft.

Benefit:

reactions,

in

the likely

allies

60 ft. that

COMBAT INSTINCTS

In addition to
suffering normal damage, if the defender fails his saving
throw, he is considered
disarmed. Ifhe rolls a natural 1 on

quickly

flow

might

Strike,

Benefit: Declare that you are using the feat before you
make your attack roll. If you successfully
strike your
opponent with an unarmed strike, he must make a Reflex

You have

It takes

melee.

bonus

Benefit:
provoking

[GENERAL]

You may snatch a weapon from your
fighting with intense fury of the hawk.

save (DC

checks

COMBAT FIRING [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

Normal:

CLUTCHES

loses your

to the

roll.

attack

instruct

them.

action

6+ ranks

your

understand
lent

15+,

to judge

speed

This

shift

and

that

You are able

within

their

+1 or higher.

action,

opponent,

Wis

a +1 competence
Proficiency

ebb

openings

and

current

forces

[GENERAL, FIGHTER]

Benefit:

rarely

of +6 or higher.

Benefit:

the

weapon),

bonus

countering

QUARTERS FIGHTING

to the

of

Prerequisites:

time, you gain an additional

Weapon

in combat,

be missed.

attack

to be applied

attention

advantage

either the Search DC or the Disable DC of it by +2.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple
times. Each

Prerequisites:

[GENERAL]

and focused

close

taking

Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Trapmaster.
Benefit:
When building
a trap of any sort, increase

CLOSE

5 ft. of a spellcaster,
to all Concentration

COMBAT COORDINATOR [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

[GENERAL]

or Disable

So long as you are within
a -4 circumstance
penalty

Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus to Concentration
made to cast a spell while on the defensive.

per round.

You have a talent for producing
detect and difficult to disarm.

the Search

Reflexes, base

Dex 13+, Lightning

+5 or higher.

weapon,

cannot

attack.

the

attack bonus

and bone.

Attack,

your

attack

the

Prerequisites:

as flesh

character

spells
fast
launch

FIGHTER]

When foes leave themselves open,

may make a number
of
opportunity equal to the character's
The

character

opportunity

still

may only

per enemy.

the

additional attacks of

Dexterity modifier.
make one attack of

The character
may also make attacks of opportunity
while flat-footed.
Special:
A rogue with the Combat Reflexes feat still
can only make one attack of opportunity
uses his opportunist

in a round

if he

ability to make that attack.

COMBAT ROTATION [GENERAl, FIGHTER]

Prerequisites:

Dodge,

Mobility,

base attack

bonus

You may trade places with any ally within

who is currently
engaged
in melee
standard action and does not generate

Corners

and

allowing
tight

+3 ,
5 ft.

combat. This is a
an attack of oppor-

tight

you

turns

do not

to charge

FIGHTER]

impede

down

on

your

movement,

an opponent

even

in

spaces.

Prerequisites:

Dex

Benefit:

taking

When

number

You know to relieve
warriors
from melee
combat,
by taking their place in the ranks, without confusion.
or higher.
Benefit:

CONFIDENT CHARGE [GENERAl,

of turns

these

turns

equal

may

13+.

a charge
to your

action,

you may

Dexterity

make

bonus.

a

None

of

90 degrees.

exceed

CONSUMPTION
Something
resistance

13+, Wis

[GENERAL]

in you has slowly twisted over time. You
to the horrors of the world is best described as

numb.
Prerequisites:

Corruption,

Great Fortitude,

Iron Will,

tunity either on yourself or your ally. This does not affect
your ally's Initiative in anyway. You may not trade places

character leve19th+.
Benefit:
You gain a +3 corruption

with an unwilling

throws. This bonus stacks with the benefits of Corruption.
In addition, you are immune
to all mundane
diseases.
However, this does not stop you from being a carrier of

ally.

COMBAT SENSE [GENERAL,
You have

learned

to rely

Prerequisites:
Benefit:
are attacked
not

lose

flat-footed.
TABLE 2-1:

Wis
You

13+, base

are allowed

by an unseen
your
This

FIGHTER]

on your

gut

instincts.

attack

bonus

a Reflex
opponent.

Dexterity

whenever

If successful,

you
you do

for

being

caught

penalty

checks

(if any).

Animal checks.
Special: You make

to your

Animal

DC*
20
22
25

is a rogue, add the rogue's level to the DC.
* If the attacker
Normal:
Without
this feat you are always
considered
when

attacked

by an unseen

while

still

You can command
your behalf.
Prerequisites:
9th+.
Benefit:

FIGHTER]

soldiers

to perform

13+, Leadership,

tasks on

still

When

character

ranged

weapons,

13+, Dodge,

firing

Point

provokes

a crossbow

able

Blank

Its

to fire

Shot,

or firearm,

of opportunity.

an attack

base

adjacent

you do not

Reloading

of opportunity.

your

weapon

You may

fire at an

to you.

level

CONTEMPTIBLE
You can command

once.

+4 or higher.

an attack

opponent

Cha

than

Handle

FIGHTER]

with

Dex

bonus

provoke

specific

and

combat.

Prerequisites:
attack

opponent.

skilled

in close

Benefit:

COMMAND [GENERAl,

checks

take this feat more

CONTACT SHOT [GENERAl,
You are highly

flat-footed

Empathy

effects stack. However, each time this feat is taken beyond
the first, your Charisma score drops by 2 permanently.

SENSE

Situation
Melee attack by a hidden opponent
Missile attack by a hidden opponent
Attack by an invisible opponent

to all saving

disease. Those you come in contact with suffer a -4
corruption
penalty to saving throws against mundane and
magical disease for a number
of days equal to your
Constitution
score. In addition, you suffer a -4 profane

to other

modifier

save is in addition

COMBAT

save

+3 or higher.

bonus

up to 10 x your character

You appear

level worth
of 1st-level
characters
within
earshot,
so long as they are of the same alignment
as you. There
can be no distractions
or voices muttering
in opposition
to your command. These tasks cannot be directly combatorientated,
nor can they last for more than a day. Typical

you

tasks include
building
defenses,
giving
up
supplies, or moving en masse to another location.

gain

hidden

TARGET [GENERAL]

weak

in combat,

and

Prerequisites:
Benefit:
enemies
within

their

otherwise

you attack
you as long

threatened
attacks
have

targets

the

a higher

Your will allows you to resist the effects of enchantments.
Prerequisite:
Iron will.

the benefit

Benefit:
Your gain a +4 divine bonus to all saving
throws against mind-affecting
spell and spell-like effects.

immune

Enemies
your

true

opponents

you

don't

priority.

of this

feat.

that

have

to this
skill.

feat,

does

unless

opportunity

of your

presence
As soon

in combat,

stands

not

you

you
to

allow

are hidden

use

as you

seen
allies

your

opponent

the

but simply

previously

as are their

a threat.

Key.

as a different
them

to ignore

pose

or cast a spell

area. This

against

Your foes are aware

COMMANDER'S WILL [GENERAL]

causing

assume

Str 13 or less, Low
Until

ignore

sneak

puny,

as they

who

attack,

you

to
or

ability.

give other
you

lose

fight

are

are warned

of

CONTINUE THE FIGHT [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Your strength of will allows you to accomplish things
beyond the strength of normal people.
Prerequisites: Con 13+, Iron Will, character level
6th+.
Benefit: By expending 1d4 hit points, you gain an
additional partial action for one round. This action must
be taken directly after your standard action, on your
initiative. Note that you gain no additional move before or
after this action, nor can you use it to begin or continue a
full-round or previous partial action. It must be a single,
isolated partial action directly following your normal one.
You cannot use this ability if stunned or immobilized.
No more than one partial action may be taken in a
round, but this ability can be used in a surprise round so
long asyou can normally act in that round.

CORRUPTION [GENERAL]
Something in you has slowly twisted over time, increasing your resistance to the horrors of the world.
Prerequisites:
Great Fortitude, Iron will, character

leveI7th+.
Benefit: You gain a +2 corruption bonus to all saving
throws.
Special: You make take this feat more than once. Its
effects stack. However, each time this feat is taken

beyond

the first, your Charisma score drops by 2 permanently.

COUNTER CHARGE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You may step forward

and meet a charging

using his momentum to make

opponent,

your own attack

more

effective.
Prerequisites:

Combat

Reflexes.

Through practice, you have developed improved flexibility

By readying an action against a charging
enemy, you may take a s-foot step, forcing your opponent
to endhis chargeearly. You may then attack your opponent

in all of your limbs.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+.

before he has his chance to strike you. Your opponent
suffers the -2 AC penalty for charging. In addition,

Benefit:
You can attempt to squeeze yourself into a
passagewaymeant for creatures one size rank lower than
you.
Normal: Passagewaysbuilt for Small creatures are
usually too confining for Medium-size characters.
Special: Using this feat allows you to squeezeinto tight
spaces while moving at your normal rate and without
having to remove your armor. You must remove your
armor to fit into spaces built for smaller than normal
spaces, but tight fits such as a 2 ft. wide crack are
traversable.

you deal double damage on a successful attack. Stack this
bonus damage with the weapon's critical multiplier on a
critical hit. Your opponent may then attack you asnormal,
receiving any bonuses for charging.
Normal: Normally, you may only deal double damage
againstchargingopponentswith weapons that may be set
against charging foes.

Benefit:

CONTORTIONIST

[GENERAL]

Special: If for any reasonyou

may not take

your s-foot

step, you may not use this feat.

COVENANT [GENERAL]
You have a covenant with your deity that cannot be
broken.
Prerequisites:

Wis 13+,must havethe samealignment

asyour deity.
Benefit:
Each morning, your deity bestowsupon you
the power of his faith. At the DMs discretion, one 1stlevel or two 0-level cleric spells.Thesespellschangedaily,

but are chosen by the DM. When possible they should
come from one of the god's domains.
Special: You need not be a cleric to take this feat,
but you must worship a deity. Your devotion to your god

cannot be

questioned

and should your alignment ever

change from your god's, you lose these spells until such
time asyour alignment shifts back to normal.

CRAB STANCE [GENERAL,
COOLNESS UNDER FIRE

[GENERAL]

You are not normally distracted when casting spells.
Prerequisites:
Combat Casting.
Benefit: Yougain a +6 bonus to Concentrationchecks
made to cast

a spell. This bonus stackswith the bonus

from the Combat Casting feat.

FIGHTER]

You are hard to knock over, able to root yourself to the
ground and resist attacks.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+.
Benefit:
You gain a +4 competence
bonus
to all
Strength checks involving bull rush attempts or attempts
to be pinned with a grapple action.

DEADLY EDGE [GENERAL]

CRIMINAL [GENERAL]
You have a seedy past and your criminal ways are hard to
shake.
Prerequisites:
Any non-lawful
alignment.

You are a masterful assassin, tWisting
in your opponent's
body.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Combat

Benefit:
considered

sneak attack +3d6.
Benefit:
Your sneak attack damage is increased
by
+1d6.
Special:
You can gain this feat multiple
times. The

Bluff, Forgery, Open Lock, and pick Pocket are
class skills, regardless of your class.

CRIPPLING
STRIKE [GENERAL]
Your sneak attack is devastating.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Agonizing
Brawler,

Painful

Strike,

base attack

Strike,
bonus

from

a kneeling

or crouched

position

penalty.

Benefit:

Foes

crouched

who

attack

or kneeling

Normal:

gain

When

assailant

gains

DANGER

you

in melee,

no benefit

a kneeling

a +2 bonus

from

target

while

you

your

position.

is

SENSE [GENERAL]

divine focus

are

extra

a master

ranged

with

ranged

of time

to

weapons,

maximize

able
the

attack

by exploiting

chinks

in armor

Prerequisites:

Weapon

Focus

(any

base

attack

bonus

Benefit:
Weapon

When

single

attack

bonuses,
you

roll

losing

weapon

sacrifice

damage

with

the

or vital

score

attack

of rounds

A character

can hold his breath

equal to his tWice his Constitution

for a number
score.

first.

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH [GENERAL]

you have

second

attack

You make

equal

to

roll.

If your

your

a

highest

attack

hits,

a critical.
four

attacks

per round,

you can use

per round.

DEAD EYE (FIREARMS)
You are a crack

shot

with

firearms,

able to drop

When

using

a firearm,

doubled.
This feat is in all ways
Critical, but it applies to all firearms.

your

threat

just

like

You have been blessed as a protector
of life, guarding
others and yourself against the ravages of the undead.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Wis 13+, Combat Reflexes,
paladin

level1st+.

Benefit:
If you are not flat-footed
when an adjacent
undead opponent's
melee attack roll misses you or an
adjacent ally by a margin equal to your base attack bonus
times tWo, you may immediately
take an attack of opportunity against that undead opponent.

[GENSERAL, FIGHTER]
large

creatures with a single shot.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Exotic Weapon Proficiency
(renaissance),
Sharpshooter,
base attack bonus +5.
Benefit:

of

rounds equal to your Constitution
score times four. Also,
when makingConstitution
checks to avoid drowning you
gain a +2 competence
bonus to the roll.
Normal:

areas.

weapon),

which

your

of the

bonuses

second

If you have

feat twice

a ranged
may

possible

automatically

Special:
this

using
you

the

an

of your

ranged

ability.

+6 or higher.

Focus,

to increase

to take

effect

to use,this

You can hold your breath for long periods of time.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, 4+ ranks in Swim skill.
Benefit:
You can hold your breath for a number

to your Dexterity.

moment

gain your sneak

DEEP DIVING [GENERAL]

DEAD EYE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You

You are blessed with an inner strength
that grants you
power to harm the living dead.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, must be good alignment,

Normal:
Undead
are immune
to sneak attacks and
critical hits.
Special:
You must brandish
a blessed or sanctified

the

to his attack.

You have a sixth sense when it comes to danger.
Prerequisite:
Wis 13+.
Benefit:
You may add your Wisdom bonus to Reflex
saves in addition

DEATH ANGEL [GENERAL]

have them flanked, or would otherwise
attack damage against a normal target.

are

attacked,

to

Stout Heart.
Benefit:
You can inflict
critical
hits on undead
creatures.
Additionally,
you gain your sneak attack
damage against undead
if you catch them flat-footed,

CROUCHED COMBAT [GENERAL]
without

ability

class.

+8 or higher,

ability score.

You are able to fight

Reflexes,

a blade

effects stack. You may not gain a greater sneak attack
bonus from this feat than you have sneak attack in your

Back Alley

ability to sneak attack.
Benefit:
When you damage an opponent
with a sneak
attack, you also deal an additional
1 point of temporary
damage to either your opponent's
Strength, Dexterity or
Constitution

and turning

range
Improved

is

DEFENSIVE
FIGHTER
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are skilled at fighting
defensively
and can keep
enemies at bay whilst still striking back effectively.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, base attack bonus of +2 or
higher.

Benefit:

When fighting

defensively, you gain a +2

dodgebonus to your AC and only suffer a -1 penalty to
your attack rolls.
Normal: When fighting defensively, acharacter gains a
+2 dodge bonus to AC and suffers a -4 penalty on attack
rolls.
DEFLECT ARROWS
[GENERAL]
You are fast and your eyes so keen, you can cut arrows out
of the air.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+,Improved Unarmed Strike.
Benefit: You must have at least one hand free (holding
nothing) to usethis feat. Once per round when you would
normally be hit with a ranged weapon, you may make a
Reflex saving throw against a DC of 20 (if the ranged
weapon has a magical bonus to attack, the DC increases
by that amount). If you succeed, you deflect the weapon.
You must be aware of the attack and not flat-footed.
Attempting to deflect a ranged weapon doesn't count as
an action. Exceptional ranged weapons can't be deflected.

DESTROYER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are highly skilled at fighting constructs.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,PowerAttack, Sunder.
Benefit: When fighting in melee, double your
Strength bonus to damage when dealing damage to a
construct whenever an attack would be a critical hit.
When using a weapon in two hands, triple your Strength
bonus to damage on a critical hit.
DEVOTED
DEFENSE [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You know how to defend yourself at all costs.
Prerequisite: Dodge.
Benefit: When you take the total defense option,
you gain a +8 dodge bonus to AC.
Normal: Characters without this ability gain a +4
dodge bonus to AC when they take the total defense
option in combat.
Special:

If a condition exists that causesyou to lose

your Dexterity bonus to AC (if any), you lose the benefit
of this ability.

Benefit: You are immune to all mundane disease
or disease-like effects. You are not immune to magical
disease, however. In addition, you are not a carrier for
disease either, therefore being unable to commune a
diseaseto someone else.
DISEASE RESISTANCE
[GENERAL]
You are hardier than most, able to shrug off disease.
Prerequisite:
Con 13+.
Benefit: Yougain abonusequalto your characterlevel
to any saving throw made against disease or disease-like
effects.

DISTRACTING ACTION [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can distract and confound your enemies,keeping
them off-balanceandineffective in combat.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,4+ranks in Feint skill.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may make a Feint
check (DC 10 + target's HD). If successful your opponent
can only take a partial action next round.
Special: This feat only works againsttargetswith an
Intelligence score3+.

DISTRACT

MASTERY [GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You have mastered the art of disarming your foes.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Int 13+, Expertise,Improved
Disarm, Superior Disarm.
Benefit: When you successfully disarm an opponent,
increase the critical threat range of your next attack
against that opponent by your Dexterity bonus.

DISEASE IMMUNITY [GENERAL]
You have a supernatural immunity to disease and
sickness.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+,DiseaseResistance.

FIGHTER]

attacksof opportunity causedby non-movementactions,
suchascastingaspell or firing amissileweapon.

DIVINE PROTECTOR, [GENERAL]
Youareblessedwith additional magical aid.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+,paladinleveI4th+.
Benefit: You may choose anyone clerical domain from
among your deity's list of domains. You now have access
to this domain asa cleric. You gain an additional spell per
day that may only be chosen from this list of spells.
You gain the granted power of the domain and accessto
the first 4 levels of spells.
Special:

DISARM

[GENERAL,

You excel at keeping your enemies off-balance, misleading them into anticipating one move when you in fact
make another.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Dodge.
Benefit: You receive a +4 dodge bonusto AC against

With the DMs permission an anti-paladin,

blackguard, death knight, or any other deity-related
guardian of the faith may take this feat, so long asthe class
has accessto divine spells.

DODGE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are nimble and light on your feet.
Prerequisite:
Dex 13+.
Benefit:
During your action, you designate an
opponent and receive a +1 dodge bonus to Armor Class
against attacks from that opponent. You can select a new
opponent on any action. Note: A condition that makes

you loseyour Dexterity

bonusto Armor Class(if any)also

makes

you lose dodge bonuses. Also, dodge bonuses stack

with each other, unlike

most other types of bonuses.

DRACONIC WILL [GENERAL]
Your willpower is a thing of legend.
Prerequisite:
Iron will.
Benefit: You gain a +3 bonus to all Willpower saving
throws. This bonus stacks with Iron will.

DRAGON

FRIEND

[GENERAL]

You, your ancestors, your relatives, or an ally has a strong,
friendly relationship with a dragon. While the dragon is
not at your beck and call, you understand them and know
how to deal with them. Their unique psychology and
motivations are familiar to you, and you consider them to
be asfamiliar asthe adventuring races.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+, Cha 13+, ability to speak
Draconic.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 competence bonus to
Diplomacy checks with dragons and saves against the
dragon's frightful presence. In addition, you can consult
with your allied dragon for aid. It is capable of casting
spells for you at the normal gp rate charged by NPC spell
casters. The dragon never aids you in your adventures,
but it may offer advice and other support. The dragon
likes you, but it does not risk its life for you.

Benefit:

Declarethatyouareusingthefeatbeforeyou

make your attack roll. If you successfullystrike your
opponent with an unarmed strike, he must make
a Fortitude save (DC 10 + 1/2your level + Wis modifier).

In addition to suffering normal damage,if the defender
fails his savingthrow, he is consideredflat footed for 1
round, losing his Dexterity bonus(if any)to Armor Class.
You may attempt an eagleclaw strike once per day for
every four levels you have attained,and no more than
onceper round.
EAGLE EYES

[GENERAL]

Your eyesight is excellent.
Benefit: You gain the benefits of low-light vision. You
can see tWice as far as a human in starlight, moonlight,
torchlight, and similar conditions of poor illumination.
You retain your ability to distinguish color and detail
under these conditions.
EARS OF THE FOX [GENERAL]
Your senseof hearing is extremely keen.
Benefit: The characterreceivesa +3 bonus to Listen

checksand canmakea Listen checkwith a-5 penalty to
rousefrom sleepupon hearing a menacingor otherwise
loud noise.

EARTH ARMOR [GENERAL]
DREAM WARD [GENERAL]
Your mind is nearly awake at all times, making you
highly resistantto charm magicandinfluence.
Prerequisite:
Wis 13+.
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all
saves against mind-affecting spells and spell-like effects.
In addition, it takes only 1 round for you to rousefrom
sleep, due to your sharp, acute mind.

DRIVING

FORCE [GENERAL]

Something within you, drives you to perform, propelling
you to great deeds.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Iron Will, any good alignment, base attack bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: When you take afull attack action, you gain an
additional attack equal to your highest base attack bonus
after all other attacks have been made. Otherwise, you
gain an additional move-equivalent action after all of your
other actions. You may use this ability a number of times
per day equal to 1 + your Wisdom bonus.

EAGLE CLAW STRIKE [GENERAL]
You can stun your enemy with a single precise blow to a
nerve center.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
base attack bonus +3 or higher.

Your ancestral tie with the earth grants you amazing
ability to resist weapon attacks.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Rocklike, Stoneblood,base
Fortitude save+6 or higher.
Benefit:

Yougain damagereduction X/+5, where X is

your Constitution bonus.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
Its effects stack. Each time your damage reduction
increases by 2. However, the magical bonus needed to
deal full damage never changes, regardless of how many
times you take the feat. You cannot take Earth's Armor
more times than you have taken the Rocklike feat.

EARTHEN HARMONICS [GENERAL]
Creatures
with theEarthsubtypefind yourbardicmusic
difficult

to resist.

Prerequisites:
Dwarven stonecunning ability, bardic
music ability (or equivalent), 5+ ranks in Perform skill.
Benefit: The DC to resist your bardic music is
increased by 2 whenever the ability is used against a
creature with the Earth subtype. In addition, your bardic
music can affect creatures with the Earth subtype even
if they are normally immune to mind-influencing effects.

EERIE

PRESENCE

You have
your

opponents

spellcaster

Cha

around

you

that

disquiets

friends).

15+,

5+ ranks

in Intimidate

skill,

level1st+.

Benefit:
succeed

Anyone
with

or

damage

attacking

a will

suffer
rolls

This

your

(and

Prerequisites:

level)

EMPATHIC

[GENERAL]

an air of strangeness

save

-1

a

is a supernatural
constructs,

plants,

undead,

(DC

morale

for the rest

tions,

you

in melee

combat,

10 + half
penalty

your

to

must

character

his

attack

dragons,

and

does

elementals,

vermin

and

affect

aberra-

immune

to

Special:

You also
social

suffer

a -2 penalty

interaction

with

to any

check

You have great stamina.

fear

Benefit:
Whenever
you make a check for performing
a physical
action that extends
over a period of time
(running,
swimming,
holding your breath, and so on),

that

you gets a +4 bonus

outsiders,

effects.
involves

Benefit:
You gain a +2 bonus to all Sense Motive
checks and Diplomacy checks. In addition, you gain a +1
competence
bonus to initiative checks.

ENDURANCE [GENERAL]
not

oozes,

creatures

in Sense

and

of the encounter.
ability

[GENERAL]

You sense the feelings of those around you.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+ or Cha 13+, 6+ ranks
Motive skill.

to the check.

non-spellcasters.

ENDURANCE SWIMMER [GENERAL]
ELDER

WISDOM [GENERAL]
Your long life and old age have given you great wisdom.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, 200+ years old.

You are adept at swimming,

Benefit:
Knowledge
Knowledge

Benefit:
You suffer a -1 penalty on Swim checks for
every 20 Ibs. of armor and equipment
you carry, up to your
maximum load.
Normal:
Characters
suffer a -1 penalty
on Swim
checks for every 5 Ibs. of armor and equipment
carried
while swimming.

load.
Prerequisites:

You gain a +2 competence
bonus on all
skill checks. In addition,
choose any two
skills which becomes class skills.

ELITE WEAPON
MASTERY [FIGHTER]
Your skill with a blade is beyond compare,

and few even

believe such skill exists.
Prerequisites:
Weapon Focus (any), Weapon Mastery
(any), Weapon Specialization
(any), base attack bonus +12
or higher.
Benefit: Choose one type of weapon you have Weapon
Focus, Weapon Specialization,
and Weapon Mastery in.
Increase the critical damage multiplier
of the weapon
1 (from X2 to X3, etc.)
Special:
You can gain this feat multiple
times.

by
Its

effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies
to a new weapon.
EMISSARY

and
them
with

alien,

make

little

effort

based

on your
Cha

You gain

skill

humanoid

checks
creatures.

to communicate

bond

creatures.

and you often

Prerequisite:
Benefit:

an empathic

magical

at ease,

with

Your
find

with

strange

bearing

creatures

and
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warm
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up to you
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course,
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you

bonus
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dealing
must
in order

with
have

some

checks.

(engineer)

Disable Device, Forgery, and Open
class skills, regardless of your class.

ENHANCED DARKVISION
Your darkvision
Prerequisites:

[GENERAL]

extends further than normal.
Wis 15+, Alertness, darkvision

Your darkvision

Lock are

60 ft. or

range is doubled.

ENHANCED
Your

natural

SPELL RESISTANCE
spell

for this

resistance
Spell

resistance

Benefit:

You gain

Special:

You can gain

a +4 to your
this

[GENERAL]

is strong.
12+
natural

feat multiple

spell

resistance.

times.

nonway
bonus

[GENERAL]
You are sensitive to the moods, attitudes, and feelings of
others.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to Innuendo
checks and
Sense Motive

of all types.

Int 13+,4+ ranks in Profession

Prerequisite:

part.

13+.
a +2 competence

a heavy

animals

to be effective.

EMPATHY

Prerequisites:
skill.
Benefit:
considered

carrying

Str 13+, Endurance.

ENGINEER
[GENERAL]
You are proficient with mechanisms

more.
Bonus:

[GENERAL]

You readily

even while

ENHANCED TURNING [GENERAL]
You are blessed
they lie.

by your god to destroy

undead,

wherever

Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, Extra Turning.
Benefit:
You roll 3d6 + your cleric level + Charisma
modifier when determining
turning damage.
Normal:
Without
this feat, a cleric rolls 2d6 + cleric
level + Charisma
damage.

modifier

when

determining

turning

ENLARGED FAMILIAR [GENERAl]
Your familiar is unusually large and powerful for its type.
Prerequisites: Familiar or spirit familiar, spellcaster level
5th+.
Benefit: Your familiar is one size category larger than
normal. Using the rules in the Monster Manual for Hit
Dice and Size advancement, increase its Strength,
Constitution, natural armor, and damage. Decrease its
Dexterity, AC bonus and attack bonus.
ENTHRALL [GENERAl]
You have a way with people,being able to command a
crowd to listen to you.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,4+ranks in Diplomacy skill or
4+ ranks in Perform (any) skill.
Benefit: You may command a small crowd to listen to
you for a number of minutes equal to 10 times your
Charisma bonus. The crowd cannot be larger than twice
your Charisma bonus and you can command the crowd's
attention only aslong asyou continue speaking.

No memberof the enthralled crowd canhavemore HD
than you and the DM may determine that members of
the crowd tire of the topic or song.
ENTOURAGE[GENERAl]
Your charismatic nature allows you lead nations of
men.
Prerequisites:
Cha 17+,Leadership.
Benefit: You may take the Leadership feat
as often as you like, stacking its benefits each
time. You may have multiple cohorts as a result of
this feat.
(

ETERNAL

YOUTH

[GENERAl]

Your increased vigor allows you to ignore the effects of
aging.
Prerequisite:
Con 13+,middle ageor younger.
Benefit: You do not suffer the penalties for
progressing into middle age, until you are old.
You do not suffer the penalties for progressing
into old age until you are venerable.
Normal: A characterprogressingto middle age
suffers a -1 penalty to Strength, Constitution,
and Dexterity. A character progressing to old
suffers a -2 penalty to Strength, Constitution,
and Dexterity.
EVASIVE FIGHTING
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]

When a foe rushes you, you can leap aside,
spoiling any benefits he gains from charging.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+,Dodge.

Benefit: When an opponent charges you, you may
duck aside at the last moment, ruining his attack. Your
opponent attack as normal, but he loses the +2 bonus for
charging. He still suffers a -2 penalty to AC for making a
charge.
You may use this feat only once per round.
In addition, you gain a +1 bonus to AC when fighting
defensively or on total defense.
Special: When you use this ability you must immediately make a 5-foot step as a free action. If for any reason
you may not take your 5-foot step, you may not use this
feat. Your opponent stops in the space where his charge
movement would normally end. You may not set a
weapon against a charge when using this feat.
EXOTIC WEAPON
PROFICIENCY
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]

You are trained with an exotic
weapon, uncommon to your background.
Prerequisite: Baseattackbonus +1
or higher.
Benefit: Thecharactermakesattack
rolls with the weaponnormally.
Normal: A characterwho uses
aweaponwithout being proficient with it suffers a -4
penalty on attackrolls.

Special: Thecharactercangainthis featmultiple times.
Each time The character takes the feat, it applies to a
new weapon. Proficiency with the bastard sword or the
dwarven waraxe has a prerequisite of Str 13+.
EXOTIC

WEAPON

[GENERAL,

PROFICIENCY (FIREAMS)

FEINT [GENERAL]
at catching your opponent off guard.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Int 15+, 4+ ranks in Bluff,

EXPERT

You are an expert

Combat Reflexes, Dodge,
bonus +6 or higher.

Improved

You are trained in the use of firearms.
Benefit: You can make normal attack rolls with handheld firearms.
Normal: A character that uses a firearm with which he
is not proficient suffers a -4 penalty on attack rolls.
EXPERIENCED
ADVENTURER
[GENERAL]
Experience
has taught you a few lessons about staying

alive.
Prerequisite: CharacterleveI6th+.
Benefit: Yougain a+1bonusto your Fortitude, Reflex,
andWillpower saves.

base attack

Benefit: You may make a Bluff check in order to feint
in combat as a move-equivalent

FIGHTER]

Feint,

action.

EXPERT WRESTLER [GENERAL,
You are an expert wrestler, capable

FIGHTER]

of bringing down large
opponentsandbreaking free from holds.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Dex 13+, baseattackbonus +2.

Benefit: You may add your Dexterity modifier in
addition to your Strength modifier when making Grapple
checks.
Normal: A character's normal attack bonus on a
Grapple check is based on his base attack bonus, plus his
Strength modifier, plus his size modifier.
EXPERTISE [GENERAL]
You fight with finesse and agility, reserving strength and
power for less tactical opponents.
Prerequisite:
Int 13+.
When you use the attack action or full attack
in melee, you can take a penalty of as much as -5

Benefit:
action

on your attack and add the same number (up to +5) to
your Armor Class. This number may not exceed your base
attack bonus. The changes to attack rolls and Armor

Class

last until your next action. The bonus to your Armor Class
is a dodge bonus.
EXPERT AIM [GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

Years of practice have honed your skills with ranged
weapons. You may attack with exacting precision.
Prerequisites:
PreciseShot, baseattack bonus +4 or
higher.
Benefit: If you take the full attack action when using a
device missile weapon (e.g. bow, crossbow), you may
choose to make a single attack up to 30 ft. away using your

Aim. In addition to all other damagemodifiers,
applyyour Dexterity bonus(if any)to damage.

Expert

This feat is ineffective against creatures immune to
critical hits (e.g. constructs, elementals, oozes,plants and
undead).
Normal: Your Dexterity bonus applies only to your
attack roll.
EXPERT

CLIMBER

[GENERAL]

You are an accomplished climber.
Prerequisite: Dex 13+.
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Balance
checks and climb checks. In addition, you gain a +2
competence bonus to Rope Use checks, when making a
rope ladder or line for other to climb.

Normal: A character not capable of the Expertise feat
can fight defensively while using the attack or full attack
action to take a -4 penalty
on attacks and gain a +2 dodge
bonus to Armor class.

EXPLOIT WEAKNESS [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can find the weakness in anyone's defense.
Prerequisites:
Power Attack, Expertise, Weapon
Finesse (any), Weapon Focus (any), base attack bonus +6
or higher.
Benefit: As a full round action, you may make a single

attack at your highest baseattackbonus. If you succeed,
your opponentis consideredflat footed in regardsto you
(and only you) for a number of rounds equal to your
Dexterity bonus(if any).Furthermore,your opponent
loses access to one featof your choosingfor the same

duration.
Special: Youmay only exploit one opponent at a time.
If you exploit the weakness of an enemy, while another is
still exploited, you lose the benefit of the first. This
includes trying to exploit the same opponent more than
once.

You may use this feat only once per encounter against a
particular opponent.

FAITH [GENERAL]

EXTRA FAMILIAR [GENERAL]
You have an additional familiar.
Prerequisites:
Familiar or Spirit

Familiar,

spellcaster

You are as devout
Prerequisites:

as any cleric or priest.
Wis 13+, must worship

a deity.

You gain an additional
familiar of the type
for your class (animal
familiar
or spirit

Benefit:
You may gain access to any feat that is
normally
only available to clerics, druids, or paladins,
substituting
your total character
level for the required

familiar). This familiar may be the same type as your first
or different.
Special:
You can gain this feat multiple
times. Each

divine spellcaster
level. You can only gain benefits from
feats that directly affect your abilities. For instance, if you
cannot cast spells, a feat that enhances
spellcasting
is

time you may choose another familiar.
Any familiar feats you have, apply to all your familiars.

useless

level

5th+.

Benefit:
appropriate

to you, no matter

how pious you are.

FAR SHOT [GENERAL,

EXTRA TURNING [GENERAL]
You can

turn

undead

four

more

times

per

day than

Benefit:

normal.
Prerequisite:

Ability

to Turn Undead.

Benefit:
Allows you to turn undead four more times
per day than normal.
Special: You can take this feat multiple times, gaining
four extra daily tUrning

attempts

When

increment

Your can see objects and people at great distances.
Prerequisites:
4+ ranks in Spot skill, Far Shot, Point
Blank Shot.
Benefit:
You gain a +4 competence
bonus to Spot
checks. In addition, your spotting distance is doubled.

faith

GODS

allows

Prerequisites:
Benefit:
undead

to spot

Wis
You

undead

13+, cleric

may

use

or true seeing, to detect

without

fail.

or paladin

level

3rd+.

spells,

such

as detect

divination

resurrected

Nimble

EYE OF THE HAWK [GENERAL]
aim

is without

Prerequisites:
Precise

13+,

Far

Shot,

Point

Blank

The

the purposes

first

full

of determining

range

increment

penalties

is ignored

to your

attack

EYE FOR QUALITY [GENERAL]
You can quickly judge the value of items, drawing
your experience
in assessing the quality of goods.
Benefit:
Forgery

Shot,

Shot.

Benefit:

You gain a +2 bonus

checks.

Benefit:
the normal
gle round.

to all Appraise

checks

for
roll.

upon
and

Fingers.

Nimble

Fingers.

You may make an Escape Artist check in half
time. On a natural '20', you can do it in a sin-

FAST TALKER [GENERAL]
You have a gift for talking your way out of trouble.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Cha 13+.
You gain
checks.

a +3 bonus

FAVORED INSTRUMENT

Benefit:

equal.
Dex

as

FAST SLIP [GENERAL]

You are more
instrument.
Prerequisite:

or reincarnated

characters.

Your

such

(multiply
its range

Benefit: You may make an Open Lock check in half the
normal time. On a natUral 20, you can do it in a single
round.

Benefit:
Diplomacy

[GENERAL]

you

weapon,

is doubled.

Prerequisites:

EYE OF THE EAGLE [GENERAL]

OF THE

a projectile

a bow, its range increment
increases by one-half
by 1.5). When
you use a thrown
weapon,

Prerequisite:

Your

using

than normal.

FAST PICK [GENERAL]

each time.

EYE FOR DETAIL [GENERAL]
You notice subtle details, where others might overlook
things.
Benefit:
You get a +2 bonus to Appraise checks and
Search checks.

EYES

FIGHTER]

You can shoot a missile weapon farther
Prerequisite:
Point Blank Shot.

instrument.
the Difficult

adept

on Bluff checks

and

[GENERAL]
at playing

your

favorite

musical

Bard only.

Choose

a single

instrument

as your favored

While using this instrument,
Class for saving throws against

add + 1 to
your spells.

In addition,
the DC to resist your bardic music is
increased by +2 and you gain a +1 luck bonus to all saving
throws so long as you play the instrument.
Should
the instrument
ever be destroyed,
lost,
or stolen, you suffer a -2 morale penalty on all attack rolls,
weapon damage rolls, skill checks, and saving throws for
1 month. The following
tWo months
you suffer a -1
morale penalty. After that the penalty is negated.
In
addition,
until the item is replaced
you lose all the
benefits of this feat.

Special: Replacingthe favoredinstrument, takestwice
the gold it would normally cost for an item of its type
(finding something the bard is happy with is not easy).
If the previous item was masterwork, the new one must
be as well. Once the item is replaced, it takes 1 month to
reattune yourself to the new instrument.
FEARLESS [GENERAL]
You are completely fearless, able to laugh in death'seye.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, Icy Clam, Icy Veins,

Immutable will, Iron will.
Benefit: Youareimmune to all fear effects,Intimidate
checks,andall mind-affecting spells.
FEARSOME DISPLAY [GENERAL]
By performing
quick and lethal looking tricks with your
weapon, you can intimidate your opponents before ablow
is struck.
Prerequisites:
6+ranksin Intimidate skill, baseattack
bonus +3 or higher.
Benefit: So long as you,have a melee weapon drawn,
you may take a full round action to put on a fearsome
display. Select one opponent within 30 ft. to be the target
and make an Intimidate check (DC 10 + target's character
level.) Your opponent suffers a -2 morale penalty on
attack and damage rolls for a number of rounds equal to
your ranks in Intimidate.
You may not target the same creature more than once
per day with this ability.
Special: This ability does not affect aberrations,
constructs, dragons, elementals, oozes, outsiders, plants,
undead, vermin and creatures immune to fear effects.
Creatures with a baseattack bonus of +3 (or higher) above
yours are immune to the effects of this feat.
FERVENT [GENERAL]
You do not fall easily from simple wounds.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+,Toughness.
Benefits:
You are not considered dead until your
current hit point total falls a number of points below 0,
equal to your Constitution score. A character with a
Constitution of 16, for instance, is not considered dead
until his hit points fall to -16, not -10.
Normal: When acharacter'scurrent hit points drop to
-10 or lower, he's dead.

FIELD MEDIC [GENERAL]
You are experienced in healing battlefield trauma, so you
know how to patch up injuries in combat.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,5+ranks in Heal skill.
Benefit: When making aHealcheckto administerfirst
aid, if you successfully stabilize the target, his hit points
are temporarily increased to O.The hit points gained from

this feat go away after a number of rounds equal to your
ranks of Heal skill, but if his hit points are below 0 and he
does not die, he is considered stabilized.
Furthermore, you gain a +5 competence bonus to Heal
checks involving first aid.
Normal: Characters who attempt first aid do not
increase the target's hit points.

FIERCE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are exceedingly difficult to kill.
Prerequisites: Con 15+, Fervent, Toughness.
Benefit: Whenever you are reduced to enough hit
points that would result in your death, or you are affected
by a spell that causes instant death, you are allowed
a Fortitude Save (DC 10 + spell level or number of hit
points lost) to survive. If the save is successful, you're
reduced to -9 hit points, stabilized, and appear dead.
After one hour, you begin healing normally.

FIENDISH DESIGNER [GENERAL]
Your traps inflict more damage than normal.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+,Clever Designer,Trapmaster
Benefit: When building a simple trap, the traps you
build deal an additional +2 points of damage per die. Pit
traps do not gain this bonus.

FIRM GRIP [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are difficult to disarm.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+or Dex 13+,Int 13+,Expertise.
Benefit: You gain a +4competencebonus to disarm or
oppose a disarm attempt.

FISHING BEAR STRIKE [GENERAL]
You overpower your opponent.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,Dex 13+,Improved Unarmed
Strike, base attack bonus +8 or higher.
Benefit: Declare that you are using the feat before
you make your attack roll. If you successfully strike your
opponent

with an unarmed strike, he must make

a Fortitude save (DC 10 + 1/2your level + Wis modifier).
In addition to suffering normal damage, if the defender

fails his saving throw, he is consideredprone.

You may

attempt a fishing bear strike once per day for every four
levels you have attained, and no more than once per round.
FISTS OF FURY [GENERAL]
You are capable of creating a dazzling fury of hand to hand
blows from fists, elbows, knees, and feet.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
Weapon Finesse (unarmed strike).
Benefit: If you deal a creature enough damage from an
unarmed strike to make it drop (typically by dropping it
to below 0 hit points, killing it, etc.) you get to make an
immediate extra melee attack at the same attack bonus

against another creaturein the immediate vicinity. You
may take one 5-foot step before making this attack.
You can use this ability only once per round.
Special: This ability is ineffective against creature
immune to critical hits.
FISTS OF THUNDER [GENERAL]
Your fists can lay a swath of destruction around you.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Fists of Fury, Improved
Unarmed Strike, Weapon Finesse (unarmed strike).
Benefit: When usingyour Fists of Fury feat, there is no
limit to the number of times you can use it per round, but
you may still only take one 5-foot step in a single round.

FOOL'S LUCK [GENERAL]
You have an unique fortune of turning situations around
to your advantage.
Benefit: Once per day,you may reroll any single die
roll. You must accept the second check, no matter the outcome.
Special:

You can gain this feat multiple times. Its

effects stack. Each time you gain this feat, you may reroll
an additional die per day.
FORESTWALKER
[GENERAL]
The forest is your second home.
4+ ranks in WildernessLore skill.
You gain a +1 competencebonus to climb
checks, Hide checks, Move Silently checks, Search
checks,Spotchecks,andWildernessLorecheckswhile in
forestor marsh.
Prerequisites:

Benefit:

FLEXIBLE [GENERAL]
A positive outlook can affect you both internally and
externally.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to all Reflex and Will
saves.
FLYBY ATTACK [GENERAL]
Prerequisites: Fly speed.
Benefit: When flying, you can take a move-equivalent
action (including a dive) and another partial action at any
point during the move. You cannot take a second move
action during a round in which you make a fly-by attack.
Normal: Without this feat, a creaturetakes a partial
action either before or after its move.

FOLLOW THROUGH [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are adept at pushing your way through the enemy.
When striking down a foe, you have the reflexes and
strength to steadily advance your assault, allowing you to
step over his body and continue your attack.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,PowerAttack.
Benefit:

When

you dropcanopponentin melee,suchas

by reducing a foe to 0 or fewer hit points, you may
immediately make a five foot step to occupy your enemy's
position. This movement counts asa free action, allowing
you to use Cleave or Great cleave after making this
movement.
You must advance directly into the area occupied by
your enemy. If this is physically impossible, such asif you
dropped your foe with a reach weapon, you may not take
this 5-foot step.
Special:

You may use the movement granted by this

feat after dropping a foe but before resolving attacks
granted by the cleave or Great Cleave feats. You may only
use this feat once per round. If you previously moved
during a round in which you use this ability, the movement provided by this feat may allow you to move a total
distance above your normal maximum movement rate.

Special: Alternately, you may choose two terrain
match your character or racial background.

types

that

FORTRESS OF THE MIND [GENERAL]
Your intellect, wisdom and insight combined to give you
an unmatched resolve.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+.
Benefit:
You may your Intelligence bonus to
Willpower savesin addition to your Wisdom.
FREEFALL [GENERAL]
You can fall from a great distance and still recover with
minor injuries.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, 8+ ranks in Tumble skill,
4+ ranks in Climb

skill, Toughness.

Benefit: Yousuffer half damagefrom falls up to 100ft.

Beyondthat, this feat doesnot protect you.

FRENZIED ATTACK [GENERAl, FIGHTER]
You may attack your foe with wild abandon,
to rain many inaccurate blows upon him.
Prerequisites:
+6 or higher.
Benefit: When

allowing

Str 13+, Power Attack, base attack

you

bonus

you make a full attack action, you may

attack at your highest base attack
bonus. However, this additional attack and all others
suffer a -4 penalty this round.
Special: A monk mayusethis feat in conjunction with
his flurry of blows ability to gain two additional attacks in
a round. However, the penalties from both abilities stack,
giving the monk a total-6 penalty to all his attacks.
take

an additional

FURIOUS BLOW [GENERAl,
FIGHTER]
Your strength allows you to follow through with powerful
attacks.

Prerequisites:

Str 15+, Cleave, Power Attack.

Benefit:
You may suffer 1 point of damage per round
to ignore anyone of the following effects: dazed, dazzled,
disabled,
fatigued,
nauseated,
paralyzed,
staggered,
and stunned.
If the effects of this feat cease before the
duration

of the

resumes

normally.

status

effect

ends,

the

status

effect

GIANT KILLER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You

have

mastered

slipping

fighting

through

their

Prerequisites:

Combat

Benefit:

When

categories
extended

Large

opponents

you,

Against

adjacent

Normal:
reach

than

reach.

large

creatures

and

Reflexes.

fighting

larger

the squares

against

defenses.

you

you,

at least

negate

such

the

two

effects

size

of their

creatures

threaten

creatures

have

only

to them.
(tall)

and bigger

a natural

of 10 ft. or more.

GIANTFOE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You know the dwarven secret of giant fighting.
Prerequisites:
Dwarf, Dex 15+, Dodge.
Benefit:
Your dodge bonus against giants
to +8.

increases

GLIB [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You have a way with words.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+
Benefit:
You gain a +2 bonus
Diplomacy checks.
GLIDER

your

Prerequisites:
4+ ranks

in Climb

Benefit:

if you deal enough damage to an
opponent
to reduce his hit point total to -1 or less hit
points with a single melee attack, you may apply the
excess damage to any adjacent foe within
equal to or less than the primary target.

reach with AC
The damage is

dealt immediately
and no additional attack roll is needed.
In addition, this does not interfere with your ability to use
the Cleave feat. The secondary target cannot suffer more
damage than the primary target of the attack. In such a
case, all excess damage beyond the second target is lost.
You cannot

that,

you

control

can

you may

decent

move

For instance,
the ledge,

this

from

Dex

15+,

skill,

Freefall,

You suffer

Beyond

from

half

8+

You are skilled
Prerequisites:
Benefit:

When

does

where

you

5 ft. out from

landing

protect

fall.

For

fighting

creatures

of damage

skill,

falls

up to 150 ft.

you.

In addition,

25 ft. you

line

water,

fall,

to the ground.

can push

yourself

15 ft.

etc.

FIGHTER]

creatures
base

Tumble

every

the direct

Rat Hacker,
melee

in

from

not

in nearby

at fighting

heights.

Toughness.

if you fall 75 ft., you

successful

+1 point

great
ranks

damage

feat

GOBLIN SLAYER [GENERAL,

each

and

[GENERAL]

You can control

Benefit: In combat,

to all Bluff checks

smaller

attack

attack

per size category

than

bonus

smaller
inflicts

yourself.

+6 or higher.
than
an

yourself,
additional

of difference.

take a 5-foot step to apply this damage.

GRACEFUL [GENERAL]
FURY OF THE MOUNTAIN
Nothing

can deter

Prerequisites:
of

the

Toughness,

you

[GENERAL]

in combat,

Str 15+, Con

Mountain,
base

Iron
attack

will,
bonus

except

15+, Great
Rage

of

+9 or higher.

death.
Fortitude,
the

Heart

Mountain,

You are more graceful
dignity and flair.

than

most, carrying

Benefit:
You gain
Charisma based checks

a +1 competence
in social situations.

yourself
bonus

with
to all

GRAY DANCER [GENERAL]
You are graceful while wielding a sword, dancing and
moving in a hypnotic rhythm.
Prerequisites:
Expertise,WeaponFinesse(anysword),
base attack bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: When you use the Expertise feat with a sword,
you may reduce your attack roll by up to your base attack
bonus, increasing you AC by the same amount. This is
considered a dodge bonus.
GREAT CLEAVE [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You can cut through dozens of opponents at once,
destroying their ranks with your powerful attacks.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Power Attack, Cleave, base
attack bonus +4 or higher.
Benefit: As Cleave, except that you have no limit to the
number of times you can use it per round.

GREAT FORTITUDE [GENERAL]
Benefit: Youget a +2 bonusto all FortitUdesaving
throws.
GREATER IMPROVED INITIATIVE
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can react much more quickly than normal in combat.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Improved Initiative,
Lightning Reflexes, base attack bonus +3 or higher.
Benefit:

Yougain a+4bonuson Initiative checks.This

bonus stacks with the bonus from Improved Initiative.

GRIM DETERMINATION

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

When others turn and flee in the face of overwhelming
odds, you've only just begun to fight. When exposed to
magical fear, something inside you snaps, and fills you
with an even greater determination to overcome your
foes.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Immutable Will, Iron Will
Benefit: When you make a successful save against any
fear effect, you gain a +2 competence bonus to hit against
the source of the fear.This bonus lasts until the encounter
ends or until you miss another saving throw against fear.
After missing a fear save, you cannot use this feat for 24
hours, as your self-confidence is too rattled for you to
focus yourself.

GUIDE

[GENERAL]

You have a great sense of your natural surroundings and
you know your way in and out of the forest.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,4+ ranks in Intuit Direction
skill, 4+ ranks in Wilderness Lore skill, Track.
Benefit: You gain a +4 circumstance bonus to Intuit
Direction checks and Wilderness Lore checks in the
wilderness. This bonus does not extend below ground or
in enclosed settlements.

GUILD MASTER [GENERAL]
You have the charisma to attract followers and the talent
to organize and lead.
Prerequisites:
Leadership, rogue level10th+.

Benefit:
Double the followers gained by the
Leadership feat. In addition, you gain a second cohort
of a level equal to your current cohort's level minus two.
Special: It is typical for rogues with a large following
to start a guild or other organization. If you have the
funding, you may build a headquarters and develop your
own charter organization.
HAMMER MASTERY [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You have mastered the use of the hammer.
Prerequisites:
Weapon Focus (any hammer), Weapon
Specialization (any hammer).
Benefit: You receive a +1bonus to all attack rolls with
any hammer you are proficient with.
This bonus stacks with WeaponFocus.

HAMSTRING [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Chooseoneweapon.You

have acquired special training in
fighting large creatures with that weapon, either imparted
to you by an accomplished weapon master, or gained on
the battlefield through first-hand experience.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,PowerAttack.
Benefit: When you score a critical hit against a large
creature, you may choose to cut its movement in half
instead of dealing extra damage. You slash the creature's
leg tendons and muscles, badly hobbling it. This penalty
lasts until the creature is healed back up to its maximum
hit points.
You may use this feat against a single creature only
once. Duplicate uses have no additional effect.
This attack violates a paladin's code.

HANDLER [GENERAL]
You can drive teamsof animalsfasterandharderthan
most anyone else.
Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus to your Handle Animal
skill checks to when driving animals, either in a wagon
train or when wrangling a herd. In addition, you gain a +1
dodge bonus against all herd animals.
HARDY [GENERAL]
You are resistant to extreme temperatUres.
Benefit: You receive a +4 bonus to Fortitude saves
made to resist subdual damage from exposure to very hot
(over 90° F) or very cold (below 40° F) environments.
You must choose whether you receive the bonus against
hot or cold weather when you take this feat.
Special: You can gain this feat twice in order to gain a
bonus against both hot and cold conditions.

HEALING TOUCH [GENERAL]
You are experienced
in healing battlefield trauma, so you
know how to patch up injuries in combat.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+, 8+ ranks in Heal skill, Field
Medic.
Benefit:

When making a successful Heal check to

administer

first aid, the target gains +1d4 hit points in
addition to any other effects. In addition, when administering long term care, the recipient regains hit points

This feat can be used once per day per target.
Normal:
Characters receiving long term care, regain
hit points back at twice their normal rate.

HEART OF THE MOUNTAIN [GENERAL]
capable

of fighting againstimpos-

sible odds.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Con 13+, Great Fortitude, Iron
Will, Improved Toughness, Toughness, base attack bonus
+3 or higher.
Benefit: You gain +2 hit points per level. You gain these

points retroactively for all levels previously gained,
in addition to gaining the points every level thereafter.
HEIGHTENED
SENSES [GENERAL]
You have sharp sensesalerting you to danger.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Alertness.

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to all Listen checks,
Search checks, and Spot checks. This bonus stacks with
Alertness.
HEIGHTENED MANUAL DEXTERITY [GENERAL]
Youhavenimble, dexterousfingers.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+.
Benefit: Yougain a+1bonusto all Dexterity basedskill
checks.
HEART OF THE STAG [GENERAL]
Yougain long bursts of energy,fueling you
when your body would normally give out.

Prerequisites:

Armor Proficiency in the armor being

worn or removed.
Benefit: You can don hastily and remove armor in half
the time listed on table 7-6 of the PHB (rounding fractions up).

You are destined

for greatness. You may not even know

it yet.
Prerequisites:

Any two ability scores 15+.
Benefit: Once per gaming session, you automatically
stabilize if your hit point total falls below o. In addition,

once per gaming session,you may reroll anyone failed
savingthrow.

HIDDEN RUN [GENERAL]
You are a fleeting shadow, nearly invisible even as you
rush past opponents.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, 4+ ranks in Balanceskill, 4+
ranks in Climb skill, 8+ ranks in Hide skill, 8+ ranks in
Move Silently skill, Improved Equilibrium.
Benefit: You may move up to your normal speed with
no penalty to your Hide check or Move Silently check.

HOLY SMITE [GENERAL]
Youforge a link to the victims you slay,knowing if they
everreturn.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,divine spellcasterleveI7th+.
Benefit: Any creature that you reduce to -10 hp or

below and is then later raised,resurrected,

reincarnated,

or brought back as undead, becomes known to you.
This works exactly like the spell locate creature, except
there is no range limit and the spell is always active.

HOLY WEAPON OF POWER [GENERAL]
to

fight even

Prerequisites: Con 15+, Endurance, Great Fortitude,
Strength of the Stag.
Benefit: Onceper day,you maygain atemporaryboost
of energy.When this feat is invoked, you gain a temporary
bonus to your Constitution score of +1d8 for a number of
rounds equal to 3 + your new Constitution bonus.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
Each time, you may use this feat an additional time per

day.Youmay not take this.feat more times that you have
points of Constitution bonus.

You can don and removearmor fasterthan normal.

HEROIC DESTINY [GENERAL]

at triple the normal recovery rate.

You are a hardy warrior,

HEAVY INFANTRY TRAINING
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]

Your god's power flows through your arm, turning
weapon into a tool of good.
Prerequisites:

Str 13+, Cleave,

your

Power Attack, must be

evil alignment,
divine spellcasterlevel 9th+.
Benefit: While wielding aweaponof the sametype as
your deity's favored weapon,it gains +1 and the special
magical ability holy. These abilities stack

with any magical

abilities of the weapon,but the weaponmust at leastbe
masterworkto gain this power.

HOLLOW [GENERAL]
Something in you has slowly twisted
nearly

dead

over time. You are

inside.

Prerequisites:
Consumption,
Corruption,
Fortitude, Iron Will, character level 12th+.

Great

Benefit:

You cannot

be harmed

by the negative

bonus

energy

of undead. Ability score drains, madness, pestilence,
rot,
and the like have no effect on you. You are assumed to
always make the appropriate.
save. You are not immune,
however, to bite damage, claw damage, slam damage and
the like.
In addition, you are immune to all death magic, including energy drains, ability drains, and paralysis. However,

resting place and cannot be primed to return.
short of a miracle can return your soul to the

body.
Special:

Although

not

truly

undead,

your

body

is

wracked with negative energy. Spells and abilities that
specifically
target the undead effect you for half damage
or effect. Cure spells heal you for half damage,
harm you.

apply

weapon

rolls

up

to

to creatures

In addition,

but do not

damage

rolls

30 ft. This

immune

and

bonus

to critical

you can now

ranged

weapon

damage

does

not

hits.

detect evil, at will, per the spell.

ICY VEINS [GENERAL]
You are fearless.
Prerequisites:

should you ever be reduced to -10 hit points, no magic
can bring you back from death (but your body can still be
animated or turned into an undead). The soul has reached
its final
Nothing

to melee

damage

level l1th+.
Benefit:
Intimidate

Wis 13+, Icy Calm, Iron will,

You are

immune

to all fear

character

effects

and

checks.

IMMUTABLE WILL [GENERAL]
You have an iron resolve and cannot be easily be swayed.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Iron Will.
Benefit:

You gain a +4 competence

saves involving

mind-affecting

bonus

to all will

spells.

IMPALE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can deliver

a vicious

attack

with a piercing

weapon

OF THE ACCURSED [GENERAL]
You single life's work is the eradication
of evil. Everything

while charging.
Prerequisites:

else is circumspect.
Prerequisites:
Great Fortitude,

+3 or higher.
Benefit:
When you perform
a charge action with a
piercing weapon that can be set to receive a charge you

HUNTER

Hunter

of the Blighted,

Iron will, Track, any good alignment,
character
level
9th+.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 insight bonus to Bluff, Listen,
Sense Motive, Spot, and Wilderness
Lore checks when
using these skills against evil creatures. You also gain this

Str 13+, Power Attack, base attack bonus

deal double damage.
Special: This damage

stacks

with

critical

presence

tends

hit damage

and the like.

bonus to melee weapon damage rolls and ranged weapon
damage rolls up to 60 ft. This bonus damage does not
apply to creatures immune to critical hits.
you can now detect evil, at will, per the spell.

In addition,

IMPOSING [GENERAL]

HUNTER

OF THE BLIGHTED [GENERAL]
You have dedicated yourself to ridding the world
in all its forms.
Prerequisites:
good alignment,
Benefit:

Great Fortitude,
Iron will,
character level 5th+.

You gain a +1 insight

bonus

of evil,

Track,

any

to Bluff, Listen,

bonus to melee weapon damage rolls and ranged weapon
damage rolls up to 30 ft. This bonus damage does not
apply to creatures immune to critical hits.

HUNTER OF THE DAMNED [GENERAL]
spent

time

among

evil and find it in its lair.
Prerequisites:
Corruption,

the corrupted,

physical

those

around

you can track

checks

Great Fortitude,
bonus

Iron Will,

to Bluff, Listen,

Sense Motive, Spot, and Wilderness
Lore checks when
using these skills against evil creatures. You also gain this

spiritual
Cha

You gain

and

that

increased

by 1.

13+, character

a +2 competence

any spells

generates

to

overawe

cause

or effects
fear

bonus

that

have

leveI5th+.
to Intimidate

the character

their

saving

uses
throw

or
DC

IMPROVED ALERTNESS [GENERAL]
Your senses are so well honed

that you are able to react to

events more quickly than others making
catch with your guard down.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Alertness.
Benefit:

Track, character level 9th+.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 insight

and
you.

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

Sense Motive, Spot, and Wilderness
Lore checks when
using these skills against evil creatures. You also gain this

Having

Your

it difficult

So long as you have made an Initiative

to

check

in a round, you are not considered
flat-footed
against
opponents
you can see. This does not protect
you
during

a surprise

round

or against

an invisible

attacker.

An undetected
enemy who attacks you catches you flatfooted, even if you have already made an Initiative check.

IMPROVED ARCANE SENSITIVITY

[GENERAL]

Not only can you sensemagic, but you unearth important
information about magic items.
Prerequisites: 8+ ranks in Use Magic Device skill,
Arcane Sensitivity.
Benefit:

While holding an item you know to be

magical, you may grab the item and concentrate. After
one minute, make a Use Magic Device check (DC 25).
If you succeed, you learn the command word required to
activate the item.

IMPROVED ARMOR PENETRATION
[GENERAl, FIGHTER]
You have mastered the art of exploiting weak points in
armor and striking blows that shatter armor.
Prerequisites: Str 13+, Armor Penetration, Expertise,
baseattack bonus +9 or higher.
Benefit: If you succeed at a critical hit against an opponent wearing light armor or heavier, you may increase the
critical hit modifier by 1. In addition, any sneak attack
damageyou would normally deal to an opponent is rolled
after critical hit damage is dealt.
Special:

Monsterswith anaturalarmorbonusof +10or

higher are considered to be wearing heavy armor for the
purposes of this feat. A dragon's plates are heavy and
sturdy.

IMPROVED BALANCE [GENERAl, FIGHTER]
You have a low center of gravity, making you difficult to
tackle, overrun, push, or trip.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+or Dex 17+.
Benefit: You gain a +4 competencebonus to grapple
checks to avoid being held by an opponent. You also gain
a +4 competence bonus to Strength checks when someone attempts to bull rush, overrun, or trip you.
Special: You only get the bonus to grapple checks
when others attempt to grapple you. You do not receive it
when you initiate the grapple attack.

IMPROVED BULL RUSH [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Your strong and forceful manner allows you to push
through opponents.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,PowerAttack.

Benefit: When you perform a bull rush, you do not
draw anattackof opportunity from the defender.
IMPROVED

CHARGE [GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

when you charge into combat, you momentum carries a
great deal of force and power, leveling your foes.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,PowerAttack.
Benefit: When you perform a charge action, you
receive a +2 bonus to damage in addition to the +2 bonus
to hit.

IMPROVED
[GENERAl,

COMBAT REFLEXES
FIGHTER]

You not only know when to strike, but where.
Prerequisites:

Dex 15+,

Combat Reflexes,baseattack

bonus +5 or higher.
Benefit: When an opponent moves through your
threatened area, you may make an attack of opportunity
even when the opponent has a feat, skill, or extraordinary
ability that normally prevents this (e.g. a character with
the Spring Attack feat moves through your threatened
area).This does not provide you with an additional attack
of opportunity in a round beyond those allowed by the
Combat Reflexes feat, nor in situations that do not
normally allow attacks of opportunity (such as being
charged by a foe).

IMPROVED CRITICAL [GENERAl,

FIGHTER]

You know how to cut with a blade, stab with a spear, or
crush the bones of you enemies with a heavy hammer,
delivering devastating attacks to your opponents.
Prerequisites: Proficient with weapon, base attack bonus
+8 or higher.
Benefit: Choose a weapon you are proficient with,
when this feat is taken. when using the selected weapon,
your threat range is doubled.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The
effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies

to anew weapon.
.
Note: Keen magic weaponsalso double their normal,
nonmagical threat range. As with all doubled doublings,
the result is triple.

IMPROVED CROSSBOW PROFICIENCY
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can fire a crossbow one-handed effortlessly.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Weapon Proficiency (any
crossbow).
Benefit: The penalty for firing a crossbow one-handed
is reduce from -4 to -2.

IMPROVED DARKVISION [GENERAL]
Youhavehighly sensitiveeyesthat only allow you to
out details with greater clarity when using your
darkvision. Even when you are standing in the sun,
your darkvision combines with your normal sight to
allow you to pick out details others miss.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Alertness,Darkvision.
pick

Benefit:

Your

darkvision is extremely refined and

powerful, increasing its range by +50%.When using your
Spot skill to oppose someone else'sHide check, you gain
a +4 competence bonus.
Normal: Normally, you cannot use darkvision to peer
into shadows or to pick up non-visual environmental
factors.

Special:

This

feat never

allows

IMPROVED FAMILIAR [GENERAL]

you to automatically

notice anyone who tries to hide from your view. While
darkvision lets you see in the dark, the Hide skill relies on
more than simply lurking in shadows to evade detection.

IMPROVED DISARM [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are exceptionally
skilled at disarming
Prerequisites:
Int 13+, Expertise.
Benefit:
opportunity
opponent,

of
an
to

TABLE

2-2:

IMPROVED

Boar

deft at dodging

the fastest

Dex 15+, Dodge, Lightning

of

Reflexes.

Cheetah
Crocodile

Benefit: Your dodge feat now applies to all opponents
attacking you in a round. In addition, the bonus increases

Dog

to +3.
Special:

Horse

Dexterity
bonus.

A condition
bonus

that

makes

you

to AC (if any) also makes

lose

your

you lose this

Leopard
Lizard,

IMPROVED EQUILIBRIUM

4+ ranks in Climb skill.
Benefit: You may move up to your normal speed while
moving over precarious
surfaces and climbing
with no
to your Balance

giant

[GENERAL]

You can maintain
excellent footing while on precarious
surfaces with remarkable
ease.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, 4+ ranks in Balance skill,

penalty

familiar,

FAMILIAR

IMPROVED DODGE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
and agile,

or spirit

Special
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Wilderness
Lore checks
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Fortitude
saves
Master gains +10 ft. movement
once per day for 3 rounds
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Hide checks
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Sense Motive checks
Master gains +2 Strength
for
determining
encumbrance,
Endurance
feat
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Hide checks
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Reflex saves
Gains Weapon
Finesse with
a Tiny weapon
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Swim checks
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Climb checks
Master gains a+2 bonus
on Listen checks
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Fortitude
saves

Familiar
Bear, black

disarm.

You are quick
blows.
Prerequisites:

13+, familiar

spellcaster level 7th+.
Benefit:
You may choose a familiar from a family of
animals much larger than most. Using the standard rules
for familiars, choose an animal listed below, and consult
the special abilities of common Medium-size
familiars.

your enemies.

The character
does not suffer an attack
when the character
attempts
to disarm
nor does the opponent
have a chance

Your familiar is unusual.
Prerequisites:
Con

check or Climb check.

Monkey
Porpoise
Snake,

constrictor

Wolf
Wolverine

IMPROVED EVALUATION [GENERAL]
You are an expert
Prerequisites:

appraiser.
Int 13+, 6+ ranks in Appraise

Special:
skill.

Benefit:
You gain a +3 competence
bonus
to all
Appraise checks. This bonus increases to +5 for any item
you have appropriate
Craft skill ranks in.

You gain

this familiar

in place

of your

old

familiar, not in addition too. The spellcaster
must sever
the tie with his previous familiar before gaining a new
one.

IMPROVED FEINT [GENERAL]
You are skilled

IMPROVED EXPERTISE [GENERAL]
Knowing when to strike is nearly as important
ing how to strike.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+, Expertise.

as know-

Benefit:
When you use the attack action or full attack
action in melee, you can take a penalty of as much as -5
on your attack and add the same number (up to +5) to
your initiative check. This number may not exceed your
base attack

bonus.

The changes

tive last until your next action.

to attack

rolls and initia-

in misdirecting

your

opponents

feints and other deceptive combat moves.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Int 13+, 4+ ranks

with

in Bluff,

Combat Reflexes, Dodge, base attack bonus +3 or higher.
Benefit: When making a Bluff check in order to feint
in combat, you receive a +4 competence
skill check.
It is still a standard action to bluff.

bonus

to your

IMPROVED FLANKING [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You

are trained

excellent

to fight

use of flanking

Prerequisite:

as part

of a larger

unit,

maneuvers.

Base attack

bonus

of +6 or more.

making

Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus to your attack roll whenever flanking an opponent. The ally helping you flank the
opponent retains his normal +2 attack bonus.
Normal: Characters attacking a flanked opponent gain
a +2 bonus on their attack rolls.

IMPROVED GRAB [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are an expert wrestler, able to subdue your opponents
with painful arm locks and holds.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
Lightning Reflexes, Wrestler.
Benefit:

If you hit with an unarmed attack you deal

damage as normal and may attempt a grapple as a free
action without provoking an attack of opportunity.
No initial touch attack is required and you suffer no size
penalty for being Tiny or Small. However, you may not
use this feat against opponents one size category (or
more) larger than yourself. Once a grapple attempt is
made successfully, you may take action asnormal starting
the next round, following the standard rules for
grappling.

IMPROVED INITIATIVE

[GENERAL, FIGHTER]

Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus on initiative checks.

IMPROVED KNOCKOUT ATTACK
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can use a melee weapon, such as a sword, to make a
sneak attack that inflicts subdual damagewith no penalty.
Prerequisites:
Knockout Attack, ability to sneak
attack.
Benefit: When performing a sneak attack that deals

subdual damage,you do not suffer a -4 penalty to the
attackroll.
Normal: Attacks that deal subdualdamagesuffer a -4
penalty to the attackroll.

IMPROVED LOW-LIGHT VISION [GENERAL]
Your eyes are highly tuned to low-light conditions.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Alertness,EagleEyesor low,light vision.
Benefit: You can see three times as far as a human in
starlight, moonlight, torchlight, and similar conditions of
poor illumination.
Normal: Characters with low-light vision can seetwice
asfar ashumans in poorly lit conditions.

damage rating a second time. Use the chart below to
determine the new damage.
TABLE 2-3:

IMPROVED

NATURAL

WEAPONRY

Old Damage

New Damage

ld3
ld4
ld6
ld8 or ldl0
ld12

ld4
ld6
ld8
2d6
2d8

Special: You may gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects do not stack. Each time you take this feat, it applies
to a new natural weapon.

IMPROVED OPPORTUNITY FIRE
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Youcan respondquickly to opponentsmoving across
your field of vision, firing in a snap.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+,CombatReflexes,Opportunity
Fire, Point Blank Shot, PreciseShot.
Benefit: When using the Opportunity Fire feat to take
an attack of opportunity against a moving foe, you may
attack an opponent with up to three-quarters cover.
In addition, you only suffer a -2 circumstance penalty to
the attack roll.

IMPROVED QUICK DRAW [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Prerequisites:
Dex 17+,Quick Draw,baseattackbonus
+4 or higher
Benefit: Your reflexes have been honed to a deadly
edge.When drawing aweapon, if your opponent is caught
flat footed, you gain an extra attack as a move equivalent
action. Becauseof the speed in which this attack is made,
you may not add any damage bonus due to sneak attack or
similar skills.

IMPROVED PHALANX [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have mastered fighting in tight formation.
Prerequisites:
phalanx.
Benefit: When fighting in meleecombatwith a reach
weapon, designate an opponent on your action that you
have attacked this round or in the previous round. That
opponent suffers a -4 circumstance penalty to all attack
rolls against you. You can select a new opponent on any
action so long asyou meet the requirements above.
Special: If you ever lose your reach weapon for any
reason, you immediately lose the benefits of this feat.

IMPROVED NATURAL WEAPONRY [GENERAL]
Yournaturalweaponsarefinely honedto adeadlyedge.
Prerequisites:
Str 15+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
Natural Weaponry, any natural weapon attack.
Benefit: Increase the damage of your natural weapon
attacks by an additional die beyond your already
increased damage. This is the only way to increase your

IMPROVED POINT BLANK SHOT
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can pull a bow to its apex, releasing an arrow for
maximum efficiency.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,Point Blank Shot.

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to damage rolls with bows
(not crossbows) at ranges up to 30 ft. However, you suffer
a -1 circumstancepenalty to the attack roll due to the
inaccuracy of firing a bow in this manner.

IMPROVED TOUGHNESS
[GENERAL]
Your resilience is notable.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+, Toughness.
Benefit:
Special:

QUICK RELOAD [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can reload a firearm in the blink of an eye.
Prerequisites:
Combat Reflexes, Exotic Weapon
Proficiency (firearms), Quick Reload.
Benefit: When reloading a firearm you do not provoke
an attack of opportunity.
Normal: A characterreloading a firearm provokesan
attack of opportunity.

You gain +5 hit points.
You can gain this feat multiple times.

IMPROVED

IMPROVED
FIGHTER]

RANGED

You can make a ranged

SNEAK

ATTACK [GENERAL,

sneak attack at a target more than

30 ft. away.

Prerequisites: Far Shot, Point Blank Shot, ability to
sneakattack.
Benefit: Whenyou use a rangedweaponto perform a
sneakattack,the maximum allowablerange.is increased
from 30ft. to 60ft.
IMPROVED
RIDE-BY ATTACK [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are an expert rider, capableof fast attacksand deft

maneuvers, using your speed and strength to your advantage.
Prerequisites:

Ride skill, Mounted Combat, Ride-By

Attack.
Benefit: When attacking from horseback, you gain a +2
circumstance bonus to attack rolls, and deal an additional
1d4 points of damage with any weapon used.
IMPROVED
SEA LEGS [GENERAL]
Having spent time at sea,you know your way around a

ship, knowing how to tie off a mast and other important
sailor duties.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Sea Legs, must have spent at
least3 months at sea.
Benefit:

Yougain a +3competencebonusto all Climb,

Concentration, Jump and Use Rope checks.

IMPROVED

TRIP [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You know how to unbalance a foe, tripping him and
following through.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+, Expertise.
Benefit:
If you trip an opponent in melee combat,
you immediatelygetameleeattack against that opponent
asif you hadn'tusedthe your attack for the trip attempt.

IMPROVED TWO-WEAPON FIGHTING
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can fight very well with two weapons.
Prerequisites:
Ambidexterity,
Two-Weapon Fighting,
attack bonus +9 or higher.
Benefit: In addition to the standard single extra

base

you get with

an off-handweapon,you

get a second

attack

attack

with the off-hand weapon, albeit at a -5 penalty.
Normal: Without this feat, the character can only get a
single extra attack with an off-hand weapon.

Special: A ranger who meets only the base attack
bonus prerequisite. can gain this feat, but can only use it
when wearing light armor or no armor.

IMPROVED UNARMED STRIKE [GENERAL]
Your punches

and kicks

have

a devastating

effect,

making

assomeone armed with a sword.
Benefit: You are considered to be armed even when
unarmed;that is, armedopponentsdo not get attacks of

you

as deadly

opportunity when you
However,you still get an
opponent who
Special:

makes

attack them while unarmed.
opportunity
attack against any

an unarmed

A monk fighting

attack

on you.

unarmedautomatically

gains

the benefit of this feat.

IMPROVED UNDERWATER COMBAT [GENERAL]
You have mastered underwater combat,
off land with
Prerequisites:

fighting

on and

equalskill.
Dex 13+, Underwater Combat, base

bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit:
When fighting

attack

IMPROVED
You can

SNEAK
make

ATTACK

exceptionally

[GENERAL]

precise and lethal sneak

attacks.
Prerequisites:
Base attack bonus +2 or higher, ability
to sneak attack.
Benefit: Your bonus damagefor sneakattacksincreases by one die type. If your sneak attack damage is d4s, it
now increases to d6s; d6s increase to d8s, and so on.

underwater, you suffer no

penalty to Initiative checksandattackrolls while using a
piercing weapon.
Normal: A character fighting underwater suffers a
-4 penalty to Initiative checks and attack rolls.

IMPROVED VERTICAL WALK [GENERAL]
You can walk greater distances on vertical surfaces.
Prerequisites:

level9th+.

Dex 15+,Dodge,Vertical Walk, monk

Benefit:
tical

Each

surface,

ft. may

round,

before

you may walk

landing

be horizontal

exceed

your

a vertical

base

any horizontal

or vertical,

movement

surface

provokes
surface

up to 30 ft. on a ver-

on the ground

again.

This

30

Benefit:
or strikes

you know

as you

do not

weapons

have

for the round.

Moving

across

weapons

do not

just

Tiny

Small

an attack

of opportunity,

as

does.

and

the size of the item

information

so long

for

a critical
reach

range

improvised

TABLE 2-5:

at maintaining
control of your weapons.
Int 13+, Expertise, Weapon Control.

When an opponent
attempts a disarm action
at your weapon, you gain a +8 competence

IMPROVISED

Size
Tiny
Small
Medium
Large
Huge

in question,

damage.

beyond

of
your

penalty
WEAPON

All
20,

use the

improvised

X2.

normal

weapons

a -2 and -4 circumstance

IMPROVED WEAPON CONTROL
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are a master
Prerequisites:

Once
following

Improvised
attack

can be thrown

range.
but

at

respectively.
DAMAGE

Damage
ld3
ld4
ld6
ld8
ldl0

bonus to your opposed attack roll to retain your weapon.
In addition,
you gain a +4 competence
bonus to your
opposed attack roll when attempting
to disarm or strike at

Improvised
weapons
deal bludgeoning,
slashing,
or
piercing damage based on the item in question. A broken

an opponent's

chair

weapon.

IMPROVED WEAPON FOCUS [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Choose

one

already

have

good

type

with

choose

of weapon,

Weapon
that

weapon.

unarmed

base

attack

Benefit:

You

selected

weapon.

Weapon

Focus.

Special:
effects

add

bonus

can

Each

you find

Prerequisites:

this
time

can

13+, base
nearly

damage

with

mug

it. If you

changes

use
to

weapon.

with

bonus

times.

Its

it applies

weapon,

chart

The size of the weapon

below

a weapon,
and

without

another

but

it without
is relative.

the

when

axe as an improvised
an attack
A good

or Specialize

with

an improvised

weapon.

DM approves
it, you could take Weapon
mug), but this is highly discouraged.
IMPULSIVE
[GENERAL]
You leap into action whilst
swords.
Prerequisites:

INCREASED

dealing

others

Dex 13+, Improved

CARRYING

You are accustomed

a weapon,

You need

a rogue,

a splintered

If the

Focus

(beer

are reaching

for their

Initiative.

+1 or higher.
into

wheel

(even

or sword.

while

Benefit: You roll1d20 twice when making an Initiative
check. During the first round of combat, use the higher of
the two rolls. In the following rounds, use the lower of the
two dice.
CAPACITY

to carrying

[GENERAL]
heavy

loads.

You can

shoulder a heavier burden than most.
Benefit:
You receive a +2 bonus to Strength
when
determining
your carrying capacity. In addition, you gain

its place.

the

the

with

bonus

object

damage,

the
from

FIGHTER]

caught

For instance,

a battle

1d6 damage

attack
any

anything

or spear

normally

an axe, wields
deals

made
the

this feat,

or a wagon

take
take

use it as a club

improvised

Focus
Focus,

as a weapon.

are ever

will surely

You can therefore

damage

.may

like.

multiple

[GENERAL,

Int

up a broken

to

rolls

you take

turn

picking

how

you

Weapon

with

feat

can be used

You

and

you

weapon.

Benefit:

something

Focus,

weapon,

stacks

gain

IMPROVISED WEAPON
Anything

that

exceptionally

or ray if you

with

+2 to all attack

do not stack.

to a new

are

+9 or higher.

This

You

You

Weapon

grapple,

Proficient

bonus

as longsword,

with.

Like

strike,

Prerequisites:

such

Focus

leg deals bludgeoning

chair leg deals piercing damage. Any normal weapon that
is used as an improvised
weapon deals the damage it
would normally deal.
Special:
Because you are not technically
skilled at
fighting with an improvised
weapon, you cannot Weapon

weapon)
not know

a +2 bonus to resist fatigue caused by carrying

heavy loads.

weapon's
used

as an

unskilled

with

weapon

and

roll penalty.
rule of thumb

is:

INCREASED
RELOAD [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can load and reload firearms faster than normal.
Prerequisites:
Exotic Weapon Proficiency
(firearms).
Benefit:
All reload times for firearms are reduced by
one standard
action,
minimum
one single standard
action.

TABLE

2-4:

IMPROVISED

Item
Mug
Chair leg
Barstool
Wagon Wheel
Broken Door

WEAPON

Size
Tiny
Small
Medium
Large
Huge

SIZES

INCREDIBLE

FORTITUDE [GENERAL]

You have are a tougher

than tough.

Prerequisite:
Great Fortitude.
Benefit:
You gain a +3 bonus to all Fortitude
throws. This feat stacks with Great Fortitude.

saving

INDEFATIGABLE [GENERAL]
You are firm and resolute, never wavering even in the face
of death.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to all Fortitude and will
saves.
INFORMATION EXCHANGE [GENERAL]
You have connections and know how to get what you
want.
Prerequisite: 8+ ranks in Gather Information skill.
Benefit: You gain a +4 insight bonus to your Gather
Information checks and each check only requires 2 hours
of time. When using this feat, you must expend at least 5
gp for the information.
Special: If the DC of the check is above 20, the cost for
the information is 5 gp per point above 20.
INSPIRE

COURAGE

[GENERAL]

Your men would fight to the death for you.
Prerequisites: Cha 15+, Inspire Loyalty, Leadership.
Benefit: All followers and cohorts under your leadership gain a +3 morale bonus to all saving throws and skill
checks. These benefits do not stack with Inspire Loyalty.
However, you do not need to be conscious for the effects
of this feat to be applied.
INSPIRE
FANATICISM
[GENERAL]
Your men would kill for you.
Prerequisites:
Cha 17+, Inspire

Courage,

Inspire

Loyalty, Leadership.

Benefit: All followers and cohorts under your leadership, gain a +2 morale bonus to all attack rolls and weapon
damage rolls. The benefits of this feat extend beyond the
grave. For a number of rounds equal to 1 + your Charisma
bonus after you have fallen to -10 hit point (or below),
your followers continue to gain the benefits of this feat.
Even after your death, your cohorts gain the benefits of
this feat.

Benefit: When you are reducedto 'I, your maximum
hit points or less,you gain a +1 morale bonus to attacks
andskill checks,anda+2moralebonusto damage.
INVULNERABILITY

Corruption, Great Fortitude, Iron will, character level
12th+.
Benefit: Yougain DamageReduction5/-.

IRON BONES [GENERAL]
You are quite resilient against physical harm.
Prerequisites:
Dwarf, Con 13+, Stone Bones,
Toughness.
Benefit: You gain Damage Reduction 3/-.
IRON FIST [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Your fists can punch through wood, steel and even stone.
Prerequisites: Str 13+, Con 15+, Improved Toughness,
Toughness.
When attempting to break an object with your bare
hands, the objects Break DC is reduced by 4. When taking
the strike object or strike weapon action with an unarmed
strike, double your Strength modifier. In addition, your
fists deal normal damage, rather than subdual damage.
You cannot choose to deal subdual damagewith your fists.
IRON

LOYALTY

[GENERAL]

Your men would fight for you, nearly until death.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,Leadership.
Benefit:

Solong asyou areconscious,all followers and

cohorts under your leadership, gain a +2 morale bonus to
all fear effects, non-magical saving throws, and opposed
skill checks.
INVINCIBLE [GENERAL]
You have a mental strength that allows you to ignore pain
that disrupts concentration and leaves most reeling.
In fact, pain helps you focus on the task at hand and
improves your performance.
Prerequisites:

Iron Will, Toughness.

MAN [GENERAL]

You are resilient, capable of shrugging off flesh wounds
and minor damage.
Prerequisites: Con 13+,Toughness.
Benefit: You may ignore a number of points of damage
each day equal to your base attack bonus.
IRON WILL [GENERAL]
Benefit: You get a +2 bonus to all will
JACK

INSPIRE

[GENERAL]

You are nearly impervious to physical damage.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+, Chaotic Healing, Consumption,

OF ALL TRADES

saving throws.

[GENERAL]

You know a little bit about everything.
Prerequisite: No ability score above 15 or below 10.
Benefit: You gain a +1 competence bonus to any skill
check that you do not have ranks in.

JADED

[GENERAL]

You are affected by much. Having heard hundreds of
tails of violence, only extraordinarily threats of violence
disturb you.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Cha 13+.
Benefit: You receive a +2 competence bonus on all
Intimidate checks and Bluff checks. The DC to affect you
with any Intimidate or Bluff check is raised by 4.

JEJUNE [GENERAL]
You are far from outstanding, by any stretch of the imagination. However, your banal and mediocre nature helps to
keep you from being noticed.
Prerequisite: No ability scoreabove15or below 10.
Benefit: You gain a +4 resistance bonus to resist any
scrying attempt. In addition, when someone is looking
for you in a crowd you may make a Hide check to oppose
any Spot checks to find you, even if you are not actively
hiding.
JUGGLER
[GENERAL]
You have mastered the art of juggling, making you adept
at manipulating small objects for entertainment.
Prerequisite:
Dex 15+.
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to Perform
(juggling) checks and pick Pocket checks. You also gain a
+2 competence bonus on any ability check to catch an
item. Lastly, you may add your Dexterity bonus to your
Perform (juggling) skill checks.

KEEN SENSES [GENERAL]
You have acute senses,making you difficult to surprise.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Alertness,Heightened Senses.
Benefit:

You gain an additional +3 bonus to all Listen

checks, Search checks, and Spot checks.

KEEN VISION [GENERAL]
Your eyes are sharp, allowing you notice smallest detail.
Benefit: You get a +2 bonus on all Search checks and
Spot checks.

KICK UP [GENERAL]
You can kick a weapon up off the ground and into
your hand.
Prerequisite:
Dex 13+.
Benefit: As a free action, you may pick up any weapon
of your size category or smaller within 5 ft. This action
does not provoke an attack of opportunity.
Normal:

Picking a weapon up off the ground is a

Move-Equivalent
opportunity.

KILLING

action that provokes an attack of

BLOW [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

Prerequisites:
+6 or higher.

Str 13+, Power Attack, base attack bonus

Benefit: Anytime your opponent is reduced to less hit
points than your base attack bonus, but more than 0, from
a melee attack by you, you may attempt
to finish the
target. For every temporary point of Strength
damage
you
deal to yourself, increase the damage you've dealt by ld6.

This damage is not augmented by critical hits, Strength
modifiers, or sneak attack bonuses, and the Cleave feat
may not benefit from its use.

ATTACK [GENERAL]
Youcan usea meleeweaponto make a sneakattack that
inflicts subdualdamage.

KNOCKOUT

Prerequisite:
Benefit:

When

Ability to sneak attack.

making asneakattack, you canuseany

weapon you can normally use, to inflict subdual damage.
However, you still suffer a -4 penalty to the attack roll.
Normal:

A rogue

making asneakattack, may only deal

subdual damage when attacking with a sap (blackjack) or

unarmed strike.

KNOW TERRAIN [GENERAL]
Prerequisites:
Int 13+, 6+ ranks in WildernessLore.
Benefit: Choose a terrain type. You gain a +1 competence bonus to Bluff, Listen, Sense Motive, Spot, and
Wilderness Lore checks while in that terrain. You also
gain this bonus to melee weapon damage rolls and ranged
weapon damage rolls up to 30 ft. This bonus damage does
not apply to creaturesimmune to critical hits.
Terrain types include:

TABLE 2-6:

TERRAIN

TYPES

LAY OF THE

Example
Coral reef
Sand dunes
Woodlands, jungles
Foothills
Swamp, bog
Alpine reaches
Farmland
Caverns, dungeons
Cities, backalleys

Type
Aquatic
Desert
Forest
Hill
Marsh
Mountains
Plains
Underground
Urban
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KNOWLEDGE
OF THE SAGE [GENERAL]
Your scholarly
knowledge
is helpful
in nearly every
situation.
Prerequisites:
Int 17+, at least 20 total ranks in 3 or
more Knowledge
skills, character level9th+
Benefit: You may add your Intelligence
bonus to any skill
check you have at least 2 ranks in. You may add half your
Intelligence
bonus to any skill you have less than 2 ranks
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Benefits:

to
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the Precise
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who
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with
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score,
gain

in

strik-

are fighting

of course,

action

ability

bonus

LEADERSHIP

At the

by 10 or more.
Special:

as

next

anyone

Characters

make

skill

skill,

you

you or within

firing

your

not use this

the
Knowledge

are

into

to hit when firing into melee.
a -4 penalty
Special:
Using this ability counts
as a move-equivalent

character

to study.
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them

in Bluff
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missile
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while
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factors
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opponent

Normal:
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[GENERAL]

acquired

being

are skilled
Dex

be engaged

how

KNOWLEDGEABLE

when

Track.

bonus

[GENERAL]

rather

attacker's

may

(breaking

you

allies

Benefit:

stack.

in and any ability related checks
remembering
a fact, etc.).

Lore,

a +4 competence

checks

Prerequisites:

While you wield two daggers, you gain a +2
bonus to attack and a +2 competence
bonus
gain

of the wilderness.
in Wilderness

ness setting.

KNIFE FIGHTER [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are an accomplished
knife fighter, able to wield two
daggers at once.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Ambidexterity,
Two-Weapon
Fighting,
Weapon
Finesse
(dagger),
Weapon
Focus
(dagger).

may

sense

4+ ranks
You gain

in melee

to your AC.
Special:
You

[GENERAL]

Prerequisites:

effects do not stack. Each time you take this feat, it applies
to a new terrain type.

Benefit:
competence

LAND

an uncanny

a member

a leader
of the

Followers:
A leader attracts followers
whose alignments are within one step of his own. These characters
have gear appropriate
to NPCs of their level. As the

according
to his current Leadership
(1d4 months) to recruit replacements.

blame for the deaths of the cohort or followers, it takes
extra time to replace them, up to a full year. Note that
the leader also picks up a reputation
of failure, which

leader's Leadership
rises, he can attract more followers.
If his Leadership goes down, followers may desert.
Replacing
Cohorts
and Followers:
If a leader loses a
cohort
or followers,
he can generally
replace
them,
TABLE 2-7:

decreases

his Leadership

LEADERSHIP

-

Leadership

Cohort

Score
1 or less

Level

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
3
4

5

1st
2nd
3rd
3rd

6
7
8
9
10
11

4th
5th
5th
6th
7th
7th

12
13
14
15

8th
9th
10th
10th

5
6
8
10
15
20

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25+

11th
12th
12th
13th
14th
15th
15th
16th
17th
17th

25
30
35
40
50
60
75
90
110
135

TABLE 2-8:

LEADERSHIP

-

Number

-

of Followers

-

by Level

-

-

1
1
2

1

-

2
3
3
4
5
6
7
9
11
13

1
1
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7

-

-

-

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4

MODIFIERS
of

Great prestige
Fairness and generosity
Special power
Failure
Aloofness
Cruelty
Cohort-Only

Leadership

Follower-Only

Leadership

Leadership Modifier
+2
+1
+1
-1
-1
-2

Modifiers

The Leader
Has a familiar/paladin's
warhorse/
animal companion
Recruits a cohort of a different
alignment
Caused the death of a cohort
*Cumulative
per cohort killed.

Leadership

Modifier

-2
-1
-2*

Modifiers

The Leader
Has a stronghold,
base of operations,
guildhouse,
and so on
Moves around
a lot
Caused the death of other followers

-

-

General Leadership Modifiers
The Leader Has a Reputation

-

-

-

Leadership

Modifier
+2
-1
-1

-

-

-

-

score. It takes time
If the leader is to

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~-

-

1
1
1
2
2
2
2

-

-

1
1
1
1
2

score.

LEAPING ATTACK [GENERAL]
You can propel yourself from the water and strike with
unerring precision.
Prerequisites: Aquatic creatUre,baseattack bonus +3
or higher.
Benefit: You can make a special leaping attack. By
taking a round action, you may leap from the water to a
maximum height of 10ft. and a distanceof 20 ft. At any
point during the leap,you maymakeasinglemeleeattack
at your highest baseattack.Youdo not provoke an attack
of opportunity with this action and your opponent loses
his Dexterity bonus to AC.
LEGENDARY
[GENERAL]
You are destined for greatness.
Prerequisite:
No ability scorebelow 12.
Benefit: Add one point to any ability score every three
levels, from the time this feat is taken.
Normal: Characters add 1 to any ability score at 4th
level and every four levels thereafter (8th, 12th, 16th,
and 20th).
LIGHT FOOTED [GENERAL]
You are extremely-light on your feet. Your footfalls are
more difficult for creatures with tremorsense to detect
your presence.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+
Benefit: AgainstcreatUreswith the tremorsenseability,
you are allowed to make a Move silently check to avoid
being detected.
Normal: TremorsenseallowsacreatUreto automatically
detect all movement within range of its ability.
Special: Against dragons or other creatures, which rely
on their keen sense of their environment to detect
enemies, you gain a +2 competence bonus to Move
Silently checks.
LIGHTNING GRAB [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have cat-like reflexes allowing you to snatch an item
from you opponent's hand.
Prerequisites: Dex 15+, Improved Initiative.
Benefit: You may steal an item from a flat footed opponent within 5 ft. Make a pick Pocket check opposed by
your opponent's Reflex save. If successful, you may steal
an item from your opponent you can seeand can normally
carry. For example, you could take a belt pouch from an
orc, but could not grab the coins inside of it.

Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus on Initiative checks. This
bonus stacks with Improved Initiative.

LIGHTNING
REFLEXES [GENERAL]
Benefit: The charactergets a +2 bonus to all Reflex
savingthrows.

LIKE MY FATHER BEFORE ME [GENERAL]
You follow in the footsteps of your father's (or mother's)
lineage, despite your half-breed blood.
Prerequisites:
Half-elf or half-orc, Con 13+,Wis 13+,

Iron will.
Benefit: You may enter into a prestige class that
normally excludes half-breeds. A half-elf may enter an elf

only prestigeclassand a half-orc may enter an orc only
prestigeclass.
LINGUIST [GENERAL]
You have a knack for language.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+.

Benefit: SpeakLanguageis considered a class.skill.
Furthermore, you gain a +2 competencebonus to all
DecipherScript checksandInnuendo skill checks.
LION'S RAGE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Your fighting style focuses on strength over guile, allowing you to push through your adversaries with ease.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,Cleave,Dodge,Mobility, Power
Attack.
Benefit: When using the benefit of Cleave, you may
take one 5-foot step before making an extra attack.
Special: If you have the Furious Blow feat, you may
take a 5-foot step before applying the damage. If you have
the Typhoon Attack feat, you may take a 5-foot step before
making an extra attack. If you have the Great Cleave feat,
you may take as many 5-foot steps as you like betWeen
each attack, so long asyou do not exceed your basemovement for the round.

LITERACY [GENERAL]
You can readandwrite your nativelanguage.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+,inability to readandwrite.
Benefit: You can read and write your native language
in addition to being able to speak it. In addition, you may
read and write any additional languages you can speak,
by spending 2 skill points.

LIVING SHIELD [GENERAL]
LIGHTNING INITIATIVE
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You can react to the movements of your enemies with
devastating speed, able to attack those around you before
they have time to react.
Prerequisites: Improved Initiative, base Reflex save
+6 or higher.

You are adept at using captives, hostages, or anyone else
you hold in your grasp asa human shield against attacks.
Benefit: If you hold an opponent helpless in your
grasp, you may use him asa living shield. An opponent is
considered helpless in your grasp ifhe is bound with rope
or by some other means, under the effect of a paralyzing
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LOW KEY [GENERAL]
You are often overlooked,

hostage
the

AC

Normal:

Typically,

attacks

living

Using

hit an object

this ability counts

used for cover

as a standard

action.

modifiers to hit.
When characters
with the Precise Shot fire on you
while you use this feat, the hostage counts as one size
their

for

purposes

of resolving

their

Prerequisites:

A Charismascoreno lower than 8 and

MARTIAL

If you elect to take some other action besides using your
hostage as a shield, anyone attacking
you receives no

smaller

blend into

Shield

0%
25%
50%
75%
90%

onlyiftheattackwouldhityouifyoudidnotgetanAC
bonus for cover. In that case, if the attack roll is high
enough to hit the object used for cover, it hits it.
Special:

You easily

no higher than 12.
Benefit: You gain a +3 bonus to all Disguise checks and
Hide checks.
Special: This feat canonly be chosenat 1stlevel.

% Hits to

Bonus
+1
+2
+4
+6
+8

by others.

crowds, lacking any discernible features.

save,

LIVING SHIELD

of Captive
Two Sizes Smaller
One Size Smaller
Same Size
One Size Larger
Two+ Sizes Larger

to stay

LOOKOUT [GENERAL]
You are better at standing watch than most, keeping a
keen eye out for the enemy.
Prerequisites:
Alertness, KeenVision.
Benefit: You gain a +4 competence bonus to Spot
checks.

not

fails.

Relative Size

to use up earned rerolls and the PC's responsibility
out of "debt."

to your

are caught
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Special: It may become necessary to keep a tab of how
many times this feat is used. It is the DM's responsibility

bonus

are hold-
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WEAPON PROFICIENCY [GENERAL]
Benefit: Choose a martial weapon when this feat is
taken. You make attack rolls with the selected weapon
normally.
Normal: A character who uses a weapon without being
proficient with it suffers a -4 penalty on attack rolls.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Each
time you take this feat,it appliesto anew weapon.
A cleric whose deity's favored weapon is a martial
weapon and who chooses War as one of his domains
receives the Martial Weapon Proficiency feat related to
that weapon for free, as well as the Weapon Focus feat
related to that weapon.

MASTER

ALCHEMIST

[GENERAL]

You are adept at identifying

attacks.

Prerequisites:

Int

13+,

poisons, potions,
4+ ranks

etc.

in Alchemy skill

or

ranks in Spellcraft skill.
Benefit: You gain a +5 competence
bonus when using
Alchemy to identify an alchemical substance, poison,
or potion. You may use Spellcraft in place of Alchemy,
but you do not gain the +5 competence bonus and the DC
for identifying a poison, potion, or substance is increased
by 5.
8+

LIZARD'S SKIN [GENERAL]
You can withstand the effects of extremely

heat.

Benefit: You suffer only 1 point of subdual damage on
a failed Fortitude saveto resist the effects of hot weather.
Normal:
An unprotected character in hot weather
sustains 1d6 points of subdual damage on a failed
Fortitude

save.

THE LONGSHOT[GENERAL]
Excitement
Benefit:

has a way of finding
You may

reroll

you.

any failed skill check or attack

roll. Each time you use this feat, the DM may force you to
roll one successful skill check or attack roll.

MASTER FEINT [GENERAl, FIGHTER]
You have mastered the art of throwing your opponents off
balance.
Prerequisites:
Dex 17+, Int 17+, 4+ ranks in Bluff,
Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Expert Feint, Improved Feint,
base attack bonus +9 or higher.
Benefit: You may make a Bluff check in order to feint
in combat as a free action.

MAGIC NULL [GENERAL]
Your resistance to magic is legendary.
Prerequisites: Dwarf.
Benefit: You receive a +4 racial bonus on saving throws
against spells or spell-like effects. This bonus stacks with
your dwarven racial bonus. However, even when harmless magic is cast on you, you must still make a saving
throw against it.

MASTER ARCHER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Yearsof practice with the bow have steadied your aim and
your resolve.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,Dex 13+,FarShot,Point Blank
Shot, Precise Shot.
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to attack rolls
with a composite longbow, composite shortbow, longbow,
or shortbow. In addition, you gain a +1 bonus to damage.
MASTER ASSASSIN
[GENERAL]
Your lethal cunning is without equal.
Prerequisites:
Dex 19+,Int 17+,Assassin,Expertise,
Improved Initiative, base attack bonus +15 or higher.
Benefit:

The threat rangeof all meleeweaponsyou are

proficient with is increased again by +1. In addition, any
attack roll is that is a critical threat, is automatically a
critical hit.

MASTER HELMSMAN [GENERAl,
FIGHTER]
You are the master of wind and sea,capableof driving
shipsin the hardeststorms.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,8+ranks in Profession(sailor)
skill
Benefit: When you are at the wheel or rudder of a ship
the base speed and daily movement rate of the ship are
both increased by 10%.In addition, you gain a +2 competence bonus to Profession (sailor) checks to pilot any sea
going craft.
MASTER OF ARMS [GENERAL]
You are among the elite of the king's men, highly decorated and respected by the people of his kingdom. While
serving the king, countrymen know to give you berth and
cooperate when necessary.
Prerequisites:
Baseattackbonus+9or higher.
Benefit: You gain a +4 circumstance bonus all Bluff
checks, Diplomacy checks, Innuendo checks, Intimidate
checks, and Perform checks while in the boundaries of
your king's land.
Special:

It is necessarythat you have accomplished

some feat to garner the king's attention in order to be
given this position.

MASTER OF UNDEATH
[GENERAL]
You have agreater command of undead than other clerics.
Prerequisites:
Cha 15+,ExtraTurning.
Benefit: You are considered 2 levels higher than your
actual level when attempting to bolster, command,
or rebuke undead.
MECHANICAL
APTITUDE
[GENERAL]
You have a knack for working with mechanical devices
and gadgets.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on all Disable Device
checks and Open Lock checks.

MEMORY OF LIVES PAST [GENERAL]
Your soul'sconnection to your past life is stronger then
normal.
Prerequisites:
Elf.
Benefit: You may choose one additional class as
afavoredclass.
MENTAL COMBATANT
[GENERAl,
FIGHTER]
You look for weaknessesin your opponent's fighting style,
helping you to stay away from his weapon.
Prerequisites:

Int 13+,CombatReflexes.

Benefit: During your action, designatean opponent.
You receive a dodge bonus to your Armor Class equal to
your Intelligence modifier against all attacks from that
opponent.
Special: Any condition that causesyou to lose your
Dexterity

bonus to Armor Class also makes you lose

dodge bonuses. Dodge bonuses stack with each other.

MIGHT MAKES RIGHT [GENERAL]
You quest is right and just. All those under you believe
~inyour cause.
Prerequisites:
Str 15+, Cha 15+, Inspire Loyalty,
Leadership, divine spellcaster level 7th+
Benefit: Followersunder your commandgain adivine

bonus to all skill checks, saving throws, attack rolls,
and weapon damagerolls equal to your Wisdom bonus
(if any).

MIGHTY CHARGE [GENERAl, FIGHTER]
You are highly trained asa footman's charge.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Improved Charge, Power
Attack, Run, base attack bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: When taking a charge action, you gain a +2
circumstance bonus to your attack and damage rolls,
increasing each bonus for charging to +4. This reckless
charge causesyou to suffer a -2 penalty to AC until your
next turn, increasing the charge penalty from -2 to-4.
Normal: A charge action provides a +2 on a single
attackroll and -2 to your AC for one round.

MINISTRY GUILD [GENERAL]
You posses an important
rank in
ing respect from your peers.

MULTIATTACK

your church, command-

of foot, stayingout of rangeof your

opponent's weapons.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+, Dodge.
Benefit: You gets a +4 dodge bonus to Armor Class
againstattacks of opportunity caused when you move out
of or within a threatened area. Note: A condition that
makes you lose the Dexterity bonus to Armor Class
(if any) alsomakesyou lose dodge bonuses.Also, dodge
stack

with each other, unlike most types of

bonuses.
MOUNT

EMPATHY

You

have a profound

Benefit:
suffer only a -2 penalty.

Normal: Without this
natural

attacks

feat, the creature's
suffer a -5 penalty.

secondary

MULTIDEXTERITY
[GENERAL]
You can fight with all hands equally well.
Prerequisite:
Dex 15+, three or more arms.

Benefit: You ignore all penalties for using an off hand.
Normal: Without this feat, a creature that usesan off

MOBILITY [GENERAL]

bonuses

with

Prerequisite:

Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,divine spellcaster5th+.
Benefit: As you rise in rank in your church, you gain
prestige among the church constituents. You gain a +3
bonus to Gather Information checks and Intimidate
checks when dealing with humanoids with less Hit Dice
than you.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
Its effects stack.

You are agile and fleet

[GENERAL]

natural weapons with great affinity.
Three or more natural weapons.
Your secondary
attacks
with natural weapons

You can fight

[GENERAL]

understanding

hand suffers a -4 penalty to attack rolls, ability checks,
and skill checks. A creature has one primary hand, andall
the others are off hands; for example, a four-armed

creaturehasoneprimary hand andthree off hands.
Special: This feat replacesthe Ambidexterity feat for
creatures with more than two arms.

MULTIWEAPON

FIGHTING [GENERAL]
You can fight with many weapons at once.
Prerequisite: Three or more hands.
Benefit: All penalties for fighting with
weapons are reduced by 2.

multiple

Normal: A creaturewithout this featsuffersa -6

of your mount.

penalty

Prerequisites: 4+ ranks in Animal Empathy skill,
4+ ranks in Handle Animal, 4+ ranks in Ride skill.
Benefit: As a move-equivalent action, you can coax

to attacks made with its primary hand and a -10 penalty
to attacks made with its off hands.(It has one primary
hand, and all the others are off hands.) SeeAttacking with

your

Two Weapons,

mount

to great

feats.when trying to 'push' your

page 124 in the Player's Handbook.™

mount you gain a +4 competence bonus to your Handle
Animal check. Push actions include multiplying the
mount's run speed by 5 instead of 4, increasing overland

Special: This feat replaces the Two-Weapon Fighting
feat for creatureswith more than two arms.The Multi-

movementby 10%,performing a trick it has not learned,
overcomeafear effect,or anything that the mount is not
trained or preparedto do.

attacks.

MOUNTED
You

ARCHERY [GENERAL]

have great skill with a bow while mounted.

Prerequisites:
Ride skill, Mounted Combat.
Benefit: The penalty you suffer when using a ranged
weaponfrom horsebackis halved:-2 insteadof -4 if you
mount is taking a double move, and -4 instead of -8
if your mount is running.
MOUNTED
You

can

COMBAT
steer

midst of battle.
Prerequisite:

[GENERAL]

your mount clear of danger while in the
Ride skill.

Benefit:
Once per round when your mount is hit in
combat, you may make a Ride check to negate the hit.

The hit is negated if your Ride
attack roll.

check

is greater than

the

dexterity

feat

further reduces penalties for off-hand

MONGOOSE~SNAPS
[GENERAL]

THE COBRA STRIKE

You can hold an opponent at bay, while fighting another.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Eagle Claw Strike, Fishing
Bear Strike, Improved
Unarmed
Strike, Tiger Watches
from the Grass Strike, base attack bonus +9 or higher.
Benefit: Declare that you are using the feat before you

make your attack roll. If you successfullystrike your
opponent with an unarmed strike, he must make
a Fortitude save (DC 10 + 1/2your level + Wis modifier).
In addition to suffering normal damage, if the defender
fails his saving throw, he is knocked unconscious for a
number of rounds equal to 1 + your Strength bonus. You
may attempt a mongoose snaps the cobra strike once per
day for every four levels you have attained, and no more
than once per round.

NATURAL

TABLE 2-10:

ARCHER [GENERAL]

You have come to terms with the tenets of your faith and
can use an archaic bow, reflecting your naturalist and
primitive nature.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+,Wis 13+,druid leveI1st+.
Benefit: You gain Martial Weapon Proficiency (longbow) and Martial Weapon Proficiency (shortbow). You do
not gain proficiency with the composite version of these
weapons however.
Normal: A druid's spiritual oath prohibits him from

using weaponsother than a club, dagger,dart, longspear,
quarterstaff,scimitar,sickle,shortspearor sling.

NATURAL ARMORSMITH [GENERAL]
Youhavea knack for forging high-quality armor,worthy
of adwarvenmark.
Prerequisite:
Dwarf.
Benefit: You have a +2 racial bonus to any Craft (armorsmith) checks. In addition, when crafting armor, the cost
is cut in half.

NATURAL BLACKSMITH [GENERAL]
You havea knack for forging high-quality items, worthy
of adwarvenmark.
Prerequisite:
Dwarf.
Benefit: You have a +2 racial bonus to any Craft (blacksmith) checks. In addition, when crafting non-lethal iron
or steel items, the cost is cut in half.

NATURAL

WEAPONRY

New Damage
~
ld3
ld4
ld6
ld8
2d6
2d8

Old Damagew

ld2

ld3
ld4
ld6
ld8orldl0
ld12
Special:

You may gain this feat multiple times. Its

effects do not stack. Each time you take this feat, it applies
to a new natural weapon.

NATURAL WEAPONSMITH
[GENERAL]
You have a knack for forging high-quality weapons,
worthy of adwarvenmark.
Prerequisite:

Dwarf.

Benefit: You have a +2 racial bonus to any Craft
(weaponsmith) checks. In addition, when crafting a
weapon,the costis cut in half.

NATURE SENSE [GENERAL]
You are a natural woodsman, knowing exactly where to
fish, hunt, and trap. You know the safestroute through the
woods.
Prerequisite:
Wis 17+.
Benefit: You gain a +3 competencebonus to Intuit
Direction checks made outdoors and all Wilderness Lore
checks.

NATURE'S BOUNTY [GENERAL]
NATURAL CARPENTER [GENERAL]
You have a knack for forging high-quality items, worthy
~

of adwarvenmark.

Prerequisite:
Dwarf.
Benefit: You have a +2 racial bonus to any Craft
(carpentry) checks. In addition, when crafting non-lethal
wooden items, the cost is cut in half.

NATURAL

HEALING

[GENERAL]

Through diligence and regime, your body has awakened
new ways to heal.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+,GreatFortitude,Endurance.
Benefit: You regain hit points at a rate equal to your
level plus Wisdom bonus. Anytime you would regain hit
points from rest, you gain hit points back at this rate.
Normal: Characters recover their level in hit points
when resting.

NATURAL WEAPONRY [GENERAL]
Your natural weapons are deadly and precise.
Prerequisites: Str 13+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
any natural weapon attack.
Benefit:

Increasethe damageof one of your natural

weapon attacks by one die category. Use the chart below
to determine the new damage.

You can identify plants and animals asdruid.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, 4+ ranks in Knowledge
(nature).
Benefit: With a su~cessfulKnowledge(nature) check
(DC 20), you can identify a single plant or animal (their
species and special traits) with perfect accuracy. In addition, with a successful check, you can discern whether
water is safeto drink or dangerous (polluted, poisoned, or
otherwise unfit for consumption)

NAVAL DISCIPLINE

[GENERAL]

You can inspire your crew to push on, even in the worst
conditions.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, 8+ ranks in Profession(sailor),

Captaining, Leadership.
Benefit: You can push your crew to sail a ship faster
than normal. Increase your ship's movement one and half
times its normal distance in a single day with a Profession
(sailor) check (DC 20). You can not push your crew more
than tWo days in a row. In addition, each day,for anumber
of rounds equal to your Charisma bonus, all crew working
under you gain a partial action.

NEUTRALIZE ENEMY [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
With

a sudden

on the

defensive

your

opponent

drop

their

guard

Prerequisite:
Benefit:
flurry

defensive.

the

disrupt

occupied,

your

without

on

at least

5 ft.,

around

him.

area

up to one

Special:

While

opportunity

allies

bonus

your
You

next

this

on any

foes

keep

by him

or

to attack.

+3 or higher.
unleash

forcing
action

opponent

does
use

only
larger

action,

you

you

aside

him

or your

may

that

enemy

you

move

you may

size category
using

can

opponent,

your

your

While

themselves

action,

your foe occupied

keeping

can push

exposing

your

either

you

his attacks.

Base attack

Until

creatures

of

of blows,

and

As a full round

of blows

moves

flurry

may

from

than

threaten
ability

your

the

take
target

on

own.

are so focused
not

the

opponent

not
this

a wild
on

on

attacks
of this

feat.

NIGHTMARE WARD [GENERAL]
Your mind

is guarded

against

things

that should

Prerequisite:
Int 13+.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 resistance
throws against supernatural
effects.

bonus

not be.
to saving

NO ESCAPE [GENERAL]
You viciously strike down those who dare run from you in
combat.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Combat Reflexes, Lightning
Reflexes, Run.

NAVAL

EXPERTISE [GENERAL]
Your tactics at sea at are unmatched.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, 8+ ranks in Profession
Captaining,
Naval Tactics.

(sailor),

Benefit:
If a target in your threatened
area turns to
leave the fight, you get an attack of opportunity against
them, even if all they do is move. You cannot strike someone who leaves your threatened

area with

a 5-foot

step

Benefit:
Your ship gains a +4 bonus on Initiative
checks made as part of a naval combat. You must be on
deck, conscious, and in command
of the ship in order to

however.
Normal:
If a foe only moves when leaving a threatened
square, a character threatening
that square does not get an

confer

attack

this bonus.

NAVAL STRATEGY [GENERAL]

of opportunity.

NOBODY'S FOOL [GENERAL]

Your crew trusts you, unequivocally.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,8+ ranks in Profession
Captaining,
Naval Tactics.

You have
(sailor),

Benefit: Your crew gain a morale bonus equal to your
Intelligence
bonus (if any) to all Profession (sailor) checks
made aboard your ship.

a knack for picking up skills
someone with your mental aptitude.
Prerequisite:
Int 9 or less.

Your skill as a commander

to the ranks you gain. If your Intelligence
ever
that you no longer receive an
Intelligence
penalty to skill points at each level, you
immediately
lose the benefit of this feat. This feat does not
provide a bonus. Rather, it reduces a penalty - a subtle
but important
distinction.
Special:
You still suffer your Intelligence
penalty

inspires

increases to the point

men to fight on, even

under the worst conditions.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,8+ ranks in Profession
Captaining.

(sailor),

Benefit: All crew under your command gain a competence bonus to all skill checks needed to run the ship
equal to your Charisma
bonus. This bonus extends to
attack and damage

rolls as well.

for

Benefit:
When
determining
the number
of skill
points you receive at each level, reduce your Intelligence
penalty by 2 (minimum
0). You can only use it to reduce
the penalty

NAVAL TACTICS [GENERAL]

and talents

under all other circumstances.

NON-THREATENING

[GENERAL]

You have a timid, harmless manner that causeslarge,
powerful creatures (such asdragons) to underestimate the
threat that you pose. They look on you as an easily
crushed victim not worth the effort.
Prerequisite: Size small or lower
Benefit: When dealing with intelligent creatures of
size large or higher, you gain a +2 competence bonus to all
Bluff and Diplomacy checks. In addition, if you have no
weapon drawn and have made no hostile moves against
such a creature, it ignores you in favor of other targets
in combat. Note that if the creature has some reason to
suspect that you are more powerful than you seem
(perhaps it has heard rumors of your prowess) you lose
the benefit of this feat. For example, if in battle you
choose to move into flanking position, the creature
assumes that you are merely a coward who is trying to
avoid direct combat. In order to avoid the creature's attention, you must make a Bluff check opposed by its Sense
Motive check. This ability can backfire, however, if the
target enjoys bullying smaller, weaker foes-,

Benefit: You gain a +4 inherent bonus to all Charisma
based checks when dealing with lawful or good creatures.

OATH OF IRON [GENERAL]
Your attunement to metal makes it easyfor you to wield.
Prerequisite:
Wis 15+.
Benefit:

OATH OF WOOD [GENERAL]
Your attunement to wood makes it easy for you to wield.
Prerequisite:
Wis 15+.
Benefit:

You are dangerous and not to be trifled with.
Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus on all Intimidate checks
when dealing with someone with a Charisma score lower
than yours.

OATH [GENERAL]
You have sworn an oath to a being or higher concept. The
details and specifics of this oath should be role-played
out, and be appropriate to both the character and setting.
The oath must be reasonable and possible to fulfill within
the character's lifetime. Hence, an oath to rid the world of
all goblinkind is not likely to be feasible, while a promise
to kill one particular ore is within the scope of this feat.
Prerequisite:

Iron Will, alignment must be lawful.

Benefit: The character receives a +1 morale bonus to
all attack rolls, weapon damage rolls, saving throws and
ability and skill checks made in immediate and direct
pursuit of the oath.
The applications are varied and it is up to the DM to
determine when they apply. Asking someone where the
ore is certainly merits a bonus to an Intimidate check,
however negotiating a room rate while in pursuit of the
ore, would not.
Special: If the oath is ever violated, in word or spirit,
or the character voluntarily passesup an opportunity to
fulfill it, he loses this feat permanently and irrevocably.

While wielding a weapon with a wooden

handle or grip, you gain a +4 enhancement

OFF-HAND STRENGTH [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have mastered the art of fighting with two weapons.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Ambidexterity, Two-Weapon
Fighting.

You no longer halve your Strength damage

bonus with your off-hand weapon.

OFF-HANDED

[GENERAL,

When your word is given, it is asgood aslaw.
Prerequisites:

Iron will, Oath,lawful alignment,must

have fulfilled at least one oath.

FIGHTER]

You have learned to exploit the use of your off-hand in
combat to the disadvantage of your opponents. Warriors
are not trained to fight against left-handed people and
as a result their tactics are thrown off, thus causing them
difficulties in combat.
Prerequisites:
13+ Dex, Ambidexterity.
Benefit: Your opponent suffers a -4 circumstance
penalty to his attackrolls while in combatwith you while
you wield a light melee weapon in your off-hand. In addition, you gain a +2 circumstance bonus for fighting with
your off-hand.
Normal: Most warriors fight with their right hand.
If you find yourself against people trained with their offhand this ability has no effect. Remember to calculate
your attack modifiers for attacking with your off-hand.

OPPORTUNITY FIRE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can respond quickly to opponents moving across
your field of vision.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Combat Reflexes, Point Blank
Shot, Precise shot.
Benefit:

If you have a ranged

weapon

readied,

you may

take an attack of opportunityagainstanytargetmoving
acrossyour line of sight within 30 ft. You suffer a -4
circumstance penalty to the

OATH OF THE HUNDRED FOLD [GENERAL]

bonus to your

Strength check to disarm or strike an opponent's weapon.

Benefit:

NOTORIOUS[GENERAL]

While wielding aweaponwith ametal handle

or grip, you gain a +4 enhancement bonus to your
Strength check to disarm or strike an opponent's weapon.

attack

anyonewith one-halfor better

roll and may not attack

cover.

ORACLE

a legendary

Prerequisite:
Select

is chosen

vision

Wis

Benefit:

when

this

3rd-Ievel
feat

cast this

character

level.

spell.

is a spell-like

This

Special:
effects

do not
another

spell,
You

You

can

stack.

of worlds

19+, Prescience,

one

You may

select

opponent with an unarmed strike, he must make a Reflex
save(DC 10 + 1/2your level + Wis modifier). In addition to

[GENERAL]

You have

is taken
not

worlds.

suffering normal damage,if the defenderfails his saving

Visionary.

divination

at will,

do

beyond

and

spell.

cannot

equal

time

throw,he is pushedback 5 ft. Youmayattempta palm

spell

strike onceper dayfor everyfour levelsyou haveattained,
andno more than onceper round.

be changed.

as a sorcerer
spend

The

to your

preparing

this

PARRY [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

ability.
gain

Each

3rd level

this

feat

time

multiple

you take

divination

times.

the feat,

The

you may

spell.

ORATOR

[GENERAL]
You have a commanding
presence
and a commanding
voice.
Prerequisites:
Cha 15+, 4+ ranks in Diplomacy skill or
4+ ranks in Perform (any).
Benefit:
You gain a +2 competence
bonus to Diplomacy checks and Intimidate
checks. You gain a +2 to your
Leadership

score, if you have the Leadership

feat.

OVERPOWERING
ATTACK [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You rely on your overpowering
might to pummel
your
foes into submission.You can batter aside attempts to
parry

or ward

off your blows.

Prerequisites:

Str 15+, Power Attack.
Benefit: When attacking an opponent
the fighting defensively
or total defense

who has chosen
option, you gain

a +2 circumstance
bonus to your attack roll.
Special:
Other combat abilities
or maneuvers
grant

your

opponent

an AC benefit,

do not provide this bonus

to your

such

attack

as

You are skilled at using your weapon to prevent blows
from landing on your person.
Prerequisites:
Weapon Finesse(any melee weapon),
base attack bonus+1or higher.
Benefit: When using a weapon you have the Weapon
Finesse feat for, you gain a +1 dodge bonus to AC against

all opponents you are engagedwith in melee combat.
This feat has no effect against opponents in missile
combat or ranged spells that require an attack roll.
PARRYING WEAPON
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You can use an off-hand weapon as a shield.
Prerequisites: Parry, Two-Weapon Fighting,

Finesse (any melee weapon), base attack

Weapon

bonus +1 or

higher.

Benefit: Whenwieldinga light weaponyou havethe
WeaponFinessefeat for in your off-hand, you gain a +2
deflection bonus. No armor check penalty applies,but
normal arcanespell failure does as if it were a buckler.
If you usethe weaponto attack, you lose this bonus.
Special: If you also possessthe Improved Two-Weapon
Fighting feat, this bonus increases to +4.

that

Expertise,

roll.

PATH

OF THE

BOAR

[GENERAL]

You charge with ferocity and courage.
PAINFUL
STRIKE [GENERAL]
You know how to hit where it counts. When making an
.
attack, you aim your blows to hit sensitive areas, causing
tremendous pain in your target.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Back Alley Brawler, base
attack bonus +3 or higher.
Benefit:
By taking a full attack action, you may make

one attack

at your best base attack bonus.

opponent must

make

If you hit, your

a Fortitude save (DC

10 + half

your

level) or be overcomewith pain. Your foe receivesa -2
circumstance penalty to all attacks rolls, damagerolls,
ability

checks,

skill

checks,

and saving

number of rounds equal to your Dexterity

throws

for

a

Str 13+, Improved Bull Rush, Power

Prerequisites:

Attack.
Benefit: When you perform a charge action, the critical
threat
range of your weapon is increased by 1.
PATH

OF THE

DOG

[GENERAL]

You are loyal and courageous,capableof fighting on in
dire situations.
Prerequisites: Con 13+,Wis 13+.
Benefit: Solong asan ally succeedsat a saveagainsta
fear effect,you may re-roll a failed saveagainstthe same
effect.

bonus.
PATH OF THE MONKEY

PALM STRIKE [GENERAL]
The power of your inner self is enough to keep your
enemies at bay.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
base

attack

bonus +6 or higher.

Benefit: Declare that you are using the feat before you
strike your

make your attack roll. If you successfully

You can climb walls
Prerequisites:

[GENERAL]

quickly,

without

losing your footing.

5+ ranks in Climb

skill,

5+ ranks in

Jump skill.

Benefit: You do not lose their Dexterity
bonus to AC
when climbing. In addition, you may add your Dexterity
bonus to your Climb checks in addition

to Strength.

PATIENCE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

PATH OF THE OX [GENERAL]
You are sturdy
over.
Prerequisites:

and strong,

nearly

Str 15+, Combat

impossible

to knock

Reflexes.

Benefit:
You can a +4 competence
bonus to bull rush
and trip attempts, either as the attacker or the defender.

PATH OF THE PREYING

MANTIS [GENERAL]
Your attacks are deadly and precise, while your
ments are graceful and deft.
Prerequisites:
Dex 17+, Expertise.
Benefit:
When fighting
dodge bonus to your AC.

.

Normal:

A character

defensively,

fighting

you

and resilient,
Con 15+.

nearly

[GENERAL]
and unerringly,
using speed and agility.
Dex 15+, Dodge, Mobility,
Spring

Benefit:
You may make move 10 ft. in a single round
and still take a full round action.
Normal:
A character taking a full round action, such as
full attack, may take a 5-foot step.

PATH OF THE TIGER

of taking

down

Str 15+, Dex 15+, Con 13+, base attack
to your base attack bonus.

nent's
style, and use your knowledge
against
him.
For every consecutive
round you do so, you may do either
of the following:
The Killing Stroke: You have watched
your opponent
work, and timed his movements.
If you've spent at least

increased
in this
your Intelligence

When

you

catch

an opponent

alone

and

timing

for the strike,

flat footed,

rounds due to another
effect, you still only
additional round from the benefit of this feat.

gain

one

reducing

to its listed value.
Follow the Leader: While

up to either
attack bonus,

your critical

threat

you are fighting

range

defensively

or using the Expertise
feat, your opponent
attempts to
move the same direction
and distance you move. If you
maneuver
your opponent
into a trap or into dangerous
terrain such as lava or off a cliff, and your Intelligence
modifier
is greater than your opponent's,
subtract the
difference from any saves or checks your opponent makes
to avoid or reduce damage from that trap or terrain, or to
notice an ambush.
Opponents
cannot be tricked into
maneuvering
into an obviously
dangerous
area within
their line of sight.

PEARL DIVER [GENERAL]

Benefit:
a +4 bonus

he is considered
flat footed in relation to you for one
additional
round. This benefit is non-cumulative.
Should
you catch an opponent
flat footed for 3 consecutive

by an amount
or your base

If you take damage while setting up a killing stroke,
you must make a Concentrate
check to avoid losing your

extended

You are independent
and fierce, able to fight
keep fighting.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Con 13+, Wis 13+.

manner
modifier

whichever
is lower. If your attack hits within your normal
critical threat range, increase the critical multiplier
by 1.

You are a skilled

PATH OF THE WOLF [GENERAL]

Benefit:

the
oppo-

first attack you make against that opponent after you stop
using Expertise.
Your critical
threat
range is only

to kill.

Attack.

Prerequisites:

or using
in your

footed. Additionally,
if you are using the Expertise feat,
you may draw the fight out longer to find the best way to

PATH OF THE SNAKE

bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus

defensively
the rhythms

strike at your opponent.
For each round you use Expertise
beyond the first, add 1 to your critical threat range for the

impossible

[GENERAL]
You are strong, fast, and deadly, capable
opponents
in a single round

When

takes a

to gain a +2 dodge

Benefit:
You gain a +2 bonus to all Fortitude
saves to
resist magical and mundane
disease. In addition, when
reduced to less than 0 hit points, you have a +5% chance
per round of stabilizing.

You strike quickly
Prerequisites:

fighting

feat, you observe

one round fighting defensively or using the Expertise feat
against an opponent,
your next attack catches him flat-

PATH OF THE RAT [GENERAL]
You are tough
Prerequisite:

Benefit:
Expertise

a +4

gain

defensively

-4 penalty on all attacks in a round
bonus to AC for the same round.

move-

You can draw an opponent
out, maneuvering
them into a
position more favorable to you and your allies.
Prerequisites:
Int 15+, Expertise.

diver,

You gain

able

a +2 bonus

to Constitution

PERFECT MATERIALS
By using

being

to hold

your

breath

for

and

add

periods.

superior

to Swim

checks

to hold

checks,
your

breath.

[GENERAL]

ingredients

you can refine

alchemical

concoctions
into their strongest or purest forms.
Prerequisites:
Alchemy 12+ ranks, Brew Potion, spellcaster level 3rd+.
Benefit:
When
brewing
a potion
or creating
an
alchemical
substance,
all variable, numeric
effects are
maximized. A perfect potion cures the maximum number
of hit points, lasts for the maximum
number of rounds,

dealsthe maximum damage, etc. Alchemical fire deals 6
points of damage each round and a potion of wisdom
increase the drinker's Wisdom by 5. Potions and alchemical substances without numeric effects are not affected.
A perfect potion costs twice as much to prepare than a
normal potion of the same type.
PERFECT MEMORY [GENERAL]
You can instantly commit anything you seeto memory.
Prerequisite: Int 15+.
Benefit: If you view a letter or a map you can
reproduce it perfectly from memory. You can memorize a
number of pages equal to three times your Intelligence
bonus provided your spend at least 1 minute reading each
page. Recovering the information at a latter time requires
an Intelligence check (DC 10). Failure means you recall
the information incorrectly and a natural 1 on the check
indicates the information is lost for good.
Memorizing additional pages will cause those memorized earlier to be lost. You cannot memorize spells from
tomes or scrolls with this feat.
PERFECT SHOT [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
Your crossbow bolts pierce armor.
Prerequisites:
Point Blank Shot,PreciseShot,Weapon
Focus (light crossbow).
Benefit: When you strike with a crossbow bolt, any
attack roll that results in a natural 20 always results in a
critical hit.
This feat only applies to attacks fired within the first
range increment.
Normal: Critical hits are the result of a natural 20
followed by an additional roll to hit. While crossbows
have an increased threat range (19-20), this feat only
applies to those rolls that are a natural 20.
. Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies
to a new weapon. The hand crossbow, heavy crossbow,
shortbow or longbow are additional options for this feat,
however Weapon Focus must be taken for each weapon
before taking this feat.

PHALANX [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You work well in the heavily-armored,tightly-packed
military unit known asthe phalanx.
Prerequisites: Armor Proficiency (heavy),baseattack
bonus+3or higher.
Benefit: While fighting in formation, you gain a +1
competencebonusto your AC andattackrolls. Formation
is defined asanytime you areadjacentto an ally.On a5 ft.
grid map,you must be in adjacentsquares.Youcannot be
flanked when fighting in formation.
Special: If both charactershave this feat, the bonus
increasesto +2for each.

PHALANX FORMATION [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have trained extensively with spear and shield.
Prerequisites: Str 13+, Shield Proficiency, Weapon
Focus (longspear), Weapon Specialization (longspear).
Benefit: While wielding a longspear, you may also
carry a shield of any size. Since you hold the spear in one
hand, you lose any benefits of wielding a longspear
two-handed, including increased damage from Strength
and any feats that require you to wield a weapon with two
hands.

PINPOINT ACCURACY [GENERAL]
You can shoot the eye out of a hummingbird.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Point Blank Shot,PreciseShot
Benefit:

As afull round action,you may makea single

ranged attack, adding your Wisdom bonus to the attack
roll in addition to your Dexterity bonus.
Special:

bonus

If you have the Alertness feat, increasethis

by +1.

POINT BLANK SHOT [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are deadly at close range with a thrown weapon or
projectile weapon.
Benefit: Yougetsa+1bonusto attack and damage rolls
with ranged weapons at ranges of up to 30 ft.
POISON CRAFTSMAN [GENERAL]
You are a poison expert, able to craft powerful toxins.
Prerequisite:

PERFECTLY STILL [GENERAL]
By moving very slowly (or not at all), you can hide yourself amazingly well.
Prerequisite: Dex 13+.
Benefit: You gain a +4 circumstancebonus to Hide
checks and Move Silently checks when standing still or
a +2 circumstance bonus when only moving at a speed of
5 ft. per round.
Normal: A charactercan move at half his speedwhen
attempting to hide himself.

Benefit:
checks

8+ ranks

made

yourself when
what

in Craft (poison)skill.

You gain a +4 bonus to all Craft (poison)

the result

to create
working
of your

poisons. You can never poison
to produce a venom, no matter
skill check.

POISON IMMUNITY [GENERAL]
You are immune to simple poisons.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+, Poison Resistance, base
Fortitude

save +5 or higher.

Benefit: You are immune to all mundane poisons.
In addition, you gain a +4 competence bonus to all
Fortitude savesto resist the effects of magical poisons.

POISON RESISTANCE
[GENERAL]
By inducing poison over time, your body has developed
stronger resistance
Prerequisites:

to poison.
Con 13+, base

Fortitude

save

a

+3 or

higher.
Benefit:
You gain a +4 competence
bonus to saving
throws to resist the effects of all mundane poisons.
POLAR BEAR SKIN [GENERAL]
You can withstand
the effects of extremely

cold.

Benefit: You suffer only 1 point of subdual damage on
a failed Fortitude save to resist the effects of cold weather.
Normal:
An unprotected
character
in cold weather
sustains
1d6 points
of subdual
damage
on a failed
Fortitude save.

POWER SHOT [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
Your missile attacks can cleave through your target and
strike a second foe.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Point Blank Shot, Power Attack,
base attack bonus

+5 or higher.

Benefit:
If you deal enough damage to a creature to
make it drop (typically by it below 0 or fewer hit points,
killing it, etc.) with a missile attack, your missile rips
through your target and potentially
strikes a second foe.
You may immediately
make another missile attack at the
same base attack bonus of your killing shot at an enemy
directly behind your target. This target must stand behind
your target relative to your position
and must stand
directly

adjacent

to your target.

POWERFUL TURNING [GENERAL]
PORT SAVVY [GENERAL]
You know

your

Benefit:

way around

You gain

Information

docks

and ports

a +4 competence

checks

when

bonus

in a seaside

Your deity has blessed you with power over undead,
unmatched.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, Extra Turning, character level

of call.
on all Gather

port

city.

POUNCE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have learned
Prerequisites:

to ambush and leap on your prey.
Dex 13+, base attack bonus +4 or higher.

Benefit:
During the first round an grappling
attack,
you gain a +4 competence
bonus to your check. In addition, you may add your Dexterity
addition

to normal

bonus

to the attack

POWER ATTACK
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You may substitute
strength for skill, dealing
damage with your melee attacks.
Prerequisite:
Benefit:
for a round,

in

modifiers.

incredible

Str 13+.

On your action, before making attack rolls
you may choose to subtract a number from all

5th+.
Benefit:
You gain +4 on Charisma
rebuke undead, spirits, or any other
turn or rebuke.
PRECISE

SHOT [GENERAL,

standard

-4 penalty.

PRECISION
ARCHERY [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can target hidden opponents
with near precision.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Far Shot, Point Blank Shot,
Precise Shot.
Benefit:
When

attack bonus. The penalty
on attacks
damage applies until your next action.

miss chance
This includes
attackers.

bonus

on

FIGHTER]

You can fire a bow or throw an axe with unerring
accuracy.
Prerequisite:
Point Blank Shot.
Benefit: You can shoot or throw ranged weapons at an
opponent
engaged
in melee
without
suffering
the

melee attack rolls and add the same number to all melee
damage rolls. This number
may not exceed your base
and

check to turn or
creatures
you can

using

due to
penalties

a ranged

weapon,

concealment
for darkness,

your target's

is cut
but not

in half.
invisible

POWER CLIMB [GENERAL]
You can climb ropes, ladders and walls with one hand.
Prerequisites:
Str 15+, Dex 13+, 8+ ranks in Climb

PRESCIENCE

skill, Expert Climber.
Benefit:
By using tWo legs and one arm you can climb
ropes, ascend ladders and scale walls, leaving your other

allowing

arm to hold a weapon

Your climb rate is cut in

is chosen

but you may attack with a

You may

half

(1/4

or shield.

normal movement),

melee weapon in one hand at -2 penalty.
shield instead, the armor bonus is reduced
you are using a buckler).
Normal:
shield

While

or attack.

climbing,

a character

If you use a
by 1 (unless

You

use a

unearthly
you

vision

to see what
Wis

Benefit:

one 2nd-level

Select
when

this

cast this

feat

spell,

level.

spell.

is a spell-like

The

effects

You

You
do not

may select another

things

beyond

most,

there.

17+, Visionary.

character
This

of

is not

Prerequisites:

Special:

cannot

[GENERAL]

have

at will,

do

can
stack.

divination

is taken

not

and

spell.

cannot

as a sorcerer
spend

time

The spell

be changed.
equal

to your

preparing

this

ability.
gain
Each

this
time

feat
you

2nd level divination

multiple
take

the

spell.

times.
feat, you

PRESS GANGER
[GENERAL]
You are adept at "recruiting"

unwilling

service aboard your vessel.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+ or

sailors

Cha

13+,

into naval

4+ ranks

in

Profession

(sailor) skill.

Benefit:
Intimidate

You gain a +2 competence
bonus
on
checks and a +2 bonus on damage rolls that

inflict

subdual

damage.

PRESSURE SURVIVAL

[GENERAL]

You can withstand
the pressure
of sea water,
deeper than most.
Prerequisite:
6+ ranks in Swim skill.

diving

Benefit:
You gain a +4 circumstance
bonus on all
Fortitude
saves to resist the effects of pressure (atmospheres).

save (DC 10 +your Charisma
modifier + your
level). Any bonuses received from divine spells
magical items are negated for a number of rounds
your level. This includes
divine, holy, sacred,
unholy, and any bonus derived from a religious

PROTECTED

SHOUT [GENERAL]

You are able
panics

to unleash

Benefit:

The
Once

that

frightens

must

make

a will

Failure

indicates
penalty

throws.

The

is within

ability

per rage,

those

morale

thus

shout

that

frightens

and

opponents.

Prerequisite:

spend

a terrible

you may bellow

around
save
the

(DC

You must

is

rolls,

creature
Once

a move-equivalent
ending

10 + your

creatUre

25 ft. of you.

a prima1

you. All creatUres

to attack

affected

to rage.

remains

this

25 ft.
level).

suffers
rolls

shaken

beyond
action

character

shaken,

damage

shout

within

and

Benefit:
When adjacent to an ally with the Back-toBack feat who is wielding
a melee weapon, you do not
provoke attacks of opportunity
when making an attack
with a ranged

its

as it

it may
breath,

the effect.
be able

to use your

voice

in order

to use this

feat.

PRONE FIGHTING
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are skilled at fighting from a prone or knocked down
position.
Prerequisites:
4+ ranks in Tumble skill, base attack
bonus +3 or higher.
Benefit: When prone you do not suffer a -4 penalty on
attack rolls, nor do opponents
attacking
with melee
weapons gain a +4 bonus on their attack rolls against you.
You still cannot move at more than a crawl while prone,
and must use a move-equivalent
action to stand up.

PROSELYTIZE

weapon

CASTING

or loading

a ranged

weapon.

[GENERAL]

You are a competent
spellcaster,
alongside trained warriors without

capable
hesitation

of fighting
or fear.

Prerequisites:
Back-to-Back,
Combat
Casting,
base
attack bonus +3 or higher.
Benefit:
When adjacent to an ally with the Back-toBack feat who is wielding a melee weapon, you gain a +4
competence
bonus on Concentration
checks made to cast
spells defensively.

saving

so long

distance,

"catching"

a -2

FIGHTER]

You are a competent
archer, capable of fighting alongside
trained warriors without hesitation or fear.
Prerequisites:
Back-to-Back,
Point Blank Shot, base
attack bonus +3 or higher.

PROTECTED
PRIMAL

ARCHERY [GENERAL,

character
or sacred
equal to
profane,
source.

[GENERAL]

Your convictions
are so strong, you can sway people to
question their own faith.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Cha 13+, 4+ ranks
in
Diplomacy
skill or 4+ ranks in Perform (any) skill, 4+
ranks in Knowledge
(religion) skill, Enthrall.
Benefit:
By spending
two full rounds doing nothing
else but proselytizing,
anyone within 60 ft. that can hear
and understand
your words must succeed at a Willpower

PURE

HEARTED

[GENERAL]

Divine grace and positive
energy flow through
you.
You are extremely resistant to negative energy attacks and
are so attUned to holy divine energies that beings who
attempt
to impart
negative
levels upon you suffer a
positive energy backlash.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, Stout Hearted, good alignment.
Benefit:
You may immediately
make a Fort save
when an undead
creature
deals you a negative
level.
The DC of this save is the same as if you were avoiding the
permanent
effects of a negative level and you gain all
bonuses (such as for the Stout Hearted feat) you would

receive for such a save. If you succeed,
the negative
2d6 points
energy.

you do not suffer
energy and your opponent
immediate
takes
of damage from the backlash
of positive

PURITY OF THE FAITHFUL [GENERAL]
You are surrounded
by a holy aura, protecting
harm.
Prerequisites:

Wis 15+, Pure Hearted,

you from

Stout Hearted,

must be good alignment.
Benefit: You are immune to ability drain, energy drain,
and paralysis,
from any un dead source.
In addition,
you receive a +2 deflection bonus to AC and a +4 circumstance bonus
undead.

to all saving

throws

against

attacks

from

PURITY OF THE RIGHTEOUS
[GENERAL]
You are blessed by the gods and given strength to smite
evil. Those that would cause you harm are instead dealt a
swift punishment.
Prerequisites: Wis 17+, Pure Hearted, Purity of the
Faithful, Stout Hearted, good alignment.
Benefit: In addition to being immune to ability drain,
energy drain, and paralysis from any undead source, when
an undead opponent attempts to drain you of levels, he
suffers 3d6 points of damage. Secondly, you gain a +4
deflection bonus to your Armor Class against attacks from
undead creatures.
Special: You may gain this feat multiple times.Each
time, increase the damage dealt to opponents by +1d6 and
the deflection bonus to AC by +2.
QUICK

DRAW [GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You can draw a weapon quickly, readying it for combat in
the blink of an eye.
Prerequisite:
Baseattackbonus+1or higher.
Benefit: You can draw aweapon asafree action instead
of as a move-equivalent action.

QUICK LOAD [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can load an arrow or bolt into a bow or crossbow with
deft speed.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+,baseattack bonus +1 or higher.
Benefit: You may load a crossbow bolt into a hand or
light crossbow as a free action or a heavy or repeating
crossbow asa move-equivalent action once per turn. With
a hand or light crossbow, this allows you to load, fire, and
load again in one round. With a heavy or repeating crossbow, this allows you to load and fire in a single round.
When used in conjunction with a shortbow or longbow
and the Rapid Shot Feat, the -2 penalty is ignored.
Normal: Loading a hand or light crossbow is a moveequivalent action. Loading a heavy or repeating crossbow
is full-round action. Normally when using the Rapid Shot
Feat with a bow, you suffer a -2 penalty to each attack.
Loading a crossbow draws an attack of opportunity.

Benefit: When loading abolt into a hand or light crossbow, you may fire the bolt as a free action. This is highly
inaccurate, as the bolt never locks into place, but rather
flies from the crossbow. When using this feat, you suffer
a -3 circumstance penalty to your attack roll.
A crossbow fired in this manner is inaccurate beyond
the first range increment. Double all range penalties
when using this feat. You may only use this feat once
per round.
Normal: Firing a crossbowis a standard or partial
action.
Special: When using a light crossbowin conjunction
with the Quick Load and Quick Shot feats, you can fire,
load, fire, load and fire again in 1 round so long as
the crossbow was already loaded at the beginning of the
round.

QUICK STRIKE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
QUICK RELOAD [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You skill with a firearm extends to reloading it a fast and
accurate manner.
Prerequisites:
Combat Reflexes, Exotic Weapon
Proficiency (firearms).
Benefit: You may reload afirearm asa move-equivalent
action. Reloading provokes an attack of opportunity.

QUICK SHOT [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Though inaccurate, you can fire a light crossbow without
fully loading the weapon.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Base attack bonus +1 or
higher.

Your speed with a blade is unparalleled allowing you to
strike quickly and effectively.
Prerequisites:
Baseattack bonus +5 or higher, ability
to sneak attack +2d6.
Benefit: If you successfully damage an opponent with
a sneak attack, you make immediately attack the same
opponent again. The attack is at the same base attack
bonus and with the same weapon as the sneak attack.
The damage bonus for the sneak attack does not apply to
the extra attack, however.
You can use this ability once per round.

QUICKENING [GENERAL]
You move faster than lightning.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Improved
Initiative,
Lightning Reflexes.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to Initiative checks. This
stacks with Improved Initiative and other initiative
enhancing bonuses. If you ever roll a natural 20 on your
Initiative check or get an Initiative total of 30 or higher,
you may take an additional partial action each round so
long as your Initiative total does not change (e.g. don't
delay, refocus, etc.)
RAGE THE ARCANE [GENERAL]
You may cast spells while raging.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, 6+ ranks in Concentration
skill, ability to rage, spellcaster leveI3rd+.
Benefit:

By succeedingat a Concentrationcheck (DC

20 + the spell's level) you may cast a spell. Failure indicates
the spell is lost. Alternately, by sacrificing a remaining
rage attempt for the day,you may automatically succeed at
this check.
You must make this check for each spell you wish to
cast during a rage.
Normal: A character may not cast spell while raging.

Benefit:

You add +1d3 to the damage of your unarmed

strikes.However,when you do, the damagemay not be
subdual.
RANGED EXPERTISE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are trained at using your combat skill with a ranged
weapon for defense aswell asoffense.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+,Expertise.
Benefit: When using an attack action or full attack
action with a ranged weapon, you can take a penalty of as
much as -5 on your attackand addthe samenumber (up
to +5) to your Armor Class.This number may not exceed
your base attack bonus. The changes to attack rolls and
Armor Class last until your next action. The bonus to the
your Armor Class is a dodge bonus.
RANGED

THREAT

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You are so fast and accurate with a ranged
you threaten a greater areaaround you.

weapon

that

Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Combat Reflexes, Point Blank
Shot, Rapid Shot, base attack bonus +5 or higher.
Benefit:

You threaten an area up to 20 ft. away as if he

had reach,being able to make attacksof opportunity to
opponents within that areawith a readied ranged weapon.
this areafor the purposes of flanking,

You do not threaten

RAGE THE DIVINE [GENERAL]
You can rage longer than usual by expending spell energy.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Wis 13+, ability to rage,
spellcaster leveI3rd+.
Benefit: When raging, you can extend the duration
of your rage by spending a spell slot. The spent spell
provides an additional number of rounds equal to the
level of the slot. A 3rd level slot allows you to rage an
additional 3 rounds. You can use this ability once per rage.
When this rage expires, the fatigue penalties are
doubled.
Normal: You many only rage a number of rounds equal
to 3 plus your (new) Constitution modifier.

however.
RAPID HEALING [GENERAL]
You heal faster than most.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Great Fortitude or Iron will,
Toughness.

Benefit: You recover hit points and ability damage
from rest and bedrest at twice the normal rate.
Normal:
Characters without this feat heal 1 point per
level per day from rest and 1-1/2points per level per day
from bedrest.
Temporary ability damage
is normally
restored at one point per day.
RAPID

RAGE OF THE MOUNTAIN [GENERAL]
You can continue fighting, despite grievous wounds.
Prerequisites:
Str 15+,Con 15+,GreatFortitude,Heart
of the Mountain, Iron will, Toughness, base attack bonus
+6 or higher.
Benefit: Before making an attack roll, you may sacrifice a number of hit points up to your Constitution bonus.
For every full two points of damage suffered, you deal1d6
extra damage to an opponent you hit. These hit points are
lost whether or not your attack roll was successful.

With

LOADER
a strong

[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
aptitude for the large siege-like

weapons

used on board ship, you are able to lead a team of men to
load and fire their weapon much faster than would be
considered
normal. This allows you to outshoot enemies
on other ships with similar weapons, thus ensuring their
eventualsurrender.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Dex 13+, 4+ ranks in Profession
(siege engineer) skill.
Benefit:

When part of a crew for a shipboard weapon,

you may halve the time taken to reload the weapon after

firing, rounding down. No matter what other factors
RAKING NAILS [GENERAL]
You have strong nails, sharpened to a lethal edge.
Prerequisites:
Improved Unarmed Strike, Toughness,
base attack bonus +5 or higher.

apply

(magic,

for example),

a shipboard

always take at least one round to reload.

weapon

will

REDIRECT

RAPID MOVEMENT [GENERAL]

You

You are faster than most.
Prerequisite:
Dex 13+.
Benefit:
Choose
one type of movement
possess (burrow, climb, fly, normal, or swim).
movement
Special:

ATTACKS [GENERAL]

are

your

While

your

like a bow,

hit

you.

You

your

Benefit:
You get one extra attack per round with a
ranged weapon. The attack is at your highest base attack
bonus, but each attack suffers a -2 penalty. You must use

maintaining

the full attack action

anyway.

a hated

rival

to Armor

you are fighting
creatures
smaller than yourself, they

one size
lose any

Normal:
Smaller creatures
normally
gain a bonus to
Armor Class and attack rolls when battling larger foes.

is no

bonus

bumping

defense,

all while

guarantee

that

just

attacks

though,

may

When

you use this ability,

underhanded

actions

with

a successful

check

by your

Bluff

check.

opposed

make

a your

ally notices
Sense

to

your
Motive

REFINED SKILL FOCUS [GENERAL]
a natural

Benefit:
this

aptitude

Choose

feat

with

one

one or more

of the

following

related

skills.

benefits

when

is chosen:

+2 bonus

to any tWo skills

Your barbed wit makes you a potent and vicious verbal
opponent.
Prerequisite:
Skill Focus (intimidate).
Benefit:
Add your Intelligence
bonus
(if any) to

~

+3 bonus

to anyone

~

+2 ranks with anyone

Intimidate

effects do not stack. Each time you choose
you must apply it to a different skill or skills.

checks.

you
opt

friend.

~

RAZOR TONGUE [GENERAL]

your

For example,

probably

attacker,

to

on his roll to

however.

blood

When

5 ft., you

by "accidentally"

friend,

neutral

you.

a +2 competence

There

out for your

than

his

can

leading

an ally within

a -2 penalty

this

your

you

themselves,

rather

disrupting

own.

to target

at your

You have

Class or attack rolls based on size.

at them

ally and

and

more

combat,

to defend

accomplish

much

alignment.

melee

opponent

your

A more

strike

at fighting creatures smaller than yourself.
Base attack bonus +4 or higher.

your

your
opts

RAT HACKER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

ability

friend

attacker

in

you and you have

against

allies

in melee.

any non-good

to strike

opt to give

into

to use this feat.

allies'

attacks

an attack

your

engaged

fighting

opponents

may

You can attack quickly with ranged weapons,
delivering multiple attacks in a round.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Point Blank Shot.

making

Dodge,

Benefit:
hinder

RAPID SHOT [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

benefits

when

Prerequisite:

that you
Your base

someone

Benefit:
When
category or more

at

targets

appealing

rate is increased by 5 ft. per round.
You can take this feat multiple times.

You are skilled
Prerequisites:

skilled

Special:

with

the same

key ability.

skill you have 2+ ranks in.
skill you have 2+ ranks in.

You can gain

this

feat

multiple

times.
this

Its
feat,

REAR ECHELON TROOP [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are trained to fight as part of a phalanx or spear hedge,
keeping tight ranks from behind the front line.
Prerequisite:
Base attack bonus +1 or higher.
Benefit:
When
weapon, friendly

fighting in melee combat with a reach
interposing
creatures
do not provide

cover to enemies
behind
provide cover as normal.

them.

Enemies

continue

to

RELENTLESS
Even

[GENERAL]

after

continue

sustaining

to fight

Prerequisites:

Benefit:

when

You fight wildly in close quarters,
channeling
violent
energy and unsettling
your opponents
(and allies).
Prerequisites:
Str 15+, Power Attack.
Benefit:
On your action, before making attack rolls for
a round, you may choose to subtract a number from your
Armor Class and add the same number
to all melee
damage rolls. This number
may not exceed your base
attack
bonus

bonus. The penalty on your Armor class
on damage apply until your next action.

The use of Reckless
Power Attack feat.

Attack

may be combined

and the

Con

13+, Iron

You automatically

death

from

Furthermore,

FIGHTER]

will,

you

your

Fortitude
round

you

Too Tough

feat

At any

time,

hit

to Die,

you

unconscious,
You make
drop

of your

1 point

to -10
Con),

you

how-

have

immediately

to collapse

for

stabilization
on the
If you

if you
to the
as
same

choose

that round.

a

Each

of damage

(or

choose

to stabilize

actions

o. Make

to act as normal.

may

do so willingly.

save to
damage.

normal

below

checking
an attempt
if you

are

round

fall

Fortitude
massive

to take

to suffer

points

negative

deal

points

15) each

do continue

If your

your

that

continue
hit

save (DC

Fervent

you

may

current

you

ever.

make

attacks

you may take no other actions
with the

injuries

Toughness.

avoid

RECKLESS ATTACK [GENERAL,

life-threatening

on as normal.

the
die.

ground
normal.

round

that

to collapse,

If you fail your Fortitude
save, you immediately
collapse to the ground.
You take 1 hp of damage as
normal, but you may not check to stabilize on the round

Benefit:
backpack,
container

in which you missed your saving throw.
Normal:
You must make a Fortitude
save to avoid
dying when hit by any single attack that does 50 or more

you

points of damage. when reduced to -1 or fewer hit points,
you fall automatically
fall unconscious.
when reduced to

container

0 hit points, you take a point of damage and fall unconscious if you take any strenuous
action, such as attacking
or casting a spell.
RESERVE

ENERGY

You can bounce

[GENERAL]

back

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

Any

fatigued

10 minutes,
again

every

Special:
until

or Great

suffer

Fortitude

becomes

suffer

exhausted,

1 point

condition

persists

of damage

to

for more

an additional

10 minutes

Damage

situations.
will

condition

may

If the

you must

and

healed

your
you

the effects.

tiring

13+, Iron

time

or shaken,

ignore

from

Con

than

point

of damage

feat

cannot

thereafter.

suffered

the condition

from

causing

this

it has been

be

removed.

Each

round,

belt

pouch,

others

Benefit:
You may add your Constitution
bonus or
wisdom bonus (whichever
is higher) to any opposed skill
check.
ALCHEMY

RESIST

You are not
Prerequisites:
4+ ranks

retrieve

use

Normal:

against

13+,

or harmful
6+ ranks

in Heal

skill,

Great

You

gain

a +4 bonus

poisons
does

and

not apply

harmful

as area effect

damage

apply

to poisonous

gas.

in

Alchemy

all

saving

skill,

like

to

alchemical
that

effects.

are not targeted

splash

damage,

but

throws
This

from

Pulling

TABLE

Prerequisite:
Benefit:
against

effects

Wis
You

gain

2-11:

an item

to

out

of a sack,

pouch,

or other

action.

to hit targets

of the attack is as follows:

RICOCHET

The

first

bonus

and

finally

hit

DIFFICULTY

ricochet

the

target.

Range

times
behind,

be used
may

two.

to AC. However,
for a sneak

base

bonus

is calculated

from

bonus

highest

attack

travels,

target

for

should

the

entire

this

attack

target

no matter

to

the

a ricocheted

attack,

attack

is used

loses

his

attack

can

how

close

the

be.

Example:

Rallor

'/4 cover.
to strike

attack

the

He

the

the
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Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Dead Eye, Point Blank Shot,
Precise Shot, Weapon Focus (any ranged weapon), base
attack bonus +9 or higher
Benefit:
As a full round action, you may ricochet
arrows, bolts or sling stones off a number of surfaces equal
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RESILIENT
[GENERAL]
Adversity brings out the best in you. As a result,
have trouble overcoming
your strong will.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Wis 13+.
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RIGHTEOUS FURY [GENERAL]
Your faith is a sight to behold, asyou channel the heavens
into your fist.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+, Wis 13+, must be able to cast
divine spells or have the ability to smite (good or evil),
base attack bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: When you use the attack action or full attack
action in melee, you can take a penalty of as much as -5
on your AC and add the same number to your damage.
This number may not exceed to total of your base attack
bonus plus Dexterity bonus. The changes to damage rolls
and Armor class last until your next action.
RIPOSTE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Your reflexes in combat and steady hand are more than a
match for your opponents. when struck with a melee
weapon, you may return the favor.
Prerequisites:

ROPE A DOPE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Youcan trick your opponentinto thinking you arebadly
injured, tired, or otherwise lesscapablein combat than
you actually are.
Prerequisite:
Int 13+,Dex 13+,baseattackbonus+3or
higher.
Benefit: The first time you attack an enemy, you may
elect to automatically miss with your attack. The next
time you strike that opponent, you gain a circumstance
bonus to attack equal to twice your Intelligence bonus.
You do not necessarily have to strike on the very next
round. You may, for example, cast a spell such as chill
touch and then deliver an attack with that spell with the
bonus to hit. Note that if you attack anyoneelsewhile in
your opponent's line of sight, he observes your true skill
and you do not gain the bonus. You may, however, make
attacks of opportunity without losing this bonus.

Dex 13+,CombatReflexesor Lightning

Reflexes, Improved Initiative, base attack bonus +6 or
higher.
Benefit: As an attack of opportunity, you may target an
opponent who has just made a melee attack against you,
with a melee attack at your highest base attack bonus.
Resolve your attack, after resolving your opponent's. Each
time you use this feat in combat, reduce your initiative
check by 1.

RITUAL SCARRING [GENERAL]
Your body is covered with ritual scars.
Prerequisites: Con 13+,Toughness.
Benefit: You gain a +3 insight bonus to all Bluff checks,
Diplomacy checks, and Intimidate checks. In addition,
you gain a +1 competence bonus to any saveagainst a pain
related effect.
Special: when you gain this feat, you lose 1 hit point

permanently, to represent the among of scar tissue
damageyou'vedoneto yourself.

ROCKLIKE [GENERAL]
Your ancestral tie with the earth hardens your skin.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+,Dwarf, Stoneblood.
Benefit: You gain a +1 natural bonus to AC that stacks
with other natural armor bonus, but not magical natural

armor bonuses,suchasan amulet of natural armor.
Special: Youcantake this featmultiple times.

ROUGHNECK [GENERAL]
You can muscle your way through any hardship.
Prerequisite:
Str 13+.
Benefit: Youmayuseyour Strengthbonusto Fortitude
savesin addition to your Constitution.

RUN [GENERAL]
You can run fasterthan most,pushing yourself a greater
andgreaterdistance.
Benefit: When running, you move five times normal
speedinsteadof four times normal speed.If you makea
running jump, increasethe distanceor height clearedby
one-fourth, but not pastthe maximum.

SADDLE WARRIOR [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are a natural in a saddle.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, 4+ ranks in Ride skill,
Mounted Combat, Skill Focus (ride)
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Ride
skill checks and a +1 dodge bonus to AC while fighting
mounted.

SCOUNDREL [GENERAL]
You have a reputation for being a rogue, consorting with
lesser men and criminals. Whether or not it's true is up to
you, but the impression is still the same.
Prerequisites:

Cha

13+, must

be chaotic

or evil

alignment.

ROLL WITH THE PUNCH [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
By spinning your body and twisting away from an
enemy's blow, you can avoid a portion of the damage.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Combat Reflexes, Dodge,
Mobility.
Benefit: Whenever you take damage, make a Reflex
save (DC equal to 10 + the damage dealt). Reduce the
damage by 1 point per die of damage from the attack.

Benefit: When using the Intimidate skill

behavior of others, the
Dice,

to change

DC is 10 + half the target's

the
Hit

if he is familiar with who you are.

Normal:
The DC to change someone's behavior
typically 10 + the target's Hit Dice.

is

SCOUNDREL'S

LUCK [GENERAL]
You are blessed with charm and flair, even when your life
is in danger.
Prerequisite: Cha 15+.
Benefit: You may add your Charisma bonus to your
Reflex saves(in addition to your Dexterity bonus).

SCOURGE

BUTCHER

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You are a master of fighting smaller than average
creatures.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,Goblin Slayer,RatHacker,base
attack bonus +9 or higher.
Benefit: When fighting creatures smaller than yourself, each successful melee attack inflicts again your
Strength bonus per size category of difference.

SCYTHE

MASTER

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You have mastered the scythe or sickle.
Prerequisites:
Weapon Focus (sickle or scythe),
Weapon Specialization (sickle or scythe).
Benefit: You receive a +1 bonus to all attack rolls and
damage rolls with any sickle or scythe you are proficient
with.
This bonus stacks with Weapon Focus.
SEA

BROTHER

[GENERAL]

You have an affinity for creatures of the deep, developing
relationships few land-lovers understand.
Prerequisite:
Anyone aquaticlanguage.

Benefit: You gain a +4 bonus on all Charismaability
checks and Charisma-basedskill checks when dealing
with aquatic races.

SCURVY

DOG

[GENERAL]

Your unhealthy living habits provide you resistance
against disease.
Prerequisite: Con 13+.
Benefit: Yougain a+4competencebonuson all saving
throws against all mundane and magical diseases.In addition, anyone trying to treat you gains a +2 synergy bonus
to his Heal checks.

SEA

DOG

You

have

[GENERAL]
a knack

for working

aboard a ship.

Benefit: You get a +2 competence bonus on all
Profession(sailor) and Use Rope skill checks.You also
gain a +1 competencebonus on all Balancechecks and
Climb checksmadeon the rigging of aship.
SEA LEGS [GENERAL]
You have a knack for keeping your balance aboard a ship.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+.
Benefit:

You gain a +4 competence

bonus to all Balance

check while on board a ship. In addition, you gain a +4
competence bonus to Fort savesto avoid seasickness.
SENSE POISON [GENERAL]
You can detect poison in food and drink, even in the air.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+,Alertness.
Benefit: You may detect the presence of poison in food,
drink, on weapons, and even in the air within 30 ft.
of your position with a successful Spot check (DC 20).
This ability works just as detect poison and requires
a round of concentration.
Special: In addition to the prerequisiteslisted above
you must have 4 or more ranks in one of the following
skills - Alchemy, Heal, Knowledge (nature), or Wilderness
lore.
SHADOW

[GENERAL]

You can follow someone unnoticed, especially through
the crowds common in cities and urban centers.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+,4+ ranks in Spot skill, 4+ ranks
in Hide skill.
Benefit: You may shadow (follow) one opponent unnoticed, by following the target 30 ft. to 100ft. away basedon
the density of the crowd and the terrain. If the target is
unaware of your presence, you must succeed at a Spot
check (DC 10,modified by density of crowds or lack there

of) to keep up with his movement. If the target is actively
trying to avoid being followed, you must succeed at an
opposed check using your opponent's Hide skill check
against your Spot check. If successful, another check
must be made again in 15 minutes to maintain the "tail."
If unsuccessful, your opponent loses you in the crowd,
disappearing from view. It takes another Spot check (DC
20 + target's Hide skill) to find him again. If this second
check is missed, he is lost for good.
If your opponent watches for a shadow (or tail), he must
make an opposed Spot check against your Hide check to
'make' the shadow and identify him. If he is not watching
for a shadow, he only spots you with an opposed Spot
check against your Hide check +10. If your opponent
spots you, he receives a +4 circumstance bonus on all
opposed checks to lose you.
Special:

If you have the Track feat, you receive a +2

synergy bonus to your checks to follow the target. If you
have 5 or more ranks of Bluff or Disguise, you receive a +2
synergy bonus on opposed checks to avoid being 'made'
as a shadow.
If the shadow is working as part of a team (all of who
have the Shadow feat), all members of the team receive a
+2 circumstance bonus on all checks.
SHANTY

MAN [GENERAL]

You know many songs and stories about the sea,rallying
sailors around nightly revelries.
Prerequisite:
4+ranks in Perform(any)skill.
Benefit: You get a +2 circumstance bonus on Perform
checks before an audience composed largely of sailors
and other seatravelers. A successful performance grants
you a +2 circumstance bonus on Charisma checks, aswell
as Bluff checks, Diplomacy checks, and Gather
Information checks when dealing with someone who
heard your performance.
Special: You must have spent some time with sailors or
pirates,or at the very least spent time in a seaside city

where seamanfrequent.
SHARP SENSES

[GENERAL]

You are nearly impossible to surprise, noticing everything
around you.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Alertness,HeightenedSenses,
Keen Senses
Benefit: You gain an additional +4 bonus to all Listen
checks, Search checks, and Spot checks.

SHARPSHOOTER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have a natural aptitude for firearms.
Prerequisites: Dex 15+, Exotic Weapon Proficiency
(firearms).
Benefit: You may ignore the penalties for a firearm's
Accuracy Rating.

SHIELD BASH [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can use your shield to bash your opponents.
Prerequisites: Shield Proficiency, baseattack bonus +1
or higher.
Benefit: When taking a full attack action, you may
make one additional attack with your shield (including a
buckler, small, or large shield, but excluding a tower
shield). This attack is at your highest base attack bonus,
but each attack (the extra one and the normal ones)
suffersa-2 penalty. After your attack, you lose the benefit
of your shield until your next action.
SHIELD FOCUS [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You have trained for hours with the shield, learning to
move it where you need it.
Prerequisite: Shield Proficiency.
Benefit: You gain a +1 competence bonus to AC while
using a shield. In addition, the armor check penalty for
using a shield is reduced by 1, to no less than o.

SHIELD MASTERY [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have trained for yearswith the shield, learning to
moveit where you needit.
Prerequisites:
ShieldFocus,ShieldProficiency,Shield
Specialization.
Benefit: Yougain a+3competencebonusto AC while
using a shield. In addition, the armor check penalty
for the shield is reducedby 3, to no lessthan o. These
bonusesstackwith ShieldFocusandShieldSpecialization.

SHIElD PARRY

[GENERAL, FIGHTER]

Youcanintercept anddeflect incoming attackswith your
shield.
Prerequisites:
Shield Proficiency, baseattack bonus +1
or higher.
Benefit: Once per round, you may choose to parry a
melee attack using your shield (including a buckler,
small, or large shield, but excluding a tower shield). You
must declare that you will parry before the attack roll is
made.To parry, make an opposed melee attack roll against
your opponent, adding your shield's AC bonus (including
its magical bonus, if any) to your roll. If you succeed, the
attack fails. You lose the benefit of your shield until your
next action.

SHIELD PROFICIENCY [GENERAL]
Benefit:

You can use a shield and suffer only the

standard penalties.
Normal: A character who is using a shield with which
he or she is not proficient suffers the shield's armor check
penalty on attack rolls and on all skill rolls that involve
moving, including Ride.

SHIELD

RUSH [GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

Youcanbull rushyour opponent'swith greater effect with
your shield.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Power Attack, Shield
Proficiency, baseattack bonus +1 or higher.
Benefit: You may use your shield (small or large, but
not a buckler or tower shield) when you perform a bull
rush action. This action does not draw an attack of opportunity from the defender, though it may draw an attack of
opportunity from other foes nearby, and you do not
receive your shield's AC bonus against these attacks. You
may add your shield's AC bonus (including its magical
bonus, if any) to your opposed Strength check. Regardless
of the success of your bull rush, you lose the benefit of
your shield until your next action.

This effect duplicates clerical turning (see PHB),with
the following exceptions:
You only turn a number of Hit Dice of undead equal to
your level.
This effect only lasts for a number of minutes equal to
your Wis modifier (minimum 1 minute).
You may not destroy undead in this fashion, even if you
are twice their Hit Dice in level.
Undead held at bay in this fashion may not move
within a 10-ft. radius of you, but otherwise act normally.
They do not flee, asper normal rules for turning.

Normal: Only clericsandpaladinsmay turn undead.
Special: You must brandish a blessed or sanctified divine
focusto usethis ability.
SHRUG

SHIELD SPECIALIZATION [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have trained for months with the shield, learning to
move it where you need it.
Prerequisites: Shield Focus, Shield Proficiency.
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to AC while
using a shield. In addition, the armor check penalty for
the shield is reduced by 2, to no less than o. This bonus
stacks with Shield Focus.
SHIELD WALL [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are skilled at fighting next to shield-using
Prerequisite:
Shield Proficiency.

feat who is also using a small or larger shield, you gain a
+2 armor bonus to AC. This armor bonus stacks with
those provided by your armor and shield. If you are
separated from your adjacent ally at any time during the
round (such asbeing pushed back by a bull rush attack),
you immediately lose the benefits of the Shield Wall feat
until such time asyou are adjacent again.
SHOT ON THE RUN [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can fire abow or used a ranged weapon while moving,
targeting opponents on the run.
Prerequisites: Point Blank Shot, Dex 13+, Dodge,
Mobility.
Benefit: When using the attack action with a ranged
weapon, you can move both before and after the attack,
provided that your total distance moved is not greater
than your speed.
OF

FAITH

[GENERAL]

allies.

Benefit: When you are using a small or larger shield
andendyour turn adjacentto anally with the ShieldWall

SHOW

OFF

You are able to shrug off attacks from one specific weapon
type.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+,damagereduction 1/- or better.
Benefit: Choose a weapon damage type (bludgeoning,
piercing, or slashing) when this feat is taken. Your damage
reduction is increased by 2 hit points against that weapon
type.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The
effects do not stack. Each time you take this feat, it applies
to a new weapon damage type.

[GENERAL]

Your faith keeps the legions of undead away from you.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Goodalignment.
Benefits: Just asa cleric has the ability to turn undead,
this feat allows you to hold undead at bay by brandishing
a blessed holy symbol of your god.

SIEGE ENGINE PROFICIENCY
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]

You are proficient with siege engines such as catapults,
trebuchets, and mangonels.
Prerequisite:
None.
Benefit: Use your missile attack bonus asthe chance of
hitting with a siege engine. If the aiming procedure is
performed by a group, which is common for most of
these large devices, you must be the one issuing all
of the orders.
Normal: Characters without this feat who attempt aim
a siege engine use their missile attack bonuses, but at a -8
penalty.
THE

SIGHT

[GENERAL]

You can view the invisible world, just as well as the
physical.
Prerequisite:
Wis 13+.
Benefit: You may senseincorporeal spirits within 60 ft.
of your position with a successful Spot check (DC 20).
This ability works just as detect evil, detect magic or
detect un dead and requires a round of concentration to
activate.

SIGNATURE

SKILL

[GENERAL]

You are skilled at an esoteric or otherwise unknown skill
to your class.
Benefit:
Choose anyone skill. It is considered a class

skill, no matter your class. In addition, you gain 1 free
rank in this skill when this feat is chosen.
Special:

You can gain this feat multiple times. Its

effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies
to a new skill.
SIMPLE WEAPON PROFICIENCY [GENERAL]
Benefit: You can make attack rolls with. simple
weapons normally.
Normal: A character who usesaweapon without being
proficient with it suffers a -4 penalty on attack rolls.
SIXTH

SENSE

[GENERAL]

You have an uncanny sensefor detecting invisible or
non-corporealcreatures.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,Alertness,The Sight.
Benefit: When a incorporeal or invisible creature
comes within 30 ft. of you, the DM makes a secret Spot
check (DC 25). If this check is successful, you sense the
creature's presence. This does not require any concentration, however you do not know its location or nature. You
simply feel that something or someone is watching you.
Once it is determined that something is there, you may
useThe Sight feat to determine its location.
In addition, whenever someone scries your location
you may make a Spot check (DC 30) to notice them.
SKILL EXPERTISE [GENERAL]
You are specially trained to use your Intelligence instead
of Dexterity with a certain skill.
Prerequisite:
Int 13+.
Benefit: Choose one class skill with the key ability of
Dexterity, such asRide or Tumble. With the selected skill,
you may use your Intelligence modifier instead of your
Dexterity modifier on skill checks.
Special:

You can gain this feat multiple times. The

effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies
to a new skill.
SKILL FINESSE [GENERAL]
You are specially trained to use your Dexterity instead of
Strength with a certain skill.
Prerequisite:
Dex 13+.
Benefit: Choose one class skill with the key ability of
Strength, such as Climb or Jump. With the selected skill,
you may use your Dexterity modifier instead of your
Strength modifier on skill checks.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The
effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies
to a new skill.

SKILL

FOCUS

[GENERAL]

Choose a skill, such as Move Silently. You have a special
knack with that skill.
Prerequisites:
Elf, Con 15+.
Benefit: You get a +3 bonus on all skill checks with that
skill.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
Its effects do not stack. Each time you take this feat,
it applies to a new skill. This version of Skill Focus
replaces the one in the PHB.
SKILL SPECIALIZATION [GENERAL]
You are not only well versed with a skill, but also versatile.

Skill Focus (any skill)

Prerequisites:

Benefit:

You may trade out the key ability

for any skill

you have the Skill Focus feat with. You may exchange
Strength for Dexterity,
Dexterity
for Strength,
Intelligence for Wisdom, or Wisdom for Intelligence.
Special: Unlike Skill Focus,you neednot takethis feat
more than once.It appliesto all skills you havethe skill

Focus feat for.
SLEDGE STRIKE [GENERAL]
By bringing both fists down upon the head of an enemy,
you can deliver a devastating blow.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
base attack bonus +3 or higher.
Benefit: Declarethat you areusing the featbeforeyou
make your attack roll, which requires a full round action.
If you successfully strike your opponent with an unarmed
strike, your Strength bonus is doubled for the strike and
your deal damage one die higher than normal. An 8th
level monk for instance normally deals 1d10 damage.

When using asledgestrike hewould roll a1d12.You

may

attempt a sledge strike once per day for every four levels
you have attained, and no more than once per round.
Special: A monk that normally deals 1d20 with an
unarmed strike, deals 3d10 with this feat.
SMITE SPIRIT [GENERAL]
You can strike a spirit with apowerful blow.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, ability to rebuke spirits,
character leveI3rd+.
Benefit: By using one of your rebuke attempts for the
day you can strike a spirit with a powerful blow. Add your
Charisma bonus to your attack roll and deal one extra
point of damage per level. So an 8th-level shaman with
Charisma 15 would smite a spirit with a +2 bonus to the
attack roll and a +8bonus to damage.Note that this feat
doesnot give you the ability to strike incorporeal spirits

without a magicalweapon(or the useof afeat like Spirit
Strike), nor doesit overcomeanyweaponimmunities the
spirit may have.

SNAKE IN DRAGON'S TEETH STRIKE [GENERAL]
You can hold an opponent at bay,while fighting another.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
base attack bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: Declare that you are using the feat before you
make your attack roll. If you successfully strike your
opponent with an unarmed strike, he must make a Reflex
save(DC 10 + 1/2your level + Wis modifier). In addition to
suffering normal damage, if the defender fails his saving
throw, he is considered grappled. You may continue
fighting normally while your opponent is grappled,
but you must spend a move-equivalent action each round
to hold your opponent. You may attempt a snake in
dragon'steeth strike once per day for every four levels you
have attained, and no more than once per round.

SOCIOPATHIC

[GENERAL]

You are numb to the feelings of others to the point of
callousness.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+,Cha 15 or less,6+ ranks in

Intimidate skill, any
Benefit:

You gain

STRIKE

[GENERAL]

SNIPER [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You can make a ranged sneak attack at a target more than
60 ft. away.
Prerequisites:
Far Shot, Point Blank Shot, Improved
Ranged Sneak Attack, ability to sneak attack.
Benefit:
When you use a ranged weapon (but not
thrown weapon) to perform a sneak attack, the maximum
allowable range is increased from 60 ft. to 90 ft.
SOCIAL

SCOURGE

a

[GENERAL]

You are the masterof the subtle put-down. With a few
words,you can leavea rival sputtering and flushed with
embarrassment,and onlookers amusedby your cutting
words.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,4+ ranks in Bluff skill or 4+
ranks in Diplomacy skill.
Benefit: When someone attempts a Diplomacy check
in your presence, you may use this feat to impose a -6
morale penalty to that check. To inflict the penalty,
you must win an opposed Diplomacy check with your
opponent. However, you need not be the target of the
original check to use this feat.

saving

affecting magic.
SOCIAL

PERCEPTION

You are a keen

study

[GENERAL]

of people and their interactions.

Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Cha 13+.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 competence
Lips checks and Sense Motive checks.

Your essence

You can move in quickly to strike, catching your opponent off guard, using your momentum to trip him up.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+, Improved Unarmed Strike,
baseattack bonus +4 or higher.
Benefit: Declare that you are using the feat before you
make your attack roll. You may use the Bluff skill to Feint
as a move-equivalent action this round. You may attempt
a snake strike watches from the grass strike once per day
for every four levels you have attained, and no more than
once per round.

alignment.

a +3 bonus to all Willpower

throws and an additional +1 to any save involving mind-

SOUL OF IRON
SNAKE

non-good

bonus to all Read

[GENERAL]

is one with iron, .

Prerequisites:
Con 15+, Wis 15+, Oath of Iron.
Benefit: You gain damage resistance 10/+5 againstiron
or steel melee weapons.
SPARK OF GENIUS [GENERAL]
You have a knack for solving problems on the fly.
Prerequisite:
Benefit:

Int 15+.
take

You may

10

twice per day,or take 20, once

per day,even if stressand distractions would normally
prevent you from doing
SPEAR

MASTERY

so.

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

have mastered the spear.
Prerequisites:
Weapon Focus (any spear), Weapon

You

Specialization

(any spear).

Benefit: You receive a +1 bonus to all attack
any spear you are proficient with.
This bonus stacks with Weapon Focus,

rolls

with

SPECIALIST
[GENERAL]
Your specialized spells last longer than normal.
Prerequisite:
Wizard specialist 5th+ level.
Benefit: All of your 1st and 2nd level spells from your
chosen specialist school have their duration doubled.
SPEEDY TRAPPER [GENERAL]
You can build traps quickly and efficiently,

perfect results.
Prerequisites:

still producing

Dex 15+, Clever Designer, Trapmaster.

Benefit: When building a simple trap, you take only
one-halfthe normal time to produceacompletetrap.
SPIRIT FAMILIAR [GENERAL]
Your animal companion or familiar
rather than a magical beast.
Prerequisites:

ter leveI4th+.

Animal

is a spirit

creature

companion or familiar, charac-

Benefit:

You animal companion or familiar is a spirit

creature and thus considered incorporeal.

SPLINTERING
STRIKE [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You can find structural weaknesses
in constrUcts, deliver

a crippling blow
SPIRIT FRIEND [GENERAL]
You have an affinity for speaking with incorporeal
creatures, either stemming from your ancestry or
personality.
Benefit: You gain a +4 competence bonus to all
Charisma related checks when dealing with incorporeal
spirits.
SPIRIT

GUIDE [GENERAL]

Your spirit friend protects you from hard, lending aid
wheneverpossible.
Prerequisites:
Spirit Friend.
Benefit: You receive a +2 bonus to all saves against
arcane and divine spells, from anon-shamanor corporeal
source.
SPIRITED

[GENERAL]
You are not afraid of much, throwing

yourself

head-long

into any fray.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 bonus to all melee weapon
damage rolls against foes larger than yourself.

to a sensitive

or

exposed portion of the

construct.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+ or Dex 13+, 4+ ranks in Craft
(any) skill, ability to sneak attack, base attack bonus +3 or

higher.
Benefit: When in a situation when you would normally
gain your sneak attack bonus against a construct,
you instead gain a damage bonus equal to the number

of

dice you normally roll for your sneak attack damage (i.e.,
a 7th level rogue with +4d6 sneak attack deal +4 damage
to a flanked construct).
ATTACK [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are fast and agile, moving quickly to strike and get
away again before your opponent can respond.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Dodge, Mobility, baseattack
bonus +4 or higher.
Benefit: When using the attack action with a melee

SPRING

weapon,you can move both before and after the

attack,

provided that your total distance moved is not greater
than your speed.Moving in this way doesnot provoke an
attack

of opportunity from the defender you

attacks.

You can't use this feat while wearing heavy armor.
SPIRITED
CHARGE [GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are a powerful jouster, capable of unseating a rider or
trampling infantry.
Prerequisites:
Ride skill, Mounted
Combat, Ride-By

Prerequisites:

Attack.
Benefit:

When mounted and using the charge action,

you deal double damagewith a meleeweapon(or triple
damagewith a lance).
SPIRITUAL

MAGNET

Prerequisite:

Goblin Slayer,Rat Hacker,baseattack

bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: Creatures smaller than you gain no benefit
from the size difference when fighting you, losing their
Armor Classand attack bonuses against you.

[GENERAL]

Your presenceof spirit extends from the mortal world
into ethereal.
Benefit:

SPRITE FENDER [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Small creatures are no match for your keen eye and battle
prowess.

Cha 15+.

You have a +2 circumstance

bonus

to all your

dealings with spirits.

SPITTING COBRA [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Your fighting style is quick and mobile, relying on
intuition and speed, rather than strength.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, 6+ ranks in Tumble skill,
Alertness, Combat Reflexes, Dodge.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to your Initiative checks
and your dodge bonus increases to +2. If you perform a
quick strike,' you gain a +2 bonus to your attack roll, while
suffering a -2 penalty to damage.
Special: Youcan gain this feat twice.The secondtime,

you take this feat, all bonuses increaseto +3, but the
penalty to damage remains the same.

STEADY

CAPTAIN

[GENERAL]

You have earned the respect of your crew.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, 6+ ranks in Profession (sailor)
skill, Leadership.
Benefit: The crew of your ship gains a +2 competence
bonus to all Profession (sailor) checks whilst you remain
in command of the ship.
Special: You must have worked with the crew for at
least a month or they must know of your reputation as a
Captain to gain this bonus.
STEALTHY

[GENERAL]

You are elusive and hard to find, being able to hide from
site and avoid detection, even in daylight.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, 4+ ranks in Hide skill, 4+
ranks in Move Silently.
Benefit: You gain a +3 competence bonus to Hide

checksandMove Silently checks.

STEEL MIND [GENERAL]
You are not influenced

STOUT HEARTED [GENERAL]

easily, barring

your

mind

from

temptation.

You are strongly
is resistant

Prerequisites:

Wis 13+, Iron will.

Benefit:
You have a +3 bonus
against illusions and mind-affecting

Prerequisites:

to your saving
effects.

throws

Benefit:
shrug

You may pursue

Lightning

to flee your grasp.

Reflexes,

keep

him

in

if he moves again,
threatened
area.
STICKING

to resist

13+, good

of good.

effects
that

spirit

alignment.
bonus

of gaining

deal

Your

energy.

a +4 competence

any spells

STREETSMART

Str 13+, Int 13+, Expertise,
Improved
Trip, Improved
Unarmed
Strike,
Sticking,

Wrestler.

on saves

a negative

negative

to

level

levels.

your

threatened

area.

he has moved

[GENERAL,

[GENERAL]

You know people and you know the streets. You are not
easily tricked and you always know the right questions to
ask.

Benefit: When an opponent
moves out of your threatened area, you may immediately
make a Reflex save (DC
equal to opponent's
Dexterity
score). If successful,
you
may immediately
take a 5-foot step toward the opponent
to

Wis
You gain

cause

[GENERAL]

those who attempt

Prerequisites:
Grab,
Improved

to the

of negative

off the permanent

and

STICK WITH HIM

devoted

to the effects

twice

Effectively,
through

your

FIGHTER]

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus
checks and Innuendo
checks.

on all Gather

Information

STREETWISE
(UTY)
[GENERAL]
You intimately
know the physical geography,
important
figures, and power structures
(legal and criminal)
of a
particular city.
Benefit:
Choose a city when you gain this feat. When
attempting
skill rolls that have to do with this city,
you gain a + 2 circumstance
bonus. Some skills that can

Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Int 13+, Expertise,
Improved
Grab,
Improved
Trip, Improved
Unarmed
Strike,
Lightning
Reflexes, Wrestler.

benefit from this feat include: Bluff, Diplomacy,
Gather
Information,
Knowledge
(local history, etc.) and Spot.

Benefit:
You are trained
to read your foe's moves,
anticipating
his next action. You gain a +4 competence
bonus to all disarm, grapple, or trip attempts.

Special: you may gain this feat more than once. Its
effects do not stack. Each time you take this feat it applies
to a new city.

STOIC [GENERAL]
You rarely
from

show

others.

Prerequisite:
when

emotions.
a Sense

bonus

of

reactions
emotional

STONE

your true

Wis

13+.
a +3 circumstance
try

to

bonus

applies

check

against

dwarves

exuberance.

BONES

and

read

only

Your

well.

bonus
your

when

speed

punction

on

Bluff

reactions

another

or

initiates

you. You also get +1 circumchecks

other

Lastly,

mind-affecting

feelings

with

a blade

made

to influence

individuals

you gain
spells

who

dislike
to will
effects.

[GENERAL]

Your stout bones provide resistance

you

to kill

Cleave,

Power

Attack,

deliver

a coup

without

com-

base

attack

bonus

+6 or higher.
Benefit:
your

When

opponent

provoke

is not

an attack

allowed

de grace
a saving

to a helpless
throw,

nor

foe,

do you

of opportunity.

the

a +1 bonus
or spell-like

allows

or hesitation.

Prerequisites:

on Diplomacy

involving

intentions

gain
others

This
Motive

stance

saves

You

your true

concealing

You can hide

Benefit:
checks

STRENGTH OF ARMS [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
emotion,

to damage.

Prerequisites:
Con 13+, dwarf, Toughness.
Benefit: You gain Damage Reduction 2/-.

STRENGTH OF BLOOD [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
the strongest
of your race.
Prerequisites: Con 15+, Great Fortitude, Thick Skin,
Thick Skull,Toughness.
Benefit: Each level that you advance, you gain the
maximum hit points for your class.
Normal: A characterwithout this feat rolls a die of the
appropriate type each level, taking that roll for his hit
points.
You are among

STORM SENSE [GENERAL]
Through an unexplainable
sixth sense, and a familiarity
with nature, you can predict changes in the weather.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, 4+ ranks in Knowledge
(nature) skill or 4+ ranks in Wilderness
Lore skill.
Benefit:
By making
check, you can predict
12 hours.

a successful
the weather

Use of this feat is a standard

Knowledge
(nature)
patterns for the next
action.

STRENGTH OF THE HEART [GENERAL]
The strength of your
courage beyond

deity

resides

in you, giving

you

courage.

Benefit: You gain a +2 divine bonus against fear effects.
When facing overwhelming
odds (5 to 1 or more), this
bonus increases to +4.

SUNDER

STRENGTH OF PERSONALITY [GENERAL]
Your strong personality
gives a bonus to influence others.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Iron Will, character leveI5th+.
Benefit:
Charisma

You gain

a +2 competence

based ability checks

bonus

[GENERAL,

You are skilled
attempt to break

to all

and skill checks.

FIGHTER]

at striking
it.

Prerequisites:

an opponent's

OF THE STAG [GENERAL]

You gain short bursts of energy, allowing you to run and
fight longer than normal.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Great Fortitude.
Benefit:

Once

per

day, you

boost of energy. When
temporary
hit points
bonus. These temporary
point of Constitution.
Special:
You can

may

gain

a temporary

this feat is invoked, you gain 1d4
for each point of Constitution
hit points
gain

this

last for 10 minutes
feat

multiple

per

times.

Each time, you may use this feat an additional
time per
day. You may not take this feat more times that you have
points of Constitution
bonus.

STRONG SWIMMER [GENERAL]
You are a fast swimmer,
capable of incredible
bursts
speed.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, 8+ ranks in Swim skill.
Benefit:

With

a successful

of

strike

at an opponent's

STURDY BACK [GENERAL]
to pack well and carry a heavy load.
Str 13+, Con 13+.

effect on reduction
of movement
due to encumbrance
armor, which reduces your speed, normally.

by

FIST [GENERAL]

Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Wis 13+, Improved
Strike, base attack bonus +8 or higher.

Unarmed

Benefit: Declare that you are using the feat before making an attack roll (thus, a missed attack roll ruins the
attempt). It forces a foe damaged by your unarmed attack
to make a Fortitude saving throw (DC 10 + one-half the
character's
level + Wis modifier), in addition to dealing
damage normally. If the defender
fails his saving throw,
he is stunned for 1 round (until just before the character's
next action). A stunned character can't act and loses any
Dexterity bonus to Armor Class. Attackers get a +2 bonus
on attack

rolls

against

WEAPON

You have experienced

many

[GENERAL]

battles

against

wild animals

and vicious monsters that fight with claws and fangs.
You've learned a few special moves that allow you to
cripple a creature's natural attacks.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,4+ ranks in Knowledge (nature)
skill, 4+ ranks in Wilderness Lore skill, Power Attack,
Sunder
Benefit:

When

fighting

size that fights with natural

a creature
weapons,

of large or greater
such as

claws,abite

attack, or a bludgeoning tail, you may choose to partially
cripple one of those attacks. When you score a critical hit
against such a creature, you may choose to inflict a

-4 penalty to one of the creature'snatural attacksand a
-2 to its damage rather than deal extra damage. This
penalty lastsuntil the creatureis healedto its maximum
hit points.

a stunned

opponent.

SUPERIOR CLEAVE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You may make an additional attack with either hand
when following through with acleave.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Cleave, Power Attack, TwoWeaponFighting.
Benefit: When you drop anopponent,youmayfollow
through with your cleaveactionwith either your primary
attack

Benefit: When calculating
encumbrance,
count Heavy
loads as Medium, and Medium loads as Light. This has no

STUNNING

SUNDER NATURAL

weapon,

of opportunity.

Swim check, you may now

swim at one-half your speed as a move equivalent
action,
or your full speed as a full-round
action. You may use this
feat for a number of rounds equal to 3 + your Strength
bonus, before needing to rest for 1d4rounds.

You have trained
Prerequisites:

in an

Str 13+, Power Attack.

Benefit: When you

you do not provoke an attack

STRENGTH

weapon

You may

attempt a stunning
attack once per day for every four
levels attained, and no more than once per round.

or off-hand

attack.

SUPERIOR DISARM [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have mastered the art of disarming your foes.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+,Int 13+,Expertise, Improved
Disarm.
Benefit: When you successfully disarm an opponent,
you may immediately take an attack of opportunity
against the same opponent.
SUPERIOR DODGE [GENERAL]
Prerequisites:
Dex 17+, Dodge, Improved Dodge,
Lightning Reflexes.
Benefit: Your dodge bonus increases by a cumulative
+4.

SUPERIOR FEINT [GENERAL]
You can misdirect opponents with effortless and elegant
combat moves.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+, Int 13+, 6+ ranks in Bluff,

Combat Reflexes,Dodge, Improved Feint, base attack
bonus +6 or higher.

Benefit: When you use the Bluff skill to feint in
combat,you may do soasamove-equivalentaction.
Normal: Using the Bluff skill to feint is a standard
action.
SUPERIOR FINESSE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You deal extra damage with light weapons because you
know how to cut with it.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+, 1nt 13+, Expertise, Weapon
Finesse (any)
Benefit: Choose any weapon you have the Weapon
Finesse feat with. You may add your Dexterity bonus to
damage instead of your Strength modifier.

SUPERIOR HELMSMAN [GENERAL]
Having spent a great deal of time piloting ships, you can
feel each twist of the rudder and every flap of the sail
almost as if it were your own body. The ship becomes an
extension of yourself whenever you take the wheel and
you are able to turn it about at great speed.
Prerequisites:
Knowledge (seamanship)6 ranks.

Benefit: When either at the wheel or rudder of a ship,
you are able to make very fast turns that can throw an
enemycompletely off guard.Any ship you control gains
a+1competencebonusto its Maneuverability.

SUPERIOR SNEAK ATTACK [GENERAL]
Your understanding of anatomy allows you to make fatal
sneak attacks.
Prerequisites:

Alertness,Improved SneakAttack,base

attack bonus +8 or higher.
Benefit: Your bonus for sneak attacks increases by one
die type. If your original sneak attack damage is d4s,
it now increases to d8s, d6s to d10s, and so on. You cannot
go beyond d12 with this feat.
SUPERIOR TOUGHNESS [GENERAL]
Your resilience is exceptional.
Prerequisites:
Con 17+, Improved Toughness,
Toughness.
Benefit: Yougain +8hit points.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
SUPERIOR TWO-WEAPON
[GENERAL,

FIGHTING

FIGHTER]

Youcan fight with a larger weaponthan normal in your
off-hand.
Prerequisites:
Str 15+, Dex 15+, Ambidexterity,
Improved Two-Weapon Fighting, Two-Weapon Fighting,
base attack bonus +10 or higher.
Benefit: You may use a medium weapon in your
off-hand asthough it were a light weapon.
Normal: Fighting with a medium weapon in an offhand incurs a -2 penalty to hit with both the primary
and off-hand attacks.
SUPPRESS CORRUPTION EFFECT [GENERAL]
You can ignore the effects corruption penalties.
Prerequisites:

Wis 13+,Iron will, anyone corruption

penalty.
Benefit: You can ignore anyone corruption penalty
suffered asa result of a feat.
SURE AIM [GENERAL]

By taking your time aiming, you can secure
amore preciserangedattack.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, base attack
bonus of +3 or higher.
Benefit: For every consecutive standard
action spent doing nothing other than
aiming at a single target, you receive a +1
bonus to your next attack roll with a ranged
weapon. A maximum bonus of
+3 may be gained in this way.
This feat may only be used in
conjunction with ranged weapons
of your size class or larger.

SURVIVAL
INSTINCTS
[GENERAL]
when the end of time comes, you will be one of the last
people standing.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to Fortitude savesand a
+2 to all Wilderness Lore checks.

Special: While occupying the same square as another
creature, you are still vulnerable to flanking attacks and
other hazards. If two enemiesflank your position, both
you and your ally are considered flanked. No more than
two people may ever share a space,no matter how many
have this feat.

SUSTAINED TURNING [GENERAL]
Your faith is so strong, you may keep undead at bay twice
aslong as normal.
Prerequisites: Cha 15+, Extra Turning, ability to Turn
Undead.
Benefit: Undead that you turn, remain turned
for twice as long as normal. As such, you roll 4d6 to
determine the duration of your turn attempts.

SURGE [GENERAL]
Your constitution allows you to display short bursts of
energy.
Prerequisite:
Improved Initiative.
Benefit: At any point in combat, you may increase your
current initiative check by +5. After taking an action with
your augmented initiative, subtract -15 from your new
initiative check.
You may use this ability when making an initiative
check in order to take advantage of it on your first action.
You can use this ability a number of times per combat
equal to 1 + your Constitution bonus (if any).
SURVIVALIST

[GENERAL]

You can live off the land, expertly finding
in any terrain.
Benefit:

sustenance

You gain a +4 bonus to any Wilderness Lore

checks to get along in the wild. 'Getting along in the wild'
is defined as hunting and foraging for food while in
the wild.
SWARM

ATTACK

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You can fight well in close quarters, overwhelming your
enemies with sheer numbers.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, must be Fine, Diminutive,
Tiny, or Small.
Benefit: You may occupy the same spaceasan ally who
is small or smaller. You can take all actions as normal
when sharing a space, such as attacking, casting spells,

or using skills. In

addition,

the

ally who sharesyour space

may also act normally. For example, you may both attack
the same target, or you may cast a spell at one enemy
while your ally attacks someone else.
Normal: You cannot share the same space with
anyoneelsewho is not dead, unconscious, or otherwise
incapacitated.

SWIFT

REBUKE

[GENERAL]

With a single thought, you can force unwanted spirits
away.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, Extra Turning, ability to
rebuke spirits.
Benefit:
You can rebuke spirits as a free action,
suffering a -4 penalty to both the rebuke check and the
damage roll. Youcan still only makeone rebukeattempt

per round and this feat only applies to actually rebuking
spirits, not using another spirit feat.
SWORD BREAKER [GENERAL]
You have trained to strike at swords, shields, and specific
items held or worn by foes.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Power Attack, Sunder.
Benefit:

When

in your opponent's

possession, you gain a +4 competence

bonus to all Strength
TACTICIAN

a weapon, shield, or any item

attacking

checks.

[GENERAL]

You are quick on your feet, thinking and acting in
tandem.
Prerequisites: Dex 15+,Wis 13+,CombatReflexes.
Benefit: Instead of making an initiative check, you
replacethe 1d20roll with your baseattack bonus,adding
your Dexterity modifier and any appropriate bonuses.
TACTICAL

LEADERSHIP

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, 8+ ranks in Tumble skill,
Avoidance, Dodge, Expertise, Evasion, Know Terrain,
Mobility, Spring Attack.
Benefit: By taking amoveequivalentactionto instruct
an ally, you can share the benefits of the Avoidance
and Know Terrain feats for a number of rounds equal to
1 + your Wisdom bonus (if any).
TAKE 'EM ALIVE [GENERAL,
You can attack an opponent,
without penalty.

FIGHTER]
dealing subdual

damage

You may use any weaponyou are proficient
with to strike atargetfor subdualdamagewithout penalty.
Normal: A charactercanuseameleeweaponthat deals
Benefit:

normal damage to deal subdual damage, suffering a -4
penalty on the attack roll.

TAIL ATTACK [GENERAL]
Your tail is long, supple, and strong, allowing you to lash
at enemies with it.
Prerequisite: Usable Tail
Benefit: In addition to your normal attack, you gain an
additional unarmed attack when using the full-attack
action. Make this attack at your highest baseattack bonus
-4. You deal normal unarmed damage, though you halve
your Strength bonus to damage asper a standard off-hand
attack.
Normal: Without this feat, you cannot normally make
attacks with your tail.
Special: You may attack with your tail in place of your
normal attacks. When you do so, resolve an unarmed
attack asnormal. You do not receive the -4 penalty to your
tail attack when using it in this manner.

TAIL SWEEP [GENERAL]
You can snap at your opponent's legs with your tail,
tangling them up and sending him crashing to the
ground.
Prerequisite: Tail Attack.
Benefit: You gain the benefit of the Improved Trip feat
when making attacks with your tail. When you trip an
opponent with your tail, you may use one of your other
attack methods, such as a melee weapon or other natural
attack, to make the attack granted by this feat.
Normal: Making a trip attack uses one of your regular
attacks.
Special: Normally, if you use Improved Trip with a
weapon you then use that weapon to make the attack
granted by Improved Trip. This feat allows you to trip
someone with your tail and then follow up with a
different attack form.

TANDEM FIGHTING [GENERAl, FIGHTER]
You are skilled at fighting alongside other skilled
warriors, and you are more effective in combat when
coordinatingyour attacksagainstasingleopponent.
Prerequisites:
Back-to-Back,baseattack bonus +3 or
higher.
Benefit: When you are adjacent to an ally who also has
the Tandem Fighting feat, you gain a +1 circumstance
bonus on attack and damage rolls against foes that you
both threaten.

Benefit: In combat, you can throw off your opponent's
guard by delivering a devastating insult that enrages him.
Make a Charisma check opposed by your opponent's
Willpower saving throw. If you succeed, your opponent
gains a +1 morale bonus to attack, and a -1 morale penalty
to his armor class as he wildly attacks you. If you are not
in melee with your opponent, he ignores all other targets
to attack you. This counts as a mind-influencing effect.
You must speak in a language that your target understands for this to work.
Special: If you have 5 or more ranks of Bluff or
Perform, you gain a +2 synergy bonus to your Charisma
check when using this feat.

TERTIARY DOMAIN [GENERAL]
Your devotion to your order grants you the power to tap
deep into the tenets of your faith.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, Skill Focus (knowledge:
religion), cleric leveI1st+.
Benefit: You gain a third domain.

THICK HIDE [GENERAL]
You are much more resistant to extreme temperatures.
Benefit: You receive a +4 bonus to Fortitude saves
made to resist subdual damage from exposure to very hot
(over 90° Fahrenheit) or very cold (below 40 degrees
Fahrenheit) environments.
Special: You must choose whether you receive the
bonus against hot or cold weather when you take this feat.
You may take this feat more than once in order to gain
a bonus against both hot and cold conditions.

THICK SKIN [GENERAL]
You are much tougher than normal.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+,Toughness.
Benefit: You gain a +1 natural armor bonus.
Special: Your skin is obviously tough, weathered or
scarred, and people who know what to look for (Spot
check, DC 15) realize you have this feat.
THICK SKUll [GENERAL]
You are astough asthey come.
Prerequisites:
Con 15+,Thick Skin.
Benefit: You gain damage reduction 1/-.

TIGER WATCHES FROM THE GRASS STRIKE
TAUNT [GENERAL]
You have a wicked senseof humor and can come up with
scathing, incisive jibes at the drop of a hat. Most people
are leery of getting on your bad side, though sometimes
you have to hold your tongue in order to avoid getting in
trouble with those in power.
Prerequisite: Cha 13+

[GENERAL]
You can hold an opponent at bay,while fighting another.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+, Eagle Claw Strike, Improved
Unarmed Strike, base attack bonus +8 or higher.
Benefit: Declare that you are using the feat before you
make your attack roll. If you successfully strike your
opponent with an unarmed strike, he must make a Reflex
save(DC 10 + 1/,your level + Wis modifier). In addition to

suffering normal damage, if the defender fails his saving
throw, he is considered
flat footed for this strike, losing
his Dexterity
bonus to AC. You may attempt
a tiger
watches from the grass strike once per day for every four
levels you have attained,
and no more than once per
round.

TOO TOUGH TO DIE [GENERAL]
You are incredibly

tough.

You can survive

terrible

wounds

that would kill lesser men.
Prerequisite: Toughness.
Benefit: When reduced to less than 0 hit points,
you have a 20% chance per round of stabilizing. You also
have a 20%chance of becoming conscious after stabilizing
due to outside help, such as a cure spell or a successful
Heal check. If you stabilize on your own and are left to
fend for yourself, you have a 20% each hour of regaining
consciousness.
In addition,

hit points
ness.

you

have

natUrally

a 20% chance

to begin

each day after regaining

recovering
conscious-

Normal: Characters without
this feat have a 10%
to stabilize, regain consciousness, and begin

chance

healing naturally.

such as Weapon Focus or Weapon Finesse to enhance
these

attacks.

Any

time

you select a feat that requires you

to select a specific weapon to work with it, you may

chooseeither your bite or your claw attacks in placeof
aweapon.

TORTURER [GENERAL]
You know how to use various implements of pain, such
asthe rack,thumbscrewsand other devices to extract
information from captives. Your methods are rarely
pretty, but they are quite effective. With enough time,
you can make almost anyone talk.
Prerequisite:
4+ ranks in Intimidate skill, any nongood alignment.
Benefit: If you have the proper tools at hand you may
use your Intimidate skill to extract information from
an unwilling captive. For every ten minutes you spend
working on a captive, he sustains 1d6 points of damage.
In addition, both you and the victim must make opposed
Will checks. If the victim fails, he truthfully answers one
specific question you pose to him. For every ten minutes
of torture beyond the first, the victim sustains a -2
circumstance penalty to his save.Proper tools can include
anything from an elaborate rack to a burning torch
applied to a victim's bare feet.

TOOTH AND NAIL [GENERAL]
You have wicked claws and sharp fangs that allow you to
tear and rend your opponents. Even when unarmed you
are a dangerous
Prerequisite:
select

foe.

You must have your DM's approval to

feat. Not every race has the potential
to
develop fangs and claws.
Benefit:
Depending
on your size, you deal normal
damage with your unarmed attacks. You can attack with
tWo

this

claws

action.

You

and a bite attack when you use the full
may

also

use

these

traits

to attack

attack

with

your

free hands and bite in addition
to an attack with a weapon.
You must designate your bite, claws, or other attack as
your primary
attack.
You make this attack at -2 to hit,
while

the rest of your

TABLE 2-12:

Size
Tiny.
Small
Medium
Large
Huge
Gargantuan
Colossal

attacks

are at -5.

Claws
ld2
ld3
ld4
ld6
2d4
2d6
2d8

sharp enough to harm others.
feat gives you no further

fighting

defensively,

FIGHTER]
you are difficult

to subdue,

parrying, striking, and moving with the utmost efficiency.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Dodge, Defensive Fighter.
Benefit: You gain an additional +1 dodge bonus to your
Armor Class when fighting defensively, taking a full
defenseaction or using the Expertise feat. In addition,
you cannot be flanked. However, you mayonly takea
5-foot step.
Normal:

As astandardaction,the

character

cansimply

defend himself. The character cannot perform any actions
other than moving his speed,but gains a +4 dodge bonus
to his Armor Class for 1 round.

saving throw, you may fall prone into a meditative
trance.Duringthistimeyoumaytake noactionsandare

Normal: Most humanoids do not gain additional claw
and bite attacks, as their teeth and nails are not normally
Special: If you already have a bite and claw

When

TOXIN PURGE [GENERAL]
Through sheerwill and meditation, you can alter your
metabolismandpurgevenom in your blood.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+,Wis 13+,6+ranks in Concentration skill, GreatFortitude,Iron will.
Benefit: If you are poisoned and have failed your

SIZE AND DAMAGE

Bite
ld2
ld3
ld4
ld6
2d4
2d6
2d8

TOTAL DEFENSE [GENERAl,

attack,

this

bonus. You may choose feats

consideredhelpless.When the time comesto make the
secondarysavingthrow againstthe poison,you may add
your ranks in Concentrationand your Wisdom bonus to
your FortitUde saving throw.
Special:
Monks may take

this feat by meeting the

following prerequisites; Wis 13+, Iron will.

TOUGHNESS

[GENERAL]

You are hardier
the heaviest

than

most,

being

able

to withstand

even

blow.

Benefit:

You gain

+3 hit points.

Special:

You may

gain

this

feat multiple

times.

TRACK

[GENERAL]
You can track your prey across most any terrain,
your understanding
of wilderness
to guide you.

using

You move at half normal speed (or at normal speed with
a -5 penalty on the check). The DC depends
on the
and the prevailing

If you
1 hour

Benefit: To find tracks or to follow them for one mile
requires a Wilderness
Lore check. You must make another
wilderness
Lore check every time the tracks become
difficult to follow, such as when other tracks cross them
or when the tracks backtrack and diverge.

surface

Poor visibility:**
Overcast or moonless night
+6
Moonlight
+3
Fog or precipitation
+3
Tracked party hides trail (and moves at half speed)
+5
*For a group of mixed sizes, apply only the modifier for
the largest size category.
**Apply only the largest modifier from this category.

conditions:

Normal:
Search

TRACKING

SURFACE

Surface
Very soft
Soft
Firm
Hard

A character

skill

DC
5
10
15
20

to find

You are trained

Very Soft Ground:
that

Soft Ground:
but

Any

firmer

creature

When

If you knock

down

hoof

against

attack

on attack

Most

fields,

dirty

woods,

indoor

floors).

The

branches,
partial

mud

surfaces

(thick

of

hair)

leave

but

to pressure,

in which

as

soft or

very

dirty
traces

only

or

dusty

(broken

occasional

fall into
obscured

as bare
this

rock

category,

or washed

marks,

TABLE 2-14:

Any

displaced
TRACKING

surface

that

doesn't

hold

floors.

Most

or indoor
since

any footprints

away. The

creature

footprints

at

streambeds

left behind
leaves

only

are
traces

pebbles).
CONDITIONS

Condition
DC Modifier
Every three creatures
in the group

AND MODIFIERS
being

tracked

Size of creature or creatures being tracked:*
Fine
Diminutive
Tiny
Small
Medium-size
Large
Huge
Gargantuan
Colossal
Every 24 hours since the trail was made
Every hour of rain since the trail was made
Fresh snow cover since the trail was made

after

feat

can

follow

use

tracks

the
if the

attempt

target

may

the target,
the
rolls

into

Mounted

to overrun

an opponent

not

to avoid

your

target,
against

combat.
Combat.

choose
mount

may

gaining

the

prone

make

you.
one

standard

targets.

[GENERAL]
skilled trap builder.

Prerequisite:
Dex 15+.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus
and Disable Device checks.

to all Craft (trap making)

You are a master

of fancy shooting,

Benefit:
You gains a +4 competence
bonus to attack
rolls and skill checks whenever
you attempt a trick shot.
A trick shot is defined as any attack that does not deal
damage to a living target such as disarming
someone
at
a distance

or severing

a rope.

The DC for each is determined
never be less than 20.

TRICK SHOT (FIREARMS)
-1
+8
+4
+2
+1
0
-1

-2
-4
-8
+1
+1
+10

using bows.

Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Martial Weapon Proficiency
(any bow), Point Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Weapon Focus
(any bow).

or

footprints.

Hard Ground:

retry

the

(such

some

leaves

can

of searching.

TRICK SHOT (ARCHERy) [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

surfaces

or exceptionally

rugs,

might

dust,

footprints.

outdoor

the like)

thick

of footprints.

snow,

shallow

normal

snow,
to yield

or fresh

but

and

creature
tufts

all, such

(scuff

soft enough

frequent

Ground:

lawns,

wet

(fresh
impressions

horse

skill,

you
the

TRAPMASTER

clear

this

but can only

your

Ride

mounted,

+4 bonus

surface

deep,

surface

than
leaves

Firm

Any

holds

you

(indoors)

without

tracks,

to drive

Prerequisites:

You are a highly
wet mud)

check,

TRAMPLE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

Benefit:

AND DIFFICULTY

Lore

or 10 minutes

DC is 10 or less.

while
TABLE 2-13:

fail a Wilderness
(outdoors)

by the DM, but should

[GENERAL, FIGHTER]

You are a master

of fancy shooting,

Prerequisites:
(renaissance),

Dex
Point

using firearms.

15+, Exotic Weapon
Proficiency
Blank
Shot,
Precise
Shot,

Sharpshooter.
Benefit:
You gains a +4 competence
bonus to attack
rolls and skill checks whenever
you attempt a trick shot.
A trick shot is defined as any attack that does not deal
damage to a living target such as disarming
someone
at
a distance or severing a rope.
The DC for each is determined
never be less than 20.

by the DM, but should

TRUE ALCHEMIST
[GENERAL]
Your study of alchemy is not for gain, but for understanding. You know things about the elements that would curl
the hairs of even the bravest mages.
Prerequisites: Int 15+,Wis 15+,4+ ranks in Alchemy
Benefit: Whenever you must make an Alchemy check,
roll1d20 tWice, taking the better result. Ifboth dice are a
natural 1, your alchemical concoction goes off, producing
its effect immediately and with maximum results (at the
DM's discretion).

TRUE ASTROLOGER [GENERAL]
You have learned to read the arcanebeyond the scope
of normal knowledge. Your understanding of the stars
givesyou insight into the mysteriesthat few know.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+, Wis 15+, 4+ ranks in
Knowledge(arcana)
Benefit: Whenever you must make a Knowledge
(arcana)check, roll1d20 tWice,taking the better result.
If both dice are a natural 1, you gain a glimpse of something terrifying and wrong about the universe (at the
DM's discretion).

TWIN SHOT [GENERAl.

FIGHTER]

You can fire tWo weapons at once, one in each hand.
Prerequisite:
Ambidexterity.
Benefit: You may simultaneously use any pistol or
crossbow of one size class less or smaller than yourself in
each hand. Each weapon suffers a -2 penalty on its attack
roll.

TWO--WEAPON

DEFENSE [GENERAl.

FIGHTER]

You can attack and defend with a weapon in each hand.
You can fight defensively while still making your normal
attacks each round.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+,Two-WeaponFighting.
Benefit:

penalty for fighting defensivelywhile

Your

fighting with tWo weapons is reduced by 4, but you still
gain a +2 dodge bonus to your AC for the round.
Special: The Ambidexterity feat increases
the dodge
bonus to +4. You can only use this feat if you wield a
weapon in each hand.

TWO-WEAPON FIGHTING [GENERAl. FIGHTER]
You can fight well with tWo weapons.
Benefit: The penalties for fighting with tWo weapons
are reduced by 2.
TUNNEL
FIGHTER
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are especially adept at battling creatures smaller than
yourself.

Base Reflex save +4 or higher, base

Prerequisites:

attack bonus +4 or higher.
Benefit: When fighting a creaturesmaller than yourself, you gain a +2 bonus on your attack rolls.

TURN OUTSIDER [SPECIAL]
As your church is devoted to protecting
material

plane,

Prerequisite:
Benefit:

the prime

you mayturn or rebukeOutsiders.
Wis 15+.

You may turn

or rebuke Outsidersasthough

they were undead with +4 turn resistance. Doing sois still

TWO-HANDED
FIGHTER]

POWER ATTACK [GENERAl.

By wielding a weapon in tWo hands, you may increase the
damage you deal in combat.
Prerequisites:
Str 15+,PowerAttack.
Benefit: When using a melee weapon in tWo hands in
conjunction with the Power Attack feat, you may double

the penaltyto the attackroll andthus doublethe bonusto
the damageroll.

TWO-HANDED POWER STRIKE
[GENERAl. FIGHTER]
You deal extra damage with a tWo-handed weapon, having
learned to use the weapon's weight and momentum to
your advantage.
Prerequisites:
Str 15+,PowerAttack.
Benefit: You may add tWice your Strength bonus to
damage when using a tWo-handed melee weapon with
both hands.
Normal: A character adds one and a half times his
Strength bonus to damage with a tWo-handed weapon.

considered

a turn

attempt for the day.

TWELVE DRAGON FIST [GENERAL]
You havelearnedto harnessthe power inside to deliver
powerful unarmedstrikes.
Dex 13+, Improved Unarmed
Strike,
bonus +6 or higher.
If you successfully
strike your opponent with

Prerequisites:
base

attack

Benefit:
an unarmed

strike, roll tWo

dice,taking the better result.

TYPHOON ATTACK [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Byjumping head-longinto battle, you can strike multiple
opponentsat once.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, 6+ ranks in Jump skill,
4+ ranks in Tumble Skill, Combat Reflexes.
Benefit: In order to use this feat, you must be
unarmed, fighting with tWo weapons,or carry a double
weapon, such asa staff. While charging, if you successfully
strike your opponent, you may immediately make another
attack

at your highestbaseattack bonus againsta second

opponent within the threatened area.

Youmay not take a 5-foot after making the first attack.

TYRANT [GENERAL]

Benefits:
This feat allows you to attract a sizable horde
of evil humanoids.
However, you must constantly
strive
to maintain your command
over these followers, as you
lead more out of a sense of fear and a promise ofloot than
any sense of loyalty.

You are adept at bullying evil creatures into following you.
You possess the brutal charisma that evil humanoids
seek
in leaders, and can recruit a horde of followers
from
amongst ores, goblins, giants, and other evil races. Unlike
characters
strength,

with the Leadership
feat, you rely on brutal
threats, and an iron-fisted
rule to maintain

Tyrant
his level
modifiers.

a hold over your followers.
Prerequisites:

TABLE 2-15:

evil alignment.

LeveI6th+,

TYRANT

Tyrant
Score

III

114

Less than 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
+1
TABLE 2-16:

1
1
1
1
2
4
8
12
16
20
24
32
40
60
80
100
110
120
130
140
240
300
360
440
540
+100

TYRANT

1
2
4
6
8
10
12
16
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
100
120
150
180
220
270
+50

-

Number

of Followers

3

4

5

6

7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
3
5
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
+5

-

-

-

1
3
5
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
+5

-

-

1
3
5
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
+5

1
3
5
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
+5

1
3
5
6
8
10
15
20
+5

1
3
5
6
8
10
+5

1
3
5
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
50
60
75
90
110
135
+25

Tyrant Modifier

Events
Victory over enemy army
Tyrant defeated
in personal

Tyrant Modifier
+4

Unsuccessful
Village looted
City looted
Tyrant defeats
Tyrant's horde
Tyrant's horde

combat

army

coup

tribal leader in combat
actively campaigning
inactive

-

2

of
Cruelty
Success
in Combat
Magical power
Working with demons
or devils
Losing Battles
Restraining
looting or pillaging
Mercy

by entire

by CR

1

MODIFIERS

The Tyrant Has a Reputation

Defeated

Score: A character's
Tyrant score is equal to
plus the higher of his Strength
or Charisma

+2
+1
+1
+1
-1
-1

-2

-6
-8
-2
+4
+6
+1
+2
-4

-

Number of Followers by CR: You can control up to a
number of creatures of each Challenge Rating listed for
your Tyrant Score.It's possible to lead more creatures than
this, but doing so has a negative effect on your followers'
morale. The creatures attracted to your horde are
unclassed monsters native to the region in which you
recruit. It takes 1 week and 50 gp in supplies to attract 100
monsters to your banner. At the DM's option, he may
require you to role-play negotiations with humanoid
tribes or defeat tribal champions in combat to earn the
monsters' respect.
Of course, the DM has final say as to whether enough
monsters live in a region to create a horde.
whenever your horde enters combat, each unit under
your command that is not within your or a trusted
lieutenant's line of sight must make a will savewith a DC
equal to your current Tyrant score. If the unit succeeds,
it flees from combat or cowers at the edge of the combat
zone, seeking a chance to loot but avoiding any direct
fighting.
You may attempt to rein in a horde larger than the one
you can control given your current Tyrant Score. Look up
the highest Tyrant Score you would need to control your
horde. Subtract your current Tyrant Score from this value,
and use the resulting value as a bonus to your followers'
will saveto avoid combat at the beginning of a battle.
Example: Lord Tylar the Fat has a Tyrant Score of 15.
He leads 80 kobolds, 36 orcs, 12 gnolls, and 22 ogres.
Normally, a character with aTyrant Score of 15 could only
command 10 ogres. Tylar would need a Tyrant Score of
at least 18 to command the ogres without problem.
The minimum score of 18 minus Tylar's current score
gives a result of 3. Whenever Tylar's horde must enter
combat when not under his or one of his officer's direct
observation, they receive a +3 bonus to its will save to
avoid combat.
If you command more than your maximum number of
more than one creature type, find the Tyrant Score you
would need to control the entire horde. Subtract your
current score from this score to compute your horde's
will savebonus.

ULTIMATE

FEINT [GENERAL]
Your ability to deceive combatants is unparalleled.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+, Int 13+, 6+ ranks in Bluff,
Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Improved Feint, Superior Feint,
base attack bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: When you use the Bluff skill to feint in
combat, you may do so as a free action.
Normal: Using the Bluff skill to feint is a standard
action.

ULTIMATE TOUGHNESS [GENERAL]
Your resilience is exceptional.
Prerequisites:
Con 19+, Improved Toughness,
Superior Toughness, Toughness
Benefit: You gain +12 hit points.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
USABLE

TAIL [GENERAL]

You have developed
excellentstrengthandflexibility in
your tail. You can use it to grasp objects and perform some
simple tasks.
Prerequisite: You must belong to a species that has
a tail, such astroglodytes or Neslikaar.
Benefit: You may pick up and carry objects using
your tail at half your Strength. You may use your tail to
complete skill checks, such asDisable Device or Craft at a
-4 circumstance penalty.
Normal:

You normally must have your handsfree in

order to complete most tasks and skill checks.
UNARMORED
[GENERAL,

DEFENSE

FOCUS

FIGHTER]

Your ability to defend yourself while unarmored is
improved.
Prerequisite:
UnarmoredDefenseProficiency.
Benefits: The bonus to your AC granted by the
Unarmored Defense Proficiency feat is replaced with the
following chart:
TABLE 2-17:

UNARMORED

DEFENSE

Focus

level

Bonus

level

Bonus

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

+0
+1
+1
+2
+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+8
+8
+9
+9
+10

Special: This bonusis appliedevenwhen you are
caught flat-footed or denied your Dex modifier to your
AC. This bonus is an increase to the character's base AC
and thus is not named.
UNARMORED
DEFENSE
[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]

MASTERY

You function with near perfection when unarmored.
Prerequisites:

UnarmoredDefenseFocus,Unarmored

Defense Proficiency, Unarmored Defense Specialization.
Benefits:
The bonus to your AC grantedby the
Unarmored Defense Proficiency feat is replaced with the
chart on the following page:

TABLE 2-18:

UNARMORED

DEFENSE

MASTERY

level
Bonus
level
Bonus
1
+1
11
+11
2
+2
12
+12
3
+3
13
+13
4
+4
14
+14
5
+5
15
+15
6
+6
16
+16
7
+7
17
+17
8
+8
18
+18
9
+9
19
+19
10
+10
20
+20
Special: This bonus is applied even when you are
caught flat-footed or denied your Dex modifier to your
AC. This bonus is an increase to the character's base AC
and thus is not named.

TABLE

2-20:

level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Special:

UNARMORED

Bonus
+0
+1
+2
+3
+3
+4
+5
+6
+6
+7

DEFENSE

SPECIALIZATION

level
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Bonus
+8
+9
+9
+10
+11
+12
+12
+13
+14
+15

This bonus is applied even when you are

caught flat-footed or denied your Dex modifier to your
AC. This bonus is an increase to the character's base AC
and thus is not named.
UNCANNY

ALERTNESS

[GENERAL]

You are sharp and attentive, always ready for action. .
Prerequisites:

UNARMORED DEFENSE PROFICIENCY
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You have a generalknack for protecting yourself when
unarmored.
Benefits: YourbaseAC (normallya 10)is increasedby
a bonus determined by your level when you are unarmored. This bonus does not stack with any armor bonuses granted by armor. when wearing armor this bonus is
not applied.
TABLE

2-19:

level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Special:

UNARMORED

DEFENSE

PROFICIENCY

Bonus

level

Bonus

+0
+1
+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
+3
+3
+3

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

+4
+4
+4
+5
+5
+5
+6
+6
+6
+7

Improved Initiative, Iron will.

Benefit: After making an Initiative check, you may
immediately reroll your check. You must accept the
second check, no matter the outcome.

UNDERWATER COMBAT [GENERAL]
You can fight well underwater, moving with the ebb and
flow of the ocean.
Prerequisite:
Dex 13+.

Benefit: When fighting underwater, you suffer a -2
penalty to Initiative checksand attack rolls. In addition,
you receivea -2 penalty to damagewhen using slashing
or bludgeoning weapons.
Normal: A characterfighting underwater suffersa -4
penalty to Initiative checksand attack rolls. In addition,
using a slashing or bludgeoning weapons incurs a -4
penalty to damagerolls.

UNRELENTING WILL [GENERAL]
Go without food or water for much longer than the
average
adventurer.
Prerequisite:
Endurance.
Benefit: You gain a +8 bonus to resist the effects of
starving or thirst.

This bonus is applied even when you are

caught flat-footed or denied your Dex modifier to your
AC. This bonus is an increase to the character's base AC
and thus is not named.

UNARMORED DEFENSE SPECIALIZATION
[GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You function with near perfection when unarmored.
Prerequisites:

UNYIELDING
AURA [GENERAL]
Those who follow you are guided by your strength of
personalityand courage.
Prerequisites: Cha 13+,Leadership.
Benefit: All cohortsandfollowers within 30ft. of your
locationgain a+1moralebonusto all attackrolls, damage,
andsavingthrows.

UnarmoredDefenseFocus,Unarmored

Defense Proficiency.

Benefits: The bonusto your character'sAC grantedby
the Unarmored Defense Proficiency feat is replaced with
the following chart:

VISIONARY [GENERAL]
You have sight beyond normal vision, allowing you to see
what is not there.
Prerequisite: Wis 17+.

Benefit:

Selectone 1st-leveldivination spell.The spell

is chosen when this feat is taken and cannot be changed.
You may cast this spell, at will, asa sorcerer equal to your
character level. You do not spend time preparing this
spell. This is a spell-like ability.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The
effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, you may
select another 1st level divination spell.

VENGEFUL STRIKE [GENERAL]
You may deal one final strike before your death.
Prerequisites: Con 13+, Iron Will, character level
7th+.
Benefit: Once per day, when you are reduced to 0 or
fewer hit points, but not below -10, you may immediately
take one last partial action. You may not use this ability in
response to spells that instantly destroy your character,
such as disintegrate or any other spell that kills without
dealing damage.

VERTICAL WALK [GENERAL]
You can walk short distances on vertical surfaces.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+,Dodge,monk leveI6th+.
Benefit: Each round, you may walk up to 10 ft. on a
vertical surface, before landing on the ground again. This
10 ft. may be horizontal or vertical, so long as you do not
exceed your basemovement for the round. Moving across
avertical surface provokes an attack of opportunity, just as
any horizontal surface does.
VISIONS OF LIVES PAST [GENERAL]
You have constant visions of your past life,
drawing upon knowledge you should not
have.
Benefit:

Onceper day,you may gain

a single +5 circumstance bonus to any
single ability check, skill check,
saving throw, attack roll, or damage
roll. You must declare that you are
using this feat before making your roll.

WALL FIGHTER [GENERAl,

FIGHTER]

You are an expert climber, capableof scaling walls and
eluding pursuers.
Dex 13+,Expert Climber.
You may climb at your normal movement rate

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

while still maintaining
WAR

your Dexterity

COLLEGE [GENERAL,

bonus to AC.

FIGHTER]

Your formal training with a blade allows you to attack
unwary opponents with deft precision.
Prerequisites:
Int 15+, Academy,Warrior General,
base attack bonus +8 or higher.

Benefit: You gain the ability to sneak attack asa rogue,
dealing an extra +2d6 damage, with any melee weapon
with which you are proficient. However, unlike a rogue,
your ability is based on intelligence and planning. You
cannot sneak attack opponents with a higher Intelligence
score than you.
This bonus stacks with other sneak attack damage, so
long asthe conditions are met.
Special: This feat does not affect aberrations,
constrUcts, dragons, elementals, oozes, outsiders, plants,
undead, and creatures immune to critical hits.

WARRIOR GENERAL [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Your mental acumen off-sets your opponent's brute force.
Prerequisites: Int 13+,base attack bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit: When fighting an opponent whose Intelligence
score is lower than yours, you may add your Intelligence

bonus to your melee attack roll, in addition to Strength
and other modifiers. In addition, when making a ranged
strike against a flat-footed opponent up to 30 ft., your
damage increasesby your Intelligence modifier.
Special: This feat does not affect aberrations,
constructs, dragons, elementals, oozes, outsiders, plants,
undead, vermin and creatures immune to critical hits.

WATER

COMBAT

[GENERAL]

You can swim very well, fighting effectively underwater.
Prerequisites: Dex 15+,4+ ranks in Swim skill.
Benefit: You can attack without penalty with apiercing
weapon underwater. You may also attack with a thrusting
or bludgeoning weapon,but incur the -2 penalty to hit
and damage normally associatedwith thrusting weapons.
WEAPON

CATCHING

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You can catch your opponent's weapon with the lip of
your shield, disarming him in the process.
Prerequisites: Dex 13+, Shield Proficiency.
Benefit: When an opponent attacks you with a natural
1 on his attack roll, you may attempt to catchhis weapon
with the rim of your shield, provided you are wielding a
shieldlargerthanabuckler.Make a contested Dexterity
check againstyour opponent,adding 1/2
your baseattack
bonus to your check, but his. If successful, your opponent
is disarmed and the weapon is either stuck in your shield
or on the ground within 5 ft. of you.
Whether or not you are successful, the shield 1 point of
damage

that

bypasses

its hardness.

WEAPON CONTROL [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
It is difficult to disarmyou or attack your weapons.
Prerequisites: Int 13+,Expertise.
Benefit: When an opponent attempts a disarm action
or strikes at your weapon, you gain a +4 competence
bonus to your opposed attack roll to retain your weapon.
WEAPON FINESSE [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You are skilled enough with a weapon to wield it with
grace, rather than strength.
Prerequisite:
Proficient with weapon, base attack
bonus +1 or higher.
Choose one light weapon. Alternatively, you can
choosea rapier, provided you can useit in one hand,
or a spiked chain, provided you are at least Medium-size.
Benefit: With theselected
weapon,youmayaddyour

WARSINGER [GENERAL]
You can inspire courage in others while still raging into
combat.
Prerequisites:
6+ ranks in Perform (any) skill,
barbarian level1st+, bard level1st+.
Benefit: You may use your bardic music ability while
raging. Both inspire courage and inspire greatness impart and
additional
+1 morale bonus to attack and damage rolls
when you use your bardic music ability while raging.
When your rage ends, this additional bonus ends with it,
though the normal effects of inspire courage and inspire
greatness

may continue.

Dexterity modifier insteadof your Strength modifier on
attackrolls. Sinceyou needyour secondhandfor balance,
apply the armor check penalty of any shield worn to
attackrolls.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
Its effects do not stack. Each time you takes the feat,
it applies to a new weapon.

WEAPON FOCUS [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
choose one type of weapon, such asa longsword. You are
especially good at using this weapon. You can choose
"unarmed strike" or "grapple" for the character's weapon
for purposes of this feat. You can choose "ray," in which
casethe character is especially good with rays.

Prerequisites:
bonus

Proficient

weapon,

base

attack

+ 1 or higher.

Benefit:

You add
weapon.

Special:
Its effects

The

it applies

+1 to all attack

character

do not

can gain

stack.

Each

to a new

rolls

you

make

this feat multiple

time

the character

a legendary warrior.
Prerequisites:
Specialization
Benefit:

one type of weapon

times.
the

(any),

you as
Weapon

you have Weapon

effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies
to a new weapon.

attacks

you would

gain

gain

that

round.

this

feat

multiple

times.

Its

effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies
to a new weapon.

WICKED STRIKE [GENERAL]
Your sneak attack damage is difficult heal.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Agonizing
Strike,
Brawler,
Crippling
Strike, base attack

a meditative

see things beyond
Prerequisites:
level6th+
Benefit:

trance

or dream

state, you can

this world.
Wis 15+, Concentration

By spending

weapons.

WILLOW STEP [GENERAL]
Prerequisites:
Benefit:
moving

5 ranks

After
to the

times

two)

in Tumble

taking
full

a charge

extent

attack

Tumble
bonus).

opportunity

line
does

if the Tumble

1 hour

preparing

skill,

monk

your

body

ATTACK

[GENERAl,
motion,
13+, Int

13+, Dodge,

Expertise,

Mobility, Spring Attack, base attack bonus +4 or higher.
Benefit: When you perform the full attack action, you
can give up all regular

attacks

and

melee attack at the full base attack
opponent
within 5 ft.

instead
bonus

make
against

one
each

past

(base

20 + your

not

provoke

check

15+.

your

(DC

speed

opponent
opponents

an attack

of

is successful.

FIGHTER]

You have a will that is immovable
Prerequisite:
Iron will.
You gain a +3 bonus

as a boulder.
to all will

saving throws.

This feat stacks with Iron will.

WISDOM OF THE AGES [GENERAL]
Your life experience
Prerequisites:
character

check

FIGHTER]
you can strike everyone

Dexterity

you may continue

movement

moving

check

This

and

action,

of your

in a straight

on a successful
base

provides
Wis

17+,

you insight
must

that

be at least

others

lack.

middle

age,

leveI9th+.

Benefit:

With a single whirlwind
around you.
Prerequisites:
Dex

Back Alley

attack.
Benefit: When you damage an opponent with a sneak
attack, he suffers the effect of wounding, per the special

Benefit:

and meditating,
you may cast contact other plane, as if
contacting
the Astral Plane. You may use this ability once
per day.
WHIRLWIND

attempt

Strike, Painful
Strike, Wounding
bonus +9 or higher, ability to sneak

WILL OF STONE [GENERAL,
THE WEIGHT OF DREAMS [GENERAL]
By entering

You may

[FIGHTER]

choose
one type of weapon. You are especially good at
inflicting damage with this weapon.
Prerequisites:
Weapon Focus (any), fighter leveI4th+.
Benefit:
You add +2 to all damage inflicted with the
weapon
you are specialized
with. If the weapon
is a
ranged weapon, the target must be within 30 ft.
You can

Strike,

a whirlwind
kick once per day for every four levels you
have attained and no more than once per round.

ability for magical

Special:

Unarmed

+8 or higher.

Focus and Weapon Specialization
in. Increase the damage
of the weapon by one die type. A weapon that normally
deals 1d12 damage, deals 2d8 damage by virtue of this
feat.
Special:
You can gain this feat multiple
times. Its

WEAPON SPECIALIZATION

you can

base attack bonus +6 or higher.
Benefit:
If you land an unarmed
strike successfully
against an opponent, you may immediately
make another

takes

marking

Focus

(any), base attack bonus
Choose

fluid motion,

attack against the same opponent
or against an adjacent
opponent
at a -4. This attack is in addition to any other

is unmatched,

Weapon

in a single

using

weapon.

a blade

KICK [GENERAL]

and spinning

deal two blows at once.
Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Improved

WEAPON MASTERY [FIGHTER]
Your skill with

WHIRLWIND
Jumping

the selected

feat,

with

you

You may
have

Wisdom

bonus

and

ability

any

remembering

add your

at least
to any

2 ranks
skill

related
a fact,

Wisdom

you

checks

bonus

in. You may
have

to any skill
add half your

less than

(breaking

2 ranks

down

in

a door,

etc.).

WORLDLY [GENERAL]
You have seen the world and you have learned
from its vast and exotic reaches.
Prerequisite:
Character level 6th+.
Benefit:

You gain a +3 bonus

Diplomacy checks.

a great deal

to all Bluff checks

and

WOUNDING
STRIKE [GENERAL]
Your sneak attack is by far the most devastating
known, bringing your opponents
to their knees.

or any

Prerequisites:
Dex 15+, Agonizing
Strike, Back Alley
Brawler, Crippling
Strike, Painful Strike, base attack
bonus +9 or higher, ability to sneak attack.
Benefit:
When
you damage
an opponent
with a
sneak attack, you also deal an additional
1d3 points of
permanent
damage to either your opponent's
Strength,
Dexterity

or Constitution

ability score.

WRANGLER

[GENERAL]
You can drive teams of animals
anyone.
Prerequisites:

8+ ranks

in

faster

and harder

Handle

Animal

than
skill,

Handler.
Benefit:
You gain a +8 bonus to your Handle Animal
skill checks to when driving animals, either in a wagon
train or when wrangling
a herd. This bonus stacks with
the bonus

from Handler.

[GENERAL,
FIGHTER]
You are an expert wrestler, able to get under
attacks.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Int 13+, Expertise,

starting

a grapple

opponent's
Improved

provokes

an

of opportunity
from his opponent. When moving
into the target's square to maintain the grapple, the
attack

character

provokes

an

attack

enemiesthreateningthe area.

Shot,

PrecisionArchery.

Benefit: When using a ranged weapon, your target's
miss chance due to concealment is negated. This includes
penalties for darkness, but not invisible attackers.
ZEN MASTERY

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

Your skill with ranged weapons is unmatched, allowing
you to even split an arrow through the grooves in one's
armor.
Prerequisites: Wis 17+, Far Shot, Point BlankShot,
Precise Shot, PrecisionArchery, Zen Archery.
Benefit: When using a ranged weapon, you gain a
bonus to the attack roll equal to your Wisdom bonus.
In addition, your target's armor bonus (if any) is reduced
by 1/2your Wisdom bonus.
SWORDSMANSHIP

[GENERAL,

FIGHTER]

You guide your sword with a spiritual grace and precision
that almost defies belief. Those who try to hide from your
blade are in for an unpleasant surprised.

Unarmed Strike, Improved Trip.
Benefit: When attempting
a grapple attackor moving
in to maintain a grapple, you do not provoke an attackof
opportunity
from any opponent.
A character

Precise

ZEN

WRESTLER

Normal:

ZEN ARCHERY [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
You can target hidden opponents with absolute precision.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, Far Shot, Point Blank Shot,

of opportunity from

Prerequisites:
Int .13+, Wis 13+, Combat
Reflexes,
Expertise, WeaponFocus(anymeleeweapon),baseattack

bonus +7 or higher.
Benefit: When using amelee weapon, reduce the miss
chance due to concealment by 20% (and the penalty for
blindness by 30%). Because of your near spiritual link
with your weapon, you also reduce the miss chance when
striking at incorporeal creatures by 10%.

In,ernal Pacts
The following feats are very powerful. It is up to the DM
whether they are allowed in your campaigns or not.
Be aware, that a single character with 4 infernal feats is
much more powerful than one with 4 normal ones.
However, some of the drawbacks to infernal feats may
prohibit their use in certain campaigns.
Infernal feats are only available to characters that make
pacts with fiendish or demonic beasts. How this infernal

pact is made is betWeenthe DM and PC. Evil details a
number of methods, but nearly any system you develop is
fair. We recommend this method, however.
The first stage of power is to contact and bargain with
the demon. In game terms this could be as simple as
saying the demon's name three times or finding a sacred,
rare spell. It is up to your DM whether or not you have the
resources to summon the demon to you. After that you'll
be able to draw upon the powers listed below.
The second stage is to take the Infernal Pact feat in
place of ageneral feat.This feat must be chosen before any
other infernal feat.
Lastly, the PC should get used to the drawbacks associated with each feat, becausethere is no way to avoid them.
Any character class (with the exception of paladins) may
create an Infernal Pact. Every time the PC is granted a
general feat, he may instead choose an Infernal feat once
the pact has been made. He is not required to take one
every time... but why wouldn't he?
In addition, some feats require an XP expenditure. This
cost must be paid immediately, even if you lose a level as
a result of this expenditure.

CLAWS/FANGS

[INFERNAL]
You have sharp claws for fingers or sharp fangs for
eyeteeth.
Prerequisite: Infernal Pact.
Benefit:

You deal1d8 points of damagein unarmed

combat. This damage is not subdual.
Special: You may take this feat tWice: once for claws
and once for fangs.
Drawback: The fangs and claws are quite noticeable.
You suffer a one rank penalty to all attitude results for
eachfeature to those that would notice or care.For example
a PC with fangs that earns afriendly attitude from an NPC
immediately turns that attitude to indifferent. A PC with
fangs and claws turns it unfriendly. Dragons, demons, and
creatures that care little about human society are unlikely
to notice.

DARKVISION

[INFERNAL]
You have darkvision.
Prerequisite:
Benefit:

Infernal Pact.
You gain the benefits of darkvision 60 ft.

asthough you were from a race born with it.
Drawback: The irises of your eyeshave slits, like a cat's,
and they glow under even the smallest light flashed in
your direction.

ELEMENT RESISTANCE [INFERNAL]
Youcanresistdamagefrom one energysource.
Prerequisite: Infernal Pact.
Benefit: Youignore the first 25points of damagefrom
one elementtype (acid,cold, electricity,fire, or sonic).

Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
Its effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat,
choose another source of energy that you are immune to.
Drawback: Depending upon the element, your skin
and body take on an inhuman composition. Someone
resistant to sound loses his earsasthey recessinto his soft
flesh, while someone resistant to electricity has light-blue
or pale-green rubber-like skin. Cold resistance grows fur
on your arms and fire resistance brings about the appearance of scales.Acid resistance causesyour skin to become
smooth like porcelain, but taking on a light green tint.
Each of these causes a cumulative -2 penalty to
Charisma based skill checks. Multiple resistances cause
freakish combinations of these traits.
FLIGHT [INFERNAL]
You are capable of flight.
Prerequisite: Infernal Pact.
Benefit:

You may castfly once per day asa spellcaster

equal to your level.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
Its effects stack. Each time you take the feat, you may fly
one more time per day.
Drawback: Your bones become hollow and you lose
weight. Your Strength is considered 6less for the purposes
of bull rush attacks and determining encumbrance.
IMMORTALITY [INFERNAL]
You stop aging and will never die. Only acts of violence
against you can end your eternal existence.
Prerequisites:

Immunity, Infernal Pact, Unholy

Blessing, 5,000 XP cost.
Benefit: You are immortal.Youwill neverage,or die
from aging effects. Any magic attempts to age you,
automatically fails.
Drawback: Since you are now immortal, you no longer
have such a desire to learn. After all, you have all the time
in the world. You lose 10%of any XP you gain after taking
this pact.
Special: The demon is counting on someone to
eventually kill you, even going as far as providing the
weapon to do it. When you do finally die, your soul will be
his to torment forever, commensurate with the years you
gained from this feat.
IMMUNITY

[INFERNAL]

You are immune to all diseases,including supernatural
ones, such asmummy rot and lycanthropy.
Prerequisites:

Infernal Pact,250

XP

cost.

Benefit: You are immune to all diseases(mundane and
magical) and never need to save against any contagion.
However, you can still be a carrier of disease.

Drawback:You sufferfrom a naggingthroatycough
that afflicts you on the averageonce per day.The DM is
encouragedto have this cough erupt at all the wrong
times.
IMP [INFERNAL]
You gain an Imp familiar.
Prerequisites:

Infernal Pact, arcane or divine spell

caster.
Benefit: You gain an imp as a familiar (if this pact was
made with a demon, you gain a quasit). It works for you,
but still serves its master in every way. Its powers can be
used to aid you if necessary, but it is unreliable and will
only respect promises it makes to you in the spirit of the
law. Imps are Lawful Evil and likely to make loose pacts to
avoid being held to the 'letter' of the law.
Drawback: If you already have a familiar, the Imp slays
it and consumes its soul. You do not suffer an XP loss per
the rules for losing a familiar, however any benefits that
were gained from the familiar are lost.
IMPROVED FLIGHT [INFERNAL]
You are capable of flight per the spell fly at will.
Prerequisites:
InfernalPact,Flight,250 XP cost.
Benefit: You can fly at will asa spell caster equal to your
level. There is no limit to the amount of times you can use
the ability per day, and you no longer have to spend an
action to cast fly.

Drawback: Small demon-like wings protrude from
your back. Although they are not necessaryfor flight,
they do move on their own, involuntarily when you fly
and sometimes at rest. Covering them with clothing
requires special tailoring and wearing armor is not
possiblewithout seriousmodifications.
IMPROVED

REGENERATION

[INFERNAL]

You are now capableof regeneratingdamageasa supernatural creature.
Prerequisites:
500 XP

InfernalPact,Immunity,Regeneration,

cost.

Benefit: Youregenerate
asperthesupernatural
power.
All damage dealt to you except from holy sources and one
element type chosen by the DM is considered subdual
damage,and you heal damage at afixed rate of 3 points per
round.
Special: You may take this feat multiple times.
Each time you take the feat, increase your regeneration
rate by 2.
Drawback: Your skin pales and you are cannot tan. You
always appear sickly and sweaty, even in cold conditions.
Alternately, your body quickly becomes covered by
knotty growths of scar tissue. Every second time this feat
is taken, reduce your Charisma by 1 permanently.

INCREASED MOVEMENT [INFERNAL]
You are faster than normal.
Prerequisite: Infernal Pact.
Benefit: Yougain +20ft. to your basemovement.
Special: You may take this feat multiple times. Each
additional time you take the feat, you gain a +10 ft. to your
base movement.
Drawback: You develop cloven hooves. Your Dexterity
is unaffected by this; however, good luck finding boots
that fit.

LOVE [INFERNAL]
Someone who never considered you attractive
your romantic thrall.
Prerequisite:
Infernal Pact, 250 XP cost.
Benefit:

You must take this feat to begin your path to power.
Prerequisites:
Bargainwith ademon,devil or daemon,

alignment shift (see drawback below).
Benefit: This featallowsyou accessto anyinfernal feat.
Normal: There's nothing normal about it. In fact, it is
recommended that you don't tell your that friends you've
done this, unless of course they were all in on it with you.
Special: You must permanently offer something up to
the demon. Some hit points, a point of Constitution or
Wisdom, the life of a loved one, or something else that the
DM finds equally twisted and deranged.
Drawback: You have just taken your first steps towards
damnation. You are forever evil from this point on, and no
magic short of a miracle, wish, or major holy artifact can
change that.
INFERNAL SOUL [INFERNAL]
You are tougher than normal.
Prerequisites:
Immunity, Infernal Pact.
Benefit: You gain +10 hit points or +1 hit points per
character level, whichever is greater.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects stack.
Drawback: You radiate evil. Anyone able to detect evil
can sense your aura up to 100 ft. away. In addition, your
master's kin look upon you with a touch more respect, as
though you were one of their own.
INVISIBILITY [INFERNAL]
You are capable of turning yourself invisible.

Infernal Pact.
Benefit: You can become invisible once per day as a
Prerequisite:

spell caster equal to your level asper the spell invisibility.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Each
time you take the feat, you may become invisible one
more time per day.
Drawback: People notice you less and your voice
becomes softer and less aggressive.Your Charisma is considered 4 less for all skill checks. This Charisma penalty
increases by 2 each time this feat is taken. People, who
you want to remember you, start to forget you (but your
enemies remember you just fine).

anyonepersonfall in lovewith

you. At the time this feat is taken, choose anyone person.
He or she is forever in love with you and nothing short of
a miracle or wish can change this. So devoted is he or she,
that this person is permanently affected by dominate
person.
Drawback:

INFERNAL PACT [INFERNAL]

You may make

is now

As time

goeson, the personwho lovesyou

will grow more and more obsessedwith you, to the point
of dementia. Alternately, your beloved will die 1 year and

1 day from now, fulfilling some sick plan of the demon
who betrothed the loved one to you in the first place.

MAGIC ITEM [INFERNAL]
You are given a single magic item.
Prerequisites:

Infernal Pact,Wealth.

Benefit: You have one roll in the DMG for a magic
item. The item rolled is all you receive, and no bargaining
can change what magic the demon bestows upon you. The
magic item is permanent and is yours to keep.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Each
time you take the feat, you may roll again for another
item. You gain a medium item the first time and a major
item each time after that.

Youmayspend500XP to gain a+5modifier on the roll
of the for the item, or 2,000 XP to gain a +10%modifier on
the roll for the item, allowing you some(perceived)control over what you receive.
Drawback: The item stands a greater chance of being
cursed and was more than likely owned by someone
before you.
MULTIPLE LIMBS [INFERNAL]
Your bargain grants you additional limbs.
Prerequisites: Immunity, Infernal Pact, Infernal Soul,
Shape Change.
Benefit: You grow two additional arms, two additional
legs, or a prehensile tail.
Special: With extra arms come extra attacks. You may
make two additional off-hand attacks with your additionallimbs. Ambidexterity and Two-Weapon Fighting do not
affect these arms. The feat Multidexterity is useful with
these additional arms, however, should you choose to take
it. Two additional legs makes it more difficult to knock
someone over. You cannot be tripped and you receive a +4
circumstance bonus to all bull rush attacks.

A prehensile tail has the same Strength asyou. You may
lift as much with your tail as you could with any part of
your body. This tail may attack as you could with your
arms, gaining the feat Improved Trip for use with your tail
only. In addition, if the tail is not holding anything, you
gain a +2 competence bonus to Balance checks.
Drawback: Besides the obvious? Extra limbs mean
ordering custom made garments. The limbs are difficult
to hide aswell. People look upon you with fear and trepidation. Your Charisma score is effectively -8 if the extra
limbs are noticeable. Clerics and Paladins are likely to
treat you asevil, aswell, and attack you on the spot.
POISON BLOOD [INFERNAL]
Your blood is poisonous and is unsafe to touch by others.
Prerequisites: Immunity, Infernal Pact, 100 XP cost.
Benefit: When cut, the blood in your body becomes
toxic to others. Anyone touching you with a melee touch
attack risks your poison. You may also use their own blood
to coat weapons, or by cutting themselves before combat
starts.
When this feat is gained, choose a poison from the list
below. Once chosen, this poison can never be changed.
In addition, you are immune to all poisons (mundane and
magical).
Poison Type: Contact.
DC: varies.
Initial damage: Choose from the chart below. All
characteristic damage is temporary.
Secondary damage: Determined by chart. All characteristic damage is temporary.

TABLE 3-1:
DC
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
25

INFERNAL POISONS
Initial Damage
0
2d12 hp
1d3 Con + 1 Wis
0
1 hp
1 hp
2d8 hp
1d6 Str
1d6 Con
1d6 Dex
1d6Int
1d6 hp

Secondary

Effect

Death
2d12 hp
1d3 CO'11+ 1d3 Wis

Unconsciousness
2d6 Cha
ghoul touch
1 Con
1d6 Str
2d6 hp
1d6 Wis
1d4 hp
1d6 hp

You must sacrifice 1 hp to coat a Tiny weapon (or 3
arrows), 2 hit points for a Small weapon, 4 hit points for a
Medium-size weapon, and 8 hit points for a large weapon.
Once coated, the weapon has one dose of the poison in
question.
Special:

You can gain this feat multiple times. Each

time you take the feat, you may choose a new poison.
However, your touch can only deliver one type of poison
at anyone time. You must decide which poison to use
before making an attack roll.
Drawback: You are a cold-blooded creature, your
eye-slits are now vertical and you are slowly becoming
nocturnal. You cannot wear heavier than leather armor
and use this feat.

REGENERATION [INFERNAL]
You recover faster than others, and can even regrow
severedlimbs.
Prerequisites:
Immunity,InfernalPact,200 XP cost.
Benefit: You may cast regenerateonce per day as a
divine spellcasterequalto your level.
Drawback: You are cold-blooded. In addition, fire
damagedealsdouble damagewithout a successfulsaving
throw.
ROT [INFERNAL]
Your skin has a malignant contagion and everything you
touch suffers from your festering rot.
Prerequisites: Immunity, Infernal Pact.
Benefit: You can inflict mummy rot, as per the supernatural mummy disease.
Drawback: You stink like a rotting corpse and cannot
control the rot. Sometimes the act of helping someone
out of pit can transfer the disease.
SHAPECHANGE
You can change

[INFERNAL]
shape to fit you whim.

Immunity, Infernal Pact,Infernal Soul.
You may changeshapeonce per day,per the
spell, shapechange as a sorcerer equal to your level.
Prerequisites:
Benefit:

Activating this power is a standard action that does not
provoke an attack of opportunity.

Drawback: You become increasingly bestial as you
indulge your beast forms. Worse yet, your Intelligence
score drops by 1, each time you take this feat.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Each
time you take the feat, you may shapechange one more
time per day.
UNDETECTABLE LIE [INFERNAL]
You can lie without fault, negating all effects to penetrate
your words.
Prerequisite: Infernal Pact.
Benefit: You can lie without detection. All spells that
attempt to discern that you are lying fail, and powerful
magic cast by anyone other than an Outsider finds what
your words truthful. should a powerful artifact be able to
detect lies, there is a 50%chance of failure.
Drawback: Your tongue is forked. Anyone looking
closelywhile you aretalking (Spot check against opposed
Bluff or Hide check) can see that there is something
wrong with your tongue.
UNHOLY BLESSING [INFERNAL]
Having been blessed by a demon, you radiate powerful
evil and are rewarded with an unholy aura.
Prerequisites: Infernal Pact,Immunity, character level
12th+, 500 XP cost.
Benefit: You are blessed with the permanent effects of
unholy aura asif cast by a 20th level cleric.
Drawback: Small horns sprout from your skull. These
horns will grow into full demonic horns over time.

UNHOLY STRENGTH [INFERNAL]
You have

higher
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your
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WISH [INFERNAL]
from your bargainer.

Prerequisites:
Infernal
Pact, any two
1,000 XP cost, 3 hit point cost.

WEALTH [INFERNAL]
and/or
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goods

items

may

you.

for a "better"

for a demon

ly take

the DM

You earn a one time-wish

You are given a great deal of money
Prerequisite:
Infernal Pact.

times.

gain

manipulate

by 1.

Benefit:
You gain 15,000
goods and magic items.

take
take

to tempt

Drawback:

forge

may
you

levels,

enough

desire
Your muscle

time

gp or the equivalent.

is not

may

You

additional

score.
You

Drawback:
body

than

You permanently

Special:
time

Strength

valuables.

gp or equivalent

in gems,

Benefit:
bargaining

Infernal

feats,

You may make one wish of the demon you are
with. Consider the demon a 20th level spell-

caster for determining
the effects of the wish.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple
times.
time you take the feat, you may make another

Each

wish.

Drawback:
Each time you make a wish from a
demon, you lock yourself
in further
with
your pact. Asking a favor from a demon
is likely to get a demon to ask a favor
of you.

Chapter 4:

This chapter details feats associatedwith spellcasters.
Metamagic feats, item creation feats, and general feats
that affect spellcastingabilities areall listed here.For the
sake of convenience, some of these appearin chapter
three aswell aschapterfour. We did tried to keepthis to a
minimum. There areahost of new featsthat you cantake
to augment your spellcasting overall and you'll notice
many changesfrom feats you may already be familiar
with.
As always,logic should prevail when choosing feats.
If the DM seestwo feats that don't "fit" well, he should
deny a PCfrom choosingboth or at the very leastprove
himself worthy of having them.
ABOVE

THE LAW [GENERAL]

You are resistant to spells cast by lawful charactersor
creatures.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+,divine spellcasterlevel 5th+,
any chaotic alignment.
Benefit: You gain spell resistance 10 + your character
level from all spells cast by lawful characters or creatUres.
ABSORB

SPELL

[METAMAGIC]

You can absorb magical energy and use it to power your
own spells.
Prerequisites:

Cha 17+, 6+ ranks in Spellcraft skill,

Bloodburn, must be able to cast arcane spells without
preparation.
Benefit: When your are targeted by a spell, you may
forego any saving throw and attempt to absorb the spell
instead. You make a will save against DC 15 + 2 per level

of the spell. If successful, a spell slot at least one level
lower than the absorbed spell is replenished. In other
words, one prepared spell the sorcerer already castfor the
day is prepared again as if he had not cast it. This feat
cannot be used if there are no empty spell slots to hold the
magical energy. If you succeed, you absorb the spell and
must immediately decide which slot is replenished.
If you fail the saving throw, you are subjected to the full
effect of the spell, plus an additional1d6 points of subdual
damage per spell level. Absorb Spell always fails on a
'natUral 1'.The level of the spell to be absorbedis calculated
including any metamagic feats used. Thus, a Maximized
fireball is considered 5th-level for the purposes of the DC

of the will saveand the damagedealt on a failed save.
Spells that do not allow a saving throw or that are
consideredharmlessmay not be absorbed.You cannot
absorbaspellwhile flat footed.
ABYSSAL

FAMILIAR

[GENERAL]

You may call a special creatUre, affiliated with the dark
powers, to serve asyour familiar.
Prerequisite: No existing familiar must have a demonic
defect form dealing with abyssalpowers.
Benefit: You may choose from the special list of
familiars presented below. You and the Abyssal familiar
share a magical bond, as with a normal familiar, and the
creature follows all general rules for familiars with the
following exceptions.
The familiar uses the statistics for a normal creatUre of
its type, and has either one-half the master's total hit
points or the creature's normal total, whichever is higher.

Use

either

the

whichever
Strength

bonus

normal

with

creature

special

(unless

Use

natural

attacks,

to their

TABLE 4-1:

wasp

and

is that

familiar

base
skills

of a

has all

saving

throws

of its kind.

familiars

grant

SPEll

You

[METAMAGIC]

may

touch,

change

or from

Benefit:
personal

special

levels).

a spell

the

range

touch

An

spell

a ranged

slot one

spell

or from

An aided

level

of a spell

from

personal

to

to close.

aided

to touch

still requires

FAMILIAR
Special
Master gains a +2 bonus on
Willpower
saves
Master gains a +2 bonus on
Fortitude
saves.
Master gains a +2 bonus to any
check for performing
a physical
action extended
over a period
of time.
Master gains a +4 bonus to all
Balance checks.
Master gains a +4 bonus on
Fortitude
saves involving poison.

Boar

Giant

qualities,

Abyssal

Familiar
Black dog
(see dog in the MM)
Giant bee

praying

The

melee

AID

increases

touch

that

its

to close

is increased

touch

attack.

higher

than

range

from

(25 ft. + 5 ft./2
to touch

An aided
the spell's

or close,

spell
actual

uses

up

level.

master.

ABYSSAL

Giant

bonus,
familiar's

Base damage
type.

are better),

some

attack

of the

to get the familiar's

attacks.

special

base

greater

of the familiar's

addition,

abilities

the

modifier

the master's

In

or the familiar's

or Dexterity

attack

the

master

is higher.

mantis

Mandragoras
Monstrous
spider
(Medium-Size)
Quasit
Wolf
Wolverine

Poisonous
+2 bonus

bite; master gains
on Balance checks

a

ANIMATION
BY TOUCH [GENERAL]
You may now animate corpses into skeletons
by touch.

or zombies

Prerequisites:
Spell Focus (necromancy),
7th+, ability to cast animate dead.

spellcaster

Benefit:
You may cast animate dead at will, however,
you only need touch a corpse and there is no material
component

when

using

creature
may be
used, though
you

this

animated
may still

ability.

Only

one

undead

each time this feat is
control
multiple
undead.

The maximum
number
of undead
equal to 2 HD per caster level.

you may

ARCANE
AFFINITY
[METAMAGIC]
You can refresh your mind quickly,
in less time than normal.
Prerequisites:
Wis13+, wizard
Benefit:
When preparing
spells
require half the necessary time. In
a new spell into your spellbook in

control

preparing

is

your spells

only.
from a spellbook, you
addition, you can write
half the time.

Normal:
A character preparing
all of his spells, takes 1
hour to complete
the process. The process of writing a
new spell into a spell book requires 1 day, plus 1 additional
day per spell level (o-level spells require 1 day).

ARCANE ARMOR PROFICIENCY (HEAVY)
[GENERAL]
You may arcane

cast spells

while

wearing

heavy

armor,

such as splint mail or full plate.
Prerequisites:

Proficiency

(light),

Armor

Proficiency

Armor

Proficiency

Armor Proficiency
(light),
(medium), arcane spellcaster

ACID

[METAMAGIC]

LATTICE

You can increase
them

with

the damage

caustic

Prerequisite:

You can

caustic

effect,

you

energy.
inflict

of the chosen
deals
age

two

In

resistance
up a spell

of the

your

addition

an additiona11d6

energy
the

metamagic

enhance

type

an additiona13d6
follows

spells

deal,

by crossing

energy.
Any

Benefit:
with

your

same
original

per spell

dealing

to

spell's

normal

of acid

damage

the

level

etc.). This

for

spell.

slot one level higher

damage
points

damage,
rules

feats.

(a 3rd level
additional

saving

throws

An acid

lattice

than

spells

the spell's

and

spell
damspell

spell

takes

actual

level.

(heavy),

(medium),

Arcane Armor
leve11st+.

Armor
Arcane

Proficiency

Benefit:
While wearing armor, you may opt to cast
a spell as a full-round
action rather than a standard one,
reducing
the arcane spell failure of any armor by 30%,
to a minimum
of 5%. This reduction
is not cumulative
with those gained from Arcane Armor Proficiency
(light)
and Arcane
Armor
Proficiency
(medium).
Instead,
you only apply the highest reduction.
Special: Spells that require
do not benefit from this feat.

more than

1 action

to cast

ARCANE ARMOR PROFICIENCY

(LIGHT)

In addition,

[GENERAL]
You have trained
to wear armor
You may arcane cast spells while
such as padded
,
Prerequisite:

or leather.
Armor Proficiency

while casting
wearing light

spells.
armor,

make

of a Spellcraft

check

nature

of a magical

device

a Knowledge

(arcana)

when

to determine

trying

check

in
the

or spell.

ARCANE FOCUS [GENERAL]
(light),

arcane

spell-

caster leveI1st+.
Benefit:
While wearing armor, you may opt to cast a
spell as a full-round
action rather than a standard one,
reducing
the arcane spell failure of any light armor by
10%, to a minimum
of 5%.
This feat does not affect the arcane failure chance for
medium or heavy armor.
Special: Spell that require more than 1 action to cast do
not benefit

you may

place

You have a head and an eye for magic.
Benefit:
You gain
a +2 insight
bonus
Concentration
checks and Spellcraft checks.

on

all

ARCANE KNACK [GENERAL]
Arcane secrets come easily to you.
Benefit:
You gain a +2 bonus to Knowledge
checks and Spellcraft checks.

(arcana)

ARCANE KNOWLEDGE [GENERAL]

from this feat.

You know to activate
magical
items and the arcane
marks used to identify them. You know which effects are
associated with which items and the sigils that reveal an

ARCANE ARMOR PROFICIENCY (MEDIUM)
[GENERAL]
With intensive training and practice, you slowly adjust to
wearing heavier armor while casting spells.
Prerequisites:
Armor
Proficiency
(light),
Armor
Proficiency
(medium),
Arcane Armor Proficiency
(light),

item's true nature.

Prerequisites:

4+ ranks in Use Magic Device skill,

Arcane Sensitivity.
Benefit:
You may identify

magic

items

by studying

arcane spellcaster leveI1st+.
Benefit:
While wearing armor, you may opt to cast a
spell as a full-round
action rather than a standard one,
reducing the arcane spell failure of any light or medium
armor by 20%, to a minimum
of 5%. This reduction is not
cumulative
with the reduction
gained
from Arcane
Armor Proficiency
(light). Instead, you only apply the
highest reduction.
This feat does not affect the arcane failure chance for
heavy armor.
Special: Spells that require more than 1 action to cast

them and utilizing your Use Magic Device skill. You must
spend four hours inspecting the item and testing it. In the
process of studying a wand, staff or wondrous
item that
uses charges,
you automatically
expend
one charge,
though its magic seeps out harmlessly. After four hours,

do not benefit

ability centers

from this feat.

ARCANE AUTHORITY [GENERAL]

Spellcraft

You

checks,

gain
checks,

a +4 insight
bonus
Knowledge
(arcana)

to all
checks,

and Use Magic Device checks.

ARCANE EXPERT [GENERAL]
You are an expert of arcane lore.
Benefit: You gain a +2 insight bonus to all Knowledge
(arcana) checks and Use Magic Device checks.

ARCANE EYE [GENERAL]
You have a thirst for arcane knowledge,
deep mysteries and esoteric riddles.
Prerequisites:
Int
Knowledge
(arcana).
Benefit:
Knowledge

15+,

Wis

the item's magical properties.
On a natural roll of 1,
you fail and immediately
activate the item, expending
the
maximum
number of charges. If the item has a personal
effect, it targets you. If it has an area of effect, the item's

TABLE 4-2:

You are knowledgeable
in all manner of magic and arcana.
Prerequisites:
Arcane Expert, Arcane Focus.
Benefit:
Concentration

make a Use Magic Device check with a DC determined
by the table below. If you succeed you identify one of

13+,

seeking
4+

truth
ranks

to
in

You receive a +2 competence
bonus to all
skill checks, even ones you don't have ranks in.

on your position.

ARCANE

Item Type

Armor
Potion
Ring
Rod
Scroll
Staff
Wand
Weapon
Wondrous

Item

KNOWLEDGE

DC
25
20
30
25
20
30
20
25
30+

If you have the item creation feat necessary to craft the
item in question, you gain a +5 synergy bonus to the
check. If you are studying a potion and have 5 or more
ranks in Alchemy and, you gain a +2 synergy bonus to
check.
Special: At the DM's discretion,
the DC may increase
by 5 or 10 for more powerful or arcane magic items. Magic
items with Nystul's undetectable
this DC by 10.

aura cast on them

increase

ARCANE PROFICIENCY [GENERAL]
Through research and study, you discover the secrets of
several magic spells that you add to your books.
Prerequisite: Ability to prepare arcane spells from a
spellbook.
Benefit: Each time you select this feat; you gain three
arcane spells in your spellbook. These spells may be
selected from any level that you may normally cast.
Special: You may select this feat more than once,
gaining three additional spells each time.
ARCANE

RITUAL

MASTERY

[METAMAGIC]

You are especially adept at casting arcane rituals.
Prerequisites: Int 17+, sorcerer leve110th+ or wizard
leve19th+.

Benefit: You gain a +4 competencebonus to all skill
checksinvolving arcanerituals.
ARCANE

You

SENSES

[GENERAL]

have developedarcaneawarenessfar beyond your

mundane senses.You can feel the presence of magic and
other arcane effects without the aid of magic.
Prerequisites: Spell Focus (divination), arcane spellcaster leve17th+.
Benefit: Once per round, asa free action, you may cast

oneof the following threespells:detect chaos/ eVil/good/law,
detect magic, or detectundead.You may only gain the
benefit of one of these spells at any given moment,
though you maychooseto terminateoneeffectto activate
another.Treat eacheffect asan arcanespell castat your
arcanecasterlevel. There is no limit to the number of
times you mayusethis ability per day.
ARCANE

SENSITIVITY

[GENERAL]

Your skill at activating magic items comes not only from
training and study but also from your innate ability to
detect magical auras. when you grasp an item and
concentrate, you can feel arcane energies flow through it.
Prerequisite: 4+ ranks in Use Magic Device skill.
Benefit: You can detect magic items by grasping an
item and concentrating. After one minute, make a Use
Magic Device check (DC 20). If you succeed and the item
is enchanted, you sense the power that flows through it
as well as one school of magic involved as if you had
succeededat aSpellcraftcheckwhile castingdetect magic.
The DM makes your check secretly.
ARCANE

SHIELD

PROFICIENCY

[GENERAL]

While other wizards or sorcerers fumble through their
spells while carrying a shield, you are able to handle one
without disrupting your magic.
Prerequisites:
Shield Proficiency, spellcaster level
1St+.

While carrying a shield reduce its arcane spell

Benefit:

failure chance by 5%.You gain the armor classbonus
offeredby the shield evenwhile castingspells.
THE ART OF WAR [GENERAL]

As a follower of the god of war, you are an excellent
commanderandapowerful leader.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,divine spellcasterlevel 9th+,
must have accessto the War domain.
Benefit: You gain 6 ranks in Profession (military
commander) skill. This skill is used to earn a living as a
professional military officer. In addition your Leadership
Score is increased by 3.
ASTROLOGER [GENERAL]
You can interpret the stars, read tarot cards, and otherwise
divine the fortunes of others.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, 4+ ranks in Knowledge
(arcana) skill, 4+ ranks in Knowledge (the planes) skill,
spellcaster leve11st+.
Benefit: You may spell 1 minute reading the fortune of
anyone creature. You may cast augury in regards to this
creature, asking any one question of the 'fates.' You may
use this ability a number of times per day equal to 1 + your
Wisdom bonus.
AUGMENT

UN DEAD

[GENERAL]

You are able to animate and create powerful undead,
vastly increasing their resilience to damage.
Prerequisites:
8+ranks in Knowledge(arcana)skill or
4+ ranks in Knowledge (necromancy) skill, spellcaster
leve15th+.
Benefit: Undead you summon (in conjunction with an
animation of creation spell) gain +1 hit points per Hit Die
for every 3 caster levels. This ability stacks with spells that
increase an undead's hit points or turn resistance.
Augmented undead may exceed their normal hit point
maximums.
AURA

OF

COURAGE

[GENERAL]

You are shrouded in an aura of strength, giving your allies
the will to fight on.
Prerequisites:

Wis 15+, Cha 13+, divine spellcaster 5th+.

Benefit: You provide a +4 morale bonus on saving
throws against fear effects to all allies within 30 ft. If you
are a paladin, this range extends to 60 ft.
AURA

OF

DARKNESS

[GENERAL]

Undead creatures near you are protected from the adverse
effects of sunlight.
Prerequisites:
Divine spellcaster level 9th+.
Benefit:

Youaresurroundedby anunholy shadowthat

emanatesfrom you in a so-ft. radius. Any creature standing
in the shadow that is harmed or affected in any way by

sunlight is

treated as being in darkness. The aura does not
hamper vision in any way, nor does it confer any special
protection
from Sun spells such as searing light, sunbeam or
sunburst.
Special:
You must have access to a domain such as
Darkness,
Night,
etc., depending
on the campaign.
Clerics worshipping
cannot take this feat.

domains

such

as good

and

sun

Benefit:
the

By spending

goddess

courage.

of
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During

an inspiring

10 minutes

this

speech

and

war

to your

You and everyone

a +2 divine

bonus

time,

allies

and

listening

to hit, damage,

for battle,

inspires

preparation

command.

of the upcoming

preparing

you

you

those

with

may

give

under

your

to the speech

gains

and AC for the duration

battle.

BLESSED HEATH [GENERAL]

AURA OF PROTECTION [GENERAL]
You are blessed
damage.
Prerequisite:

with

divine

Your

protection

from

health

is an obvious

Prerequisites:

physical

spellcaster

Divine

spellcaster

Benefit: You are protected by your deity. You gain a +1
deflection
bonus to AC. This increase applies at all times,
even if you are caught flat-footed.

This

Constitution

BIND

[GENERAL]

SPIRIT

You are blessed with an extraordinary
ability to resist
magical or special attacks.
Prerequisites:
Character level 8th+, divine spellcaster
leveI1st+.
Benefit:

succeed

on a

If no saving throw is allowed

or supernatural

against

a magical

enemy,

you

can

a spell

When

choosing

humanoid,

spirit's

you must choose

Spirits

You may

times normal damage and lasts twice as long as normal.
For example,
a magic missile deals one and half times
normal damage (ro1l1d4+1 and multiply the result by 1. 5)
and hold person lasts 2 rounds/level.
A bane lattice spell
takes up a spell slot one level higher than the spell's

tional

actual level.

the blighted

an increased

Prerequisites:
level

12th+,

Cha
access

awareness
13+, Leadership,

to the domain

divine

of Strength

spellcaster
or War.

your

be

spells

your

the

Charisma

last 'charge'

bound

in

Blighted

damage
and

with

is used

order

spells

add

to the

usual

is 1d6 per

is subject

raw blighted

two metamagic

in addition

to brew

same

must

a component
spell

the

saving

be of evil

of blight

effects.

die of damage

to the

energy.

feats,

The

addi-

original

spell

rules

as the

throw

spell.

For example,

with

of battle.

and can only be

to twice

1. After

cannot

Any

Benefit:
damage

with

without

scrolls.

Prerequisite:

fireball

the item

SPELL [METAMAGIC]
taint

alignment.

BATTLE AWARENESS [GENERAL, FIGHTER]

is the miniand you only

leaves.

BLIGHTED

missile.

it

however,

equal

minimum

or scribe

original

to be

and endow

level

to craft

charges,

of times

(if any),

does,

You must

the spirit

in question,

need

or

pay the price

items.

Caster

spell

an Item
imbuing

masterwork

only

the item

possesses.

has limited

a number

potions

need

of convincing

to cast the

Brew

help.

item

bonus

with

the item,

you

it to inhabit

spirit

item

use self-crafted

'I4 the XP you would

an appropriate
subtype (goblinoid,
human, etc.), but not
when choosing
an outsider. The spell cannot harm any
creature other than one chosen, but deals one and a half

You possess

the

required

Instead,

or even

except
spirits.

into

You do not

but instead

with

Special:

feats.

Benefit:
Choose a monster type when preparing
your
spell (aberration,
animal, beasts, constructs,
dragon, elemental, fey, giants, humanoid*,
magical beasts, monstrous
humanoid,
oozes, outsider, plants, shapechangers,
undead,
or vermin).

item,

the spirit

increase the damage of your spells.
Prerequisite:
Any two metamagic

a magical

power.

ally, you convince

used

your

items.

feat

to summon

a spirit

components.

a spirit,

magic

Creation

ability

creating

your

The

BANE LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
By tuning
your magic to a specific

When

of a normal

the

attack, this feat may not be used.

Scroll,

temporary

spend

Item

feat, you summon

summon

increases

temporary

Any

quality

mum

divine

[GENERAL]

Benefit:
Creation
high

the gods.
Resistance,

permanently

inexpensive,

or Scribe

it with

Once per day, you automatically

saving throw against a spell or special attack that has just
affected you. You may use this ability after you have
already attempted
a saving throw and failed. You are still
subject to any effects that apply if you make your saving
throw.
Special:

feat

Prerequisites:
Potion

from

Disease

by 2.

You can craft

AURA OF RESISTANCE

13+,

7th+.

Benefit:

leveI 5th+.

blessing

Con

The

no saving
it deals
a Reflex

A blighted

a 12th

magic

level

missile

version

deals

throw.
10d6

If the same

uses

a blighted

magic

5d4+ 5 damage,
5d6 blight

sorcerer
plus

casts

10d6

damage
a blighted

blight

damage

damage.

up a spell

than the spell's actuallevel.

casts
does

5d4+ 5 plus

fire damage

save for half
spell

sorcerer

normally

slot

four

levels

higher

so

BLIND-CASTING

at casting

Specialized
using

training

non-visual

Benefit:
reroll

against

taught

unseen

you

how

You are able to use your life force

opponents.

casting

because

chance

percentile

miss

target

If the target

a spell

you miss

of the

spell

is further

to reroll

miss

requires

than

roll

once

an attack

more hit points.
Benefit: You may cast extra spells by dealing damage
to yourself. when using this ability, the spell is cast
normally, including casting time, concentration checks
and attacks of opportunity. If the spell is successfully cast,
the spellcaster takes 5 hit points of damage per level of the
spell caSt,including any modifiers for using a metamagic
feat, but does not expend a spell slot.
Death or unconsciousness do not interfere with the
spell's function, but you do suffer the effects immediately

that,

you can
to see if you

be within

25 ft. of you.

you

do not

get the

chance.

BLOOD BEYOND BLOOD [METAMAGIC]
You may

cast spells

Prerequisites:
spells

without

Benefit:
level

spell

effects
suffer

level

13+,

must

feat,

you

than
be

normal.

able

to cast

arcane

after casting the spell.
Special:
A spellcasterdying from such overexertion

preparation.
Using

caster
you

at a higher
Cha

this

by your

Charisma

dependent
1d6 points

increase

bonus

on caster
of damage

in levels,

level.
per

your

effective
improving

when

effective

you

do so,

caster

level

increase. You need not increase the full
amount and may add any amount up to your
Charisma bonus to your effective level.
Special:
This increase does not grant you
access to more spells.

BLOOD

BURN

[METAMAGIC]

You may draw upon

yourself

the power of

to fuel

items. The process is painful, but effective.
Prerequisite:
Con 13+
Benefit:
When using amagic item that would normally

magic

expend a charge,you may instead suffer 2 temporary
points of Constitution damageper charge.
Special:
magical

This Constitution

means.

damage

cannot

be healed

by

It can only heal through rest.

BLOOD OF MAGIC [BLOODGIFT, METAMAGIC]
Your draconic heritage allows you to apply metamagic
feats to your spellsquickly and instinctively.
Cha 13+, Drakeblood, any two metaspellcaster leveI1st+.
Benefit: You can cast a spell enhanced by your own
Prerequisites:

magic

feats,

metamagic
used

arcane

feats

as a standard

in conjunction

with

this

action.

Metamagic

feat affect

feats

the level of

the spell normally. You can use this ability a number of
times per day equal to your Charisma bonus. This lets you
shortenthe castingtime for only the first metamagic feat

appliedto aspell;additional metamagic

feats

arcane spells,

enabling you to castmore spellsper day in exchangefor
taking physical damage.
Prerequisites:
Arcane spellcaster level 3rd+, 10 or

of concealment,

must

away

your

that

to power

spells

to target

Blind-Fight.

time

your

chance

has

When

hit. The

spells

cues.

Prerequisite:

roll, every

BLOOD POWER [METAMAGIC]

[GENERAL]

You are adept

lengthenthe

casting time asnormal.
Normal: A bard or sorcerer using a metamagic

feat

must castthe enhancedspell asafull-round action.
Special:
This feat can only be chosen at 1st

level.

A character can never have more than one bloodgift.

may only be brought back to life by a resurrection,
reincarnation, or true resurrectionspell. Damage taken from
using the Blood Power feat does not heal naturally.

BLOODCASTING
[METAMAGIC]
You may exceed your daily number of spells by sacrificing
your health.
Prerequisites: Con 13+, must be able to cast arcane
or battle magic spells of 3rd level of higher.
Benefit: You may cast one more spell up to your
highest known level. This spell does not have to be
prepared, but must be among those known. Immediately
after casting, you suffer temporary points of Constitution
damage equal to the spell level. You may use this feat as
many times a day asyou like, but Constitution damage is
suffered each time.
Death or unconsciousness do not interfere with the
spell's function, but you do suffer the effects immediately
after casting the spell.
Special: A spellcaster dying from such overexertion
may only be brought back to life by a resurrection,
reincarnation, or true resurrectionspell. Damage taken from
using the Bloodcasting feat does not heal naturally.

BLOODLETTING [GENERAL, FIGHTER]
Your strikes can cause someone to bleed to death.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,Cleave,PowerAttack, Sunder,
base attack bonus +8 or higher, or divine spellcaster level
12th+.
Benefit:

When dealing a critical hit with a slashing

or piercing weapon, your opponent begins bleeding, suffering 1d4 additional points of damage each round until
the wound is treated. The wound can be closed with a
successful Heal check (DC 15), or cure spell. However,
the first 5 points of healing are spent closing the wound
and do not heal the character. Should a cure spell be cast
for less than 5 points, the bleeding resumes next round
and a new cure spell (for at least 5 points) or Heal check
must be made.
Once the bleeding stops, healing resumes normally.
BOND ITEM [ITEM CREATION FEAT]
You can bond yourself to a magic item, gaining power
from and feed power to it.
Prerequisites:

First, it increases the saving throw, ability check or skill
check DC of any effect the item has

-

a bond factor of 3

increases the Strength check of an immovable rod to DC
33; abond factor of 5 increases the will saveof a mirror of
trapping to DC 24; and so on. Second, each day you may
feed hit points into the item for use later. As a full round
action, ro1l1d6 up to a number times equal to your bond
factor. You suffer this much damage and item gains this
many stored hit points. Once the item has stored the bond
factor times 5 in hit points, it cannot store anymore.
Excess points are lost. As a standard action, you may heal
yourself. You gain a number of hit points equal to the

bond factor.The effect is the sameascastinga cure spell.
Those who know the name of the item, but who are not
bonded to it, still gain the benefit of an increased DC
while using the item, but cannot use its healing power.
Those who do not know the name of the magic item
you create, increase the DC by tWo times the bond factor
for all Spellcraft checks to determine the item's effect.
Even the spell identify will not properly deduce the item's
power without a Spellcraft check. Should they ever learn
its true power (but not its true name), they can use them
item, but do not gain accessto the either special ability
imbued in the item.
BOUNCE SPELL [METAMAGIC]
You can use other creatures' bodies as the source of any
spell you cast.
Prerequisite:
EnlargeSpell.
Benefit: When you cast a spell at a primary target
within the spell's normal range, instead of being affected
by the spell, the target becomes the new source of the
casting. From there, a secondary target is chosen and the
spell releases from the primary target, calculating range
and line of effect from that point. You must still be able to
see the secondary target. A bounced spell uses up a spell
slot tWo levels higher than the spell's actual level.
Special: The primary target is normally an ally. If the
primary target is hostile, he is allowed a save against the
spell (if applicable). If successful, the spell is negated.

Int 17+,4+ranks in Spellcraftskill, any

item creation feat, arcane spellcaster level 7th+.
Benefit: During the item creationprocess,you may
bond the item specifically to yourself, making the item
difficult for anyone else to use and increasing the items
power. First, the item must be created using the standard
rules for item creation. Next, the item must be named.
Only you (the creator) should know the name of the item.
Should anyone else learn it, they can draw upon its power
(seebelow).Once the item is named, determine how many
additional XP you wish to imbue into the weapon. Every
500 XP you spend increases its bond factor by 1. This
bond factor is used to determine a number of things.

BRAID SPELL [METAMAGIC]
You can braid tWo spells together to form a single effect.
Benefit: Youcanjoin tWospellsfrom the sameschool
of magic, to form a single effect. Only spells that can be
cast in a single action can be combined. The spells need
not be the same level, but must have the samelegal target.
For instance, jump and spider climb could be braided
together into a single spell, and expeditious retreat and
reduce could be braided together into a single spell,
so long asthe caster is the target.
All variable effects of the spell are based on the highest
level spell.

A braided spell uses up a spell slot two levels higher
than the spell's actual level, for the highest level spell in
question (choose one in the caseof a tie) and usesup a slot
at the other spell's actual level. Wizard's must prepare both
spells together, planning which spells they will braid
ahead of time.
BREW HEALING RESTORATIVES
[ITEM CREATION]
You can create herbal medicines to aid healers and their
patients.
Prerequisites:
8+ ranks in Alchemy, or 8+ ranks
in Profession (herbalist), or 8+ ranks in Profession
(apothecary). 4+ ranks in Heal skill.
Benefit: You can create non-magical healing draughts,
poultices, powders, salves,unguents, etc. The base cost to
create a restorative is equal 100 gp per healing die.
Determine the die type before brewing. Any die between
1d3 and 1d12 may be used asthe base for the restorative.
The creation DC is the number of dice times the die type.
For instance a draught that cures 3d6 points of damage
costs 300 gp and requires a DC 18 skill check against
the appropriate skillAlchemy, Profession (herbalist),
or Profession (apothecary). If the restorative only cures a
specific type of damage (fire, venom, etc.,), but not ability
damage,the cost to brew it is cut in half
You must expend all of the components before making
your skill check. Success indicates the restorative has
been created successfully. Failure indicates the contents
have been consumed and the restorative is useless.
Special: A characterwith this feat gains a +4 synergy
bonus to Heal skill checks involving long term care.

BREW INGESTIBlES [ITEM CREATION]
You can create alchemical or herbal drinks and rations.
Prerequisite:
Brew Potion
Benefit: This feat duplicates the effects of brew potion,
allowing you to store a magical effect in any ingestible,
including dry goods, fruit, gels, and even pastes.The limits
of this feat are left to the imagination of the player and the
DM.
BREW POTION [ITEM CREATION]
You can brew potions, imbuing them with magic or spells.
Prerequisite: Spellcaster leve13rd+.
Benefit: You can create a potion of any spell of 3rd
level or lower that you know and that targets a creature or

creatures.Brewing apotion takes 1 day.When you create
a potion, you set the caster level. The caster level must be
sufficient to cast the spell in question and no higher than
your own level. The baseprice of a potion is its spell level
multiplied by its caster level multiplied by 50 gp. To brew
a potion, you must spend 1/25
of this base price in XP and
use up raw materials costing half this baseprice.

When you create a potion, you make any choices that
the character would normally make when casting the
spell. Whoever drinks the potion is the target of the spell.
Any potion that stores a spell with a costly material
component or an XP cost also carries a commensurate
cost. In addition to the costs derived from the base price,
you must expend the material component or pay the XP
when creating the potion.
THE CAll TO JUSTICE [GENERAL]
You are immune to attacks from evil outsiders.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+, Cha 13+, divine spellcaster
13th+, must have accessto Justice or Law domain.
Benefit: You are immune to attacks from evil outsiders.
In addition, you no longer need a +1 weapon to affect evil
incorporeal creatures.
CAST

ON

THE

RUN

[GENERAL]

You can keep your wits about you and focus your magic
even while running from your enemy or moving to
attack.
Prerequisites:
Combat Casting, Dodge, Mobility,
spellcaster leve11st+.
Benefit: When using a standard action to cast a spell,
you can move both before and after casting your spell,
provided that your total distance moved does not exceed
your current speed. Moving in this manner does not
provoke an attack of opportunity from the target of
your spell.
CHAIN SPEll [METAMAGIC]
You can cast spells that arc to secondary targets.
Prerequisite: Any metamagic feat.
Benefit: This feat allows you to arc your spells from
target to target.Only spellswith an areaof "ray"or "cone"
are affected by this feat, and cone effects require a ranged
touch attack just as ray spells do. Once the spell hits the
primary target, secondary rays extend to hit a number of
additional targets. You may generate a maximum number
of secondary rays equal to your caster level. You choose to
affect fewer secondary targets than the feat allows.
Each target requires an additional ranged touch attack
and each must be within 30 ft. of the primary target.
While more than one secondary bolt may be targeted at a
secondary target, the target only suffers the effects of one
secondary ray no matter how many succeed in striking
him.
The primary target is affected by the spell as normal,
but secondary targets halve the damage (or effect) from
the spell. If the spell causesan effect other than damage,
the secondary target receives +4 to any applicable saving
throw.
A chained spell uses up a spell slot three levels higher
than the spell's actual level.

CHANNEL

ENERGY [GENERAL]

when casting a spell, you focused concentration
grants it
a tremendous
burst of power. While your spell is rendered
brutally powerful, the strain of this casting leaves you a
hollow wreck.
Prerequisites:

Con

13+, 4+ ranks

stabilized at -9 hp. If the saving throw fails, the target
cannot
be revived without
powerful
magic (such as

in Concentration

skill, Toughness, arcane spellcaster level1st+
Benefit:
Once per week, when casting an arcane spell,
you may choose to inflict up to 8 points of temporary
Constitution,
Intelligence,
or Wisdom damage to your-

COLORIZE SPELL [METAMAGIC]
You can add color to, or change the colors of any visible
spell effect.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+, ability to cast at least one

caster level check to defeat spell resistance. The DC bonus
granted
by this ability stacks with other abilities that

illusion spell.
Benefit: You can change

DC.

LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
By twisting your spells with chaotic

energy, you increase

their potency against law.
Prerequisite:
Any two metamagic

feats.

spell

or alter its effect. It does make spells appear far more
impressive
and dangerous,
enhancing
the impression
of

lawful creature
targeted
with damage
suffer an additional1d8
points of damage
(a 3rd level spell deals an additional
3d8
This additional
damage follows the same

rules for saving throws and spell resistance of the original
spell. In addition, lawful creatures suffer a -2luck penalty
to any saving
creatures
gain

the color of any visible

effect. Fireballs can be made green, purple,
or blue.
Changing
the color of a spell does not increase damage

CHAOS

Benefit:
A
dealing spells
per spell level
damage, etc.,).

or raise dead).

resurrection

self For each point of damage you take, you increase the
save DC of your spell by 2 and gain a +2 bonus to your

increase

one round per rank in Heal skill after the target has fallen
to -10 hp or below. The target must make a Fortitude
saving throw with a DC equal to the number of hp the
target has fallen below 0 (so a character at -16 hp has DC
16). If successful, the target acquires a negative level but is

throw involved
with the
a +2 luck bonus to their

spell. Chaotic
saving throw.

A chaos lattice spell takes up a spell slot one level higher
than the spell's actual level.

the casters power. Using colorized spells grants you a +2
circumstance
bonus to all Bluff checks and Intimidate
checks for a period of 10 rounds or until the spell expires,
whichever
is shorter. A maximized, colorized spell adds a
+4 circumstance
checks.

bonus

to all Bluff checks and Intimidate

A colorized spell uses up a spell slot zero levels higher
than the spell's actual level.

COMBAT CASTING
You

are

steady

[GENERAL]

and

in combat,

focused

rarely

loses

your

concentration.
Benefit:

CHAOSSUMMONER[GENERAL]
Your study of chaotic magic allows you do more with your
summoning
spells.
Prerequisites:
Chaotic or evil alignment only, conjuration specialist.
Benefit:
Your summon

have a range

of

CHEAT DEATH [GENERAL]
Your understanding
of anatomy and healing is so great
that you can drag living souls back from beyond the brink
of death.
Prerequisites:
6+ ranks in Heal skill, 4+ ranks in
Benefit:

(anatomy)

skill, divine

You can restore

spellcaster

a target creature

leveI5th+.
to life that has

fallen to as few as -30 hp. This requires a full round action
which provokes
an attack of opportunity.
During this
time you are considered
flat footed. It also requires the
successful application
of either a cure spell of at least 1st
level or the Heal skill. The attempt must be made within

You gain

a +4 bonus

to cast a spell

COMMAND
You

monster spells

Medium
(100 ft. + 10 ft./level).
However, you can only
summon chaotic or evil creatures at each level.
Normal:
Summon monster spells have a range of Close
(25 ft. + 5 ft./2Ievels).

Knowledge

made

may

created

while

UNDEAD

skill

command

or

Focus

undead

13+, 12+ ranks

Knowledge

(necromancy),

Benefit:

creatures,

arcane

(necromancy)

may

rebuke

a cleric

of half

your

character

number

of times
No holy

power

of negative

undead

into

Special:
check

per

day

symbol

not

skill,

Spell

7th+.

command
level,

equal

(arcana)

to

undead

rounded
1 + your

is required,

is harnessed

instead

as

down

a

Charisma

as the direct
to force

the

submission.
You may

as well,

can write

add any cleric

or paladin

levels

to the

magical

spell.

if applicable.

a

Prerequisites:
Spellcaster

and

or icon

energy

COMPOSE SONG [ITEM
You

those

Knowledge

spellcaster

You

bonus.

even

by yourself
Cha

8+ ranks

checks

[GENERAL]

or animated

Prerequisites:

to Concentration

on the defensive.

level

song that
Int
3rd+.

CREATION]
duplicates
13+,

8+

a single
ranks

in

Perform

skill,

Benefit:

Youcan composea songof power that dupli-

catesany single spell that you know. Composing a song of
power takes 1 day.It hasa baseprice of spell level times
caster level times 50 gp. You must also expend '/25of this
baseprice in XP.Any song of power that duplicates a spell
with costly material components or an XP cost carries
a commensurate cost to be paid by you. A song of power
is stored in your memory until activated by singing it.
You can have no more songs of power memorized at any
given time than your Intelligence bonus.
You can teach a song of power to another person that
meets the prerequisites of this feat. Teaching a song of
power takes 1 hour of instruction and counts against the
target's limit of songs of power. A song of power counts as
a use-activated item for all purposes, except that it does
not provoke an attack of opportunity.
Special:

You cannot activate a song of power if you

cannot sing (gagged, silenced, etc.).
COMPRESSED
SPELL [METAMAGIC]
You are able to reduce the areaof effect of a spell in order
to increase its damage.
Benefit: You can reduce the radius of a spell's area
of effect by 10 ft. in order to increase its damage by 2
dice. Only spells with a radius listed in the area of effect
and that deal damage can benefit from. this spell.
A compressed spell uses up a spell slot two levels higher
than the spell's actual level.
Special: You may choose to cast a compressed spell
normally after it is prepared as a compressed spell,
however it still uses up a spell slot two levels higher than
the spell's actual level.

CONJURE MASTERY [GENERAL]
Your summoning spells produce more powerful beasts
to aid you.
Prerequisites: Cha 17+, Spell Focus (conjuration),
spellcaster level 7th+.
Benefit: When casting Conjuration (Summoning)
spells, creatures summoned by you gain a +2 bonus to
Strength, Constitution, and Dexterity.
COOPERATIVE
MAGIC [METAMAGIC]
You and other spellcasters may work together to produce
great effects.
Prerequisite:
4+ ranksin Spellcraftskill.
Benefit: You and another spellcaster may combine
your energies to cast a spell together. If both of you have
the same spell prepared, you cast the spell asa single spell,
applying anyone Metamagic feat applied to the spell,
for every 3 levels of the spell prepared. Neither spellcaster
need have the Metamagic feat they wish to apply to the
Cooperative spell. When the spell is cast, the primary
spellcaster must succeed at a Spellcraft check (DC 10 +
spell's level) or the spell is lost.
Casting a cooperative spell is a full round action, unless
the spell has a longer casting time, in which case that
casting time is doubled. Spells with a casting time of
longer than one round add +5 to the initial Concentration
check to cast the cooperative spell. Spellcasters must be
of the same type (arcane or divine) in order to cast a
cooperative spell, but need not be of the same class.

CRAFT CHARM [ITEM CREATION]
Youcan createcharms,one usemagic items that contain
spells.

COOLNESS UNDER FIRE [GENERAL]
You are not normally distracted when casting spells.
Prerequisite:
CombatCasting.
Benefit: You gain a +6 bonus to Concentration checks
made to cast a spell. This bonus stacks with the bonus
from the Combat Casting feat.

Prerequisite:
Spellcaster level 3rd+.
Benefit: This feat works exactly like the Brew Potion
feat, except it creates a charm rather than a potion.
The charm has one use and crumbles to dust after one use.
Special: Using a charm provokes an attack of opportunity and in all ways is just like drinking a potion.

CONE CONTROL [METAMAGIC]
You are able to direct any spell with an area of effect
(cone) at specific targets rather than covering an area.
Prerequisite: 15+ ranks in Spellcraft skill.
Benefit: You may remove the cone effect of a prepared
spell. Instead, you direct a blast at one target for every
5 ft. of the cone's maximum length. Thus, if a spell has a
maximum width of 25 ft., up to five creatures could be
targeted with this feat. This feat does not increase the
range of the spell - all targets must still be within the
spell's range. All targets are allowed saving throws and are
treated exactly asif they had been caught within the cone.
Cone control usesup a spell slot one level higher than the
spell's actual level.

CRAFT CHEMICALS [ITEM CREATION]
You can createchemicalsbeyond the scopeof standard
alchemy.As a result, your powders and charms contain
more powerful dweomersthan normal items.
Prerequisites:

Brew Potion,Skill Focus(alchemy),

8+ranksin Alchemy skill.
Benefit: When brewing potions with the Brew Potion
feat, you no longer pay an XP cost, provided that you
doublethe time spentmaking the potion andspendtwice
asmuch gp onefiner raw materials.Yourpotions increase
all numerical effects by one die type and increase all
bonuses by 50%.For instance a potion of cure light
wounds createdin this manner by a 5th level character,
heals 1d10+5hit points and oil of slipperiness adds a

+45 bonus to Escape Artist checks. In addition, mundane
and superior alchemical items gain a magical aura
(enchantment and transmutation) and the benefits listed
above, so long asthe additional gp are spent.

CRAFT FETISH [ITEM CREATION]
You can create fetishes, items that contain spells you or
another spellcaster can use.
Prerequisite: Spellcaster leveI1st+.
Benefit: This feat works like Scribe Scroll, except it
creates a fetish rather than a scroll. Like a scroll, the fetish
is consumed after one use.
Special: Using a charm provokes an attack of opportunity and in all ways is just like reading a scroll.

CRAFT ROD [ITEM CREATION]
You can craft rods, imbuing them with magical energy.
Prerequisite: Spellcaster leveI9th+.
Benefit: You can create any rod whose prerequisites
you meet. Crafting a rod takes 1 day for each 1,000 gp in
its base price. To craft a rod, you must spend '12'of its base
price in XP and use up raw materials costing half of its
baseprice.
Some rods incur extra costs in material components
or XP as noted in their descriptions. These costs are in
addition to those derived from the rod's baseprice.
CRAFT

STAFF

[ITEM
staves,

Prerequisite:

CRAFT MAGIC ARMS AND ARMOR
[ITEM CREATION]
You can craft magical armor and weapons, imbuing them
with magical energy.
Prerequisite: Spellcaster leveI5th+.
Benefit: You can create any magic weapon,armor, or
shield whose prerequisites you meet. Enhancing a weapon,
suit of armor, or shield takes 1 day for each 1,000 gp in
the price of its magical featUres.To enhance a weapon,
suit of armor, or shield, the character must spend %,of its
featUres'total price in XP and use up raw materials costing
half of this total price.
The character can also mend a broken magic weapon,
suit of armor, or shield if it is one that you could make.
Doing so costs half the XP, half the raw materials, and half
the time it would take to enchant that item in the first
place.
The weapon, armor, or shield to be enhanced must be
a masterwork item that you must provide. (Its cost is not
included in the above cost.)
CRAFT NAMED ARMS AND ARMOR
[ITEM CREATION]
You may name a magical item, giving it power beyond
traditional magic items.
Prerequisites:

Spellcaster 12th+ level, Craft Magic

Arms and Armor.
Benefit: When using the Craft Arms and Armor feat to
create magical armor and weapons, you may forge an item
with a effective bonus up to +12, with its enhancement
bonus increases no higher than +6. The item, when
forged, but be given a true name. Only when this
true name is known by the owner of the item, may the
bonuses be'used.
Normal:
Magic armor and weapons can never have

more than a +5 enhancementbonus and no more than a
+10effectivebonus total.

CREATION]

imbuing them with magical energy.
Spellcaster level 12th+.

You can craft

Benefit: You can create any staff whose prerequisites
meet. Grafting a staff takes 1 day for each 1,000 gp in
its baseprice. To craft a staff, you must spend %,of its base
price in XP and use up raw materials costing half of its

you

base price.

A newly created staff has 50 charges.

Somestaffs incur extra costs

in material

components

in their descriptions. These costs are in
addition to those derived from the staff'sbaseprice.

or XI> as noted

CRAFT TAINTED MAGIC ARMS AND ARMOR
[ITEM CREATION]
Youcan
imbue magical weaponswith blighted, unholy
magic.
Prerequisites:

Int 13+, Craft Magic Arms

and Armor,

must be evil alignment,
spellcaster 9th+ level.
Benefit: When crafting magical arms and armor,

you may infuse the item with blight magic, making it
morepowerful by filling it with dreadpowers.This dreadful ritUal doublesthe normal time necessaryto enchant
the item and deals 1 point of temporary ConstitUtion
damage per

day,

that cannot be healed until the ceremony

is over.
Weaponsenchanted in this manner gain either the
unholy or wounding trait. Armor gainsan additional +2
unholy bonus.Thesebonusesdo not count against the
maximum
(+10) bonus allowed for weaponsand armor.
However, the cost to create the item increases by 25%
both in XP and gp and the item is forever tainted with evil
(i.e. effects that target evil creatUresnow effect the owner
even if he is not evil). If the wielder or wearer is not evil,
he must make a FortitUde save (DC 17) or suffer a -2

profane penalty

to all attack

rolls, damage

rolls, and skill

checks so long ashe remains in contact with the item.
This roll need only be made once per day.
Useof tainteditemsis tantamountto courting evil.
It should
a paladin
paladin

be avoided

by good characters

at all costs and

who knowingly doesso immediately loseshis
status.

CRAFT WAND [ITEM

CREATION]

DEATH'S

You can craft wands, imbuing them with magical energy.
Prerequisite:

SpellcasterleveI5th+.

by 750gp.To craft awand,you must spend
'1"5

of this base

price in XP and use up raw materials costing half of this
baseprice.
A newly created wand has 50 charges.
Any wand that stores a spell with a costly material
component or an XP cost also carries a commensurate
cost. In addition to the cost derived from the base cost,
you must expendfifty copies of the material component
or pay fifty times the XP cost.

CRAFT WONDROUS

ITEM [ITEM CREATION]
You can craft wondrous items, imbuing them with
magical energy.
Prerequisite: Spellcaster leveI3rd+.
Benefit: You can create any miscellaneous magic item
whose prerequisites you meet. Enchanting a miscellaneous magic item takes 1 day for each 1,000gp in its price.
To enchant a miscellaneous magic item, you must spend
'/25of the item's price in XP and use up raw materials
costing half of this price.
You can also mend a broken miscellaneous magic item
if it is one that you could make. Doing so costs half the XP,
half the raw materials, and half the time it would take to
enchant that item in the first place.
Some wondrous items incur extra costs in material
components or XP as noted in their descriptions. These
costs are in addition to those derived from the item's base
price. You must pay such a cost to create an item or to
mend a broken one.

[GENERAL]

control is not absoluteand there is a greatprice for

that

Benefit: You can create a wand of any spell of 4th level
or lower that the you know. Crafting a wand takes 1 day
for each 1,000gp in its baseprice. The baseprice of awand
is its caster level multiplied by the spell level multiplied

VISAGE

You have great control over negativeenergies.However,
demanding too much over black sources of magic.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+,Wis 13+,Spell Focus(necromancy), any evil alignment, arcane spellcaster 13th+.
Benefit: When this feat is taken, choose anyone
necromancy spell. You may even choose one that is
normally only available to clerics. However, the level
requirement is the same.You may cast this spell once per
day in addition to any other known spells and it does not
count against your normal allotment of spells per day.
However, when the spell is cast, you must succeed at
a Spellcraft check (DC 15 + spell's level) or the spell is
considered cast with no effect. In addition you suffer a
number of points of damage equal to the spell's level as a
result of negative energy lashing back against you.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times.
Its effects do not stack.Each time you choosethis feat,
you may select a new spell.
DICTUM

LATTICE

[METAMAGIC]

your spells with lawful
increase their potency against chaos.
By

structuring

Prerequisite:
Benefit:

Any two metamagic
A chaotic

creature

energy,

you

feats.

targeted

with

damage

dealing spells suffer an additional1d8 points of damage
(a 3rd level spell deals an additional 3d8 damage, etc.,).
This additional damage follows the same rules for saving
throws and spell resistance of the original spell. In addition, chaotic

creaturessuffer a -2 insight penalty to any

saving throw involved with the spell. Lawful creatures
gain a +2 insight bonus to their saving throw. A dictum
lattice

spell takesupa spell slot one level higher than the

spell's actual level.

DIVINE BLESSING [GENERAL]
THE

DEATH

LADY'S

KISS

[GENERAL]

You are highly resistant to negative energy attacks.
Prerequisites:
6+ ranks in Knowledge (arcana)skill,
Spell Focus (necromancy), arcane spellcaster 7th+.
Benefit: You gain a bonus to saving throws against
negative energy attacks equal to your highest spellcaster
level.
DEATH MAGIC IMMUNITY

[GENERAL]

You are truly blessed by the heavens, walking unafraid
into the maw of undeath.
Prerequisites:
Wis 17+,divine spellcasterlevel 12th+,
any good alignment.
Benefit: You are immune to all death magic, including
energy drains, ability drains, and paralysis.

Your dedication and reverence for your deity allows you
to cast asingle divine spell.
Prerequisites:
4+ ranks in Knowledge (religion),
arcane spellcaster leveI1st+.
Benefit: When you gain this feat, choose a single spell
from the cleric or druid spell lists, whose level is up to one
less than the highest level arcane spell level you may
normally cast. Add this incantation to your spellbook or
list of known spells. You may now prepare and cast it asan
arcane spell.
Special:
You may only ever choose this feat once.
This feat blurs the lines between arcane and divine magic.
If used carefully
it can add a lot of dimension to a

campaign, but DMs should handle this feat with care.

DIVINE

LATTICE

[METAMAGIC]

By tying together living magic with your spells, you can
increase their effect against the undead.
Benefit: An undead creature targeted with damage
dealing spells suffer an additional ids points of damage
per spell level (a 3rd level spell deals an additional 3d8
damage, etc.). This additional damage follows the same
rules for saving throws and spell resistance of the original
spell. In addition, undead creatures suffer a -2 divine
penalty to any saving throw involved with the spell.
Non-undead creatures gain a +2 divine bonus to their
saving throw. A divine lattice spell takes up a spell slot one
level higher than the spell's actual level.
DIVINE LEADERSHIP [GENERAL]
In lieu of noble leadership, you have taken the role of
spiritual leader.
Prerequisites: Cha 13+, Leadership, divine spellcaster
leve17th+.
Benefit: Your Leadership score is increased by +2.
In addition, the church has provided you with an
additional cohort of the highest level you can command.
He is a cleric of your faith, with the same domains and
same weapon as your god. This cohort obeys the church
first and you second. Solong asyour views are the same as
the church, there is no problem.
DIVINE RITUAL MASTERY [GENERAL]
You are especially adept at casting divine rituals.
Prerequisites:
Wis 17+, divine spellcaster leve19th+.

Benefit: Providesa +4 bonus to all skill checks for
divine

rituals.

Knowledge
Benefit:

domain.

Your Wisdom is permanently increased by 2

points.

DIVINITY'S AID [GENERAL]
Your healing powers can stop other from bleeding
to death.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, good alignment,
divine
spellcaster leve15th+.
Benefit: As a standardactionyou canautomatically
savethe life of a dying creature. You must touch the dying
creature for this feat to work, but once touched, the
creature immediately stabilizes at their current hit points.
You suffer 1 point of damage if the creature is a different
alignment than you and 1d6 points of damage if the
creature is of an opposite alignment.
Normal:
A character can stabilize a dying creature as
standard action, by making a Heal skill check (DC 15).

DIVINITY'S GRACE [GENERAL]
Your ability to spontaneously cast spells expands to fit
your god's purview.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, Cha 13+, divine spellcaster
leve13rd+.
Benefit: When spontaneously casting a spell in place
of a prepared spell of the same level or higher, you may
cast a domain spell from one of your domain lists instead
of casting a cure or inflict spell of the same level.
The domain must be chosen at the time this feat is taken.

Normal: Good clerics spontaneouslycast cure spells

andevil clericsspontaneously
castinflict spells.Neutral

DIVINE SENSE [GENERAL]
You can sense the true nature of things.
Prerequisites:
Wis 17+, divine spellcaster 7th+.
Benefit:

DIVINE WISDOM
[GENERAL]
You are blessed with insight from your deity.
Prerequisites:
Divine spellcaster level 3rd+, accessto

By concentrating

for one full round, you can

cast true seeing,at will. However, this is not aperfect form of

the spell. Instead, while concentrating, make a Spot check
(DC 20). If successful, you can seethings as they truly are
for 1 minute, so long asyou continue to concentrate. If you
fail this check or lose concentration, you cannot try again
for one full day.
The is considered the divine version of the spell.
DIVINE WEAPON MASTERY [GENERAL]
You have been blessed with the skill's of a true defender of

your god.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,divine spellcasterlevel 12th+,
accessto the War domain.
Benefit: You gain Martial Weapon Proficiency with all
martial weapons as a fighter and Weapon Focus in any
three martial weapons of your choice.

clerics must choose at the time of character creation
whether to spontaneously cast cure or inflict spells.

Special: You may gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects do not stack.Each time this feat. Each time you
takethis feat,it appliesto anew domain.
DIVINITY'S

PRESENCE

[GENERAL]
by the gods, giving
words the weight of divinity:
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, divine spellcaster5th+.

You tongue has been touched

your

Benefit:
Once per day you gain a +4 divine bonus to
your Charisma
for one round per character level.
DRAGONSMITH

[ITEM

CREATION]

of draconic anatomyand haveacquired
a comprehensive knowledge of the magical armor,
weapons,and wondrous items that can be created from

You are a master

a dragon's remains.
Prerequisite: Any Item Creation feat, spellcaster level
3rd+.

If youhaveaccess
to arecentlyslaindragon,

Benefit:

you can produce magical items for 25%less than the
standard gp cost for creating the item. In addition,
you gain a +2 competencebonus to any Craft checks
necessaryto completethe item. However,if a dragon is
awareof your chosencraft, it immediately treatsyou as
hostile.

Benefit: When braiding a spell, you may add any spell
you know, from any school of magic, to the braid.
The spell must still conform to the other requirements for

the braid (such as targets,

etc.).The DC of the spell is

reduced by 1.

details a great number of items and alchemicalconcoctions that canbe createdwith dragonparts.

ELEMENTAL
FOCUS [GENERAL]
You have learned how to cajole and skillfully manipulate
the spirit of one of the elements.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,ability to cast at least three
spells of the appropriate elemental type.

DUAL SPELLS [METAMAGIC]
Youcancasttwo spellsat once.
Prerequisite: Any two Metamagicfeats.
Benefit: You may cast two spells in the sameround.
These spells are cast at half your normal caster level.
For example,if a 10th-levelwizard castsmagic missile and

(acid, cold, electricity, fire or sonic). Add +2 to the
Difficult Classfor all saving throws against spells with the
appropriate energy type.

Special:

Dragons

by Alderac

Entertainment

Group, Inc.

webin the same round, he would be casting these spells as
a 5th-level wizard. This half-level casting ability only
affects numeric variables dependent on level for the spell,
including what spell level is available forcasting. A 10thlevel wizard can normally cast up to 5th-level spells.
when using this feat he would only be able to dual caSt
spells of up to half his normal caster level, 3rd-level spells.

DURABLE MAGIC [GENERAL]
Your spells are strong, and once cast resist attempts to be
cancelled.
Prerequisite: Spellcaster level5th+.

Benefit: When an opponent attempts to use dispel
aspellyou cast,including

Benefit:

Special:

EERIE PRESENCE [GENERAL]
You have an air of strangeness around you that disquiets
your opponents (and your friends).
Prerequisites:

Cha 15+,5+ ranks in Intimidate skill,

spellcaster level1st+.
Benefit: Anyone attacking you in melee combat, must
succeed with a will save (DC 10 + half your character
level) or suffer a -1 morale penalty to his attack and
damage rolls for the rest of the encounter.
This is considereda supernaturalability and doesnot
affect aberrations, constructs, dragons, elementals, oozes,
outsiders, plants, undead, vermin and creatures immune
to fear effects.
Special: Youalsosuffer a -2 penalty to any check that
involves social interaction with non spellcasters.

ELDRITCH KNOT [GENERAL]
Youhavelearnedto braid spellsfrom different schoolsof
magic.
Prerequisite:

Braid Spell.

Youcangain this featmultiple times.Its effects

do not stack. Each time you take this feat, it applies to a
new energy type.

ELEMENTAL INDEPENDENCE
[METAMAGIC]
Youcanstrip awaythe elementalaspectsof magicalspells
you cast.
Prerequisites:
8+ ranks in Spellcraft skill, 8+ ranks in
Knowledge (arcana).
Benefit:
You can strip away the element type of
damage dealing spellsandreplacethem with puremagical

force.This technique is useful for battling

creatures with
elemental immunity. An elemental independence spell
uses up a spell slot two levels higher than the spell's
actual level.

magic or greater dispelling against

attempts to counterspell, you gain a +2 enhancement
bonus to your effective caster level.

When the featis chosen,selectanenergytype

Special:

If usedin conjunction with Elemental Focus,

the DC increase is lost.
ELEMENTAL
LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
You can increase the damage your spells deal, by crossing
them with elemental energy.
Prerequisite: Any two metamagic feats.
Benefit: Youcanenhanceyourdamagedealingspells

with elemental energy. Choose an energy type when
preparingyour spell (acid,cold, electricity, fire, or sonic).
In

additionto the spell'snormal effect, you inflict an

additional1d8 points

of

damageof the chosen energy

type per spell level (a 3rd level spell deals an additional
3d6 damage, etc.). This additional damage follows the
same rules for savingthrowsandspellresistance
of the
original

spell. An elemental

lattice

spell takesup a spell

slot two levels higher than the spell's actual level.

EMPOWER

SPELL [METAMAGIC]

Benefit: All variable, numeric effects of an empowered
spell are increased by one-haI£ An empowered spell deals
half again as much damage as normal, cures half again as

many hit points, affectshalf againasmany targets,
appropriate.

etc., as

Saving throws and opposed rolls (such as the

one

the

character

magic)

are not

are not

affected.

tWo levels

makes

when

affected.

the

character

Spells

without

An empowered

spell

higher

than

the spell's

casts

random
uses

actual

permanent

dispel

variables

up a spell

slot

level.

undead

you

create

Prerequisites:

12+ ranks

or 6+ ranks
Undead,
Benefit:

Undead

animation
your

of creation

spell)

bonus

feat.

An enduring
spell used up a slot tWo levels higher
the spell's actual level.

than

skill,

Augment

(in conjunction

gain Turn

spells

are deadly

Prerequisites:

skill

9th+.

you summon

Intelligence

(arcana)

(necromancy)

level

with

Resistance

equal

skill,

Benefit:

Select

animals,

giants,

to

those

your

own

blood,

its potency.
Cleric,

druid,

sorcerer

or wizard

this

Benefit:

Prior

to feed

suffer

3 points

any way)

to casting

the

a spell,

magical
one

may

you

(which

cannot

of damage

to generate

you

energies

wound

unleash.

be prevented

of the following

effects

may
in

You

~

~

The spell deals +1 damage.

You may

deal

damage

generate

these

effects,

+ your

ConstitUtion

Special:

this

target

by tWo.

need

blood

of times

of 3 to
equal

to 1

(if any).
not

spell

be prepared
in order

ahead

to take

of time

advantage

as

monster

You can make a spell encompass
a much larger area than
normal.
Prerequisites:
Enlarge Spell, Grow Spell.
spell triples

its area of effect.

A spell whose area of effect is determined
by its range,
or whose target is a personal or a single creatUre are not
affected. An encompassed
spell uses up a spell slot one
level higher than the spell's actual level.

spells

Prerequisites:
Benefit:

are

extended
source.

Spell,

The

unit

progresses

as follows

week,

last much

An enduring

normal.

duration,

that
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month,
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beyond
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round,
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minute,
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their
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time
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spell
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of the

feat

multiple

you take

times.
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the feat, it applies

A spell
feat,

spells

[GENERAL]

modifier

determined
effect

are

determining

spell

not

has its range

defined

by

A spell

whose

by its range

has the

dimensions

slot one

turning

proportionally.
level

higher

than

doubled.

distance

increased.

increased

a spell

when

[METAMAGIC]

An enlarged

ranges

do

area

Spells
not

or

have

effect

is

of its area or

An enlarged

spell

the spell's

actual

uses

up

level.

ENLARGED FAMILIAR [GENERAL]
Your familiar is unusually large and powerful for its type.
Prerequisites:
Familiar or spirit familiar, spellcaster

normal.

Spell.

of time

by one

year,

longer
Grow

to beat

type

a favored

by your god to destroy undead.
Cha 13+, Extra Turning.

ranges

leveI5th+.
Benefit:

ENDURING SPEll [METAMAGIC]
You can cast

You

plants,

humanoids

creatUre

chooses

all saving

Each

level + Charisma
damage.

whose

[METAMAGIC]

An encompassed

If you select

a specific

fey,

outsiders,

Benefit:
You roll 3d6 + your cleric level + Charisma
modifier when determining
tUrning damage.
Normal:
Without
this feat, a cleric rolls 2d6 + cleric

Benefit:

Benefit:

list: aberra-

elementals,

oozes,

enemy.

TURNING

ENLARGE SPEll

ENCOMPASS SPEll

this

type.

of

feat.

than

can

stack.

You are blessed
Prerequisites:

in multiples

up to a number
bonus

A spell

an empowered

to your

for

from

effects.

ENHANCED
The target's spell resistance is reduced
The spell DC is increased by 2.

~

select

DC

4+ ranks

in question.

do not

to a new

beasts,

as a ranger

chosen

type

Special:

your-

You

must

(arcana),

dragons,

or vermin.

level checks

creature

type

constructs,

just

+2 to the

to caster

level

lst+.

self

or monster

leveI3rd+.

monster

undead
you

targeting

Prerequisites:

by

race

in Knowledge

magical

categories,

Add

increasing

any

humanoids,

or outsiders,

with

affected

a particular

spellcaster

beasts,

shapechangers,

(if any).

can be fueled

against

4+ ranks

in Spellcraft
tions,

an

EMPOWERED BLOOD [METAMAGIC]
You magic

not

type.

to tUrning.

in Knowledge

in Knowledge

spellcaster

this

Your

are resistant

are

ENEMY FOCUS [GENERAL]

EMPOWER UNDEAD [GENERAL]
The

duration

Your familiar
Using

is one size category

the rules in the Monster

larger than

Manual

for Hit

Dice and Size advancement,
increase
its Strength,
ConstitUtion,
natUral armor, and damage. Decrease its
Dexterity, AC bonus and attack bonus.

of units
hour,
cannot

no matter

instantaneous

day,
be
the
or

ERASE MEMORY [METAMAGIC]
You may unlearn
Prerequisites:

what you have learned.
Arcane spellcaster levellst+,

Wis 13+.

Benefit: Youcan free (unlearn) a number of spell slot
equal to your Wisdom bonus that are filled with a learned

spell.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The
effectsdo not stack.Eachtime you takethe feat,you may
unlearn anotherspell,freeing thosespell slots.
ESSENCE MASTERY [METAMAGIC]
You have mastered the art of spell study and casting,
learning whatever you can and making it your own.
Prerequisites:
No ability score below 10, 15+ ranks
in Knowledge (arcana) skill, 8+ ranks in Knowledge
(nature), 8+ ranks in Knowledge (religion), 15+ ranks
in Spellcraft skill, any three metamagic feats,non-specialist
wizard only.
Benefit: When learning a new spell, you may draw
from any spell list, arcane,divine, or otherwise. No spell is
beyond your abilities, so long as you have accessto the
scroll or spellbook. In the caseof divine spells, a cleric or
similar caster must transcribe the spell for you to learn
from. If a spell is available to more than one spellcasting
class,you may now learn it at the lowest level (with the
exception of domain levels).
Special: The DM must approve any character taking
this feat. Becauseof the tendency to violate the tenets of
arcane and divine magic, this is a very powerful feat and
should be taken with care.
EXAGGERATE
SPELL [METAMAGIC]
Your spells are louder, bigger, and more damaging.
Benefit: All variable, numeric effects of an exaggerated
spell are increased by 3 points per die. An exaggerated
spell deals 3 extra points of damage, heals 3 extra damage,
or targets 3 additional subjects. For example, an exaggerated shocking grasp deals 1d8+6 when cast by a 3rd level
spell caster. Saving throws and opposed rolls, such as
those made when casting dispel magic, are not affected.
Spells without random variables are not affected either.
An exaggeratedspellusesup aspellslot two levelshigher
than the spell's actual level.
THE EXIT [GENERAL]
Your god watches over you and protects you from harm.
Prerequisites:
Divine spellcaster level 15th+, must
have access to Trickery domain.
Benefit:

Once per session,you may call upon the favor

of your god to teleportyou from harm (without error).
Most often this is a shrine or temple to your deity.
However,your deity will moveyou the shortestdistance
possibleand only when you are threatened.The effect
of this feat cannot be stopped by anything except a
dimensional

anchor.

EXPAND SPELL [METAMAGIC]
Youcanexpandthe perimetersof aspell.
Prerequisites: Enlarge Spell,EncompassSpell, Grow
Spell.
Benefit: An expanded spell's area of effect increases to
1 mile. A spell whose area of effect is determined by its
range, or whose target is apersonal or a single creature are
not affected. An expandedspell usesup a spell slot four
level higher than the spell's actual level.
EXPERT SPECIALIST
[GENERAL]
Your specialized spells last longer than normal.
Prerequisites:
Wizard specialistlevel 13th+,Improved
Specialist, Specialist.
Benefit: All of your 5th and 6th level spellsfrom your
chosen specialist school have their duration doubled.
EXTEND SPELL [METAMAGIC]
Benefit: An extended spell lasts twice as long as
normal. Spells with a concentration, instantaneous,
or permanent duration are not affected by this feat.
An extended spell uses up a spell slot one level higher
than the spell's actual level.

EXTRA FAMILIAR [GENERAL]
You have an additional familiar.
Prerequisites: Familiar or Spirit Familiar, spellcaster
leveI5th+.
Benefit: You gain an additional familiar of the
type appropriate for your class (animal familiar or spirit
familiar). This familiar may be the same type asyour first
or different.
Special:

You can gain this feat multiple times. Each

time you may choose another familiar.
Any familiar feats you have, apply to all your familiars.
EXTRA SPELL [GENERAL]
Your meditation and study have advanced your mind to
such a degree that you can learn more magic.
Prerequisites: Int 13+,Wis 13+,Wizard leveI3rd+.
Benefit: You can prepare one (and only one) extra spell
of any level you can currently cast.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, you may
prepare an additional spell per day, however, never more
than one spell of the same level. A 9th level wizard, with
Extra Spell X3, could prepare an extra 5th, 4th, and 3rd
level spell, but not 35th or 25th and a 4th.

EXTRA TURNING [GENERAL]
You can turn undead four more times per day than normal.
Prerequisite: Ability to Turn Undead
Benefit: Allows you to turn un dead four more times
per day than normal.

Special:

You can take this feat multiple

four extra daily turning
EYES

attempts

Benefit:

times, gaining

each time.

same

faith

allows

you
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to spot
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fail.
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as detect
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characters.

Paladins
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spontaneously

casting

a spell in place

last spell

in

Spellcraft
skill, 6+ ranks in Concentration
skill, Combat Casting.
Benefit: Once per day, if your hit point total
ever reaches -1 or lower
may make a Concentration

(but not -10), you
check (DC 20 +

spell level) to cast one last spell before slipping into
unconsciousness.
The spell cannot have a casting time
longer
than
Concentration

1 action
and whether
or not
the
check is successful, the spell slot is spent

and you suffer
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an additional
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from
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with
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FEARFUL GAZE [METAMAGIC]
You can fix your
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effect.

FIST OF THE GODS [GENERAL]
The holy force of the gods flows through
you,
touching you as a true warrior of the faith.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Eyes of the Gods, cleric
or paladin

You can enhance

and

smite

ability

against

the

resistance
up a spell

your damage

spells

to the spell's normal effect,
points of fire damage of the

3d6 damage, etc.). This additional
damage
same rules for saving throws
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[METAMAGIC]

You can eliminate
only

dealing

type per spell level (a 3rd level spell deals

energy

an additional
follows the

Prerequisites:

FATAL CURSE [METAMAGIC]
one

resurrected

You can increase the damage your spells deal, by crossing
them with fire energy.
Prerequisite:
Any tWo metamagic feats.

chosen

of a prepared spell of the same level or higher, you may
cast either cure or inflict spells.
Normal:
Good clerics spontaneously
cast cure spells
and evil clerics spontaneously
cast inflict spells. Neutral
clerics must choose at the time of character
creation
whether to spontaneously
cast cure or inflict spells.

Your willful nature allows you to cast
before. . .
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, 6+ ranks

rebuke

may use their

with fire energy. In addition
you inflict an additional1d6

[GENERAL]

You are not the typical adherent of your faith.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, cleric leveI1st+.
Benefit:

or

as undead.

targets.

Benefit:

FALSE PROPHET

turn

FLAME LATTICE [METAMAGIC]

leveI3rd+.
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Special:

OF THE GODS [GENERAL]
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Any

effects

from

power.
five metamagic

feats.

Benefit:
As a full round action, you may convert the
magic of any prepared spell (casting time 1 action or less)
to pure arcane power. The spell converts to the spell listed
below and deals damage according to the level of the spell
being perverted.
All information
not listed below is
drawn

from the original
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HAND OF JUSTICE [GENERAL]

companion.

without

CREATION]

You can forge rings, imbuing them with magical
Prerequisite:
Spellcaster level 12th+.

of targets.

as they

are not
levels

number

Spell.

so long

You are an important
of justice.

animal

metamagic
feat.
on two planes, both the
ethereal plane. All of your
and strike unerringly
on

both planes. Against
incorporeal
creatures,
the miss
chance is negated. A grown spell uses up a spell slot one
level higher than the spell's actual level.

Benefit:

You may
to the

Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, any
Benefit:
Your magic exists
prime material world and the
spells benefit from this ability

Prerequisite:

a

You do not suffer the negative effects of losing the
animal as a familiar, but you may not forge a bond with
another animal in this manner for another year.
[ITEM

and

mend

Doing

Some

Your

Prerequisite:
4+ ranks in Animal Empathy skill.
Benefit:
So long as you have only befriended
one
animal - either through
the spell animal friendship,
a successful animal empathy check, a druid or ranger class
ability, and so on - you treat that animal as a familiar,
gaining all the benefits of a sorcerer of your character

RING

make.

place.

GROW

so on.)

FORGE BOND [ITEM CREATION]
You can bond with any friendly animal

FORGE

whose

Nonnal:
Spells only affect targets in the same plane as
the caster. Force spells affect both the material and the
ethereal plane and gain no extra benefit from this feat.

Spell Effect
1 point/2
caster levels
1 point/caster
level
ld3 pOint/caster
level
1 d4 points/caster
level
ld6 pOints/caster
level
ld8 points/caster
level
ld8+2 points/caster
level
ld10 points/caster
level
ld10+3
points/caster
level
1 d12+3 points/caster
level

0-Ievel
1 st-Ievel

use

ring

1 day for each

The spirit realm is able to work its magic in the material
world.

in the following

level

To craft

any
takes

GHOST MAGIC [METAMAGIC]

SavingThrow:Refhalf
Spell Resistance:
Yes

the level of spell channeled

create
a ring

in XP and

the first

nents

Instantaneous

A blast of arcane magic erupts
damage to any single creature

price.

You can also

Power

can

Crafting

price.

could
Arcane

You

meet.

energy.

leader

of the church

Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, 6+ ranks
10+ ranks in Knowledge
(religion)
divine

spellcaster

and an archon

in Diplomacy
skill,
skill, Leadership,

level 13th+ or paladin

level 13th+.

Benefit: You are among the highest ranking of clerics.
A number of benefits come from this station. You gain a
+2 divine bonus to Charisma.
So long as you hold this
station, the benefit remains.
You gain the paladin ability to smite once per day.
However, this smite can be delivered to anyone that is not
from your alignment
or who have violated the tenets of
the church.
You gain one additional
domain,
level that you can cast. In addition,
tion of detect chaos/evil/good/law.
neutral god may choose
at will.

spell per day, of any
choose one permutaA servant of a true

two. You may now cast this spell

Lastly,

when castinginflict spellsincreasethe damage

dealt by your Strength bonus (if any) and when casting
cure spells increase the damage healed by your Charisma
bonus (if any). Your Strength bonus and Charisma bonus
may exceed the normal maximum of the spell.
Special: Each church has its own rituals and rites
regarding the archon of justice. You and the DM should
work out the specific requirements (go on a quest, endure
a week without food, etc.,). In addition, some churches
have only one archon and someday someone is going to
want your job.
The archon of justice hasmany mundane responsibilities
aswell, from overseeing festivals and religious celebrations
to maintaining the records, churches and shrines of his
faith. The archon is responsible primarily to his faith and
god.
The smite ability granted by this feat stacks with the
paladin ability to smite.

HOLY LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
By blessing your spells with holy energy, you increase
their potency against evil.
Prerequisite: Any two metamagicfeats.
Benefit:

An evil creaturetargetedwith damagedealing

spells suffer an additional1d8 points of damage per spell
level (a 3rd level spell deals an additional 3d8 damage,
etc.). This additional damage follows the same rules for
saving throws and spell resistance of the original spell.
In addition, evil creatures suffer a-2 sacredpenalty to any
saving throw involved with the spell. Good creatures gain
a +2 sacredbonus to their saving throw. A holy lattice spell

takes up a spell slot one level higher than the spell's
actuallevel.
HOLY SMITE [GENERAL]
You forge a link to the victims you slay, knowing if they

everreturn.
Wis 13+,divine spellcaster level 7th+.
Any creature that you reduce to -10 hp or
below and is then later raised, resurrected, reincarnated,
or brought back as undead, becomes known to you. This
works exactlylike the spell locate creature, except there is
no range limit and the spell is always active.
Prerequisites:

HEIGHTEN SPELL [METAMAGIC]
Benefit: A heightened spell has a higher spell level
than normal (up to 9th level). Unlike other metamagic
feats, Heighten Spell actually increases the effective level
of the spell that it modifies. All effects dependent on spell
level (such as saving throw DCs and ability to penetrate
a minor globe of invulnerability) are calculated according
to the heightened level. The heightened spell is as
difficult to prepare and cast asa spell of its effective level.
HIDE SPELL [METAMAGIC]
Your spells are difficult to notice, even baffling other
spellcasters.
Prerequisites: Silent Spell, Still Spell.
Benefit: A hidden spell is difficult to discern. Increase
the DC of any Spellcraft check to identify the spell by 10.
In addition, it is harder to dispel a hidden spell. Increase
the DC of dispelling a hidden spell by 5. A hidden spell
uses up a spell slot one level higher than the spell's actual
level.

HIGH MAGIC [METAMAGIC]
Youhavelearnedthe secretsof elven High Magic.
Prerequisites: 10+ranksin Spellcraftskill, spellcaster
leveI9th+.
Benefit: You can suffer a temporary point of
Constitution damagein place of "spending"one higher
level slot to power spells cast with a metamagic feat.
Constitution points lost in this manner cannot be
regainedby magicalmeans;only restbrings them back.In
addition, the Constitution damagecannot be restored
until the spells that cause them have been cast or
unlearned.

Benefit:

HOLY WEAPON

OF POWER [GENERAL]

Your god's power flows through your arm, turning your
weapon into a tool of good.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Cleave, PowerAttack, must be

evil alignment,divine spellcasterlevel 9th+.
Benefit: While wielding aweaponof the sametype as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains +1 and the special
magicalability holy. Theseabilities stackwith anymagical

abilities of the weapon,but the weaponmust at leastbe
masterworkto gain this power.
ICE LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
Youcanincreasethe damageyour spellsdeal, by crossing
them with cold energy.
Prerequisite: Any two metamagic feats.
Benefit: You can enhance your damage dealing spells
with

cold energy.In addition to the spell'snormal effect,

you inflict an additional1d6 points of cold damageof the
chosen energy type per spell level (a 3rd level spell deals
an additional 3d6 damage, etc.,). This additional damage
follows the same rules for saving throws and spell
resistance of the original spell. An ice lattice spell takes up
a spell slot one level higher than the spell's actual level.

IDENTIFY

ELIXIR [METAMAGIC]

You may identify potions without fail.
Prerequisites:
8+ranksin Alchemy skill, BrewPotion,
any metamagicfeat.

Benefit:
You can accurately
identify the contents
of
any magical or non-magical
elixir, poison, potion, or other

with items or means other than your own spells.
The bonus applies to checks made to counter a spell using

alchemical substance. This feat works in all ways like the
identify spell, but only requires 1 hour of time to activate.

dispel magic

Normal:
Without this feat it is necessary
Alchemy skill in order to identify a potion.
IDENTIFY
ITEM [METAMAGIC]
You may identify magic items without
your understanding
of magic.

to have the

fail, drawing

upon

Prerequisites:
Int 17+, Wis 15+, 12+ ranks in Spellcraft,
any three metamagic feats.
Benefit:
You may cast the spell identify at will. In
addition, the casting time for the spell is cut in half and
the material component
cost is waived.

IMBUE WEAPON [METAMAGIC]
You may
a melee

transfer

the power

Benefit:

spellcaster
When

you may

instead

the

effect.

spell

you

deal

miss,

compare

armor

class.

triggered,

The

your
If

effect

only

and the
to your

their

touch

about

touch

spell

used

magical,

While
you

may

you

effect.

effect

is

only works

feat

touch

Horse

Leopard

touch

the

a target,

not

Lizard,

giant

Monkey

attack.
up a spell

slot

one

level

[GENERAL]

but you unearth

in Use

Porpoise
Snake,

Master gains a +2
Swim checks
Master gains a +2
Climb checks
Master gains a +2
Listen checks
Master gains a +2
Fortitude
saves

constrictor

Wolf

important
Wolverine

Magic

Device

skill,
Special:

an item

you

know

to be

grap the item and concentrate. After
Magic Device
the command

check

(DC 25).

FAMILIAR

Special
Master gains a +2 bonus
on Wilderness
Lore checks
Master gains a +2 bonus on
Fortitude
saves
Master gains +10 ft. movement
once per day for 3 rounds
Master gains a +2 bonus on
Hide checks
Master gains a +2 bonus on
Sense Motive checks
Master gains +2 Strength
for
determining
encumbrance,
Endurance
feat
Master gains a +2 bonus on
Hide checks
Master gains a +2 bonus on
Reflex saves
Gains Weapon
Finesse with a
Tiny weapon

If you

opponent's

bonus

on

bonus

on

bonus

on

bonus

on

You gain this familiar in place of your old

familiar, not in addition too. The spellcaster must sever
the tie with his previous familiar before gaining a new
one.

word requiredto

activate the item.

IMPROVED

IMPROVED DISPEL [GENERAL]
Prerequisites:

IMPROVED

If the attack

items.

holding

one minute, make a Use
If you succeed,you learn

You can dispel

4-3:

Familiar
Bear, black

Dog

level.

magic,

Prerequisite:
8+ ranks
Arcane Sensitivity.
Benefit:

allowing

is not. This

actual

magic

to deliver

AC,

you to physically

a ranged

can you sense

weapon

spell

result

damage

the spell's

information

TABLE

bonus

of touch,

round.

IMPROVED ARCANE SENSITIVITY
Not

attack

a range

is instantaneous

hit

weapon

than

for familiars, choosean animal listed below,and consult
the specialabilities of common Medium-sizefamiliars.

Crocodile
with

a melee

damage

require

An imbued

base

in the same

attack

you

require

(any),

a spell

and attack

but weapon

that

Your familiar is unusual.
Prerequisites: Con 13+, familiar or spirit familiar,
spellcaster leveI7th+.
Benefit: You may choose a familiar from a family of
animals much larger than most. Using the standard rules

Boar

through

level1st+.

casting

normal

on spells that

Focus

cast it through

to cast the spell

higher

spells

IMPROVED FAMILIAR [GENERAL]

Cheetah
Weapon

+3 or higher,

ones

touch

weapon.

Prerequisites:

hits,

of your

or similar spells.

effects easily.
Con 13+, ability to cast dispel magic or

magical

greater dispelling.

Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus on caster
level checks made to dispel a magical effect. This bonus
applies only when casting a spell such as dispel magic or
greater dispelling. It does not affect dispel checks made

ILLUSION

[GENERAL]

Your illusions appear solid and perfect, distracting even
the hardiest opponents.
Prerequisites:

SpellFocus(illusion), arcanespellcaster

level 7th+.
Benefit: Yourillusions aresorealthat when positioned
on the opposite side of a target, the target is considered
flanked, losing his Dexterity bonus to AC and gaining you
or an ally a +2 bonus to the attack roll.
If the target succeeds at a Willpower save against the
illusion, this feat has no effect.

IMPROVED

IMBUE WEAPON

[METAMAGIC]

You may now transfer the power of your touch spells
through any item of your choice.
Prerequisite: Imbue Weapon.
Benefit: When casting a spell with arange of touch, you
may instead cast it through a ranged weapon to deliver the
spell effect. The effect is instantaneous allowing you to cast
the spell and attack in the same round. If the attack hits,
you deal normal damage and the spell effect. If you miss,
compare your attack result to your opponent's touch armor
class. If you hit their touch AC, the effect is triggered,
but weapon damage is not. This feat only works on spells
that require you to physically touch a target, not ones that
require a ranged touch attack and it is only effective up to
30ft.
An imbued weapon spell used up a spell slot one level
higher than the spell's actual level.

INNER PEACE [GENERAL]
You can meditate in the middle of the day, regaining one
lost spell slot.
Prerequisites: Wis 15+, any metamagic feat, arcane
spellcaster level5th+.
Benefit: By spending 1 hour in quiet contemplation,
without interruption, you may regain 1 lost spell slot from
the day. Choose a previously cast spell from your list
of known spells. That spell is "refreshed" and considered
prepared. You may use this ability a number of times per
day equal to your Wisdom bonus.

IMPROVED SPECIALIST [GENERAL]
Your specialized spells last longer than normal.
Prerequisites:

Wizard specialistlevel 9th+.

Benefit: All of your 3rd and 4th level spells from your
chosen specialist school have their duration doubled.
IMPROVISE COUNTERSPELL [METAMAGIC]
You may counterspell your opponent's magic, even if you
cannot cast the spell you are trying to counter.
Prerequisite:
Ability to castarcanespellswithout
preparation.
Benefit: You may counterspell a spell without casting
your opponent's chosen spell. Once you have successfully
identified your opponent's spell (Spellcraft check, DC 15
+ spell's level) you may counterspell the effect, by casting
any spell that is at least two levels higher than your
opponent's spell.
Normal: A character may only counter spell being cast
by casting the correct spell.

INCREASED
You are

ARCANE AFFINITY

[METAMAGIC]

attunedto yourownmagicspellssowellyoucan

preparethem with little rest.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+,ArcaneAffinity, wizard only.
Benefit: Youonly need6 hours of rest eachdaybefore
preparing spells from your spellbook. In addition, you can
abandon a previously prepared spell and replace it with a
new one (of the same level). This process takes 15 minutes
for 0-level spells and 30 minutes for all other spells.
Normal: A character
needsaclearmindand8hoursof
rest to prepare her spells. Once prepared, his spells cannot
be changed with another 8 hours of rest.

INSTILL FAITH [GENERAL]
You have religious zeal that cannot be easily sedated.
Peoplefollow your word as if the heavenswere talking
directly through you.
Prerequisites:Wis 13+,Cha15+,4+ranksin Knowledge
(religion)skill, divine spellcasterleve13rd+.
Benefit: All of your enchantment spells have their
duration increasedby 50%.
INTENSIFY POISON [METAMAGIC]
You can imbue poisons with minor threads of magic,
escalating its virulence. Some of your spells impart more
dangers onto the poison, making you a deadly adversary.
Prerequisites: Wis 15+, 8+ ranks in Alchemy, 8+ ranks
in Craft (poison), Brew Potion, spellcaster leve17th+.
Benefit: You can distill magical energy into a poison,
increasing its intensity, extending its life, and altering its
function. Any prepared spell can be cast to intensify the
poison and its very common for advanced alchemists to
hide potent curses with illusion spells.
The level of spell used to intensify the poison,
determines the longevity and potency of the poison. First,
the spell level increases the DC of the poison saveby the
level of the spell. For instance, a 3rd-level spell used to
imbue abloodroot poison, increase the saveDC by 3 to 15.
Secondly, for every 3 full levels of the spell, the poison
lasts for an additional minute, dealing the secondary
damage again, each minute thereafter. If the secondary
damage is 0, the drinker suffers the primary damage.
Third, just as brew potion, you must expend gold and
XP to intensify the poison.

Lastly, the collegeof magicthat is usedto intensify the
poison effects the poison in various ways.The chart below
shows the effect based on the college.
TABLE 4-4:

INTENSIFY

College

POISON

Effect
Allows poison a saving throw against
spells like neutralize poison.
The poison
renders
the drinker
immobile
for a number
of hours equal
to the spell level.
The drinker of the poison must make a
Willpower
save against the poison DC,
or lose one important
memory. This is a
effectively a -1 penalty to Intelligence.
That consumes
the poison
must make
a Fort save against the poison
DC.
Failure means the drinker grows boils,
cysts, pustules
or some other physical

Abjuration
Conjuration

Divination

Enchantment

deformity,
effectively
suffering
a -4
penalty to his Charisma.
Doubles the damage
of poison.
Hides the fact that its a poison.
Detect
magic fails against
this spell.
Drinker loses XP equal to 100 times the
level of the spell.
Duplicate
any ability above. However
transmutation
magic increases
the save
DC of the poison at '/2 the potency
of
other spells.

Evocation
Illusion
Necromancy
Transmutation

LIGHT LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
By layering light magicinto your spells,you canincrease
their visual effect and illumination.
Prerequisite: Any two metamagic feats.
Benefit: A light lattice spell illuminates in every direction, filling the area of effect with daylight, per the spell,
enhancingthe spell'seffect.The daylight persists aslong as
the original spell persists. Spells with a concentration,
instantaneous or permanent duration or those lacking an
area of effect are not affected by this feat. A light lattice
spell uses up a slot one level higher than the spell's actual
level.
LIGHTNING

LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
the damage
your spells deal, by crossing

You can increase
them

with electrical

Prerequisite:

Benefit:

Any

energy.
two

metamagic

You can enhance

feats.

your damage

dealing spells

with electrical energy. In addition to the spell's normal
effect, you inflict anadditional1d6pointsof electricity

per spell level (a 3rd
level spelldealsanadditional3d6 damage, etc.).This additional damage follows the same rules for saving throws
damage

of the chosen

energy

type

and spell resistance of the original spell. An lightning lattice spell takes up a spell slot one level higher than the
spell's actual level.

MACHINE MASTERY [GENERAL]
is crossed

Your magic

with energy

derived

from

your

knowledge of artificial and arcaneintelligence, allowing
you to affect them with enchantment
spells.
Prerequisites:
Spell Focus (enchantment),
spellcaster level 7th+.

arcane

Benefit: You ignore a construct's immunity to mindeffects with enchantment spells you cast.
Constructs are still immune to mind-influencing
effects
influencing

caused by magic items or special abilities

Normal: Constructsareimmune to
effects,

poisons,

you wield.
mind-influencing

and similar effects.

disease

MAGICAL TRAINING

[GENERAL]

You have been trained

to master

freeing your mind for more

lesserelementsof magic,
spells.

advanced

Prerequisites:
Int 13+, wizard leveI1st+.
Benefit:
Selectthree 0-levelarcanespells.Thesespells
are chosen when this feat is taken and cannot be changed.
You may cast these spells once per day, as a 1st level

wizard. However,

you

do not

spend

time

preparing

them.

This featcanonly be chosenat 1stlevel.

Special:

THE MAKER'S CHOICE [GENERAL]
Your god has blessed
enemies.
Prerequisite:

you with the tools to defeat your

Divine spellcaster level 15th+.

Benefit:
When this feat is gained, choose a special
ability from the list below.
TABLE 4-5:

MAKER'S

Special Ability
Animal companion
Aura of courage
Bardic knowledge
Damage
reduction
Divine grace
Divine health

CHOICE

2/-

~ =
Evasion
Favored enemy
Nature sense
Rage l/day
Smite

evil

Sneak attack +2d6
Trackless step
Uncanny dodge
(Can't be flanked)
Uncanny dodge
(Dex bonus

Class
Druid
Paladin
Bard
Barbarian
Paladin

Paladin
Rogue
Ranger
Druid
Barbarian
Paladin
Rogue
Druid
Barbarian
Barbarian

to AC)

Venom immunity
Weapon specialization
Woodland stride

Druid
Fighter
Druid

You gain access to this ability as though
a member of the class from which it stems.
Special:
You can gain this feat multiple

effects do

not

stack.

new special ability.

Each

time

you were
times. Its

you take this feat, choose a

MASK SIGNATURE [METAMAGIC]
You can mask your magical signature, removing any
notable features you do not discern.
Prerequisites:
Any three metamagicfeats.
Benefit:

A

maskedspell removesanyone aspectto a

spell, such as evil, chaotic, fire, light, mind-affecting, and
so on. By removing this signature, the spell can now
bypass the defenses of certain monsters. For example,
a maskedcone of cold spell caston a nightshadeby a 14th
level wizard deals 14d6 damage that cannot be blocked by
the nightshade'scold resistance.A maskedspell takesup
a spell slot one level higher than the spell's actual level.

MAXIMIZE

SPELL

the normally rolled result.
MIGHT MAKES

MASTER OF UN DEATH [GENERAL]
You have agreater command of undead than other clerics.
Prerequisites:
Cha 15+,ExtraTurning.
Benefit: You are considered 2 levels higher than your
actual level when attempting to bolster, command,
or rebuke undead.

[METAMAGIC]

Benefit: All variable,numeric effectsof a maximized
spell aremaximized.A maximizedspell dealsmaximum
damage,curesthe maximum number of hit points,affects
the maximum number of targets, etc., as appropriate.
Spellswithout randomvariablesarenot affected.A maximized spell usesup a spell slot three levelshigher than
the spell'sactuallevel.
An empowered,maximized spell gains the separate
benefitsof eachfeat: the maximum result plus one-half

RIGHT [GENERAL]

All those under you believe in your cause.
Prerequisites:
Str 15+, Cha 15+, Inspire Loyalty,
Leadership,

divine spellcaster level7th+

Benefit: Followers under your command gain a divine
bonus to all skill checks, saving throws, attack rolls, and
weapon damage rolls equal to your Wisdom bonus

(if any).
MASTER'S WISDOM
[GENERAL]
You can draw upon your sacred nature to inspire those
who follow you.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, Leadership,
divine spellcaster
5th+.
Benefit:

You can share

your wisdom and knowledge

with those who serve you. So long as you have 4 or more
ranks in a skill, your followers gain a +1 divine bonus with
that skill, whether they are skilled with it or not.
Special:
If you have a score of 15 or more in the

ability, you confer an additional +1 on your
followers when using that skill.
appropriate

MASTERS

OF THE

PAST

[METAMAGIC]

Your spells are more effective against specific targets.
Prerequisites:

Wis

13+,

necromancy specialist level

3rd+.
Benefit: Add +2 to the DC for all saving throws against
spells cast against ancestors, ghosts, incorporeal creatures,
or spirits.
MATERIAL

SACRIFICE

[GENERAL]

By sacrificing valuable material components while
preparing a spell, your metamagic feats are more powerful.
Prerequisites:
Any two metamagic feats, spellcaster
leveI7th+.
Benefit: For every 500 gp worth of gold, precious
gems, etc., that you use when preparing your spells,
reducethe levelcostof any metamagic feats associated
with the spell by 1. You may not reduce the level cost
imposed by a metamagic feat below o. Material components used in this manner are consumed when you
prepare the spell.

MINISTRY GUILD [GENERAL]
You possesan important rank in your church, commanding respect from your peers.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+,divine spellcaster5th+.
Benefit:

As you rise in rank in your church hierarchy,

you gain prestige amongst your constituents, which
appeals to you. You gain a +3 bonus to Gather Information
checks and Intimidate
checks when dealing with
humanoids with less Hit Dice than you.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects stack.

MINOR MAGIC MASTERY [GENERAL]
Your mastery over weaker magic, allows you control and
power unknown to others.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+, Minor Magic Specialization
(any), Spell Focus (any), spellcaster level 12th+.
Benefit: When this feat is taken, choosea collegeof
magic. You get an additional +4 to the Difficulty Classfor
all saving throws from the school of magic you select to
focus on, up to 5th level. As a result of taking this feat,
you may never gain accessto 8th level spells.
This bonus stacks with the bonus from Minor Magic
Specialization and Spell Focus.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects do not stack. Each time you take this feat, it applies
to a new school of magic.
MINOR MAGIC SPECIALIZATION [GENERAL]
Your power

over weaker

control and power.
Prerequisites:
Int
level 9th+.

forms of magic,allowsgreater

13+,SpellFocus(any),spellcaster

Benefit: When this feat is taken, choose a college of
magic. Youget anadditional +3to the Difficulty Classfor
all saving throws from the school of magic you select to
focus on, up to 4th level. As a result of taking this feat, you
may never gain accessto 9th level spells.
This bonus stacks with the bonus from Spell Focus.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects do not stack. Each time you take this feat, it applies
to a new school of magic.
MIRRORSIGHT [METAMAGIC]
You have tapped into a source of divination
understand.
Prerequisites:

that few

Wis 13+,6+ ranks in Scry skill, Craft

Wondrous Item, divination specialist level 3rd+.
Benefit: Solong asyou possessa blessed mirror, you may
castscrying asa 2nd level spell.The blessed mirror must be

craftedby you and attunedto your mind. It takes5 days,
200 XP, and 2,500 gp to craft.
When using the blessed mirror, you gain a +3 enhancement bonus to your scry checks.
MYSTIC

BLOODHOUND

[GENERAL]

By studying the arcane patterns magic, you know the
location of the spellcaster and gain a better understanding
of resisting its effects.
Prerequisites:

MYSTIC ENDURANCE [GENERAL]
Your power over the arcane, increases your resolve.
Prerequisites:
Toughness, arcane spellcaster level
5th+.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may castany prepared
transmutation spell. The spell's normal effect does not
trigger, but the spell is still spent. You gain a +1 enhancement bonus to your Constitution score for every level of
the spent spell. The effect lastsfor 1 minute per caster level.
If you cast a 5th level or higher spell in this manner, you
alsogain immunity to poison for the duration of this effect.
Lastly, if you cast a 9th level spell in this manner, you gain
immunity to death magic and ability score drains.

6+ ranks in Spellcraft, Spell Focus

(divination), arcane spellcaster leveI3rd+.
Benefit: When affected by a spell, you may choose to
automatically fail your saving throw (if any) in order to
gain new insight into the spell. In return, you gain several advantages.You receive a +2 bonus to all saving throws
against that spellcaster's spells. In addition, you gain a +1
bonus to all saving throws against that specific spell, no
matter who castsit.
You also gain an intuitive sense of the spellcaster's
magic, allowing you to determine his general direction
and distance relative to your current location. Your
target's distance is defined either asClose, Medium, Long,
up to a mile away,up to 10 miles away,over 10 miles away.
You are considered to have the Track feat in relation to
the caster. So long as that caster lives, you can track him
anywhere.
Only one spellcaster may be the target of this feat at any
one time, although the spells you gain a +1 bonus against
never change. should you choose to fail a saving throw
against a new spellcaster, you lose the previous benefit
and target your bonuses and Track ability to the new
caster.
You can only use this feat when you elect to fail a save
against a spell. For instance, you would not be able to
activate it against a sorcerer who hit you with a magic
missile, asthat spell does not allow a save.

MYSTIC

FORCE

[GENERAL]

Your power over the arcane, increases your ability to
penetrate an enemies resistance.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,arcanespellcasterleveI5th+.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may cast any
prepared evocation spell. The spell's normal effect does
not trigger, but the spell is still spent. You gain a +1
enhancement bonus to the next check you make to beat a
creature's spell resistance for every level of the spent spell.
The effect lasts for 1 minute per caster level, allowing you
wait for the right moment to strike.
MYSTIC PRESENCE [GENERAL]
Your power over the arcane, enhances your charismatic
nature.
Prerequisites:

Cha 13+, arcane spellcaster leveI5th+.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may cast any
prepared enchantment spell. The spell's normal effect
does not trigger, but the spell is still spent. You gain a +1
enhancement bonus to your Charisma score for every
level of the spent spell. The effect lasts for 1 minute per
caster level. If you cast a 5th level or higher spell in this
manner, you may also make an Intimidate check asa free
action against any creature you damage. Lastly, if you cast
a 9th level spell in this manner, you may also make an
Intimidate check as a free action against any creature you
damage. If the check is successful, the target is panicked
for 2d6 rounds.
MYSTIC

RESISTANCE

[GENERAL]

Your power over the arcane, increases your resistance to
energy.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+,arcanespellcasterleveI5th+.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may cast any
prepared abjuration spell. The spell's normal effect does
not trigger, but the spell is still spent. Choose an energy
type (acid, cold, electricity, fire, or sonic). You ignore 3
points of damage from the chosen energy type per round
for every level of the spent spell. The effect lasts for 1
minute per caster level. If you cast a 5th level or higher

spell in this manner, you may choose tWo energy types.
Lastly, if you cast a 9th level spell in this manner, you may
choose three energy types.
Special: The benefit granted by Mystic Resistance
overlaps(anddoesnot stackwith) spellssuchasprotection
from elements.
MYSTIC

SIGHT

[GENERAL]

Your power over the arcane, increases your awareness.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+, arcane spellcaster level5th+.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may cast any
prepared divination spell. The spell's normal effect does
not trigger, but the spell is still spent. You gain a +2
enhancement bonus on Listen checks, Search checks and
Spot checks for every level of the spent spell. The effect
lasts for 1 minute per caster level. If you cast a 5th level or
higher spell in this manner, you gain low-light vision
(if you already have low-light vision, you see three times
as far as a human in poor lighting conditions). Lastly,
if you cast a 9th level spell in this manner, you gain darkvision up to 90 ft.
MYSTIC STEALTH [GENERAL]
Your power over the arcane, allows you to cloak yourself
from others.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+,arcanespellcasterleveI5th+.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may cast any
prepared illusion spell. The spell's normal effect does not
trigger, but the spell is still spent. You gain a +2 enhancement bonus on Hide checks, and Move Silently checks
for every level of the spent spell. The effect lasts for 1
minute per caster level. If you cast a 5th level or higher
spell in this manner, you may use these skills even if
previous observed. Lastly, if you cast a 9th level spell in

this manner, you may shadow walk, but the effect only
applies to you.
MYSTIC SUMMONING [GENERAL]
Your power over the arcane, allows you to summon more
powerful creatures.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Spell Focus (conjuration),
arcane spellcaster level 5th+.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may cast any
prepared conjuration spell. The spell's normal effect does
not trigger, but the spell is still spent. Creatures
summonedby any of the summon monster spells you cast
advances number of Hit Dice equal to the level of the
spent spell. The effect lasts for 1 minute per caster level.
If you cast a 5th level or higher spell in this manner,
creatures summoned by you gain +1 hit point per die.
Lastly, if you cast a 9th level spell in this manner, creatures
summoned by you gain maximum hit points per hit die.

MYSTIC

TURNING

[GENERAL]

Your power over the arcane, allows you to turn undead.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Spell Focus (necromancy),
arcane spellcaster leveI5th+.
Benefit: As a standard action, you may cast any
prepared necromancy spell. The spell's normal effect does
not trigger, but the spell is still spent.You may turn or
rebuke (dependent upon your alignment) undead as a
cleric of a level equal to the spell cast. For example, a 4th
level necromancy spell cast in this manner, allows you to
turn undead as a 4th level cleric. The effect lasts for 1
minute per caster level. If you cast a 5th level or higher
spell in this manner, you gain a +2 enhancement bonus to
the Charisma check and turning damage. Lastly, if you
cast a 9th level spell in this manner, undead turned are
destroyed or bolstered instead.
NECROMANTIC

RITUAL

MASTERY

[METAMAGIC]

You are especially adept at casting necromantic rituals.
Prerequisites:
Evil alignment, sorcerer level 10th+
or wizard leveI9th+.
Benefit: You gain a +6 competence bonus to all skill
checks involving necromantic rituals.
PAINFUL

ECSTASY

[GENERAL]

Your order prides itself on understanding pain.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+,divine spellcasterleveI6th+.
Benefit: You gain damage resistance 1/-. In addition,
you gain a +2 divine bonus to all Constitution based
checks and a +1 divine bonus on all Fortitude saves.
PERFECT

MATERIALS

[GENERAL]

By using superior ingredients you can refine alchemical
concoctionsinto their strongestor purestforms.
Prerequisites:

Alchemy 12+ ranks, Brew Potion, spell-

casterleveI3rd+.
Benefit: When brewing a potion or creating an
alchemical substance,all variable, numeric effects are
maximized.A perfectpotion curesthe maximum number
of hit points, lastsfor the maximum number of rounds,
dealsthe maximum damage,etc. Alchemical fire deals6
points of damageeach round and a potion of wisdom
increasethe drinker'sWisdomby 5.Potionsandalchemical
substanceswithout numeric effectsarenot affected.
A perfect potion coststWiceasmuch to preparethan a
normal potion of the sametype.
PERMANENT CONTROL [GENERAL]
Those who you charm are forever altered by your magic.
Prerequisites:
Cha 15+,SpellFocus(enchantment).

Benefit: When castingany mind-influenCing spell or
magicaleffect,the duration of the spell is doubled.

PERSUASIVE
CONVERSION
[GENERAL]
You are well versed and articulate, capable of making
intelligent speeches,convincing others of your views and
convictions.
Prerequisites: Cha 13+,divine spellcaster 1St+.
Benefit: You gain a competence bonus to all Charisma
based skill checks equal to your Charisma bonus. In
effect, your Charisma bonus is doubled.
PLEDGE ARCANE [GENERAL]
By joining your magic with that of the universe, you sense
the magical auras of others.
Prerequisites: 10+ ranks in Knowledge (arcana) skill,
8+ ranks in Spellcraft skill, any metamagic feat, arcane
spellcaster 1st+ level.
Benefit: You may cast detect magic at will, asaspell-like

ability, as a sorcererequal to your highest arcanespellcastinglevel.
POWERFUL TURNING [GENERAL]
Your deity has blessedyou with power over undead,
which is unmatched.
Prerequisites: Cha 13+,ExtraTurning, characterlevel
5th+.
Benefit: You gain +4 on Charisma check to turn or
rebuke undead,spirits, or any other creaturesyou can

turn or rebuke.
POX MAGIC [GENERAL]
Your magic is plagued with a taint that cannot be
adequately defined. Sagescall the inability to draw purely
from

magicalley lines pox magic.

Prerequisite: Arcane spellcaster 1st+ level.
Benefit: Your magic does not tap purely into the ley
lines of eldritch magic. As a result, your spells have a foul
and malevolent taint. The term among sagesis pox magic
and it is a terrible curse.
First, increase the saveDC of your spells by +1. Second,
spells that require the target to make a Fortitude savehave
an additional effect. Every time a creature fails a Fortitude
save as a result of pox magic, the target suffers 1 point of
temporary Constitution damage.Lastly, pox magic is hard
to identify and the DC for Spellcraft checks to identify
your spells is increased by +5.
The drawback to pox magic is that it is difficult to learn
and acquire new spells. Whenever you advance in a level
that would allow you to learn a new spell, make a
Willpower save(DC 15 + spell level) for each chosen spell.
Failure indicates the DM chooses the spell for you
instead.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.

PREMONITIONS

[GENERAL]

Your mastery of magic allows you to attune to your
surroundings, reading the weave of history to predict
events in the immediate future.
Prerequisite: Spell Focus (divination).
Benefit: Once per day,you may elect to re-roll a single
attack, skill check, or saving throw. You must keep the
new result. Based on your limited knowledge of the
future, you foresee the fruit of your efforts and attempt to
alter your actions with this insight in mind.

PROTECTED CASTING [GENERAL]
You are a competent spellcaster, capable of fighting
alongsidetrained warriors without hesitation or fear.
Prerequisites:

Back-to-Back,
CombatCasting,base

attackbonus+3or higher.
Benefit: When adjacentto an ally with the Back-toBackfeat who is wielding a meleeweapon,you gain a +4
competencebonuson Concentrationchecksmadeto cast
spellsdefensively.

PURIFYING

LIGHT [GENERAL]

Your divine aura shields you harmful and evil effects.
Prerequisites:
Good alignment, divine spellcaster
3rd+.
Benefit: You gain a +3 sacred bonus on saving
throws against spell and spell-like effects with the [Evil]
descriptor.

PURIFYING VIGOR [GENERAL]
Yourdivine aurashieldsyou from poisonouseffects.
Prerequisites:
Good alignment, divine spellcaster
3rd+.
Benefit: You gain a +3 sacred bonus on Fortitude
saving throws to resistance poisonous effects.

QUICKEN SPELL [METAMAGIC]
Benefit: Casting a quickened spell is a free action.
The charactercan perform another action, even casting
another spell, in the sameround asthe charactercastsa
quickenedspell.The charactermay only castone quickenedspell per round. A spell whosecastingtime is more
than 1full round cannotbequickened.A quickenedspell
uses up a spell slot four levels higher than the spell's
actuallevel.

QUICKEN SUMMONING [GENERAL]
You have performed so many rituals in your time, that you
can reduce the time it takes.
Prerequisites: 8+ ranks in Knowledge (arcana) or 8+
ranks in Knowledge (demons), spellcaster level5th+.
Benefit: The time required to perform summoning
rituals is halved without penalty.

RAGE THE ARCANE [GENERAL]
You may cast spellswhile raging.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, 6+ ranks in Concentration
skill, ability to rage, spellcaster leveI3rd+.
Benefit: By succeeding at a Concentration check (DC
20 + the spell's level) you may cast a spell. Failure indicates

the spell is lost. Alternately, by sacrificing a remaining
rageattemptfor the day,you mayautomaticallysucceedat
this check.
You must make this check for eachspell you wish to
castduring arage.
Normal: A charactermay not castspellwhile raging.

RAGE THE DIVINE [GENERAL]
You can rage longer than usual by expending spell energy.
Prerequisites: Con 13+,Wis 13+, ability to rage, spellcaster level 3rd+.
Benefit: When raging, you can extend the duration
of your rage by spending a spell slot. The spent spell
provides an additional number of rounds equal to the
level of the slot. A 3rd level slot allows you to rage an
additional 3 rounds. You can use this ability once per rage.
when this rage expires, the fatigue penalties are doubled.
Normal:

You many

only rageanumber of roundsequal

to 3 plus your (new) Constitution modifier.
READY SPELL [METAMAGIC]
By preparing your spell in a more efficient manner,
you can discharge it faster.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, 8+ ranks in Concentration
skill, spellcaster leveI5th+.
Benefit: You may partially cast a spell, summoning its
energy but holding it in check until you choose to
unleash it. When the spell is first prepared, use a standard
action to harness its energy. Later, at another time, use a
standardaction to prime the spell.Onceprimed, you may
"hold" it for a number of minutes equal to 5 plus your
Constitution bonus, releasing it at anytime as a free
action. If you do not complete the spell before this duration, its energy dissipates harmlessly and you lose the
spell.
If you take damage or encounter any other condition
that would normally force you to make a Concentration
check, you must make the check in regards to the readied
spell. If you fail, the spell immediately discharges. If the
spell has an area of effect, it centers on you. Otherwise,
the spell affects a randomly determined eligible target in
your line of sight or discharges in a random direction
(like a grenade-like weapon) if the spell appears asa cone,
semicircle, or other directional area.
A readied spell uses up a slot tWo levels higher than the
spell's actual level.

Special: As holding a spell takes a certain amount
of concentration,you may not cast another spell while
holding aspell.
REMOTE CASTING
[METAMAGIC]
You understand spatial relationships, allowing you to cast
spells without line of sight.
Prerequisites:
6+ ranks in Intuit Direction skill,
6+ ranks in Spellcraft skill, anyone metamagic feat.
Benefit: You can causeburst, emanation,or spread
spells to take effect at any point within the normal range
of the spell, even if you do not have an unbroken line of
sight. Make a Spellcraft check with a DC equal to 15 + the
spell's level. You must specify both distance and direction
before casting the spell. If you fail the Spellcraft check,
or the spell's point of origin ends up in a material object,
the spell fails. A remote cast spell uses up a spell slot tWo

levelshigher than the spell'sactuallevel.
Normal: A spellcastermust havean unbrokenline of
effect to cast a spell.

RENEWAL [GENERAL]
You know alternatewaysto refreshyour your spells.
Prerequisites: Wis 17+,divine spellcasterleveI9th+.
Benefit: By making a sacrificeto your god,you may,
once per day,regain all cast spells for the day.A sacrifice is
defined as any act that pleases your god. In game terms
this means healing the sick, smiting your enemies,
or waging war against the infidels. In game terms, it is
much different.
Choose a sacrifice from the list below (or work one out
with the DM):
~

Spend500XP.

~

Suffer 4 points of temporaryConstitution damagethat
cannot be healed with magic.

~

Destroy a magic item of an opposing faith worth at least
4,000 gp.

~ Restore a magic item of your deity's faith worth at least
10,000
gp.
~

Take on a geas/

~

Cast all of your spells spontaneously to cureailing NPCs
(without

~

quest for your deity that cannot be avoided.

compensation).

Lose 2 hit points permanently.

Once completed (and after 15 minutes of meditation),
you regain all lost spells for the day.
Special: This is a powerfulfeat,andDMsshouldnot
allow PCs to look for loopholes to gain more spells per
day.

These"restored"spellsareaboon from your godand

should not be taken lightly, lest he take them away from
you.

RESIST ACID [GENERAL]
You are strong enough to shrug off elementaleffects,
most specifically, acid.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+, divine spellcaster leveI7th+.
Benefit:
You permanently
blessed with Acid
Resistance 5. In addition, you gain a +4 divine bonus to
all saving throws against acid damage, whether from a
magical or natural source.

RESIST ANGER [GENERAL]
You are not

deterred by magic and enchantments.
Wis 13+,any good or lawful alignment,

Prerequisites:

divine spellcaster level 3rd+.
Benefit:

You gain a +4 sacred bonus against all mind-

influencing effects.In addition, you can neverbe forced
to rage.

RESIST BINDINGS

[GENERAL]

You are not deterred by paralysis.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+, divine spellcaster level 3rd+,
accessto Protection or Travel domain.
Benefit: You gain a +4 divine bonus to any effect
that paralyze, slow or otherwise prohibit movement,
including entangle and weband EscapeArtist checks.

RESIST BONDAGE [GENERAL]
You cannot be stopped by any magical means.
Prerequisites: Wis 15+, Resist Bindings, divine spellcaster leveI9th+, accessto Protection or Travel domain.

Benefit:
freedom

You are

permanently blessedby the spell
as cast by a 20th level cleric.

of movement

RESIST COLD [GENERAL]
You are strong enough to shrug off elemental effects,
most specifically,
Prerequisites:
Benefit:

cold.
Wis 13+, divine spellcaster leveI7th+.

You permanently blessedwith Cold Resistance.

In addition,you gain
against

a +4 divine

bonusto all saving throws

colddamage,
whetherfrom a magicalor natural

source.
RESIST CHAOS [GENERAL]
Your lawful nature protects you from chaotic magic and
effects.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,any lawful alignment, divine
spellcaster leveI7th+, accessto Law domain.
Benefit: You gain a +2 deflection bonus to AC against
attacks from chaotic creatures. In addition, you gain a +4
sacred bonus to resist any spells or spell-like effects from
a chaotic source.For the purposesof this feat a +1 chaotic
sword wielded by a neutral creatureis considereda
chaotic source, just asa normal +1 sword would bewielded
by a chaotic creature.

RESIST ELEMENTALISM
[GENERAL]
Your belief shields you and sustains you in face of the fury
of the elements.
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Wis 15+, druid level 9th+
or cleric level 12th+.
Benefit: You are permanently blessed with Damage
Resistance 5/- against magical elemental effects. In addition, you gain a +4 divine bonus to all saving throws
against acid, cold, electricity, fire, and sonic damage,
whether from a magical or natural source.

RESIST FIRE [GENERAL]
You are strongenoughto shrugoff elementaleffects,
most specifically, fire.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,divine spellcasterlevel 7th+.
Benefit: You are permanently blessed with Fire
Resistance. In addition, you gain a +4 divine bonus to
all saving throws against fire damage, whether from a
magical or natural source.

RESIST LAW [GENERAL]
Your chaoticnatureprotectsyou from lawful magic.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,any chaotic alignment, divine
spellcaster level 7th+, accessto Chaos domain.
Benefit: You gain a +2 deflection bonus to AC against
attacks from lawful creatures. In addition, you gain a +4
sacredbonusto resistany spellsor spell-like effects from

a lawful source.For the purposesof this feat a +1lawful
sword

wielded by a neutral creature is considered a lawful

source,just as a normal +1 sword would be wielded by
a lawful creature.

RESIST LIGHTNING
You are strong

[GENERAL]

enough

most specifically,
Prerequisites:

to shrug

off elemental effects,

electricity.

Wis 13+,divine spellcaster leveI7th+.

Benefit: You are permanently blessed with Electricity
Resistance 5. In addition, you gain a +4 divine bonus to all
saving throws against electricity damage, whether from

a magical

or natural source.

RESIST MAGIC [GENERAL]
Your
magic

study of
few

magic has allowed you to unlock a path to

know

Prerequisites:

of

Int 15+, Wis 13+, Cha 13+, 8+ rank in

Knowledge (arcana)skill, 12+ ranks in Spellcraft skill,
arcanespellcasterleveI9th+.
Benefit: You gain SR5 + your characterlevel, permanently.

RESIST THUNDER [GENERAL]
You are strong enough to shrug off elemental effects,
most specifically, sonic.
Prerequisites: Wis 13+, divine spellcaster leveI7th+.

Benefit: You are permanently blessed with Sonic
Resistance 5. In addition, you gain a +4 divine bonus to all
saving throws against sonic damage, whether from a
magical or natural source.

RESONANT

MAGIC [GENERAL]
Your magic is enchanted with the harmonics of ethereal
space.As a result, targets of your magic hear things that
mortals should never hear.
Prerequisites:
Int 15+, Wis 13+, 8+ ranks in
Knowledge (arcana) skill, 8+ ranks in spellcraft skill,
arcane spellcaster 5th+.
Benefit: Your magic doesnot tap purely into the ley
lines of eldritch magic. As a result, your spells have an
unearthly aura that effects everyone that can hear you.
First, increase the save DC of your spells by +1. Second,
spells that require the target to make a Willpower save
have an additional effect. Every time a creature fails a
Willpower save as a result of resonant magic, the target
suffers 1d3 points of temporary Wisdom damage.
Lastly, resonant magic is hard to identify as much of it
bleeds off into the ethereal and the DC for Spellcraft
checks to identify your spells is increased by +5.
Special: Astral, ethereal, and incorporeal creatures
struck by resonant magic must succeed at a willpower
saveagainst the spell's saveDC or suffer the effects of fear.

RIGHTEOUS FAITH [GENERAL]
You may draw upon your connection to your god, using
his fury as a tool of your own righteousness.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, any two metamagic feats,
divine spellcaster 1st+.
Benefit: You may raise the effective level of any spell
you cast by an additional1d4levels. You may also use this
power to turn or rebuke undead, increasing your effective
level by 1d4.
However, this is a taxing effort. Each time you increase
your level, either to cast a spell or turn or rebuke undead,
you suffer 1d4 points of subdual damage per level of
increase.
Special: You may voluntarily choose to take less levels
of increase then you rolled, to reduce the negative effects.
For instance, If you roll a 3 to increase your effective level
to cast a spell, you may choose to increase your level by 1
or 2 instead.
RIGHTEOUS FURY [GENERAL]
Your faith is a sight to behold, asyou channel the heavens
into your fist.
Prerequisites:
Dex 13+,Wis 13+,must be ableto cast
divine spells or have the ability to smite (good or evil),
base attack bonus +6 or higher.

Benefit: When you use the attack action or full attack
action in melee, you can take a penalty of asmuch as-5
on your AC and add the same number to your damage.
This number may not exceed the total of your baseattack
bonus plus Dexterity bonus. The changes to damagerolls
and Armor Class last until your next action.
RITE

MASTER

[GENERAL]

You are a powerful shaman, capable of interacting with
many spirits.

5+ ranks in Concentrationskill, ability

Prerequisites:

to summon spirits.
Benefit: You can enact four additional rites per day
above the normal limit.
Normal: Shamans can only enact one rite per day per
level.
THE

SACRED

HUNT

[GENERAL]

Your faith drives you to hunt a specific prey.
Prerequisite: Divine spellcaster level9th+.
Benefit: Choose asfavored enemy asa ranger, gaining

the benefitsof this classagainstthat

creature.

In addition

you gain the benefit of the Track feat for the purposesof
tracking this enemy, only. Every five levels after choosing
this feat your favored enemy bonuses improve by +1.
Special: This is considered a sacred bonus and therefore stacks with any the character may have from the
ranger class.
SANCTUARY

OF THE

SUN

[GENERAL]

The sun god protects you from harm.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, Cha 13+, divine spellcaster
level 15th+.

Benefit: You are permanently protectedby damage
reduction X/-, whereX is equalto yourWisdombonusor
Charismabonus, whichever is higher. In addition,you
gain a +3 deflection bonus to your Armor Classat all
times,evenwhile asleep.
Special:
The flavor of this feat implies that the sun god
protects you, but nearly any deity can bestow this ability.

SAVANT

[GENERAL]

You are adept at creating items more efficiently than
most.
Prerequisites:
Int 17+,Wis 13+,anymetamagicfeat.
Benefit: TheXP costfor itemsyou createusinganItem
Creation feat is halved.
SCHOOL

FOCUS

[METAMAGIC]

Youhavegrown moreusedto castingspellsof aparticular
school,but not to the sameextent that a specialisthas
focused.
Prerequisites:
6+ranksin Knowledge(arcana)skill,6+
ranks in Spellcraft skill, wizard level 3rd+.

Benefit:
Choose a school of magic, such asAbjuration
or Illusion. Each day, when preparing spells, you may
prepare one spell of that school at a slot one level lower
than normal. However, you must be able to cast the spell
normally (i.e., without the level modification) and it must
be from your list of known spells.
Special: Specialistwizardsarebannedfrom taking this
feat.

SEDUCTION

[GENERAL]

The power to seduce is strong in your church and your
god's plans involve your perfection of this art.
Prerequisites: Cha 13+, 10+ ranks in Bluff skill or 10+
ranks in Diplomacy skill, divine spellcaster level 15th+.
Benefit: You may cast charm person or charm monster

a number of times per day equalto your Wisdom bonus
(if any) in addition to your normal allotment of spells.
You may casteither spell so long asthe total number of
castingsdoesnot exceedyour Wisdom bonus.
SENSE CORRUPTION
[GENERAL]
You can sense evil.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, divine spellcaster leve13rd+.

Benefit: You can detect evil at will, asapaladin.Paladins
with this feat, double the range of their detect evil class
ability

SENSE

to

120

ft.

INFIDEL

[GENERAL]

You can root out those who oppose your faith.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Sense Corruption,
spellcaster level 5th+.

divine

Benefit: You can detect the presenceof anyonewhose
alignment is different from yours,per the spell detect evil.
You can use this feat at will.
SENSE UN DEAD [GENERAL]
You have been wounded by the unholy touch of the
undead and can sense their presence around you.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, divine spellcaster level1st+.
Benefit: You can detect undead at will.

Special: The DM may determine that you must have
fought at leastone undeadcreatureof 1 HD or more to
gain this feat.
SCRIBE

SCROLL [ITEM

CREATION]

Prerequisite:
Spellcaster leve11st+.
Benefit: You can create a scroll of any spell that you
know. Scribing a scroll takes 1 day for each 1,000 gp in
its base price. The base price of a scroll is its spell level
multiplied by its caster level multiplied by 25 gp.To scribe
a scroll, you must spend 1/25
of this baseprice in XP and use
up raw materials costing half of this baseprice.
Any scroll that stores a spell with a costly material
component or an XP cost also carries a commensurate
cost. In addition to the costs derived from the base price,
you must expend the material component or pay the XP
when scribing the scroll.
SECRETS

OF SPELLCRAFT

[GENERAL]

You know hidden lore about magic that few understand.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+,6+ranksin Knowledge(arcana)
skill, 6+ ranks in Spellcraft skill, wizard leve13rd+.
Benefit: You gain a +6 bonus to Spellcraft checks when
researching new spells.

SHADE MAGIC [GENERAL]
Your magic is elusive and foggy. There is a hint of shadow
in your magic, drawing from illusionary forces.
Prerequisite:
Arcane spellcaster 1st+ level.

Benefit: Your magic doesnot tap purely into the ley
lines of eldritch magic. As a result, your spells have a
shadowyallure that cannot be pinned down. Sagescall
this magic, shade magic, and it is quite common in
illusion circles. For starters,shademagic is hard to see.
A magic missile cast from shademagic looks like nothing
more than a smoky stream of shadow.
First, increase the saveDC of your spells by +1. Second,
spells that require the target to make a Willpower save
have an additional effect. Every time a creature fails
a Willpower save as a result of shade magic, the target
suffers 1 point of temporary Dexterity damage. Lastly,
shade magic is hard to identify and the DC for Spellcraft
checks to identify your spells is increased by +5.

The drawback to shade magic is that it is difficult to
learn and acquire new spells. Whenever
you advance to a
level that would allow you to learn a new spell, make a
Willpower save (DC 15 + spell level) for each chosen spell.
Failure indicates
the DM chooses
the spell for you
instead. Illusion specialists do not suffer this penalty.
Special: This feat can only be chosen at 1st level.
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SPECIALIST
Your

[GENERAL]

specialized

spells

Prerequisite:
Benefit:
chosen

last longer

Wizard

specialist

All of your

specialist

1st and

school

have

than

normal.

5th+

level.

2nd

level

their

spells

from

your

duration

doubled.

allowing

you a deeper

actions.
SPECIALIZED

SICKENED
SPEll
[METAMAGIC)
Your pox magic grows more powerful.
Prerequisite:
Pox Magic.
Benefit:
All targets affected by the spell that fail the
spell's saving throw becomes nauseous
nature of your magic. For ld6 rounds

due to the diseased
the affected targets

suffer a -2 penalty to attack rolls, weapon damage rolls,
ability checks, skill checks and saving throws. Sickened
spells that do not normally get a saving throw automatically fail. A sickened spell uses up a spell slot one level
higher

FOCUS

You magic

[GENERAL]

is focused

and powerful,

focus.
Prerequisites:

Int

13+,

Spell

Focus

(any),

spellcaster

leveI9th+.
Benefit:

You get an additional

for all saving
to focus

throws

+2 to the Difficulty

the

school

Class

of magic

you select

multiple

times.

on.

Special:
effects

from
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do not stack.

to a new

school
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Each

this

feat

time

Its

you take this feat, it applies

of magic.

than the spell's actuallevel.

SPELL EXCHANGE [GENERAL]
SILENT SPEll
[METAMAGIC)
Benefit:
A silent spell can be cast with no verbal
components.
Spells without verbal components
are not
affected. A silent spell uses up a spell slot one level higher
than the spell's actual level.
Special: Bard spells cannot be enhanced
by this metamagic feat.
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bonus to your attack roll and deal one extra
point of damage per level. So an 8th-level shaman with
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Benefit:
By using one of your rebuke attempts for the
day you can strike a spirit with a powerful blow. Add your

attack

you

Prerequisites:

Using

SMITE SPIRIT [GENERAL]
You can strike a spirit with a powerful blow.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, ability to rebuke

exchange

Note that this feat

FOCUS [GENERAL]
Choose a school of magic, such as Illusion. Your spells
from that school are more potent than normal.
Benefit:
Add +2 to the Difficulty Class for all saving
throws against spells from the school of magic you select
to focus on.
Special:
You can gain this feat multiple times. Its
effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies
to a new school of magic.

SPELL HAWK [GENERAL]
You are skilled at counterspells,
opponent's magic.
Benefit:

counteracting

your

You gain a +4 competenceto any Spellcraft

checks made to identify a spell. If successfully identified,
you may elect to counterspell it, gaining a +2 competence
bonusto your casterlevel check (if dispel magic is cast)to
defeat your opponent's spell. In addition, you may also use
greater

dispelling

when attempting

to counterspell.

SPELL KNOWLEDGE [GENERAL]
You have been blessed with knowledge that few deity's
would grant to their subjects.
Prerequisites: No ability score below 10, 15+ ranks in
Knowledge (religion) skill, 8+ ranks in Knowledge
(nature), 8+ ranks in Knowledge (arcana), any three metamagic feats, divine spellcaster 9th+, accessto Knowledge
domain.
Benefit: When learning a new spell, you may draw
from any spell list, arcane, divine, or otherwise. No spell is
beyond your abilities. In the case of arcane spells, your
deity has blessed you with a guarded secret and it is wise
not to use this power too frequently. If a spell is available
to more than one spellcasting class,you may now learn it
at the lowest level (with the exception of domain levels).
Special:

The DM must approveany charactertaking

this feat. Becauseof the tendency to violate the tenets of
arcane and divine magic, this is a very powerful feat and
should be taken with care.
SPELL MASTERY [SPECIAL]
Benefit: Each time you take this feat, choose a number
of spells equal to the your Intelligence modifier (they
must be spells you already know). From that point on, you
can prepare those spells without referring to a spellbook.
Special: Spell Mastery is available only to wizards.

SPELL PENETRATION
[GENERAL]
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to caster level checks
(1d20 + caster level) to beat a creature's spell resistance.

SPELL RESERVE [GENERAL]
Youareso intimately familiar with a particular spell that
you maydrop apreparedspell in order to castit.
Prerequisites:
Spell Mastery with chosen spell, wizard
leveI3rd+.
Benefit: Choose a spell that you have spell mastery
with. Once per day,you may elect to "lose" a spell at least
one level higher and replace it with your chosen spell.
This is a free action, but casting the spell still takes its
normal time.
Special: Youmay take this feat multiple times.Its
effects do not stack. Each time you gain this feat, choose a
differentspellfromyourSpellMasteryfeateachtime.

SPELL SCAN [GENERAL]
when counterspelling a spell attempt, you may read your
opponent's thoughts instead. This allows you to determine other spells he has prepared for the day.
Prerequisite:
SpellHawk.
Benefit: If you successfully counter an enemy's spell,
you may elect to allow him to complete the spell as
normal, instead analyzing his magical aura and reading
his mind. You immediately learn a number of spells your
opponent has prepared for the day equal to 1 + your
Wisdom bonus (if any). Since their abilities are drawn
from their magical heritage and innate abilities, they
exhibit unique magical patterns, which are impossible to
analyze with arcane training, spellcasters who do not
prepare spells, such asbards and sorcerers, are immune to
this ability.

SPELL SPIKE [GENERAL]
When counterspelling a spell attempt, you may destroy or
ruin a prepared spells before it is even cast.
Prerequisites:
Spell Hawk, Spell Scanner,Spell
Stealer.
Benefit: If you successfully counter an enemy's spell,
you may elect to allow him to complete the spell as
normal, instead destroying one of his prepared spells. You
gain an immediate insight into your opponent's prepared
spells, asper the Spell Scanner feat. In addition, you may
force your opponent to lose a prepared spell of your
choice by making a caster level check with a DC equal 10
plus your opponent's caster level plus the level of the spell
you wish to ruin. If you succeed, your opponent immediately loses that incantation from his list of prepared spells.
Spellcasters who do not prepare spells, such as bards
and sorcerers, are immune to this ability.
SPELL STEALER [GENERAL]
When you counterspell your enemy's incantation, you
may cause a backlash of magical energy that, rather than
terminating his spell, allows you to force it to affect a
target of your choice.
Prerequisite:
SpellHawk.

Benefit: If you successfullycounter a spell, you may
allow your opponent to complete his spell by changing
his target.Your enemy castshis spell asnormal, but you
pick the target of the spell. You must obey all rules for
picking a target as normal. For example,you could not
force your victim to cast magic missile at an invisible
creature that you could see,but that was invisible to your
opponent. This feat only affects spells that require you to
select a target at the time of the spell's completion. Spells
with a target listed asyou or touch are not subject to this
feat. You cannot force an enemy spellcaster to touch a
particular target, for instance.

SPELLS OF DEFIANCE [GENERAL]
You can regain lost spells
Prerequisites:
Con 13+, Wis 13+, 8+ ranks in
Concentration skill, Iron Will, spellcaster level 7th+.
Benefit: When a spell would normally be lost due too
much damage,you may make a Concentration check (DC
25 + spell's level + any applicable modifiers) to regain the
spell before it is lost. You may only use this feat once per
spell cast attempt.

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to all Intimidate checks
against living targets. You gain a +2 bonus to all attempts
to rebuke or command undead, but not to turning

damage.
STILL SPELL [METAMAGIC]
Benefit:
A still spell can be cast with no somatic
components. Spells without somatic components are not
affected. A still spell uses up a spell slot one level higher
than the spell's actual level.

SPIRIT FAMILIAR [GENERAL]
Your animal companion or familiar is a spirit creature
rather than a magical beast.
Prerequisites:

Animal companionor familiar,character

leveI4th+.
Benefit: You animal companion or familiar is a spirit
creature and thus considered incorporeal.
SPIRIT

SONG

OF THE GODS [GENERAL]

Yougain temporaryvitality from defeatingyour foes.
Prerequisites:

Benefit:

Str 13+, divine

While

wielding

Cha 13+, Spell Focus (enchantment),

arcane spellcaster level 7th+.
Benefit: Your mind-influencing
spells can affect
undead. However, the undead are still immune to mindinfluencing effects caused by magic items or special
abilities you wield.
Normal: Undead creaturesare immune to the effects

of mind-influencing magic.
SPIRIT STRIKE [GENERAL]
Divine power infuses your chosen weapon.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+,divine spellcasterleveI9th+.
Benefit: While wielding a weapon as the same type as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains the special magical
ability ghost touch.This ability stack with any magical
abilities of the weapon, but the weapon must at least be
masterwork to gain this power.
SPIRIT WARD [GENERAL]
Due to your powerful aura, spirits avoid your presence.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, Cha 13+, Spirit Strike, ability
to rebuke spirits, divine spellcasterleveI9th+.
Benefit: By using one of your rebukeattemptsfor
the day, you and any allies within a 60-ft. radius of your
position gain a +2 sacred bonus on all saving throws
against the attacks and powers of spirits for a number of
rounds equal to your Charisma bonus.

a weapon as the same type as

your deity's favored weapon and delivering a coup de grace
against a helpless foe of an alignment other than your

last for 1 hour.
SUBMERGED

SPELL

[METAMAGIC]

Your magic is just aseffective underwater asit is on land.
Benefit: A submerged spell functions underwater
exactly asit would on land, regardless of the effects of the
spell. Even fire spells and other elemental effects that
would normally not function underwater will remain
unchanged. A submerged spell uses up a spell slot one
level higher than the spell's actual level.
SUMMON WEAPON [GENERAL]
You can call a weapon to your hand at any time.
Prerequisite:
Divine spellcaster9th+.
Benefit:

As a

standard action, you can summon a

weapon to your hand, instantly teleporting it so long as
a weapon of that type is within 1 mile. The weapon in
questionmust be your deity's favored weapon and has no
other special features beyond masterwork, unless a
weapon consecrated or blessed by your faith is within the
1 mile radius.
SUPERIOR DIVINE LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
Your magic deals extra damage to evil outsiders.
Benefit: An evil outsider or undead creature targeted
with damage dealing spells suffer an additionalld8 points
of damageper level of the spell (a 3rd level spelldealsan
additional 3d8 damage, etc.). This additional damage
follows the same rules for saving throws and spell resis-

tanceof the original spell.In
STEELY

STARE

[GENERAL]

Your withering gazestrikesfear in mortal opponentsand
demandsobediencefrom the undead.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, Intimidate
necromancy specialist level5th+.

spellcaster level 3rd+.

own or your god's, you gain a number of temporary hit
points equal to his hit dice. Thesetemporary hit points

[GENERAL]

Your magic can touch the empty minds of the undead in
ways that normal magic cannot.
Prerequisites:

STRENGTH

skill, wizard

addition,

evil outsidersand

undead creatures suffer a -2 divine penalty to any saving
throw involved with the spell. Non-evil outsider and nonundead creatures gain a +2 divine bonus to their saving
throw. A superior divine lattice spell takes up a spell slot
two levels higher than the spell's actual level.

SUPERIOR

DIVINITY

[GENERAL]

Benefit:

The gods have truly blessed you as one of their faithful.
You are a champion
of the righteous and a bastion to your
people.
Prerequisites:

Wis

17+, Cha

13+, Divinity's

domain

Special:
this

feat,

duration

Druid
being

You know

to all other spells you can cast.

you

Benefit:
Undead
that you turn, remain turned
for
twice as long as normal.
As such, you roll 4d6 to
of your turn attempts.

SWIFT REBUKE [GENERAL]
With a single thought,
you can force
away.
Prerequisites:

Cha

13+, Extra

unwanted

Turning,

waive

to take

spirits

ability

to

rebuke spirits.
Benefit:
You can rebuke
spirits
as a free action,
suffering a -4 penalty to both the rebuke check and the
damage roll. You can still only make one rebuke attempt
per round and this feat only applies to actually rebuking
spirits, not using another spirit feat.

secrets
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equal
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You
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Special:
this

feat

of personal

illusions,

allowing

in a crowd.
15+,

A Thousand

Shades,

divine

level5th+.

Benefit:

TURNING
[GENERAL]
Your faith is so strong, you may keep undead at bay twice
as long as normal.
Prerequisites:
Cha 15+, Extra Turning, ability to Turn
Undead.

the duration

self at will,

level.

characters

able

deeper

to hide

spellcaster

SUSTAINED

determine

cast change

character

Grace,

by 50%. All of your domain spells have their
doubled.
In addition,
permanency becomes
a
spell in addition

You may

to your

A THOUSAND SKINS [GENERAL]

Divinity's Presence, divine spellcaster 9th+.
Benefit:
All of your divine spells have their
increased
duration

equal

may

cast

character
Druid

(except

alter

self

at will,

as a spellcaster

level.

characters

waive

A Thousand

the

Shades),

prerequisites
being

able

for
to take

it at any level.

THUNDER

LATTICE [METAMAGIC]

You can increase the damage your spells deal, by crossing
them with thundering
energy.
Prerequisite:
Any two metamagic
feats.
Benefit:
You can enhance your damage dealing spells
with thundering
energy. In addition to the spell's normal
effect, you inflict an additional
1d6 points of sonic
damage of the chosen energy type per spell level (a 3rd
level spell deals an additional
3d6 damage,
additional
damage follows the same rules

etc.). This
for saving

throws and spell resistance of the original spell. A thunder lattice spell takes up a spell slot one level higher than
the spell's actual level.

TURN OUTSIDER [SPECIAL]
TERTIARY DOMAIN [GENERAL]
Your

devotion

deep

into

to your

the tenets

Benefit:

have

allowing

level

the

Skins),

feat

character

(except

A THOUSAND

to tap

Focus

(knowledge:

able

15+,

considered

personal

A

Thousand

Shades,

A

1/ day, as a spellcaster

your spells with unholy

their potency against good.
Prerequisite:
Any two metamagic

level (a 3rd level spell
waive

the

Shades

prerequisites
and

for

A Thousand

it at any level.

etc.). This additional
saving

throws

illusions,

allowing

spellcaster

3rd+.

energy, you increase
feats.

you

deals

damage

an additional

follows

and spell resistance

3d8

damage,

the same rules
of the original

for

spell.

good creatures suffer a -2 profane penalty to
any saving throw involved with the spell. Evil creatures
gain a +2 profane bonus to their saving throw. An unholy
lattice spell takes up a spell slot one level higher than the
spell's actual level.
In addition,

SHADES [GENERAL]

You know the secrets of personal
to disguise yourself.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, divine

for the day.

Benefit: A good creature targeted with damage dealing
spells suffer an additional
id8 points of damage per spell

13th+.

level.

to take

a turn attempt

By blighting

illusions,

completely.

cast shapechange

A Thousand

prime

UNHOLY LATTICE [METAMAGIC]
of

spellcaster

characters

As your church
is devoted
to protecting
the
material plane, you may turn or rebuke Outsiders.
Prerequisite:
Wis 15+.

Benefit:
You may turn or rebuke Outsiders
as though
they were undead with +4 turn resistance. Doing so is still

domain.

secrets
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Druid

being

Skill

yourself

divine

You may

to your

Special:

power

FURS [GENERAL]

Skins,

Benefit:

this

a third

mastered

Prerequisites:

equal

the

faith.

15+,

you to change

Thousand

you

iSt+.

You gain

A THOUSAND
You

Wis

cleric

grants

of your

Prerequisites:
religion),

order

UNHOLY WEAPON OF POWER [GENERAL]
Your god's power flows through your arm, turning your
weapon into a tool of evil.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Cleave, Power Attack, must be
evil alignment,
divine spellcaster leveI9th+.
Benefit: While wielding a weapon of the same type as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains + 1 and the special
magical ability unholy. These abilities
stack with any
magical abilities of the weapon, but the weapon must at
least be masterwork

VOICE OF ANGELS [GENERAL]
You are likable and persuasive, possessing a gift for charm.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, divine spellcaster level 12th+.
Benefit:
Charisma.
Special:

You gain
Should

a permanent

+2 divine

you ever displease

bonus

to

your god or act in a

manner uncharacteristic
of your station, this bonus can
be taken away from you, until such time as you regain
your god's favor.

to gain this power.

WALK OF THE UNSEEN [GENERAL]
UNHOLY FRIENDSHIP
You are "blessed"
Prerequisites:

[GENERAL]

You can walk the paths between

with an unholy allegiance
Must be evil alignment,

to the undead.
divine spell-

caster level 3rd+.
Benefit:
Undead creatures will not attack you, unless
you attack first or they are directly
commanded
to.

Prerequisites:

worlds.
15+, 12+ ranks in
spellcasterlevel 15th+.

Wis

(planes)skill, divine

Benefit:
You may cast etherealness
per day equal to vour Wisdom bonus.

Knowledge

a number of times

Intelligent
undead may make a will save (DC 10 + your
divine spellcaster
level + your Charisma bonus) to overcome this ability and act against you. They may make this
check each round,
until successful.
Once. successful,
an undead

need not make another

save that day.

THE UNMAKER'S
AURA [GENERAL]
You have been blessed by the power to destroy the
.
weapons of your enemies.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Power Attack, Sunder, must be
chaotic alignment,
divine spellcaster leveI9th+.
Benefit:
You gain a +8 profane damage bonus when
attacking an opponent's
weapon. This bonus is increase to
+12 against any object that it is not being wielded or held
by a living creature. The power of this feat extends to all
chaotic

allies within

15 ft., but they

gain only half the

The power of your deity allows you to destroy the
weapons of your enemies.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+, Divine Weapon Mastery,
Sunder,divine spellcasterlevel 12th+, accessto the War
domain.
Benefit:

bonus.

UNSCRY [GENERAL]
Allows the initiate protection
from magical scrying.
Prerequisites:
Wis 13+, divine spellcaster
level 9th+
or divine spellcaster 5th+ and access to Trickery domain.
Benefit:
Any attempt to scry your location has its DC
increased by 10. In addition, should a scry attempt against
you fail by 10 or more, the person attempting
to scry
you is lead false information.
Only the most extremely
powerful

WEAPON OF DESTRUCTION [GENERAL]

magic (such as a wish spell) can pierce the veil of

unscry.

VISIONS OF THE DIVINE [GENERAL]
You gain insight to things beyond normal vision.
Prerequisites:
Wis 15+, 12+ ranks in Knowledge
(religion),
8+ ranks in Scry skill, divine spellcaster
level
12th+.
Benefit:
Once per day, you may cast commune, without
paying an XP cost. This is in addition to any spells you
may normally cast.

When

striking

an

opponent's non-magical

weapon with aweapon that is the sametype asthe favored
weapon of your god, your opponent's weapon is destroyed
instantly. If it is magical it must make a saveagainst a DC
equal to the damage dealt to the weapon or it is destroyed.
The weapon gains a bonus equal to its magical bonus plus
the wielder's Strength bonus.
Special: You must wield at least a masterwork weapon
to usethis feat.

WEAPON OF FLAME [GENERAL]
Your god's power flows through your arm, turning your
weapon into living flame.
Prerequisites: Str 13+, divine spellcaster level 9th+,
accessto the War domain.
Benefit:
While wielding a weapon of the same type as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains the special magical
ability flaming burst. This ability stackswith any magical
abilities of the weapon, but the weapon must at least be
masterwork to gain this power.

WEAPON OF FROST [GENERAL]
Your god's

power flows through your arm, turning your

weapon into living frost.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,divine spellcasterlevel 9th+,
accessto the War domain.
Benefit: While wielding a weapon of the same type as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains the special magical
ability icy burst. This ability stacks with any magical
abilities of the weapon, but the weapon must at least be
masterwork to gain this power.

WEAPON OF LIGHTNING [GENERAL]
Your god'spowerflowsthroughyour arm,turning your
weapon into living lightning.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,divine spellcasterlevel 9th+,
accessto the War domain.
Benefit: While wielding a weapon of the same type as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains the special magical
ability shocking burst.This ability stackswith any magical

abilities of the weapon,but the weaponmust at leastbe
masterworkto gain this power.

WEAPON OF POWER [GENERAL]
Your god grants you a gift, empowering your weapon.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,Cleave,PowerAttack, divine
spellcaster leveI9th+, accessto the War domain.
Benefit: While wielding a weapon of the same type as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains +1 and the special
magical ability mighty cleaving. These abilities stack with
any magical abilities of the weapon, but the weapon must
at least be masterwork to gain this power.

WEAVE WARDS [ITEM CREATION]
You can tie magical spells to a specific location, rather
than to an item.
Prerequisites:
Int 13+,arcanespellcasterlevel5th+.
Benefit: You can imbue a specific location with an
abjuration or divination spell by weaving a ward into a
central arcane anchor point. Warding a location takes 1
day for each 1,000 gp in the ward's base price. When you
weave a ward, you set the caster level. The caster level
must be sufficient to cast the spell in question and no
higher than your own level. The base price of a ward is its
spell level multiplied by its caster level multiplied by 500
gp. To weave a ward, you must spend '/25of the ward's base
price in XP and use up raw materials costing half of this
baseprice. A ward can also be made so that it only triggers
once, then it is gone, in which case it only costs 1/20 th of

the amountcalculatedabove.
When you weavea ward, you make any choicesyou
would normally make when casting the spell. Whoever
touches or disturbs the ward, is the target of the spell.
Divination spells, such as detect

evil, can be set to activate

and reveal(asper the first round of the spell only) their
targetedclassificationwhen acreaturecrossesaward.For

example,a detect undead ward would revealanyundead
thatpassedoverit, while a detect magic ward wouldshow
a multiplicity of magical auras when an experienced
adventurercrossedit.
Any ward that stores a spell with a costly material
component or an XP cost also carries a commensurate
cost.In addition to the costsderived from the baseprice,
you must expendthe material component or pay the XP
when weaving

the ward.

WEAPON OF STRENGTH [GENERAL]
Your god'spower flows through your arm, turning your
weapon into a highly tuned scalpel.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,divine spellcasterlevel 9th+,
accessto the War domain.
Benefit: While wielding a weapon of the same type as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains +2 and the special
magical ability keen.Your weapon gains this ability even if
it is not slashing. These abilities stack with any magical
abilities of the weapon, but the weapon must at least be
masterwork to gain this power.

WEAPON OF THUNDER [GENERAL]
god'spower flows through your arm, turning your
weaponinto living thunder.
Prerequisites:
Str 13+,divine spellcasterlevel 9th+,

Your

accessto the War domain.
Benefit: While wielding a weapon of the same type as
your deity's favored weapon, it gains the special magical
ability thundering. This ability stacks with any magical
abilities of the weapon, but the weapon must at least be
masterwork to gain this power.

WRATH OF THE DIVINE [GENERAL]
Youarechargedwith dispatchingthosewho havebeen
deniedtheir rightful
Prerequisites:

death.

Str 13+, divine spellcaster 6th+ level.

Benefit:
You may target resurrected
characters as though they were undead.

THE WYlD TRANSFORMATION

or reincarnated

[GENERAL]

You may change shape, as a druid.
Prerequisites:
Divine
the Animal domain.
Benefit:

You

gain

spellcasterlevel 15th+,

access

to

the

druid

access to

ability,

wild

shape, asa druid of half your character level.
Special: If you alreadyhavethe ability to wild shape,
this ability stacks with your existing level to determine
which wild shapesyou gain accessto.

While

most characters
earn feats through
physical or
mental training, others come at a higher difficulty - the
result of a long and difficult journey. Unlike most feats,
quest feats require unusual requirements,
which require
roleplay. A quest feat must be earned as part of a story,
and the player must announce the intent to pursue a quest
feat instead of purchasing
a normal one. Once the character has fulfilled
the requirements
for the quest feat,
he immediately
gains it. A character
that has lost the
effects of a quest feat may not purchase
it again, and
wastes his previous feat expenditure.
There are times a DM may wish to reward exemplary
role-playing
and effort with a bonus quest feat. But these
should

be saved for exceptional
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You receive a +8 profane bonus against all SenseMotive
checks. Additionally, any magical effects which attempt
to guide your attitude (as opposed to controlling it
outright) work unreliably on you; while you may be
charmed, since there is literally nothing that you will not
do, and that you do not believe that death harms someone
in any way, your new master had best be very, very careful
in explaining what he wants you to do. Similarly, any spell
which affects or wards off an alignment has utterly no
effect on you.

On the other hand,you automaticallyfail any attempt
to resistthe effectsof confusion, cause insanity, or any spells
or spell-like effects that are variations thereof Further,
you may no longer advance in any class that requires you
to be of a specific alignment. At the DM's discretion,
monks may ignore this restriction, as many a monk has
mistaken their madness astrue enlightenment.
Special: Purchasing the iron will feat ends the effects
of this feat, but at this point, purchasing iron will requires
that you do so asthough it were a quest feat that demands
you to focus all your will on one single task or subject for
an extended period of time, no less than a month before
purchasing iron will.

BLOOD KIN [QUEST]
You have powerful friends that would do anything for
you.Anything.
Prerequisites: Cha 15+. You must be personally
responsible for saving the life of a major figure of a
society,whose alignment is not in opposition to your
own.
Benefits:
Though you are not a relative of the man you
saved, he looks upon you with the same affection he
shares with his closest kin. Once per game session, you
may ask him to do anyone thing for you, and so long asit
is within his power and is not utterly repugnant to him,
he will do asyou ask without question. He is not a follower or cohort, however (unless you also have the
Leadership feat, at which point you may select him as a
cohort), and he has a life and a mind of his own. He is
within his rights to ask that you aid him, aswell, particularly if he has risked his life or station on your behalf.
Special: You are not required to return your blood-kin's
affections, but failure to return his loyalty will net you an
enemy who is quite familiar with you, and cost you the
benefits of this feat.
BRUSH

WITH

GREATNESS

[QUEST]

You have come into contact with something unquestionably greater than yourself, and you would give anything
to be closer to that again.
Prerequisites:

You must have used or been directly

affected by a major artifact or relic, or have survived
having the undivided attention of a creature of CR 20+.
Benefits: Whether you admit it or not, you are
thrilled to the sensation of being so close to such a
primal power. You never felt anything like it before
or since, and you would know immediately if you
felt it again.
You instantly sense the presence and general
direction of any major artifact or creature of 20+
CR, up to a half-mile distance.

CARRIER

THE CHOSEN ONE [QUEST]

[QUEST]

Though you are yourself immune to it, you still bear a
diseasethat could harm others.
Prerequisites: Con 13+. In addition, you must have
survived being infected with a potentially fatal disease,
using only your own natural healing, but not including
your own classfeatures.
Benefits: Though you are now immune to the
diseasethat you once bore, and indeed all natural diseases,
you are still infectious. Anyone who touches your bare
flesh or your blood risks contracting the same disease(as

though you wereacleric of your level castingcause

disease

against them). This is not a conscious ability on your part,
and knowingly using it asa weapon is an evil act.
CARTE

BLANCHE

[QUEST]

You have an official document in your possession that
renders you untouchable by the law.
Prerequisites:
The absolutetrust of the Lawful Neutral
or Lawful Evil ruler, theft of the documentfrom aperson

serving the same, or a Forgery check (DC 40) using the
signet ring marking of a Lawful Neutral or Lawful Evil
ruler.
Benefit: You have a one-time +20 enhancement bonus
to any Charisma-based skill checks when dealing with
officials or law enforcement in an encounter. These other
NPCs must owe fealty to the person who gave you the
document, but the benefits last the duration of the
encounter, after which they recover the document from
you for authentication.
Special: Forged or stolen documents may place a
significant price on your head, and no ruler gives out
carte blanche to those who have exploited such blessings
in the past.

Whether it is true or not, a group of people believes you
to be their chosen savior.
Prerequisites:
Leadershipor Tyrant.Additionally,you
must make contact with a cult or minor religion (fewer
than 50 members), be able to speak their language, and
have an identifying, natural mark or feature such as a

birthmark, ascar,mismatchedeyes, etc.
Benefit: In addition to your normal corpsof followers,
a cult has determined that you are their prophesied hero.
Unlike the rest, these few people are fanatically devoted
to you, believing as they do that you are the single most
important figure in history. The prophecy mayor may not
be true, and you mayor may not be the hero spoken of in
they do, and that is
it. You do not have to believe
enough for them.
You have an additional number of followers equal to
10%of your base followers, up to a total of 50 more than
normal, and one additional cohort (usually a bodyguard,
liaison,or cleric). Thesepeoplearemembersof your cult,
and obey your word without question, so long as they
believe you to be their prophesied hero. Unlike normal
followers and cohorts, the cultists may be of any
alignment, class,or race that could be afollower or cohort,
regardless of those normally barred to you.
unfortunately for you, the cult's number is finite, and
their goals clear. Cultists killed are not replaced, and while
they believe that you are their champion, their loyalty
is only assuredso long asthey continue to believe such.

-

Special:

CHOSEN

CHAOTIC MAGIC [QUEST, METAMAGIC]
Your magic seethes with chaotic energy, difficult to
control but equally difficult to counter.
Prerequisites:
Ability to castspells.Must beof chaotic
alignment. You must visit a plane with a strong, inherently
chaotic element, and cast a spell of your highest level but
remain in absolute control of it for the spell's duration.

Yourmagicdoesnot actpreciselyasmagicof
other, similar spellcasters,and even archmagesand high
priests have difficulty understanding it. All Spellcraft
checksto identify the spell you arecastinghave+10DC,
and eventhen any attempt to counter one of your spells
havea 25%chanceof failing.
Unfortunately, chaotic energy is very difficult to
manipulate, and your Concentration checks to avoid
miscastingaspell areincreasedby tWicethe spell'slevel.
Benefits:

If you are ever proven not to be the cult's

champion, they will not merely abandon you, turning on
you instead. You would not only lose the benefits of this
feat, but gain a potentially deadly enemy.
BY THE

GODS

[QUEST]

Whether because of great heroism or pure luck, you have
been proclaimed a hero of your religion by your god or his
immediate, supernatural servants.
Prerequisites:
You must have exactlythe samealignment asyour god, and you must perform a great act in his
name - the recovery of a lost artifact, the defeat of a rival

god'sfavoredservants,etc.
Benefit:
You are the hero of an entire religion

-

ablessing and a curse. While the church will not give you
its artifacts or dispatch a cleric to join you, it will do most
anything else for you, including performing divine spells
in an emergency. and offer you sanctuary in time of need.
UnfortUnately, the church will also make requests that
you further your quest for your god, and you are a prime
target for any enemies of either your church or your deity.
Furthermore, not even clerics are immune to ambition,
and any fool can take power by turning a hero into a
martyr.

COSMOLOGICAL
You have

SECRET [QUEST]

figured out one of the underlying secrets of real-

ity, and may exploit it to your advantage.
Prerequisites:
15+ ranks in Knowledge (arcana) skill.
Additionally, you must have at least inspected a major

artifact, for a period of no less than a month.
Benefits:
The universe, contrary to popular opinion,
is nowhere near perfect, and you may exploit an imperfection. Once per day, you may reroll any roll, even a
natural 1 or 20, and accept the better result.
Nobody likes others pointing out their failures, however,
and every time you use this ability, your action acts as a
blaring siren, attracting the attention of the entity whose
failure you exploit.
Special: Clerics with the Trickery domain may waive
the knowledge (arcana) requirement of this feat.
EXOTIC

CASTING

STYLE

[METAMAGIC,

QUEST]

FAVOR OF THE GODS [QUEST]
You have earnedthe favor of your deity.
Prerequisites:
Your alignment must exactly match
your deity's, and you must successfullyundertake two
questsfor him - one to expand his interests, and an
additional one againstan enemy god. Both these quests
must involve great hardship for you, during which time
your ideals are tested and deemed worthy.
Benefit: Clericsgain accessto anadditional domain of
their deity. Paladins gain accessto a domain of their deity,
and one additional domain spell, per spell level per day.
Other classes gain a domain benefit of their deity.
Non-clerics with this feat gain cleric as a favored class,
but must use this domain asone of their cleric domains.
Special:

Youareheld to more exactingstandardsthan

other worshippers, and the deity repeals this feat if you
act against his wishes. Clerics may purchase this feat
multiple times, each time adding an additional quest.

You have trained under a great spellcaster, and discovered

how to improve your

art.

Prerequisites:
Ability to cast
that determines whether you

spells.19+in the ability
can cast a class spell.

Knowledge (arcana) 10+. Further, you must use magic to
best a character or creature that already has this feat, and
spend one year of continuous study under him.
Benefit: Your spells are stronger and more powerful
than normal. You cast all your class spells as though you
were one level higher.
Special: You may purchase this feat multiple times.
Each time you do so, you apply its benefit to a different
spellcasting class.
EXOTIC

FIGHTING

You have received

STYLE

FOREIGN MAGICKS [QUEST]
You have journeyed the length and breadth of the world,
and harvested its mysteriesfor your own purposes.
Prerequisites:

8+ ranks

in Knowledge (arcana)skill,

8+ ranks in Spellcraft 8+ skill, spellcaster level 12th+.
You must personally discover no fewer than three lost
spells which you can cast, each from a different time
and/or creator.
Benefits: Your spellcastingis particularly exotic.Your
spell DC is increased by 3. This bonus stacks with other
DC increases. Others attempting to use Spellcraft checks
to discern your magic, do so with a -5 circumstance
penalty.

[QUEST]

exceptional

martial

training,

and can

FORSAKEN

[QUEST]

countereventhe most esotericmaneuversin combat.

Something terrible has happenedto you, and even your

Prerequisites:
Base attack bonus of +12, Expertise.
Additionally,
you must defeat in combat a character or

friends worry about the mark it has left on your soul.

creature who already has this feat, and spend one year of
continuous training with him.
Benefit:
You have learned how to counter the most

thing in your life - a loved one unceremoniously
destroyed before your eyes, your great quest hopelessly
diverted, your family sword shattered, your honor
irretrievably besmirched, etc.

common combat moves, while at the same time confusing
your opponent as to what your next action will be. Add
your base attack bonusto anyBluff checkto disguisewhat
your next move in combat will be. In addition, while you
are in combat with an individual, you may name one feat
available on the fighter bonus feats list. If your opponent

hasthis feat, he cannotuseit for the duration of the fight
with you, or until you usethis featon another combatant.
Opponents may still use other feats, even if the feat you
have chosen is a prerequisite for another feat.
Special: Assuming that the characters meet the prerequisites, fighters may choose this asa bonus feat.

Prerequisites:

Benefits:

Youmust have lost the most important

As you no longer have anything to live for,

you no longer care for life. Increase by your overall level
the DC of any Charisma-based check against you.
Unfortunately, since you no longer have anything to live
for, you cannot be raised from the dead.
GLIMPSE
Perhaps

INTO
you

THE BEYOND

[QUEST]

read the wrong book, or perhaps you entered

the wrong plane at the wrong time. Whatever the cause,
you now know something mankind was not meant to
know...

Prerequisites:

6+ ranks

in Knowledge

(arcana)

skill.

HONORED

You must make a brush with a powerful, unnatural
force,
including (but not limited to) an outsider with a minimum
CR of 19, an artifact-level
tome of forbidden
lore, an
extremely unusual and fearsome planar event, or similar.
Alternately,
you can die and be resurrected.
Regardless,
you must have a dangerous
obsession with knowledge,

While

and pursue it beyond reason.
Benefits:
You may use any Knowledge
skill as though
you had 10 ranks in it, though doing so is painful, and

must

costs you 1d4 temporary
have a +4 inherent bonus
creatures

Wisdom
each
to all Intimidate

with the aberrant

time. You also
checks against

type.

ENEMY [QUEST]

you know

differences,
honorable

survive

lawful-aligned

force
enemy

not increased.
Special: Not all sorcerous
and even among
the progenitor

bloodlines

those that do there

have progenitors,
is no guarantee

that

is still alive.

HONORARY NOBILITY [QUEST]
In recognition
title.
Prerequisites:

of your services,
Repeated

a noble has granted

and exemplary

you a

service

to a

noble (or, more rarely, against one whom wishes to ingratiate you to him or otherwise manipulate
you).
Benefits:
Other nobles treat you with more respect
than is afforded to a mere commoner,
granting you a +2
enhancement
bonus in all Charisma-based
checks with
local nobles. You may also use your title to deliver orders
to other nobles beneath you in station,
abuse this may find nobles planning
"upstart" in their midst.
Normal:
While characters

but those who
to destroy the

may be nobility

without

the

use of this feat, earned nobility means you command
respect, even from those nobles who still turn their nose
up at you
after all, they know that you have political
connections

in addition

to your more brutish

abilities.

him
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Benefits:
Your ancestor unlocked
a portion
of your
potential,
increasing
your capabilities
and your understanding
of your own art. So long as you only use one
metamagic
feat when casting a spell, your casting time is

finally

trust

alignment.

at least

again

Special:

8+ ranks in Knowledge
(history) skill, sorcerer leveI1st+.
Additionally,
you must first discover and then meet the
progenitor
of your sorcerous bloodline.

the

conditions.

if doing

[QUEST]

Lawful

the same,

In dire

You have made contact with the ancestor whose blood
powers your spells, and he has granted you a boon.
Prerequisites:
8+ ranks in Knowledge
(arcane) skill,

earned

foe.

You must

the

one day you must

have

Prerequisites:

and

GREATER SORCEROUS BLOODLINE

that

you

foe.

treatment

him

fairly,

lose

all benefits

from

or otherwise
of this

feat.

LEGENDARY

ABILITY [QUEST]

One of your abilities has marked you as more than mortal.
Prerequisites:
Any ability score 20+, which you used
to best in a duel an unique, supernatural
creature known
for that ability (20+ in the ability).
Benefits:
Having
beaten
a powerful,
supernatural
creature at its own game, you have wrested a portion of
that creature's unnatural
essence from it, and used it to
empower yourself. You may not kill your opponent in the
process (your power stems from the creature,
and its
death would mean the end of your gift; the creature
will not directly harm you while
as your death would mean a bit of it
constrained
by the limitations
of a
you gain a number of abilities. You

you have this feat,
dies, too). No longer
wholly mortal form,
now age at half the

normal rate of someone of your race, and you may reroll
anyone
check made with this ability once per game
session, keeping the better result. In contested
checks,
you may simply declare a victory over your opponent

once per session,so long

as your ability

score and skill

ranks are both higher than the opponent's
and the opponent is not of the dragon, elemental,
fey, magical beast,
outsider, or undead types. Finally, you may return your
supernatural
essence to the creature you took it from,
losing the benefits of this feat but extracting a service

from them in the process.
There are certain consequences to attempting to
contain such powerful energies in a relatively weak

frame,of course.Your everyuseof your enhanced ability
counts asasupernaturalability in addition to any existing

extraordinary or spell-like nature your use might have.
Additionally, your essenceoccasionally trips over certain
magical spells, and there is a 50% chance that any spell
that would hedge out or otherwise affect the creature you
subjugated affects you, too. Finally, stealing power from
a greater creature is not something done lightly, as it
does not simply anger the creature you best, but any
allied creature. Others, particularly creatures who may
themselves fall victim to this feat, may wish to make an
example of you, while others may attempt to take what
you rightfully stole.
Special: The creature whose essenceyou steal must be
of one of the following types: dragon, elemental, outsider,
or undead, and their score in this ability must equal or
exceed your own. should this creature die, you lose the
benefits of this feat, and while the creature will only
rarely risk killing you, it may well bend all its thoughts
toward retrieving that piece of its soul that you have
stolen. The creature becomes an NPC with a rather severe
vendetta against you.

lOST SOUL [QUEST]
You've made a terrible, terrible mistake, and while it
provides you some benefits on occasion,you have put
yourselfat greatrisk.
Prerequisites: A powerful creature (usually but not
alwaysan undeador outsider of CR 15 or greater;some
evil wizards and clerics may be able to fulfill this role,
at the GM's discretion) must havetaken your soul from
you, usually through a deal though certain necromantic
effectsmay duplicateit.
Benefit: Though there are few direct benefits from
separationwith your soul, somedo exist.while you still
have emotions, they feel distant and incomplete from
what you once had,and you havea +5 profanebonus to
resist any magical or supernatural effect that would
manipulate your feelings, aswell asany opposedcheck
where your opponent uses his Charisma.Additionally,
increasethe DC of any Scryattempt madeagainstyou by
anyoneother than the new owner of your soulby the new
owner'schallengerating. Lastly,you areutterly immune
to any effect which relies upon your soul, including
energydrain,asyour foescannotstrike at that which you
do not have.
The downside of all of this is great, however. Your
distant emotions give you a -5 profane penalty to all of
your Charisma-basedchecks,and you automaticallyfail
any will saveagainstan effect from someonewho has
your soul. Further, asyour body is a mere husk with no
more spirit than an animal's,it is simplicity itself for
anyoneor anything to possessyou,andyou automatically
fail any savesagainstapossessionattempt.

Worst of all, your soulless state has a degenerative affect
upon your personality. For every level you advance while
you have this feat, you suffer a permanent point of
Charisma loss, and move one alignment step closer to true
neutrality. It you are a divine spellcaster in service to a
non-evil god, you cast your spells asthough you were one
level lower. All effects end if and when you retrieve your
soul.
Special:

All effects end when you retrieve your soul.

At the GM's discretion, you gain double the experience of
defeating your soul's owner if you are solely responsible
for retrieving your soul.

MASTER OF THE FIELD [QUEST]
You are a legendary figure within your field of expertise.
Prerequisites:

10+ranks in anyone skill, skill Focus

(any), three or more renowned uses of that skill tied to
your name and efforts.
Benefit: With great ability comes great respect,
and you have both. Within groups that respect your skill,
you may add your skill's default ability modifier to any
Charisma checks you make. Even those who normally
would not care about your skill view you with more
respect; when dealing with those who have heard of your
legendary skill, but who do not respect others' use of it,
you may use your skill's default ability modifier instead of
Charisma for all Charisma-based checks.
Additionally, your face is known to many. Anyone with
5 or more. ranks in your skill may make a Spot check to
recognize you.
Special:

Respectdoes not equal favor, and others in

your field may view you as a rival rather than as a
colleague. Those outside your field may hold even
dimmer views on you, especially if your renowned usesof
the skill were actions they would disapprove of.
Special: You may take this feat multiple times. Each
time you take this feat, choose a different skill associated
with it.
NOTORIETY

[QUEST]

Everyone knows your name. Everyone.
Prerequisite:
Cha 15+,character level 12th+. You must

be publicly held responsible for an action so major that
hundreds of people or more have lived or died solely
becauseof your efforts.
Benefit: Almost everyone knows who you are and
what you did. They may like you or hate you, or not care
in the slightest, but they know just the same. Whatever
the case, only the most ignorant or foolhardy opponent
will simply kill you outright, particularly since so many of
your enemies would pay well for the opportunity to do it
themselves. . .

whenever a new NPC or intelligent creature spots you
for the first time during an encounter or when you enter
a settlement, the GM compares your Charisma modifier +
character level to the NPC's Intelligence modifier + the
NPC's challenge rating or character level. If the difference
is 10 or less, the other realizes your identity and reports it
to a superior. If it is feasible and an enemy believes they
can profit from it, the enemy will attempt to capture you
alive even if they normally kill prisoners.
When making Charisma-based checks with people
who know of you and your notorious actions, your
Charisma modifier is doubled (if you are making an
Intimidate check and your action caused people to die,
or if the other person found favor with your action),
or reduced to zero (if the person is aware but uncaring of
your action, or hates you because of it and you are not
making an Intimidate check).
Finally, you gain a one-time +5 bonus to your leadership or tyrant scores (if any you gain the bonus to your
leadership if you saved lives, or tyrant if you ended them
instead).
Special: If you are ever proven not to be the causeof
your own notoriety, you lose all the-effects of this feat.

ORACLE'S

WISDOM

[QUEST]

You have consulted an oracle about your future, though
understanding what he told you is an altogether different
matter.
Prerequisites:
Youmustjourney to anoracle'slair, and
convince him to share his wisdom with you
usually
through a quest that is a thinly-veiled test of character.
Benefits: The oracle has told you a prophecy of your
future and your ultimate fate. Unfortunately, this did not
have the precise effect that you desired
you've begun to
notice that certain portions of the foretelling occur no
matter how you act, while other portions of the prophecy
have had entirely unpredictable hidden meanings. Once
per session, you may force a reroll of any die, but doing
so allows the DM to force a reroll of any other die that
session.

ORDERED

MAGIC

[QUEST,

METAMAGIC]

Your magic is precisely patterned and orchestrated.
Prerequisites:
Lawful alignment.Ability to castspells.
In addition, you must journey to aplane with aprominent
lawful nature, and practice casting spells there for a
continuous period of no less than three months.
Benefits: You notice the tiny variables and flow of
spells, and can duplicate or exploit them with effort. Once
per day,you may cast a spell that you had cast earlier that
day (including metamagic feats, if any), against the same
targets. The spell produces precisely the same effect,
dealing the samedamage (if any) to the sametargets asthe
previous casting. Targets fail or save as they did at the
previous casting, but may use spell resistance against the
second casting asnormal.
In addition, you have a +5 insight bonus to Spellcraft
checks to counterspies.
PENITENT

[QUEST]

Try as you might, you cannot forget your past, or the
person you once were. . .
Prerequisite: An alignment change to a new alignment
at least partially in opposition to your old one (Le. chaotic
good to lawful neutral). Formerly true neutral characters
must change to any of lawful good, chaotic good, lawful
evil, or chaotic evil. Additionally, you must publicly
perform one act of contrition, proving your change of
heart to yourself and others.
Benefits: No matter how much you may wish to the
contrary, your change of heart provides several benefits.
Your insight into your former alignment, combined with
your newfound perspective, gives you a greater understanding of how those of your old alignment think,
garnering you a +2 insight bonus to all Bluff, Diplomacy,
and Sense Motive checks with intelligent people and
creatures of that alignment. Your dedication to never go
back to that alignment is also great, and you have a +5
morale bonus to any will save that would force you to
return to it, and you may ask the GM whether a specific
action will lead you back toward that end.
Special: with the GM's permission, a character with
this feat and who is presently lawful good may multi-class
into the paladin class,obeying the multi-class restrictions
of the paladin classfrom then on.
Special: A characterwith this featwho changesalignment again loses all benefit of this feat, and may not take
it again.

RITUAL ATONEMENT

[QUEST]

You have been absolved of your greatest sins.
Prerequisites:
Non-evil. You must recompense
you have seriously wronged in some way, quested

those
to gain

the forgiveness
of your deity, and received an atonement.
Benefit:
Others attempting
to invoke your past to
taunt you receive a -4 circumstance
penalty to all checks
doing so. In addition,
you are continually
under the
effects of a bless spell until such time as you perform an
action unbefitting
to your alignment.
Special:
characters
who attempt to convince
clergy
of the need of this feat for minor
nication.
SCOURGE
Through
man.

[QUEST]
action or inaction,

sins may face excommu-

you have angered

the wrong

Prerequisites:
You must have combated
(directly or
otherwise)
a character
or creature of CR 15 or greater,
and dealt a severe blow to his reputation
or his schemes.
Benefits:
Though you now have the undivided
attention of a powerful being who would do you ill, you have
also earned the quiet support of his enemies (and possibly
some of his lieutenants).
Such people will surreptitiously
aid you

(so long

as you

keep

your

ties

secret

-

they

are

not so foolish as to draw your enemy's wrath themselves),
perhaps providing
you with knowledge
of your enemy's
whereabouts,
his weaknesses
or strengths, or insight into
his plans.

SOULLESS
Through

[QUEST]

some unforeseen

catastrophe,

have a soul inhabiting
your body.
Prerequisites:
You must face

you

a powerful

no longer
(15 CR+)

noncorporeal
creature
in combat, which reduces
you
below half your hit points. Alternately,
some powerful

creature must somehow earn more

claim

to your

soul

than you have.
Benefits:

REVOLUTIONARY
Having

taken

FIGUREHEAD
part in the downfall

[QUEST]
of a government,

you

find yourself the new ideal of its replacement,
whether
for good or ill.
Prerequisites:
You must have openly and directly
aided in the toppling of a government
as part of a popular
revolution.
Benefits:
Though you have little legal power, politics
have made you a leader of the people (willing or otherwise, officially or otherwise). You gain a +6 circumstance
bonus to all of your Bluff and Diplomacy
public on behalf of the new government,
you might be able to wrangle a position

checks made in
and with effort,
of actual power,

though

the people

this will almost

certainly

anger

want to use your image, not your person,

to lead.

Without

a soul, you have no emotions

-

there is no better nature for others to appealto, nor any-

who

thing to chill with fear. Subsequently,any effect which
attemptsto trigger an emotion within you automatically
fails.
In contrast,anycreaturecapableof possessionmaypossessyou atwill, andyou haveno savingthrow againstthis.
Furthermore,you may not be raisedfrom the deadwhile
soulless.

SOUL TWIN

[QUEST]
Both you and another

member

soul betWeen you.
Prerequisites:
Two

of your party now share a

party

members

with

the

same

alignment
must choose
this feat at the same time.
characters
must share a great bond between
them
(i.e. family, marriage, or having saved each other's lives
multiple times).
Benefit:
By taking a full-round
action, you always
know the exact whereabouts
and present condition
of
your soul-tWin. While you are within fifteen feet of your
soul-tWin,

both

of you have the Alertness

feat. Finally,

when your soul-tWin suffers wounds which would reduce
him below zero, you may opt to take the excess wounds
instead.
Special: If you ever betray your soul-tWin, or if he ever
betrays you, the link is permanently
severed.

SURETY BOND [QUEST]
Others
are willing to stake their reputation
on your
loyalty, despite you being a mercenary.
Prerequisites:
You must have signed on and completed
three campaigns
have performed

tWo of those campaigns, and garnered the attention of an
NPC of at least double your level.
Benefit: The NPC provides backing for a surety bond,
a notarized document
declaring your loyalty. You receive
a +4 competence
checks, and you

bonus to all Profession
(mercenary)
may call upon the NPC in times of

trouble.
Special:

effects

)

a close

tWisted

which

brush

your

Prerequisites:

gives you

and

(or gift) of the lands and all buildings upon it. A means
using this stronghold
as a source of income.

you, and some

more)

you

without

you,

you

are

especially

ability

any number

one fourth your level in all Charisma-based
skill checks
when dealing with local nobility and leadership.
Special:
Your stronghold
may be conquered
or
destroyed, or your seneschal may revolt.

exactly

it offers

you

a great

powerful,
certainly
liches,
that

You must

aged

creature

qualify,

but

and elemental
either

method
them

impresses

a great

favors

(i.e.

necessarily

Once

per

for aid. Your

die

for

you,

or

goods,

halt

but

mentor

you

for
may

may

alignment,

fairly

for

offers
the

likewise
his rivals

not

you,
advice,

occasional

If you
or other

and

from

you

request

beholders,

novel
or do

a curse).

this

may

call

or lend

you

training,

you,

careless,

students.

a negative

period
make

level

(a week

the

evil,

or

pull

undead

evil

eye at

to exorcise

merely

and always

the

of times

damned.

feel colder

to darkness

are near.

than

all about

You may use this

per day, but it otherwise

undead

spell

a +2 profane

acts

cast by a sorcerer

bonus

of your

to all Charisma-based

undead.

Special:

Clerics,

paladins,

undead

find

from

a deity.

make

a will

have

used

step

closer

Each

this

they

soul
of

save

and other

that

an unclean
regardless

they

you

equal

ability)

characters

no longer
begin

alignment

time
(DC

or

to rebuke

overriding

rebuke

undead,

to the number

to avoid

capable
do so after

moving

dead
choice

you

must

of times

you

one

alignment

has

given

to evil.

UNNATURAL

or

dire

a portion

of its essence.

spell.

(CR

15+) NPC

other

character,

in

his

one

to lend

cause,

wronged

in common)

or creature.
he must

you

such

of how

creature

(no alignments

in opposia powerful

a mighty

deeply.

creatures

with

not be aware

be aware

important
good

you

alignment
You need

but

or (for
you

[QUEST]

a powerful

Compatible

at least

illustration

political

however,

need,

tion,

willing

money

usually

BLESSING

Through

Prerequisites:

your

fight

non-combat

are

on

personally

aid from

feel

of turning

creature

and wisely.

adventure,
will

a

has

do something

of a lich),

of your

mentor

it as a proxy.

anger

plan

with
(dragons

(i.e. a clever

a djinni

its plans
and

then

freeing
you

it freely

manipulations,

contact

demons,

You must
unduly

with

instead,

and now

intelligence

so do celestials,

and will treat

Benefits:

acting

of unusual

them

mentor

The

creature,

friendly

a centuries-old

favor

not
you,

make

lords).

to overturn

Though

and terrible

its insight.

Prerequisites:

You have

developing

MENTOR [QUEST]

mark

may attempt

necessarily

when

like a detect

inflict

clerics

at ease,

can

you...

impressed

must

peasants

not

you

Charisma
modifier
(minimum
of one) every week).
Furthermore,
you receive a competence
bonus equal to

You have

their

it.

are rarely

should,

checks

undead,

go an extended

overzealous

you
you

level.

the

Superstitious

but

Though

a source of income
multiplied
by your

must

healing

Benefits:

of

with

An undead

on you,

SUPERNATURAL

a mercenary

soul.

access to certain amenities.
Prerequisites:
Leadership
feat, and at least one cohort
(who will act as seneschal in your absence). The purchase

Benefits:
The stronghold
provides
(your Leadership
skill + your level,

end if you betray

UNCLEAN SOUL [QUEST]

[QUEST]

You have and run a base of operations,

These

contract.

After

STRONGHOLD

as a mercenary. Additionally,
you must
functions
key to the success of at least

of this

of you, and must
boon,

and/or
only)

typically

useful
feel

you
that

be

by an
are

to

he has

Benefits:
Your benefactor immediately heals you of all
damage, including temporary ability loss and negative
levels. Your naturallifespan is also increased, though you
are not sure how long. Unfortunately, this is not without
its price - your soul is now partially alien, and you are
subject to hallucinations, spiritual manipulation by your
benefactor, and any other such effects your DM deigns
appropriate.
Special: Unavailable to characters with Unclean Soul.

VENDETTA
[QUEST]
Someone has wronged you, deeply, and they may even
live to regret it.
Prerequisites: You must face the same opponent
(whose level or CR is equal to or greater than your own)
three times. As a result of at least one such encounter, the
opponent must have cost you something you hold dear
(Le. the loss of a loved one, the destruction of a holy relic
of your god, permanently preventing you from completing a quest, etc.).

Benefit: You add your base will bonus to all rolls and
checks directly against this opponent.
Special: If you ever show mercy to your opponent,
or if you have mistakenly called a vendetta against an
opponent innocent of your accusations, you lose the
effects of this feat.
WEAPON OF PRIDE [QUEST]
By using your weapon repeatedly, it has become part of
your legend.
Prerequisites: You must have used the same masterwork weapon - and only this weapon - for three levels.
Weapon Focus feat for this weapon. You must defeat
(strike the killing or final subduing blow) an enemy who
has four or more levels more than you do, or a CR of five
or more than your level.
Benefit: This feat may be taken multiple times. Each
time you take this feat, your weapon gains a +1 enhancement modifier, or an enchantment of equal value (you
may saveup several feats to purchase higher cost enchantments). This feat has no effect on previously enchanted
items, and items enchanted in this manner may not be
otherwise enchanted.

More

of a chapter

we couldn't
"realistic"

of "fun"

resist making
campaigns.

feats

than

an appendix,

up some new feats that fit less

time you take this feat, choose

times.

Each

a +1 on all Charisma

wearing

leather

armor,

Benefit:

cious

and

based

skill

a +4 racial

Profession

(cook)

bonus
checks

'cause

to all Craft
to make

Having

the truth.
to your

Hide

a brain.

You are allowed

a will

save (DC 10 or more)

it's the

MONKEY

(baking)

sweet,

deli-

GRABS THE PEACH [GENERAL]

Prerequisite:
Benefit:

Monk
This

techniques,

this,

but

for

such

graphic

the

leveI9th+.

is the

involving

opponent's

most

dangerous

a strong,

groin.

powerful,

We were

sake

of the

and painful

going

children

descriptions

and vile of monk
crushing
to make
we opted

attack
rules

for

to leave

out of the book.

SEVEN DWARVES [GENERAL]
Prerequisite:
Benefit:

treats.

in situation where the creature is
vision or an illusion created by

elf

some sick, deranged

to the

You gain

bonus

[GENERAL]

effects could be higher
part of alcohol-related

ELVEN BLOOD, KEEBLER®
[BACKGROUND,
BLOODGIFT]
checks

LOGIC HOUND
Prerequisite:

+4 paranoia

anytime a gnome or halfling confronts you as you know
they shouldn't exist. The DC to resist gnome of halfling

checks. This bonus is +2 against members of the opposite
sex, +5 if you're a woman and your opponent
is a gamer or
knows a gamer.
Special: You gain an additional +1 circumstance
bonus
to your AC when
coolest.

Wis 13+, gnoll, knowrng

You gain

Benefit:

a new feat.

COOL [GENERAL]
You are just that cool and everyone knows it.
Prerequisites:
Cha 13+, rogue leveI1st+.
You gain

Prerequisites:
Benefit:
checks.

Enjoy.

BONUS FEAT [GENERAL]
Benefit:
Choose anyone feat from Feats.
Special: You may take this feat multiple

Benefit:

GRASSY GNOLL [BACKGROUND]

Perform

Dwarf.

You gain a cumulative
(ode) checks

+1 racial bonus

for every dwarf ally within

to all

60 ft.

GARDEN GNOME [BACKGROUND]
Prerequisite:
Isn't being a gnome enough?
Benefit:
You gain a +3 competence
bonus
checks and Move Silently
rose bushes.

checks

while

to Hide

in tall grass and

SPELL TURNING
Prerequisite:
Benefit:

[GENERAL]
Int 13+.

You always spell the word "turning"

correctly.

